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Abstract

This paper investigates the problem of policy learn-
ing in multiagent environments using the stochastic
game framework, which we briefly overview. We
introduce two properties as desirable for a learning
agent when in the presence of other learning agents,
namely rationality and convergence. We examine
existing reinforcement learning algorithms accord-
ing to these two properties and notice that they fail
to simultaneously meet both criteria. We then con-
tribute a new learning algorithm, WoLF policy hill-
climbing, that is based on a simple principle: “learn
quickly while losing, slowly while winning.” The
algorithm is proven to be rational and we present
empirical results for a number of stochastic games
showing the algorithm converges.

1 Introduction
Themultiagent learning problemconsists of devising a learn-
ing algorithm forour single agent to learn a policy in the
presence ofother learning agents that are outside of our con-
trol. Since the other agents are also adapting, learning in the
presence of multiple learners can be viewed as a problem of
a “moving target,” where the optimal policy may be chang-
ing while we learn. Multiple approaches to multiagent learn-
ing have been pursued with different degrees of success (as
surveyed in[Weiß and Sen, 1996] and [Stone and Veloso,
2000]). Previous learning algorithms either converge to a
policy that is not optimal with respect to the other player’s
policies, or they may not converge at all. In this paper we
contribute an algorithm to overcome these shortcomings.

We examine the multiagent learning problem using the
framework of stochastic games. Stochastic games (SGs)
are a very natural multiagent extension of Markov deci-
sion processes (MDPs), which have been studied extensively
as a model of single agent learning. Reinforcement learn-
ing [Sutton and Barto, 1998] has been successful at find-
ing optimal control policies in the MDP framework, and has
also been examined as the basis for learning in stochastic
games[Claus and Boutilier, 1998; Hu and Wellman, 1998;
Littman, 1994]. Additionally, SGs have a rich background in
game theory, being first introduced in 1953 [Shapley].

In Section 2 we provide a rudimentary review of the neces-
sary game theory concepts: stochastic games, best-responses,
and Nash equilibria. In Section 3 we present two desirable
properties, rationality and convergence, that help to elucidate
the shortcomings of previous algorithms. In Section 4 we
contribute a new algorithm toward achieving these properties
called WoLF (“Win or Learn Fast”) policy hill-climbing, and
prove that this algorithm is rational. Finally, in Section 5 we
present empirical results of the convergence of this algorithm
in a number and variety of domains.

2 Stochastic Games
A stochastic gameis a tuple(n,S,A1...n, T,R1...n), where
n is the number of agents,S is a set of states,Ai is the set
of actions available to agenti with A being the joint action
spaceA1× . . .×An, T is a transition functionS ×A×S →
[0, 1], andRi is a reward function for theith agentS ×A →
R. This is very similar to the MDP framework except we
have multiple agents selecting actions and the next state and
rewards depend on the joint action of the agents. Also notice
that each agent has its own separate reward function. The
goal for each agent is to select actions in order to maximize
its discounted future reward with discount factorγ.

SGs are a very natural extension of MDPs to multiple
agents. They are also an extension of matrix games to mul-
tiple states. Two common matrix games are in Figure 1. In
these games there are two players; one selects a row and the
other selects a column of the matrix. The entry of the matrix
they jointly select determines the payoffs. The games in Fig-
ure 1 are zero-sum games, where the row player receives the
payoff in the matrix, and the column player receives the neg-
ative of that payoff. In the general case (general-sum games)
each player has a separate matrix that determines its payoff.

[
1 −1
−1 1

] [ 0 −1 1
1 0 −1
−1 1 0

]
Matching Pennies Rock-Paper-Scissors

Figure 1: Two example matrix games.

Each state in a stochastic game can be viewed as a matrix
game with the payoffs for each joint action determined by the
matrix entriesRi(s, a). After playing the matrix game and
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receiving their payoffs the players are transitioned to another
state (or matrix game) determined by their joint action. We
can see that SGs then contain both MDPs and matrix games
as subsets of the framework.

Mixed Policies.Unlike in single-agent settings, deterministic
policies in multiagent settings can often be exploited by the
other agents. Consider the matching pennies matrix game as
shown in Figure 1. If the column player were to play either
action deterministically, the row player could win a payoff of
one every time. This requires us to consider mixed strategies
or policies. A mixed policy,ρ : S → PD(Ai), is a function
that maps states to mixed strategies, which are probability
distributions over the player’s actions.

Nash Equilibria. Even with the concept of mixed strategies
there are still no optimal strategies that are independent of
the other players’ strategies. We can, though, define a notion
of best-response. A strategy is abest-responseto the other
players’ strategies if it is optimal given their strategies. The
major advancement that has driven much of the development
of matrix games, game theory, and even stochastic games is
the notion of a best-response equilibrium, orNash equilib-
rium [Nash, Jr., 1950].

A Nash equilibrium is a collection of strategies for each of
the players such that each player’s strategy is a best-response
to the other players’ strategies. So, no player can get a higher
payoff by changing strategies given that the other players also
don’t change strategies. What makes the notion of equilib-
rium compelling is that all matrix games have such an equi-
librium, possibly having multiple equilibria. In the zero-sum
examples in Figure 1, both games have an equilibrium con-
sisting of each player playing the mixed strategy where all the
actions have equal probability.

The concept of equilibria also extends to stochastic games.
This is a non-trivial result, proven by Shapley [1953] for zero-
sum stochastic games and by Fink [1964] for general-sum
stochastic games.

3 Motivation
The multiagent learning problem is one of a “moving target.”
The best-response policy changes as the other players, which
are outside of our control, change their policies. Equilibrium
solutions do not solve this problem since the agent does not
know which equilibrium the other players will play, or even
if they will tend to an equilibrium at all.

Devising a learning algorithm for our agent is also chal-
lenging because we don’t know whichlearning algorithms
the other learning agents are using. Assuming a general case
where other players may be changing their policies in a com-
pletely arbitrary manner is neither useful nor practical. On
the other hand, making restrictive assumptions on the other
players’ specific methods of adaptation is not acceptable, as
the other learners are outside of our control and therefore we
don’t know which restrictions to assume.

We address this multiagent learning problem by defining
two properties of a learner that make requirements on its be-
havior in concrete situations. After presenting these proper-
ties we examine previous multiagent reinforcement learning

techniques showing that they fail to simultaneously achieve
these properties.

3.1 Properties
We contribute two desirable properties of multiagent learning
algorithms: rationality and convergence.

Property 1 (Rationality) If the other players’ policies con-
verge to stationary policies then the learning algorithm will
converge to a policy that is a best-response to their policies.

This is a fairly basic property requiring the player to be-
have optimally when the other players play stationary strate-
gies. This requires the player to learn a best-response pol-
icy in this case where one indeed exists. Algorithms that are
not rational often opt to learn some policy independent of the
other players’ policies, such as their part of some equilibrium
solution. This completely fails in games with multiple equi-
libria where the agents cannotindependently selectand play
an equilibrium.

Property 2 (Convergence) The learner will necessarily con-
verge to a stationary policy. This property will usually be
conditioned on the other agents using an algorithm from some
class of learning algorithms.

The second property requires that, against some class of
other players’ learning algorithms (ideally a class encompass-
ing most “useful” algorithms), the learner’s policy will con-
verge. For example, one might refer to convergence with re-
spect to players with stationary policies, or convergence with
respect to rational players.

In this paper, we focus on convergence in the case of self-
play. That is, if all the players use the same learning algorithm
do the players’ policies converge? This is a crucial and dif-
ficult step towards convergence against more general classes
of players. In addition, ignoring the possibility of self-play
makes the naive assumption that other players are inferior
since they cannot be using an identical algorithm.

In combination, these two properties guarantee that the
learner will converge to a stationary strategy that is optimal
given the play of the other players. There is also a connec-
tion between these properties and Nash equilibria. When all
players are rational, if they converge, then they must have
converged to a Nash equilibrium. Since all players converge
to a stationary policy, each player, being rational, must con-
verge to a best response to their policies. Since this is true of
each player, then their policies by definition must be an equi-
librium. In addition, if all players are rational and conver-
gent with respect to the other players’ algorithms, then con-
vergence to a Nash equilibrium is guaranteed.

3.2 Other Reinforcement Learners
There are few RL techniques that directly address learn-
ing in a multiagent system. We examine three RL tech-
niques: single-agent learners, joint-action learners (JALs),
and minimax-Q.

Single-Agent Learners. Although not truly a multiagent
learning algorithm, one of the most common approaches is
to apply a single-agent learning algorithm (e.g. Q-learning,
TD(λ), prioritized sweeping, etc.) to a multi-agent domain.
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They, of course, ignore the existence of other agents, assum-
ing their rewards and the transitions are Markovian. They
essentially treat other agents as part of the environment.

This naive approach does satisfy one of the two properties.
If the other agents play, or converge to, stationary strategies
then their Markovian assumption holds and they converge to
an optimal response. So, single agent learning is rational. On
the other hand, it is not generally convergent in self-play. This
is obvious to see for algorithms that learn only deterministic
policies. Since they are rational, if they converge it must be
to a Nash equilibrium. In games where the only equilibria
are mixed equilibria (e.g. Matching Pennies), they could not
converge. There are single-agent learning algorithms capable
of playing stochastic policies[Jaakkolaet al., 1994; Baird
and Moore, 1999]. In general though just the ability to play
stochastic policies is not sufficient for convergence, as will be
shown in Section 4.

Joint Action Learners. JALs [Claus and Boutilier, 1998]
observe the actions of the other agents. They assume the
other players are selecting actions based on a stationary pol-
icy, which they estimate. They then play optimally with re-
spect to this learned estimate. Like single-agent learners they
are rational but not convergent, since they also cannot con-
verge to mixed equilibria in self-play.

Minimax-Q. Minimax-Q [Littman, 1994] and Hu & Well-
man’s extension of it to general-sum SGs [1998] take a dif-
ferent approach. These algorithms observe both the actions
and rewards of the other players and try to learn a Nash equi-
librium explicitly. The algorithms learn and play the equi-
librium independent of the behavior of other players. These
algorithms are convergent, since they always converge to a
stationary policy. However, these algorithms are not ratio-
nal. This is most obvious when considering a game of Rock-
Paper-Scissors against an opponent that almost always plays
“Rock”. Minimax-Q will still converge to the equilibrium so-
lution, which is not optimal given the opponent’s policy.

In this work we are looking for a learning technique that is
rational, and therefore plays a best-response in the obvious
case where one exists. Yet, its policy should still converge.
We want the rational behavior of single-agent learners and
JALs, and the convergent behavior of minimax-Q.

4 A New Algorithm
In this section we contribute an algorithm towards the goal of
a rational and convergent learner. We first introduce an algo-
rithm that is rational and capable of playing mixed policies,
but does not converge in experiments. We then introduce a
modification to this algorithm that results in a rational learner
that does in experiments converge to mixed policies.

4.1 Policy Hill Climbing
A simple extension of Q-learning to play mixed strategies
is policy hill-climbing (PHC) as shown in Table 1. The al-
gorithm, in essence, performs hill-climbing in the space of
mixed policies. Q-values are maintained just as in normal
Q-learning. In addition the algorithm maintains the current

1. Let α andδ be learning rates. Initialize,

Q(s, a)← 0, π(s, a)← 1

|Ai|
.

2. Repeat,

(a) From states select actiona with probabilityπ(s, a)
with some exploration.

(b) Observing rewardr and next states′,

Q(s, a)← (1− α)Q(s, a) + α

(
r + γmax

a′
Q(s′, a′)

)
.

(c) Updateπ(s, a) and constrain it to a legal probability
distribution,

π(s, a)← π(s, a)+

{
δ if a = argmaxa′ Q(s, a′)
−δ
|Ai|−1

otherwise .

Table 1: Policy hill-climbing algorithm (PHC) for playeri.

mixed policy. The policy is improved by increasing the prob-
ability that it selects the highest valued action according to
a learning rateδ ∈ (0, 1]. Notice that whenδ = 1 the al-
gorithm is equivalent to Q-learning, since with each step the
policy moves to the greedy policy executing the highest val-
ued action with probability1 (modulo exploration).

This technique, like Q-learning, is rational and will con-
verge to an optimal policy if the other players are playing
stationary strategies. The proof follows from the proof of Q-
learning, which guarantees theQ values will converge toQ∗

with a suitable exploration policy.1 Similarly,π will converge
to a policy that is greedy according toQ, which is converging
toQ∗, the optimal responseQ-values. Despite the fact that it
is rational and can play mixed policies, it still doesn’t show
any promise of being convergent. We show examples of its
convergence failures in Section 5.

4.2 WoLF Policy Hill-Climbing
We now introduce the main contribution of this paper. The
contribution is two-fold: using avariable learning rate, and
theWoLF principle. We demonstrate these ideas as a modifi-
cation to the naive policy hill-climbing algorithm.

The basic idea is to vary the learning rate used by the al-
gorithm in such a way as to encourage convergence, with-
out sacrificing rationality. We propose the WoLF principle as
an appropriate method. The principle has a simple intuition,
learn quickly while losing and slowly while winning. The
specific method for determining when the agent is winning is
by comparing the current policy’s expected payoff with that
of the average policy over time. This principle aids in con-
vergence by giving more time for the other players to adapt
to changes in the player’s strategy that at first appear benefi-
cial, while allowing the player to adapt more quickly to other
players’ strategy changes when they are harmful.

The required changes for WoLF policy hill-climbing are
shown in Table 2. Practically, the algorithm requires two

1The issue of exploration is not critical to this work. See[Singh
et al., 2000a] for suitable exploration policies for online learning.
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1. Let α, δl > δw be learning rates. Initialize,

Q(s, a)← 0, π(s, a)← 1

|Ai|
, C(s)← 0.

2. Repeat,

(a,b) Same as PHC in Table 1
(c) Update estimate of average policy,π̄,

C(s) ← C(s) + 1
∀a′ ∈ Ai π̄(s, a′) ← π̄(s, a′) +

1
C(s)

(π(s, a′)− π̄(s, a′)) .

(d) Updateπ(s, a) and constrain it to a legal probability
distribution,

π(s, a)← π(s, a)+

{
δ if a = argmaxa′ Q(s, a′)
−δ
|Ai|−1

otherwise ,

where,

δ =

{
δw if

∑
a π(s, a)Q(s, a) >

∑
a π̄(s, a)Q(s, a)

δl otherwise .

Table 2: WoLF policy hill-climbing algorithm for playeri.

learning learning rate parameters,δl andδw, with δl > δw.
The learning rate that is used to update the policy depends
on whether the agent is currently winning (δw) or losing (δl).
This is determined by comparing the expected value, using
the current Q-value estimates, of following the current policy
π in the current state with that of following the average policy
π̄. If the expectation of the current policy is smaller (i.e. the
agent is “losing”) then the larger learning rate,δl is used.

WoLF policy hill-climbing remains rational, since only the
speed of learning is altered. In fact, any bounded variation
of the learning rate would retain rationality. Its convergence
properties, though, are quite different. In the next section
we show empirical results that this technique converges to ra-
tional policies for a number and variety of stochastic games.
The WoLF principle also has theoretical justification for a re-
stricted class of games. For two-player, two-action, iterated
matrix games, gradient ascent (which is known not to con-
verge[Singhet al., 2000b]) when using a WoLF varied learn-
ing rate is guaranteed to converge to a Nash equilibrium in
self-play[Bowling and Veloso, 2001].

Something similar to the WoLF principle has also been
studied in some form in other areas, notably when consid-
ering an adversary. In evolutionary game theory theadjusted
replicator dynamics[Weibull, 1995] scales the individuals’
growth rate by the inverse of the overall success of the popula-
tion. This will cause the population’s composition to change
more quickly when the population as a whole is performing
poorly. A form of this also appears as a modification to the
randomized weighted majorityalgorithm[Blum and Burch,
1997]. In this algorithm, when an expert makes a mistake,
a portion of its weight loss is redistributed among the other
experts. If the algorithm is placing large weights on mistaken
experts (i.e. the algorithm is “losing”), then a larger portion of
the weights are redistributed (i.e. the algorithm adapts more
quickly.) Neither research lines recognized their modification

as essentially involving a variable learning rate, nor has such
an approach been applied to learning in stochastic games.

5 Results
In this section we show results of applying policy hill-
climbing and WoLF policy hill-climbing to a number of dif-
ferent games, from the multiagent reinforcement learning lit-
erature. The domains include two matrix games that help to
show how the algorithms work and the effect of the WoLF
principle on convergence. The algorithms were also applied
to two multi-state SGs. One is a general-sum grid world do-
main used by Hu & Wellman [1998]. The other is a zero-sum
soccer game introduced by Littman [1994].

The experiments involve training the players using the
same learning algorithm. Since PHC and WoLF-PHC are ra-
tional, we know that if they converge against themselves, then
they must have converged to a Nash equilibrium. For the ma-
trix game experimentsδl/δw = 2, but for the other results a
more aggressiveδl/δw = 4 was used. In all cases both the
δ andα were decreased proportionately to1/C(s), although
the exact proportion varied between domains.

5.1 Matrix Games
The algorithms were applied to the two matrix games, from
Figure 1. In both games, the Nash equilibrium is a mixed pol-
icy consisting of executing the actions with equal probability.
The large number of trials and small ratio of the learning rates
were used for the purpose of illustrating how the algorithm
learns and converges.

The results of applying both policy hill-climbing and
WoLF policy hill-climbing to the matching pennies game is
shown in Figure 2(a). WoLF-PHC quickly begins to oscil-
late around the equilibrium, with ever decreasing amplitude.
On the other hand, PHC oscillates around the equilibrium but
without any appearance of converging. This is even more
obvious in the game of rock-paper-scissors. The results are
shown in Figure 2(b), and show trajectories of the players’
strategies in policy space through one million steps. Policy
hill-climbing circles the equilibrium policy without any hint
of converging, while WoLF policy hill-climbing very nicely
spirals towards the equilibrium.

5.2 Gridworld
We also examined a gridworld domain introduced by Hu and
Wellman [1998] to demonstrate their extension of Minimax-
Q to general-sum games. The game consists of a small grid
shown in Figure 3(a). The agents start in two corners and
are trying to reach the goal square on the opposite wall. The
players have the four compass actions (i.e. N, S, E, and W),
which are in most cases deterministic. If the two players at-
tempt to move to the same square, both moves fail. To make
the game interesting and force the players to interact, while
in the initial starting position the North action is uncertain,
and is only executed with probability 0.5. The optimal path
for each agent is to move laterally on the first move and then
move North to the goal, but if both players move laterally
then the actions will fail. There are two Nash equilibria for
this game. They involve one player taking the lateral move
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Figure 2: (a) Results for matching pennies: the policy for one of the players as a probability distribution while learning with
PHC and WoLF-PHC. The other player’s policy looks similar. (b) Results for rock-paper-scissors: trajectories of one player’s
policy. The bottom-left shows PHC in self-play, and the upper-right shows WoLF-PHC in self-play.

and the other trying to move North. Hence the game requires
that the players coordinate their behaviors.

WoLF policy hill-climbing successfully converges to one
of these equilibria. Figure 3(a) shows an example trajectory
of the players’ strategies for the initial state while learning
over 100,000 steps. In this example the players converged
to the equilibrium where player one moves East and player
two moves North from the initial state. This is evidence that
WoLF policy hill-climbing can learn an equilibrium even in a
general-sum game with multiple equilibria.

5.3 Soccer
The final domain is a comparatively large zero-sum soccer
game introduced by Littman [1994] to demonstrate Minimax-
Q. An example of an initial state in this game is shown in Fig-
ure 3(b), where player ’B’ has possession of the ball. The goal
is for the players to carry the ball into the goal on the opposite
side of the field. The actions available are the four compass
directions and the option to not move. The players select ac-
tions simultaneously but they are executed in a random order,
which adds non-determinism to their actions. If a player at-
tempts to move to the square occupied by its opponent, the
stationary player gets possession of the ball, and the move
fails. Unlike the grid world domain, the Nash equilibrium for
this game requires a mixed policy. In fact any deterministic
policy (therefore anything learned by an single-agent learner
or JAL) can always be defeated[Littman, 1994].

Our experimental setup resembles that used by Littman
in order to compare with his results for Minimax-Q. Each
player was trained for one million steps. After training,
its policy was fixed and a challenger using Q-learning was
trained against the player. This determines the learned pol-
icy’s worst-case performance, and gives an idea of how close
the player was to the equilibrium policy, which would per-
form no worse than losing half its games to its challenger.
Unlike Minimax-Q, WoLF-PHC and PHC generally oscillate
around the target solution. In order to account for this in the
results, training was continued for another 250,000 steps and

evaluated after every 50,000 steps. Theworst performing pol-
icy was then used for the value of that learning run.

Figure 3(b) shows the percentage of games won by the
different players when playing their challengers. “Minimax-
Q” represents Minimax-Q when learning against itself (the
results were taken from Littman’s original paper.) “WoLF”
represents WoLF policy hill-climbing learning against itself.
“PHC(L)” and “PHC(W)” represents policy hill-climbing
with δ = δl andδ = δw, respectively. “WoLF(2x)” represents
WoLF policy hill-climbing learning with twice the training
(i.e. two million steps). The performance of the policies were
averaged over fifty training runs and the standard deviations
are shown by the lines beside the bars. The relative ordering
by performance is statistically significant.

WoLF-PHC does extremely well, performing equivalently
to Minimax-Q with the same amount of training2 and contin-
ues to improve with more training. The exact effect of the
WoLF principle can be seen by its out-performance of PHC,
using either the larger or smaller learning rate. This shows
that the success of WoLF-PHC is not simply due to changing
learning rates, but rather to changing the learning rate at the
appropriate time to encourage convergence.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we present two properties, rationality and con-
vergence, that are desirable for a multiagent learning algo-
rithm. We present a new algorithm that uses a variable learn-
ing rate based on the WoLF (“Win or Learn Fast”) princi-
ple. We then showed how this algorithm takes large steps
towards achieving these properties on a number and variety
of stochastic games. The algorithm is rational and is shown
empirically to converge in self-play to an equilibrium even in
games with multiple or mixed policy equilibria, which previ-
ous multiagent reinforcement learners have not achieved.

2The results are not directly comparable due to the use of a dif-
ferent decay of the learning rate. Minimax-Q uses an exponential
decay that decreases too quickly for use with WoLF-PHC.
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Abstract

The traditional representations of games using the extensive
form or the strategic (normal) form obscure much of the
structure that is present in real-world games. In this paper,
we propose a new representation language for general multi-
player games — multi-agent influence diagrams (MAIDs).
This representation extends graphical models for probabil-
ity distributions to a multi-agent decision-making context.
MAIDs explicitly encode structure involving the dependence
relationships among variables. As a consequence, we can de-
fine a notion of strategic relevance of one decision variable to
another:

���
is strategically relevant to

�
if, to optimize the

decision rule at
�

, the decision maker needs to take into con-
sideration the decision rule at

� �
. We provide a sound and

complete graphical criterion for determining strategic rele-
vance. We then show how strategic relevance can be used to
detect structure in games, allowing a large game to be bro-
ken up into a set of interacting smaller games, which can be
solved in sequence. We show that this decomposition can
lead to substantial savings in the computational cost of find-
ing Nash equilibria in these games.

1 Introduction
Game theory [Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991] provides a mathe-
matical framework for determining what behavior is rational
for agents interacting with each other in a partially observ-
able environment. However, the traditional representations
of games are primarily designed to be amenable to abstract
mathematical formulation and analysis. As a consequence,
the standard game representations, both the normal (matrix)
form and the extensive (game tree) form, obscure certain im-
portant structure that is often present in real-world scenarios
— the decomposition of the situation into chance and de-
cision variables, and the dependence relationships between
these variables. In this paper, we provide a representation that
captures this type of structure. We also show that capturing
this structure explicitly has several advantages, both in our
ability to analyze the game in novel ways, and in our ability
to compute Nash equilibria efficiently.

Our framework of multi-agent influence diagrams (MAIDs)
extends the formalisms of Bayesian networks (BNs) [Pearl,
1988] and influence diagrams [Howard and Matheson, 1984]
to represent decision problems involving multiple agents.

MAIDs have clearly defined semantics as noncooperative
games: a MAID can be reduced to an equivalent game tree,
albeit at the cost of obscuring the variable-level interaction
structure that the MAID makes explicit. MAIDs allow us
to describe complex games using a natural representation,
whose size is no larger than that of the extensive form, but
which can be exponentially more compact.

Just as Bayesian networks make explicit the dependencies
between probabilistic variables, MAIDs make explicit the de-
pendencies between decision variables. They allow us to de-
fine a qualitative notion of strategic relevance: a decision
variable � strategically relies on another decision variable
��� when, to optimize the decision rule at � , the decision-
making agent needs to take into consideration the decision
rule at ��� . This notion provides new insight about the rela-
tionships between the agents’ decisions in a strategic interac-
tion. We provide a graph-based criterion, which we call s-
reachability, for determining strategic relevance based purely
on the graph structure, and show that it is sound and complete
in the same sense that d-separation is sound and complete for
probabilistic dependence. We also provide a polynomial time
algorithm for computing s-reachability.

The notion of strategic relevance allows us to define a data
structure that we call the relevance graph — a directed graph
that indicates when one decision variable in the MAID re-
lies on another. We show that this data structure can be used
to provide a natural decomposition of a complex game into
interacting fragments, and provide an algorithm that finds
equilibria for these smaller games in a way that is guaran-
teed to produce a global equilibrium for the entire game.
We show that our algorithm can be exponentially more effi-
cient than an application of standard game-theoretic solution
algorithms, including the more efficient solution algorithms
of [Romanovskii, 1962; Koller et al., 1994] that work directly
on the game tree.

2 Multi-Agent Influence Diagrams (MAIDs)
We will introduce MAIDs using a simple two-agent scenario:
Example 1 Alice is considering building a patio behind her
house, and the patio would be more valuable to her if she
could get a clear view of the ocean. Unfortunately, there is
a tree in her neighbor Bob’s yard that blocks her view. Be-
ing somewhat unscrupulous, Alice considers poisoning Bob’s
tree, which might cause it to become sick. Bob cannot tell
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whether Alice has poisoned his tree, but he can tell if the tree
is getting sick, and he has the option of calling in a tree doc-
tor (at some cost). The attention of a tree doctor reduces the
chance that the tree will die during the coming winter. Mean-
while, Alice must make a decision about building her patio
before the weather gets too cold. When she makes this de-
cision, she knows whether a tree doctor has come, but she
cannot observe the health of the tree directly. A MAID for
this scenario is shown in Fig. 1.

Tre e S ic k

Tre e
D o c to r

V ie w

C o s t

P o is o n
Tre e

B u ild
P a tio

Tre e D e a d

Tre e

Figure 1: A MAID for the Tree Killer example; Alice’s deci-
sion and utility variables are in dark gray and Bob’s in light
gray.

To define a MAID, we begin with a set
�

of agents. The
world in which the agents act is represented by the set � of
chance variables, and a set ��� of decision variables for each
agent ��� �

. Chance variables correspond to decisions of
nature, as in Bayesian networks [Pearl, 1988]. They are rep-
resented in the diagram as ovals. The decision variables for
agent � are variables whose values � gets to choose, and are
represented as rectangles in the diagram. We use � to denote� �
	�� � � . The agents’ utility functions are specified using
utility variables: For each agent �� �

, we have a set � �
of utility variables, represented as diamonds in the diagram.
Each variable � has a finite set dom ����� of possible values,
called its domain. The domain of a utility variable is always
a finite set of real numbers (a chance or decision variable can
have any finite domain). We use � to denote

� �
	�� ��� . and�
to denote ��������� .
Like a BN, a MAID defines a directed acyclic graph with

its variables as the nodes, where each variable � is associ-
ated with a set of parents ����� �!�#"$�%�&� . Note that util-
ity variables cannot be parents of other variables. For each
chance variable �'�(� , the MAID specifies a conditional
probability distribution (CPD): a distribution )+*,�-� . pa �
for each instantiation pa of ���/�0�!� . For a decision variable
�1�2� � , ���/�034� is the set of variables whose values agent� knows when he chooses a value for � . Thus, the choice
agent � makes for � can be contingent only on these vari-
ables. (See Definition 1 below.) For a utility variable 5 , the
MAID also specifies a CPD )6*
� 57. pa � for each instantia-
tion pa of ���/�0�!� . However, we require that the value of a
utility variable be a deterministic function of the values of its
parents: for each pa � dom � �8���:9;�<� , there is one value of

5 that has probability 1, and all other values of 5 have prob-
ability 0. We use 5�� pa � to denote the value of node 5 that
has probability 1 when ���/�=9>��? pa. The total utility that
an agent � derives from an instantiation of

�
is the sum of

the values of ��� in this instantiation; thus, we are defining an
additive decomposition of the agent’s utility function.

The agents get to select their behavior at each of their de-
cision nodes. An agent’s decision at a variable � can depend
on the variables that the agent observes prior to making � —
� ’s parents. The agent’s choice of strategy is specified via a
set of decision rules.

Definition 1 A decision rule for a decision variable � is a
function that maps each instantiation pa of ����� 34� to a prob-
ability distribution over dom � ��� . An assignment of decision
rules to every decision �@�A� � for a particular agent �B� �
is called a strategy.

An assignment C of decision rules to every decision �D�E�
is called a strategy profile. A partial strategy profile CGF is an
assignment of decision rules to a subset H of � . We will also
use C F to denote the restriction of C to H , and CJI F to denote
the restriction of C to variables not in H .

Note that a decision rule has exactly the same form as a
CPD. Thus, if we have a MAID K , then a partial strategy
profile C F that assigns decision rules to a set H of decision
variables induces a new MAID K'L C/FNM where the elements
of H have become chance variables. That is, each �O�PH
corresponds to a chance variable in K'L C F M with C F � ��� as
its CPD. When C assigns a decision rule to every decision
variable in K , the induced MAID is simply a BN: it has no
more decision variables. This BN defines a joint probability
distribution QSRUT V
W over all the variables in K .
Definition 2 If K is a MAID and C is a strategy profile forK , then the joint distribution for K induced by C , denotedQSRXT V
W , is the joint distribution over

�
defined by the Bayes

net where:Y the set of variables is
�

;Y for �[Z]\^� �
, there is an edge �`_a\ iff �b�!�8����cd� ;Y for all �e�[���#� , the CPD for � is )+*,����� ;Y for all �f�A� , the CPD for � is Cg� �B� .

We can now write an equation for the utility that agent �
expects to receive in a MAID K if the agents play a given
strategy profile C . Suppose � � ?ih:5+j
Z,klk,kmZn56oqp . Then:

EU �r� Cm�+? stvu=wyx{z{z{z|x u~}g� 	 dom
t{���y� Q�RUT V
W��-� j Zlk,klkmZ�� o � os �v� j � �

(1)

where dom �����=� is the joint domain of ��� .
Because the expectation of a sum of random variables is the

same as the sum of the expectations of the individual random
variables, we can also write this equation as:

EU �r�-Cm�+?�s� 	 � � su 	 dom
t � � Q�RUT V
W���5�?����S�l� (2)

Having defined the notion of an expected utility, we can
now define what it means for an agent to optimize his decision
at one or more of his decision rules, relative to a given set of
decision rules for the other variables.
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Definition 3 Let H be a subset of ��� , and let C be a strategy
profile. We say that C �F is optimal for the strategy profile C
if, in the induced MAID K'L CmI F M , where the only remaining
decisions are those in H , the strategy C �F is optimal, i.e., for
all strategies C �F :

EU � �<�0C�I F Z�C �F �<� � EU � �<�-CmI F Z]C �F �<�
Note that, in this definition, it does not matter what decision
rules C assigns to the variables in H .

In the game-theoretic framework, we typically consider a
strategy profile to represent rational behavior if it is a Nash
equilibrium [Nash, 1950]. Intuitively, a strategy profile is a
Nash equilibrium if no agent has an incentive to deviate from
the strategy specified for him by the profile, as long as the
other agents do not deviate from their specified strategies.
Definition 4 A strategy profile C is a Nash equilibrium for
a MAID K if for all agents � � �

, C�� � is optimal for the
strategy profile C .

3 MAIDs and Games
A MAID provides a compact representation of a scenario that
can also be represented as a game in strategic or extensive
form. In this section, we discuss how to convert a MAID
into an extensive-form game. We also show how, once we
have found an equilibrium strategy profile for a MAID, we
can convert it into a behavior strategy profile for the extensive
form game. The word “node” in this section refers solely to a
node in the tree, as distinguished from the nodes in the MAID.

We use a straightforward extension of a construction
of [Pearl, 1988] for converting an influence diagram into a
decision tree. The basic idea is to construct a tree with splits
for decision and chance nodes in the MAID. However, to re-
duce the exponential blowup, we observe that we do not need
to split on every chance variable in the MAID. A chance vari-
able that is never observed by any decision can be eliminated
by summing it out in the probability and utility computa-
tions. We present the construction below, referring the reader
to [Pearl, 1988] for a complete discussion.

The set of variables included in our game tree is �7?�� ��� 	�� ���/�03�� . We define a total ordering � over � that
is consistent with the topological order of the MAID: if there
is a directed path from � to \ , then �	�@\ . Our tree 

is a symmetric tree, with each path containing splits over all
the variables in � in the order defined by � . Each node is la-
beled with a partial instantiation inst ��� � of � , in the obvious
way. For each agent � , the nodes corresponding to variables
� �$� � are decision nodes for � ; the other nodes are all
chance nodes. To define the information sets, consider two
decision nodes  and  � that correspond to a variable � .
We place  and  � into the same information set if and only
if inst ���� and inst �� � � assign the same values to ���/�034� .

Our next task is to determine the split probabilities at the
chance nodes. Consider a chance node � corresponding to
a chance variable � . For each value �U� dom ���q� , let ���
be the child of � corresponding to the choice �e?�� . We
want to compute the probability of going from � to � � . The
problem, of course, is that a MAID does not define a full joint
probability distribution until decision rules for the agents are
selected. It turns out that we can choose an arbitrary fully

mixed strategy profile C for our MAID K (one where no
decision has probability zero), and do inference in the BNK'L CGM induced by this strategy profile, by computingQSRUT V
W � inst �����n��. inst ��� ��� (3)

The value of this expression does not depend on our choice
of C . To see why this is true, note that if we split on a de-
cision variable � before � , then the decision rule C � does
not affect the computation of Q RXT V
W|� inst �����]�U. inst ��� �<� ,
because inst ��� � includes values for � and all its parents. If
we split on � after � , then � cannot be an ancestor of � in
the MAID. Also, by the topological ordering of the nodes in
the tree, we know that inst ��� � cannot specify evidence on
� or any of its descendants. Therefore, C � cannot affect the
computation. Hence, the probabilities of the chance nodes are
well-defined.

We define the payoffs at the leaves by computing a distri-
bution over the utility nodes, given an instantiation of � . For
a leaf � , the payoff for agent � is:

s� 	 ��� su 	 dom
t � � QSRXT V
W|� 5i?�� . inst ��� ��� � � (4)

We can also show that the value of (4) does not depend on our
choice of C . The basic idea here is that inst ��� � determines
the values of � and ����� 34� for each decision variable � .
Hence, the agents’ moves and information are all fully deter-
mined, and the probabilities with which different actions are
chosen in C are irrelevant. We omit details.

The mapping between MAIDs and trees also induces an
obvious mapping between strategy profiles in the different
representations. A MAID strategy profile specifies a proba-
bility distribution over dom � ��� for each pair � �!Z pa � , where
pa is an instantiation of ���/�03�� . The information sets in the
game tree correspond one-to-one with these pairs, and a be-
havior strategy in the game tree is a mapping from infor-
mation sets to probability distributions. Clearly the two are
equivalent.

Based on this construction, we can now state the following
equivalence proposition:
Proposition 1 Let K be a MAID and 
 be its corresponding
game tree. Then for any strategy profile C , the payoff vector
for C in K is the same as the payoff vector for C in 
 .

The number of nodes in 
 is exponential in the number
of decision variables, and in the number of chance variables
that are observed during the course of the game. While this
blowup is unavoidable in a tree representation, it can be quite
significant. In some games, a MAID can be exponentially
smaller than the extensive game it corresponds to.
Example 2 Suppose a road is being built from north to south
through undeveloped land, and � agents have purchased plots
of land along the road. As the road reaches each agent’s plot,
the agent needs to choose what to build on his land. His util-
ity depends on what he builds, on some private information
about the suitability of his land for various purposes, and on
what is built north, south, and across the road from his land.
The agent can observe what has already been built immedi-
ately to the north of his land (on both sides of the road), but he
cannot observe further north; nor can he observe what will
be built across from his land or south of it.
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Figure 2: A MAID for the Road example with �[? �
.

The MAID representation, shown in Fig. 2 for �i? �
, is

very compact. There are � chance nodes, corresponding to
the private information about each agent’s land, and � deci-
sion variables. Each decision variable has at most three par-
ents: the agent’s private information, and the two decisions
regarding the two plots to the north of the agent’s land. Thus,
the size of the MAID is linear in � . Conversely, any game tree
for this situation must split on each of the � chance nodes and
each of the � decisions, leading to a representation that is ex-
ponential in � . Concretely, suppose the chance and decision
variables each have three possible values, corresponding to
three types of buildings. Then the game tree corresponding to
the Road MAID has ����� leaves.

A MAID representation is not always more compact. If the
game tree is naturally asymmetric, a naive MAID representa-
tion can be exponentially larger than the tree. We return to
the problem of asymmetric scenarios in Section 6.

4 Strategic Relevance
To take advantage of the independence structure in a MAID,
we would like to find a global equilibrium through a series of
relatively simple local computations. The difficulty is that,
in order to determine the optimal decision rule for a sin-
gle decision variable, we usually need to know the decision
rules for some other variables. In Example 1, when Alice is
deciding whether to poison the tree, she needs to compare
the expected utilities of her two alternatives. However, the
probability of the tree dying depends on the probability of
Bob calling a tree doctor if he observes that the tree is sick.
Thus, we need to know the decision rule for CallTreeDoctor
to determine the optimal decision rule for PoisonTree. In
such situations, we will say that PoisonTree (strategically) re-
lies on CallTreeDoctor, or that CallTreeDoctor is relevant to
PoisonTree. On the other hand, CallTreeDoctor does not rely
on PoisonTree. Bob gets to observe whether the tree is sick,
and TreeDead is conditionally independent of PoisonTree
given TreeSick, so the decision rule for PoisonTree is not rel-
evant to Bob’s decision.

We will now formalize this intuitive discussion of strategic

relevance. Suppose we have a strategy profile, and we would
like to find a decision rule for a single decision variable � �� � that maximizes � ’s expected utility, assuming the rest of
the strategy profile remains fixed.

According to Definition 3, to determine whether a deci-
sion rule � for � is optimal for C , we construct the induced
MAID where all decision nodes except � are turned into
chance nodes, with their CPDs specified by C . Then � is op-
timal for C if it maximizes � ’s expected utility in this single-
decision MAID. The key question that motivates our defini-
tion of strategic relevance is the following: What other deci-
sion rules are relevant for optimizing the decision rule at � ?
Definition 5 Let � be a decision node in a MAID K , � be
a decision rule for � , and C be a strategy profile such that
� is optimal for C . � strategically relies on a decision node
��� in K if there is another strategy profile C � such that C �
differs from C only at � � , but � is not optimal for C � , and
neither is any decision rule � � that agrees with � on all parent
instantiations pa � dom � �8��� 34�<� where Q RXT V
W|� pa ���
	 .

In other words, if a decision rule � for � is optimal for
a strategy profile C , and � does not rely on � � , then � is
also optimal for any strategy profile C � that differs from C
only at � � . The last clause of this definition is needed to
deal with a problem that arises in many other places in game
theory — the problem of suboptimal decisions in response to
observations that have zero probability (such as observing an
irrational move by another agent).

Relevance is a numeric criterion that depends on the spe-
cific probabilities and utilities in the MAID. It is not obvious
how we would check for strategic relevance without testing
all possible pairs of strategy profiles C and C � . We would
like to find a qualitative criterion which can help us determine
strategic relevance purely from the structure of the graph. In
other words, we would like to find a criterion which is analo-
gous to the d-separation criterion for determining conditional
independence in Bayesian networks.

First, the optimality of the decision rule at � depends only
on the utility nodes � � that are descendants of � in the
MAID. The other utility nodes are irrelevant, because the de-
cision at � cannot influence them. Now, consider another
decision variable � � . The decision rule at � � is relevant to
� only if it can influence the probability distribution over
the utility nodes � � . To determine whether the CPD for a
node can affect the probability distribution over a set of other
nodes, we can build on a graphical criterion already defined
for Bayesian networks, that of a requisite probability node:

Definition 6 Let � be a BN structure, and let � and 
be sets of variables in the BN. Then a node � is a requi-
site probability node for the query Q ��� .��� if there exist
two Bayesian networks � j and � � over � , that are identi-
cal except in the CPD they assign to � , but Q�� w ��� .�E���?Q���� ����.� � .
As we will see, the decision rule at � � is only relevant to � if
��� (viewed as a chance node) is a requisite probability node
for Q �v� � . �!Zy���/�034��� .

Geiger et al. [1990] provide a graphical criterion for testing
whether a node � is a requisite probability node for a queryQ ��� .� � . We add to � a new “dummy” parent �� whose
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values correspond to CPDs for � , selected from some set of
possible CPDs. Then � is a requisite probability node forQ ����.�E� if and only if �� can influence � given  .

Based on these considerations, we can define s-
reachability, a graphical criterion for detecting strategic rel-
evance. Note that unlike d-separation in Bayesian networks,
s-reachability is not necessarily a symmetric relation.

Definition 7 A node � � is s-reachable from a node � in a
MAID K if there is some utility node 5e�U� � such that if
a new parent

�

� � were added to � � , there would be an active
path in K from

�

� � to 5 given ����� 34� � h~3Ap , where a path
is active in a MAID if it is active in the same graph, viewed
as a BN.

We can show that s-reachability is sound and complete
for strategic relevance (almost) in the same sense that
d-separation is sound and complete for independence in
Bayesian networks. As for d-separation, the soundness result
is very strong: without s-reachability, one decision cannot be
relevant to another.

Theorem 1 (Soundness) If � and � � are two decision nodes
in a MAID K and � � is not s-reachable from � in K , then
� does not rely on � � .

As for BNs, the result is not as strong in the other direc-
tion: s-reachability does not imply relevance in every MAID.
We can choose the probabilities and utilities in the MAID
in such a way that the influence of one decision rule on an-
other does not manifest itself. However, s-reachability is the
most precise graphical criterion we can use: it will not iden-
tify a strategic relevance unless that relevance actually exists
in some MAID that has the given graph structure. We say
that two MAIDs have the same graph structure when the two
MAIDs have the same sets of variables and agents, each vari-
able has the same parents in the two MAIDs, and the assign-
ment of decision and utility variables to agents is the same in
both MAIDs. The chance and decision variables must have
the same domains in both MAIDs, but we allow the actual
utility values of the utility variables (their domains) to vary.
The CPDs in the two MAIDS may also be different.

Theorem 2 (Completeness) If a node � � is s-reachable
from a node � in a MAID, then there is some MAID with
the same graph structure in which � relies on � � .

Since s-reachability is a binary relation, we can represent
it as a directed graph. As we show below, this graph turns out
to be extremely useful.

Definition 8 The relevance graph for a MAID K is a di-
rected graph whose nodes are the decision nodes of K , and
which contains an edge � _ � � if and only if � � is s-
reachable from � .
The relevance graph for the Tree Killer example is shown in
Fig. 4(a). By Theorem 1, if � relies on � � , then there is an
edge from � to � � in the relevance graph.

To construct the graph for a given MAID, we need to deter-
mine, for each decision node � , the set of nodes � � that are
s-reachable from � . Using an algorithm such as Shachter’s
Bayes-Ball [Shachter, 1998], we can find this set for any
given � in time linear in the number of nodes in the MAID.
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Figure 3: Five simple MAIDs (top), and their relevance
graphs (bottom). A two-color diamond represents a pair of
utility nodes, one for each agent, with the same parents.

By repeating the algorithm for each � , we can derive the rele-
vance graph in time quadratic in the number of MAID nodes.

Recall our original statement that a decision node � strate-
gically relies on a decision node � � if one needs to know
the decision rule for � � in order to evaluate possible decision
rules for � . Although we now have a graph-theoretic charac-
terization of strategic relevance, it will be helpful to develop
some intuition by examining some simple MAIDs, and seeing
when one decision node relies on another. In the five exam-
ples shown in Fig. 3, the decision node � belongs to agent � ,
and � � belongs to agent

�
. Example (a) represents a perfect-

information game. Since agent
�

can observe the value of � ,
he does not need to know the decision rule for � in order to
evaluate his options. Thus, � � does not rely on � . On the
other hand, agent � cannot observe � � when she makes de-
cision � , and � � is relevant to � ’s utility, so � relies on � � .
Example (b) represents a game where the agents do not have
perfect information: agent

�
cannot observe � when making

decision � � . However, the information is “perfect enough”:
the utility for

�
does not depend on � directly, but only on the

chance node, which
�

can observe. Hence � � does not rely
on � . Examples (c) and (d) represent scenarios where the
agents move simultaneously, and thus neither can observe the
other’s move. In (c), each agent’s utility node is influenced by
both decisions, so � relies on � � and ��� relies on � . Thus,
the relevance graph is cyclic. In (d), however, the relevance
graph is acyclic despite the fact that the agents move simul-
taneously. The difference here is that agent � no longer cares
what agent

�
does, because her utility is not influenced by

�
’s

decision. In graphical terms, there is no active path from � �
to � ’s utility node given � .

One might conclude that a decision node � � never relies
on a decision node � when � is observed by � � , but the situ-
ation is more subtle. Consider example (e), which represents
a simple card game: agent � observes a card, and decides
whether to bet ( � ); agent

�
observes only agent � ’s bet, and

decides whether to bet ( � � ); the utility of both depends on
their bets and the value of the card. Even though agent

�

observes the actual decision in � , he needs to know the de-
cision rule for � in order to know what the value of � tells
him about the chance node. Thus, � � relies on � ; indeed,
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when � is observed, there is an active path from � that runs
through the chance node to the utility node.

5 Computing Equilibria
The computation of a Nash equilibrium for a game is arguably
the key computational task in game theory. In this section,
we show how the structure of the MAID can be exploited to
provide efficient algorithms for finding equilibria in certain
games. The key insight behind our algorithm is the use of the
relevance graph to break up the task of finding an equilibrium
into a series of subtasks, each over a much smaller game.
Since algorithms for finding equilibria in general games have
complexity that is superlinear in the number of levels in the
game tree, breaking the game into smaller games significantly
improves the complexity of finding a global equilibrium.

Our algorithm is a generalization of existing backward in-
duction algorithms for decision trees and perfect information
games [Zermelo, 1913] and for influence diagrams [Jensen
et al., 1994]. The basic idea is as follows: in order to opti-
mize the decision rule for � , we need to know the decision
rule for all decisions � � that are relevant for � . For example,
the relevance graph for the Tree Killer example (Fig. 4(a))
shows that to optimize PoisonTree, we must first decide on
the decision rules for BuildPatio and TreeDoctor. However,
we can optimize TreeDoctor without knowing the decision
rules for either of the other decision variables. Having de-
cided on the decision rule for TreeDoctor, we can now opti-
mize BuildPatio and then finally PoisonTree.

Po is o n
T re e

B u ild
Pa tio

T re e
D o c to r

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Relevance graphs for (a) the Tree Killer example;
(b) the Road example with �!? �

.

We can apply this simple backward induction procedure
in any MAID which, like the Tree Killer example, has an
acyclic relevance graph. When the relevance graph is acyclic,
we can construct a topological ordering of the decision nodes:
an ordering ��j~Z,klklkJZ � � such that if

�����
, then �

�
is not s-

reachable from ��� . We can then iterate backward from � � to
� j , deriving an optimal decision rule for each decision node
in turn. Each decision �

�
relies only on the decisions that

succeed it in the order, and these will have been computed by
the time we have to select the decision rule for �

�
.

The relevance graph is acyclic in all perfect-information
games, and in all single-agent decision problems with per-
fect recall. There are also some games of imperfect informa-
tion, such as the Tree Killer example, that have acyclic rele-

vance graphs. But in most games we will encounter cycles in
the relevance graph. Consider, for example, any simple two-
player simultaneous move game with two decisions �Bj and
� � , where both players’ payoffs depend on the decisions at
both � j and � � , as in Fig. 3(c). In this case, the optimality
of one player’s decision rule is clearly intertwined with the
other player’s choice of decision rule, and the two decision
rules must “match” in order to be in equilibrium. Indeed, as
we discussed, the relevance graph in such a situation is cyclic.

However, we can often utilize relevance structure even in
games where the relevance graph is cyclic.
Example 3 Consider the relevance graph for the Road ex-
ample, shown in Fig. 4(b) for � ? �

agents. We can see
that we have pairs of interdependent decision variables, cor-
responding to the two agents whose lots are across the road
from each other. Also, the decision for a given plot relies on
the decision for the plot directly to the south. However, it does
not rely on the decision about the land directly north of it, be-
cause this decision is observed. None of the other decisions
affect this agent’s utility directly, and therefore they are not
s-reachable.
Intuitively, although the last pair of nodes in the relevance
graph rely on each other, they rely on nothing else. Hence,
we can compute an equilibrium for the pair together, regard-
less of any other decision rules. Once we have computed an
equilibrium for this last pair, the decision variables can be
treated as chance nodes, and we can proceed to compute an
equilibrium for the next pair.

We formalize this intuition in the following definition:
Definition 9 A set � of nodes in a directed graph is a
strongly connected component (SCC) if for every pair of
nodes � �? ������� , there exists a directed path from �
to ��� . A maximal SCC is an SCC that is not a strict subset of
any other SCC.
The maximal SCCs for the Road example are outlined in
Fig. 4(b).

We can find the maximal SCCs of a relevance graph in lin-
ear time, by constructing a component graph whose nodes are
the maximal SCCs of the graph [Cormen et al., 1990]. There
is an edge from component 	 to component 	 � in the com-
ponent graph if and only if there is an edge in the relevance
graph from some element of 	 to some element of 	 � . The
component graph is always acyclic, so we can define an or-
dering 	Gj~Zlk,klk�Z
	 o over the SCCs, such that whenever

�����
,

no element of 	 � is s-reachable from any element of 	� .
We can now provide a divide-and-conquer algorithm for

computing Nash equilibria in general MAIDs.

Algorithm 1
Given a MAID K

a topological ordering 	 j Zlk,klk�Z�	 o of the component
graph derived from the relevance graph for K

1 Let C�� be an arbitrary fully mixed strategy profile
2 For

� ? 	 through ����� :
3 Let � be a partial strategy profile for 	 t o I � � that is a

Nash equilibrium in K � C �
I���� }����! #"

4 Let C �!$ j ?(�0C �
I%� � }����& Z'���

5 Output C o as an equilibrium of K
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The algorithm iterates backwards over the SCC’s, finding
an equilibrium strategy profile for each SCC in the MAID
induced by the previously selected decision rules (with arbi-
trary decision rules for some decisions that are not relevant
for this SCC). In this induced MAID, the only remaining de-
cision nodes are those in the current SCC; all the other deci-
sion nodes have been converted to chance nodes. Finding the
equilibrium in this induced MAID requires the use of a sub-
routine for finding equilibria in games. We simply convert the
induced MAID into a game tree, as described in Section 3,
and use a standard game-solving algorithm [McKelvey and
McLennan, 1996] as a subroutine. Note that if the relevance
graph is acyclic, each SCC consists of a single decision node.
Thus, step 3 involves finding a Nash equilbrium in a single-
player game, which reduces to simply finding a decision rule
that maximizes the single agent’s expected utility.

In proving the correctness of Algorithm 1, we encounter
a subtle technical difficulty. The definition of strategic rele-
vance (Def. 5) only deals with the optimality of a single deci-
sion rule for a strategy profile. But in Algorithm 1, we derive
not just single decision rules, but a complete strategy for each
agent. To make the leap from the optimality of single deci-
sion rules to the optimality of whole strategies in our proof,
we must make the standard assumption of perfect recall —
that agents never forget their previous actions or observations.
More formally:

Definition 10 An agent � has perfect recall with respect to
a total order �4j~Z,klk,k�Z � � over � � if for all �

� Z � � �� � ,� � �
implies that �

� �!�8��� 3 � � and ���/�03��|� " ����� 3 � � .
We can now prove the correctness of Algorithm 1.

Theorem 3 Let K be a MAID where every agent has per-
fect recall, and let 	Gj~Z,klk,kmZ�	�o be a topological ordering of
the SCCs in the relevance graph for K . Then the strategy
profile C o produced by running Algorithm 1 with K and	 j Z,klklk�Z
	 o as inputs is a Nash equilibrium for K .

To demonstrate the potential savings resulting from our al-
gorithm, we tried it on the Road example, for different num-
bers of agents � . Note that the model we used differs slightly
from that shown in Fig. 2: In our experiments, each agent
had not just one utility node, but a separate utility node for
each neighboring plot of land, and an additional node that de-
pends on the suitability of the plot for different purposes. The
agent’s decision node is a parent of all these utility nodes.
The idea is that an agent gets some base payoff for the build-
ing he builds, and then the neighboring plots and the suitabil-
ity node apply additive bonuses and penalties to his payoff.
Thus, instead of having one utility node with � � ?������ par-
ent instantiations, we have 4 utility nodes with ��� ?	� parent
instantiations each. This change has no effect on the structure
of the relevance graph, which is shown for �[? �

in Fig. 4(b).
The SCCs in the relevance graph all have size 2; as we dis-
cussed, they correspond to pairs of decisions about plots that
are across the road from each other.

Even for small values of � , it is infeasible to solve the
Road example with standard game-solving algorithms. As
we discussed, the game tree for the MAID has ��� � leaves,
whereas the MAID representation is linear in � . The normal

form adds another exponential factor. Since each agent (ex-
cept the first two) can observe three ternary variables, he has
27 information sets. Hence, the number of possible pure (de-
terministic) strategies for each agent is ����
 , and the number
of pure strategy profiles for all � players is ������
~� t � I � � �y����,� � .
In the simplest interesting case, where �(?�� , we obtain a
game tree with 6561 terminal nodes, and standard solution
algorithms, that very often use the normal form, would need
to operate on a game matrix with about ��k���� � 	���
 entries
(one for each pure strategy profile).
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Figure 5: Performance results for the Road example.

Solving the Road game either in its extensive form or in
the normal form is infeasible even for �[?�� . By contrast, our
divide-and-conquer algorithm ends up generating a sequence
of small games, each with two decision variables. Fig. 5
shows the computational cost of the algorithm as � grows.
We converted each of the induced MAIDs constructed dur-
ing the algorithm into a small game tree, and used the game
solver GAMBIT [2000] to solve it. As expected, the time re-
quired by our algorithm grows approximately linearly with
� . Thus, for example, we can solve a Road MAID with 40
agents (corresponding to a game tree with ��� � terminal nodes)
in 8 minutes 40 seconds.

6 Discussion and Future Work
We have introduced a new formalism, multi-agent influence
diagrams (MAIDs), for modeling multi-agent scenarios with
imperfect information. MAIDs use a representation where
variables are the basic unit, and allow the dependencies be-
tween these variables to be represented explicitly, in a graph-
ical form. They therefore reveal important qualitative struc-
ture in a game, which can be useful both for understanding
the game and as the basis for algorithms that find equilibria
efficiently. In particular, we have shown that our divide-and-
conquer algorithm for finding equilibria provides exponential
savings over existing solution algorithms in some cases, such
as the Road example, where the maximal size of an SCC in
the relevance graph is much smaller than the total number
of decision variables. In the worst case, the relevance graph
forms a single large SCC, and our algorithm simply solves
the game in its entirety, with no computational benefits.

Although the possibility of extending influence diagrams
to multi-agent scenarios was recognized at least fifteen years
ago [Shachter, 1986], the idea seems to have been dormant
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for some time. Suryadi and Gmytrasiewicz [1999] have used
influence diagrams as a framework for learning in multi-agent
systems. Milch and Koller [2000] use multi-agent influence
diagrams as a representational framework for reasoning about
agents’ beliefs and decisions. However, the focus of both
these papers is very different, and they do not consider the
structural properties of the influence diagram representation,
nor the computational benefits derived from it. Nilsson and
Lauritzen [2000] have done related work on limited memory
influence diagrams, but they focus on the task of speeding
up inference in single-agent settings. MAIDs are also related
to La Mura’s [2000] game networks, which incorporate both
probabilistic and utility independence. La Mura defines a no-
tion of strategic independence, and also uses it to break up
the game into separate components. However, his notion of
strategic independence is an undirected one, and thus does
not allow as fine-grained a decomposition as the directed rel-
evance graph used in this paper, nor the use of a backward
induction process for interacting decisions.

This work opens the door to a variety of possible exten-
sions. On the representational front, it is important to ex-
tend MAIDs to deal with asymmetric situations, where the
decisions to be made and the information available depend
on previous decisions or chance moves. Game trees repre-
sent such asymmetry in a natural way, whereas in MAIDs (as
in influence diagrams and BNs), a naive representation of an
asymmetric situation leads to unnecessary blowup. We be-
lieve we can avoid these difficulties in MAIDs by explicitly
representing context-specificity, as in [Boutilier et al., 1996;
Smith et al., 1993], integrating the best of the game tree and
MAID representations.

Another direction relates to additional structure that is re-
vealed by the notion of strategic relevance. In particular, even
if a group of nodes forms an SCC in the relevance graph, it
might not be a fully connected subgraph; for example, we
might have a situation where � j relies on � � , which relies on
� � , which relies on � j . Clearly, this type of structure tells us
something about the interaction between the decisions in the
game. An important open question is to analyze the meaning
of these types of structures, and to see whether they can be
exploited for computational gain. (See [Kearns et al., 2001]
for results in one class of MAIDs.)

Finally, the notion of strategic relevance is not the only
type of insight that we can obtain from the MAID represen-
tation. We can use a similar type of path-based analysis in
the MAID graph to determine which of the variables that an
agent can observe before making a decision actually provide
relevant information for that decision. In complex scenarios,
especially those that are extended over time, agents tend to
accumulate a great many observations. The amount of space
needed to specify a decision rule for the current decision
increases exponentially with the number of observed vari-
ables. Thus, there has been considerable work on identify-
ing irrelevant parents of decision nodes in single-agent influ-
ence diagrams [Howard and Matheson, 1984; Shachter, 1990;
1998]. However, the multi-agent case raises subtleties that are
absent in the single-agent case. This is another problem we
plan to address in future work.
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Abstract

A coordination mechanism for a system of sparsely
communicating agents is described. The mecha-
nism is based on a stochastic version of cellular au-
tomata. A parameter similar to a temperature can
be tuned to change the behaviour of the system.
It is found that the best coordination occurs near
a phase transition between order and chaos. Coor-
dination does not rely on any particular structure of
the connections between agents, thus it may be ap-
plicable to a large array of sparsely communicating
mobile robots.

1 Introduction
The term multiagent system encompasses large bodies of
work from engineering, computer science, and mathemat-
ics. Examples include networks of mobile robots [Matarić,
1992], software agents [Bonabeau et al., 1994], and cellular
automata [Wolfram, 1984]. A common thread in all multi-
agent systems is the issue of coordination. How are a large
number of sparsely coupled agents able to produce a coherent
global behaviour using simple rules? Answering this question
will not only permit the construction of interesting and useful
artificial systems but may allow us to understand more about
the natural world. Ants and the other social insects are per-
fect examples of local interaction producing a coherent global
behaviour. It is possible for millions of ants to act as a super-
organism through local pheromone communication. We seek
to reproduce this ability on a fundamental level in order to
coordinate artificial systems.

It can be argued that cellular automata (CA) are the sim-
plest example of a multiagent system. Originally studied by
[von Neumann, 1966], the term CA is used to describe sys-
tems of sparsely coupled difference equations. Despite their
simple mechanics, some extremely interesting behaviours
have been catalogued (e.g., Conway’s Game of Life). The
word self-organization is used in many contexts when dis-
cussing multiagent systems which can lead to confusion.
Here we use it to mean multiagent coordination in the face of
more than one alternative. We will be describing a stochastic
version of cellular automata. The goal will be to have all cells
choose the same symbol from a number of possibilities using
only sparse communication. We maintain that rules able to

succeed at this task are self-organizing because the cells are
not told which symbol to choose, yet they must all coordinate
their choices to produce a globally coherent decision. If we
told the cells which symbol to choose, the task would be very
easy and no communication between cells would be neces-
sary. This can be dubbed centralized organization and is in
stark contrast to self- or decentralized organization. We be-
lieve that coordination in the face of more than one alternative
is at the very heart of all multiagent systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is de-
scribed, followed by a description of the model under consid-
eration. Results of its performance on the multiagent coordi-
nation task are presented. Statistical analysis of the rule are
provided followed by discussions and conclusions.

2 Related Work
In the following note that typically cellular automata do not
operate in a stochastic but rather a deterministic manner.
Unless explicitly stated (e.g., stochastic cellular automata
(SCA)), the term cellular automata will imply determinism.

[von Neumann, 1966] originally studied cellular automata
in the context of self-reproducing mechanisms. The goal was
to devise local rules which would reproduce and thus spread
an initial pattern over a large area of cells, in a tiled fashion.
The current work can be thought of as a simple case of this
where the tile size is only a single cell but there are multiple
possibilities for that tile. Futhermore, we wish our rules to
work starting from any random initial condition of the system.

Cellular automata were categorized by the work of [Wol-
fram, 1984] in which four universality classes were identi-
fied. All rules were shown to belong to one of class I (fixed
point), class II (oscillatory), class III (chaotic), or class IV
(long transient). These universality classes can also be iden-
tified in SCA and we will show that in our particular model,
choosing a parameter such that the system displays long tran-
sient behaviour (e.g., class IV) results in the best performance
on our multiagent coordination task.

[Langton, 1990] has argued that natural computation may
be linked to the universality classes. It was shown that by tun-
ing a parameter to produce different CA rules, a phase transi-
tion was exhibited. The relation between the phase transition
and the universality classes was explored. It was found that
class IV behaviour appeared in the vicinity of the phase tran-
sition. The current work is very comparable to this study in
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that we also have a parameter which can be tuned to produce
different CA rules. However, our parameter tunes the amount
of randomness that is incorporated into the system. At one
end of the spectrum, completely random behaviour ensues
while at the other completely deterministic behaviour ensues.
We also relate the universality classes to particular ranges of
our parameter and find a correlation between performance on
our multiagent coordination task and class IV behaviour. We
attempt to use similar statistical measures to [Langton, 1990]
to quantify our findings.

[Mitchell et al., 1993], [Das et al., 1995] study the same
coordination task as will be examined here in the case of de-
terministic CA. However, their approach is to use a genetic
algorithm to evolve rules successful at the task whereas here
hand-coded rules are described. They found that the best so-
lutions were able to send long range particles (similar to those
in the Game of Life) [Andre et al., 1997] in order to achieve
coordination. These particles rely on the underlying structure
of the connections between cells, specifically that each cell
is connected to its neighbours in an identical manner. The
current work assumes that no such underlying structure may
be exploited and that the same mechanism should work for
different connective architectures. The cost for this increased
versatility is that the resulting rules are less efficient (in terms
of time to coordinate) than their particle-based counterparts.

[Tanaka-Yamawaki et al., 1996] studies the same prob-
lem to that considered here. They use totalistic [Wolfram,
1984] rules which do not permit exploitation of the underly-
ing structure of the connections between cells but rather rely
on the intensity of each incoming symbol. They also vary a
parameter to produce different rules and find that above a cer-
tain threshold, “global consensus” occurs but below it does
not. However, they consider large clusters of symbols to be
a successful global consensus. We do not and thus turn to
a stochastic version of their totalistic rules to destroy these
clusters and complete the job of global coordination.

3 The Model
In deterministic cellular automata there is an alphabet of

�
symbols, one of which may be adopted by each cell. Incom-
ing connections each provide a cell with one of these sym-
bols. The combination of all incoming symbols uniquely
determines which symbol the cell will display as output.
Stochastic cellular automata (SCA) work in the very same
way except at the output level. Instead of there being a sin-
gle unique symbol which is adopted with probability � , there
can be multiple symbols adopted with probability less than� . Based on this outgoing probability distribution over the

�
symbols, a single unique symbol is drawn to be the output of
the cell. This is done for all cells simultaneously. It should be
noted that deterministic CA are a special case of SCA.

We consider a specific sub-case of SCA in this paper which
corresponds to the totalistic rules of CA. Assume that cells
cannot tell which symbols came from which connections. In
this case, it is only the intensity of each incoming symbol
which becomes important. Furthermore, we desire that our
rules work with any number of incoming connections thus
rather than using the number of each of the incoming

�
sym-

bols, we use this number normalized by the number of con-
nections which can be thought of as an incoming probability
distribution. In summary the model we consider is as follows.

Totalistic SCA. Consider a system of � cells, each of which
is connected to a number of other cells. Let � represent an
alphabet of

�
symbols. The state of Cell � at time-step � is���
	 ������ . The input probability distribution, pin, for Cell � is

given by
pin
	 ������� ��������	 ������������� ����	 ����� (1)

where � � accounts for the connections of Cell � to the other
cells. The output probability distribution pout is given by the
map, � ,

pout
	 ��� �!�"�#� � pin

	 ���$� (2)

The probability distributions pin and pout are stochastic
columns. The new state of Cell � at time-step �%�&� is ran-
domly drawn according to the distribution pout

	 �'�(�!� and is
represented by �"�
	 �)� �!� .
It should be noted that in (1) if the connections between the
cells are not changing over time then the functions, � �
*,+ - ,
will not be functions of time. However, we could allow these
connections to change which would make them functions of
time.

Once the connections are described through the � �
*,+ - func-
tions, the only thing that remains to be defined is the � -map.
We assume that each cell has the same � -map but this need
not be the case. The possibilities for this map are infinite and
thus for the remainder of this paper we discuss a parameter-
ized subset of these possibilities. This subset will be called
piecewise- � and is defined as follows.

Piecewise- � . Let

pin �/.�0 �21 in +�+�+ 0�3 1 in 4!5 (3)

The (unnormalized) output probabilities are given by

0"6 1 out � 78 9 �:� if
�3 �<; * 0"6 1 in = �3 -?> �@ � if
�3 �<; * 0"6 1 in = �3 -?A @�3 �<; * 0"6 1 in = �3 - � otherwise

(4)
where ; is derived from the tunable parameter B as follows:;C�EDGF B)� if

@ A B A �H�H * � = B -2I � � if
�H A B�J#� (5)

The (normalized) output probability column is

pout � �0�K 1 out
. 0 �21 out

+�+�+ 0�3 1 out 4 5 (6)

where 0�K 1 out �(L 36NM � 0"6 1 out.

Note that in (5), the tunable parameter, B acts in a similar
manner to a temperature parameter. When BO�P� we have a
completely deterministic rule while when BQ� @ we have a
completely random rule. Figure 1 shows what the rule looks
like for different B when

� � F .
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Figure 1: The piecewise- � rule for different values of � and ����� .
An equilibrium point, p � , in a � -map is one for which the

following is true
p � �#� � p � � (7)

The idea behind the piecewise- � rule was to create an insta-
bility in the probability map at the uniform distribution equi-
librium point

p �uni � � �� �� +�+�+ ��
	 5 (8)

such that a small perturbation from this point would drive the
probability towards one of the stable equilibria

p �� � 	 � @ +�+�+ @ � 5 (9)

p �H � 	 @ � +�+�+ @ � 5 (10)
... (11)

p �3 � 	 @#@ +�+�+ �?� 5 (12)

It turns out that when
@ A B�J �H , the equilibrium point, p �uni,

is the only stable equilibrium. However when
�H JPB A � ,

p �uni becomes unstable and the other equilibria, p �� ��������� p �3 ,
become stable. This is similar to the classic pitchfork bifur-
cation as depicted in figure 2 for

� � F . However, with
�

symbols in the alphabet the pitchfork will have
�

tines.
It is important to stress that we have designed the stability

of our system at a local level. The question of global stability
and success on the multiagent coordination problem does not
follow directly from the local stability of each cell. It might
be possible to study the global stability of a system of cells
with the piecewise- � rule analytically. The approach in this
paper has been to study it through simulation and statistical
measures.

4 Simulation
We now present simulations of cells running the piecewise- �
rule. In order to ensure that the connections between cells are
not regular, we consider each cell to exist in a Cartesian box
(of size � by � ). The � cells are randomly positioned in this

Figure 2: Pitchfork stability of the piecewise- � rule for ����� . �
is a parameter analogous to a temperature.

box and symmetrical connections are formed between two
cells if they are closer than a threshold Euclidean distance,

, from one another. Figure 4 shows example connections
between � � � @:@ cells with

 � @ � F . Figure 3 shows ex-
ample time series for different values of B . When BQJ @ � � ,
chaotic global behaviour arises, with

@ � � J�B�J � fairly suc-
cessful behaviour results but with B<� � clusters form. The
formation of clusters means that the global system has stable
equilibria which we did not predict from the local rule. How-
ever, as B is decreased towards

@ � � , these equilibria are no
longer stable and the system continues to coordinate.

It would seem that there is a good correlation between the
stability on the local level and the behaviour type of the global
system. As B moves from below

@ � � to above, it appears there
is a dramatic phase transition in the behaviour of the system
(totally chaotic to fixed point). In the neighbourhood of

@ � �
there is long transient behaviour. It turns out that the best
value for B , from the point of view of multiagent coordina-
tion, is approximately B � @ � � .
5 Statistics

In an attempt to quantify the qualitative observations of the
previous section a number of statistical measures were em-
ployed in the analysis of the SCA time series. These were
used also by [Langton, 1990]. The first measure is taken from
[Shannon, 1948] and will be referred to as entropy ( � ). It is
defined as follows.
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Figure 3: Example time series for different values of � and
� ������� , � ��� , � ���	� � . (left) chaotic behaviour, (middle) successful

coordination, (right) clusters. The � colours represent the � symbols of the alphabet.

Figure 4: Example connections between
� �
����� cells with � �

�	� � . � colours represent the � symbols of the alphabet. Here an
initial random condition is displayed for ����� .
Entropy Given a sequence of � symbols

� � 	���� H +�+�+��� � 5 (13)

from an alphabet of size
�

, the entropy of the sequence may
be computed as follows. First compute the frequency, �'6 ,
of each of the

�
symbols ���  � ����� � which is simply the

number of occurrences of symbol � in the sequence, � . From
the frequencies, compute the probability, 0)6 , of each of the

�
symbols ��� O� ����� � as 0"6 � ��6

�)K (14)

where �)K � L 3� M � � � . Finally, the entropy of sequence,� *�� - , is defined as

� *�� - � = L 3 6NM � 0"6�� � * 0"6 -� � * � - (15)

where the � � * � - denominator is a normalization constant to
make � *�� -  	 @ ���!� .
This entropy function produces a value of

@
when all the sym-

bols in � are identical and a value of � when all
�

symbols
are equally common. The second measure is based on the
first and will be referred to as mutual information ( � ). It is
defined as

Mutual Information Given two sequences of � symbols

��� � 	���21 ����21 H +�+�+���21 � � 5 (16)
� H � 	� H 1 �� H 1 H +�+�+� H 1 � � 5 (17)

from an alphabet of size
�

, the mutual information of the
sequence, � *���� � � H - , may be defined as

� *���� � � H - � � *����!- ��� *�� H - = � *���� � � H - (18)

where � *���� � � H - is the entropy of the two sequences consid-
ered as a joint process (i.e., with an alphabet of size

��� �
).

These two measures may be computed on any sequence of
symbols. We tested them on spatial sequences (e.g., time
series columns from figure 3) and temporal sequences (e.g.,
time series rows from figure 3). The most interesting mea-
sures were average spatial entropy (average of entropies
computed from all columns in a time series) and average tem-
poral mutual information (average of all � s computed from
all rows in a time series. � was computed between a row and
itself shifted by one time-step).

Figure 5 show various measures for � @:@:@ values of B . At
each value of B , � @:@ simulations were done on different ran-
dom connections between cells and initial conditions. Thus,
all displayed measures are actually averaged over � @:@ sim-
ulations. Each simulation was run for � @:@ time-steps with� � � @:@ , � � F , and

 � @ � F .Figure 5 (left) shows the average number of clusters1 at the
final time-step for different values of B . Clearly there is an
optimal value of B near

@ � � . Figure 5 (middle) shows average
spatial entropy for different values of B . This measure has
a good correlation with average number of clusters. Again,
there is a minimum occurring at approximately B � @ � �
which corresponds to the best performance at multiagent co-
ordination.

Figure 5 (right) displays average temporal mutual informa-
tion for different values of B . This is a very interesting plot.

1Number of clusters was computed by considering the SCA as
a Markov chain with connections deleted between cells displaying
different symbols. The number of clusters is then the number of
eigenvalues equal to � from the Markov transition matrix.
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Figure 5: (left) Average number of clusters at final time-step for ������� values of � . (middle) Average spatial entropy for ������� values of � .
(right) Average temporal mutual information for ������� values of � . All plots show average of ����� simulations at each value of � .
Temporal mutual information seems to capture the length of
the global transient behaviour of the system. As discussed in
[Langton, 1990], the random pattern in the chaotic region is
not considered transient but rather the steady state behaviour.
The peak in temporal mutual information occurs at BC� @ � � ,
the phase transition, and drops away on either side. [Langton,
1990] has a similar plot. Figure 6 shows how the number of
clusters at the final time-step ( � @:@ time-steps) changes as the
problem scales up to more cells; it appears to be a linear re-
lationship. Figure 7 shows how the number of clusters at the
final time-step changes for different message sizes.

6 Discussion
The strong correlation between the local stability of the
piecewise- � rule and the type of global behaviour is quite
interesting. It appears that B � @ � � corresponds to fixed
point behaviour (class I), B��

@ � � corresponds to chaotic
behaviour (class III), and B near

@ � � corresponds to long tran-
sient behaviour (class IV). The correlation most likely has
something to do with the way in which the incoming proba-
bility distribution is computed in (1). This step delivers in-
formation averaged from all connected cells. This averag-
ing serves to smooth out differences between connected cells.
However, if this smoothing occurs too quickly (i.e., B � � )
the system does not have time to smooth globally resulting in
the formation of clusters. The addition of noise in the partic-
ular form of the piecewise- � rule aids in slowing the smooth-
ing process thus destroying the clusters. This has been called
critical slowing down [Haken, 1983] in other systems. As we
approach the critical point ( B � @ � � or ;(�/� ) from above,
the strength of the instability decreases which slows down the
decision-making process. It is a balance of these two effects
which seems to be the most effective at multiagent coordina-
tion. The optimal operating value of B is not right at the phase
transition but a little bit towards the deterministic end of theB spectrum (approximately B � @ � � ).

Note that we did not find any oscillatory behaviour (class
II) which is likely because the connections between the cells
are symmetrical. However, if the piecewise- � rule in figure 1
is reflected (left-right) then the system ‘blinks’ and global co-
ordination corresponds to all cells blinking in phase with one
another.

In this model of multiagent coordination, the boundaries
between clusters have purposely been made unstable. This
forces them to move randomly until they contact one another
and annihilate, leaving a single cluster. The results presented
here used � �P� @:@ cells and required on average � � @ time-
steps to get to a single cluster with

 � @ � F , � � F andBQ� @ � � . Clearly the time required to form a single cluster
will increase with the number of cells in the system. Figure 6
confirms this by showing that at the end of � @:@ time-steps, in-
creasing the number of cells, � , results in more clusters. The
linear relationship suggests that scaling-up may be possible
but more in depth studies are required. Figure 7 shows how
the system scales to different message sizes,

�
. Here the rela-

tionship between number of clusters (after � @:@ time-steps) to
message size is a bit surprising, first dropping then increasing
as
�

increases. It levels off again as the number of symbols
exceeds the number of cells (since at most � symbols can
be represented in the random initial condition). Again, the
nature of this scaling should be studied more closely.

The piecewise- � rule is not the only map that can be used
to achieve multiagent coordination in SCA. Replacing it with
other monotonically increasing functions (i.e., in figure 1)
with the same equilibria also works. We had comparable suc-
cess to the piecewise- � map using0"6 1 out � * 0"6 1 in -�� ��� O� ����� � (19)

with the outgoing probability column normalized as in (6).
The model considered here does not require knowledge

of the underlying structure of the connections between cells.
This was a design requirement as it was originally motivated
by a network of communicating mobile robots whose con-
nections might be changing over time and thus difficult to
exploit. It is thus natural to question whether the model still
works as the connections are varied over time. To this end,
a small amount of Gaussian noise was added to the positions
of the cells in the Cartesian box of figure 4 at each time-step.
As the cells moved, the connections between them changed
(since they are limited by the range,


). The SCA model was

still able to form single clusters. This was possible even whenBC� � which does make sense since there is still some noise
being added. However, the nature of the noise is at the con-
nection level rather than the signal level. This aspect is cur-
rently under further investigation.
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Figure 6: Number of clusters at final time-step as the number of
cells is varied from

� � ����� to
� � ������� . Parameters for each

run were
� ��� time-steps, � � �	� � , � � �	� � and � ����� �� � to

keep the density of connections constant. Plot shows average of �����
simulations at each value of

�
.

Figure 7: Number of clusters at the final time-step as the message
size is varied from � � � (1 bit) to � � �
	�� (8 bits). Parameters
for each run were

� ��� time-steps, � � �	� � , � � ����� and � � �	� � .
Plot shows average of ����� simulations at each value of � .

7 Conclusion

A mechanism for multiagent coordination has been presented
based on stochastic cellular automata. We consider this to be
an example of self-organizing behaviour in that global coor-
dination occurs in the face of more than one alternative. It
was shown that by using stochastic rules, sparsely communi-
cating agents could come to a global consensus. A parameter
in the coordination mechanism was tuned and it was found
that coordination occurred best when the system was near a
phase transition between chaotic and ordered behaviour (the
optimum was a little bit towards the ordered side).

It is hoped that this model will shed light on self-
organization as a general concept while at the same time pro-
viding a simple algorithm to be used in practice.
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the breadth of modeling space:
the number of agents

the depth of modeling space:
the reasoning level
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Abstract 
This paper describes a new layered brain architecture 
for simulated autonomous and semi-autonomous 
creatures that inhabit graphical worlds. The main 
feature of the brain is its division into distinct systems, 
which communicate through common access to an 
internal mental blackboard. The brain was designed to 
encourage experimentation with various systems and 
architectures. It has so far proven flexible enough to 
accommodate research advancing in a number of 
different directions by a small team of researchers. 

1.0 Introduction 
One approach to designing intelligent systems is to look to 
existing biological systems for clues and design principles. 
This paper describes C4, the latest in a series of brain 
architectures built on this principle by our group. This 
architecture is used for simulating the behavior of agents, or 
creatures, that inhabit a graphical world. These creatures are 
able to sense their environment, learn appropriate actions 
based on expectation of external reward and navigate their 
environment. C4 sets up a framework to support these and 
many other mental abilities. The content and structure of 
this framework are inspired by the abilities of real animals 
and attempt to deal with some of the constraints that they 
face. 

Some of the goals for the system were completely 
practical: it needed to support graphics with at least a 20Hz 
frame rate, input devices (mice and microphones as well as 
more exotic interfaces) and network rendering. It also 
needed to be scalable enough to support a reasonable 
number of autonomous creatures all sensing and reacting to 
each other and the world.  

But more importantly, the architecture needed to 
facilitate the construction and control of synthetic creatures. 
Intelligence is often seen as the confluent effect of many 
individually unintelligent components (as in [Minsky 1985]) 
and the architecture needed not only to support those 
components individually but also to allow them to coexist 

and communicate coherently within one brain. Therefore the 
primary goal was to build a system that facilitated:  

• Reactive behavior: it should be easy to design and 
implement the kind of reactive behavior that many 
previous works in the field of autonomous agents 
support. [Brooks 1991, Tu et al 1993, Blumberg 1995, 
Perlin 1996, Yoon 2000]; 

• Learning: creatures should adapt their behavior based 
on reward and punishment feedback from the world; 

• Extensibility: The architecture should be easily 
extensible in order to support research in various 
different directions by different researchers. 
The result is a highly modular architecture with few 

essential subsystems and many opportunities for expansion. 
The canonical brain includes an internal blackboard, 
Sensory and Perception Systems, Working Memory (a 
short-term memory model), and Action, Navigation and 
Motor Systems. 

We have implemented two significant projects to date 
with C4. One project is sheep|dog (Figure 1), an interactive 
installation piece in which a user plays the role of a 
shepherd who must interact through a series of vocal 
commands with Duncan, a virtual sheepdog, to herd a flock 
of sheep. This system demonstrated some of the basic 
reactive, perceptual and spatial abilities of the creatures built 
under C4. The other project is Clicker, in which the user 
trains Duncan to perform a variety of tricks using the same 
“clicker training” technique used to train real dogs.  

 
Figure 1: Duncan the Highland Terrier 
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The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2.0 will outline 
the world model being used; section 3.0 will delve into the 
architecture of the brain itself, and the make-up and function 
of the various systems that comprise C4; section 4.0 will 
present the results of building C4 and the installations that 
use it; section 5.0 will present a discussion of various 
successful design elements of C4 and sections 6.0 and 7.0 
will describe some future and related work. 

2.0 World Model 
A formal abstraction exists between the agent and the world. 
The World model’s primary function is to maintain the list 
of creatures and objects and to act as an event blackboard 
for the posting and distribution of world events. It also 
coordinates network synchronization and manages 
rendering. 

World events take the form of DataRecords, perceptual 
nuggets that can be processed by a creature’s Sensory and 
Perception Systems. A DataRecord can represent anything 

from an acoustic pattern (Sheep|Dog allowed the user to 
“speak” to the dog through a microphone interface) to a 
visual or symbolic event. Whether a specific form of 
DataRecord can be interpreted depends entirely on the 
sensory and perceptual abilities of the sensing creature.  

In a single execution of the update loop, events are fed 
to each of the creatures and objects and each is prompted to 
update itself (this process can happen in parallel). Most 
creatures and objects will themselves produce events that 
the World will harvest and make available in the next 
timestep. Pre- and post-update tasks, including UI updating, 
network coordination and rendering, are also performed.  

3.0 Brain Overview 
Figure 2 shows the layout of a typical creature’s brain. C4 is 
organized into a collection of discrete systems that 
communicate through an internal blackboard. Any part of 
the brain can write to or read from specific “slots” in this 
blackboard (differentiated by string labels). 

A detailed description of each system follows. 

3.1 Sensory System 
Physical intelligent systems (biological or otherwise) by 
necessity feature a set of well-defined sensors through 
which information about world-state and world-events pass. 
We protect the integrity of this world-agent division by 
making use of a Sensory System abstraction. 

The Sensory System is a filter through which all world-
events (represented by DataRecords) must pass. Unlike its 
physical equivalents, where any data that passes through is 
fair game, in C4 the Sensory System plays an active role in 
keeping the virtual creature’s virtual sensation honest. In a 
simulated world, there is potentially much more accessible 
information than the creature, limited by its sensory 
apparatus, should be able to sense. For example, though 
Duncan the sheepdog could be given the location of the 
sheep that is behind him, he shouldn’t be given it. While 
often the role of the Sensory System is to filter out data that 
can not be sensed, other times its role is to transform it.  For 
example, it converts visual location information into the 
local space of the sensing creature (Duncan receives all 
location information from the world in the coordinate frame 
of his left eye) or in attenuating the intensity of a sound or 
acoustic event proportionally to the square of the distance 
from the source. It is because the same piece of data will be 
viewed differently by each creature in the world (and 
because sometimes we want some creatures to be able to 
cheat and not others) that the individual creature’s Sensory 
System performs the event filtering rather than the world 
itself. 

Perceptual honesty is an important theme for our 
research, since we feel that more honest perception leads to 
more believable behavior. More importantly, creatures in 
the real world are able to make generally good decisions 
despite noisy, unreliable and occasionally entirely missing 
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Figure 2: The brain architecture 
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Figure 3: The Percept Tree. The Head Location Percept is derived 
from the root of the tree because, at present, all events have 
locality. Retinal location and shape only apply to visual events, just 
as an event can only be classified as an utterance or a specific 
utterance if it is an auditory event. 
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data. This is the point of Brooks’ insistence on situatedness 
[Brooks 1991]. While we do not claim that our virtual world 
holds anything close to the complexity of a physical 
environment, the Sensory System allows us to begin to face 
some of the problems like noisy sensation and McCallum’s 
perceptual aliasing [McCallum 1995].  

3.2 Perception System 
Once the stimulus from the world has been “sensed” it can 
then be “perceived.” The distinction between sensing and 
perceiving is important. A creature may “sense” an acoustic 
event, but it is up to the Perception System to recognize and 
process the event as something that has meaning to the 
creature. Thus, it is within the Perception System that 
“meaning” is assigned to events in the world. 

The Perception System takes the form of a Percept Tree 
(Figure 3). A Percept is an atomic classification and data 
extraction unit that models some aspect of the sensory 
inputs passed in by the Sensory System. Given a 
DataRecord it returns both a match probability (the 
SheepShapePercept will return the probability that a 
DataRecord represents the experience of seeing a sheep) 
and, if the match is above a threshold, a piece of extracted 
data (such as body-space coordinates of the sheep). The 
details of how the confidence is computed and what exact 
data is extracted are left to the individual percept. The 
percept structure might encapsulate a neural net or it might 
encapsulate a simple “if … then …else” clause. This 
freedom of form is one of the keys to making the C4 
Perception System extensible, since the system makes no 
assumptions about what a percept will detect, what type of 
data it will extract or how it will be implemented. 

Percepts are organized hierarchically in terms of their 
specificity. For example, a ShapePercept will activate on the 
presence of any kind of shape whereas one of its children 
may activate only on a specific type of shape (e.g. a 
SheepShapePercept). The children of a percept will receive 
only the data that was extracted by its parent to process. 
This hierarchical structure is primarily an efficiency 
mechanism (no point in testing whether an event is the 
spoken word “sit” if it has already been determined that the 
event was not an acoustic one) and is very similar to 
previous hierarchy-of-sensors approaches. 

Many percepts are plastic, using statistical models to 
characterize and refine their response properties. These 
percepts can not only modulate their “receptive fields” (the 
space of inputs to which they will respond positively), but, 
in concert with the Action System, can modify the topology 
of the tree itself, dynamically growing a hierarchy of 
children in a process called innovation. As will be described 
in section 3.5, the process of innovation is reward-driven, 
with only percepts that are believed to be correlated with 
increasing the reliability of an action in producing a 
desirable outcome being prompted to innovate.  

Both the confidence and the extracted data of every 
percept are cached in a PerceptMemory object. When a 

DataRecord enters the Perception System, a new 
PerceptMemory is created, and as the DataRecord is pushed 
through the Percept Tree, each percept that registers a 
positive match adds its respective data to the new 
PerceptMemory. Thus, given a sensory stimulus, the 
PerceptMemory represents all the creature can know about 
that stimulus. 

3.3 Working Memory 
Like other agent-control architectures (e.g.  [Rosenbloom et 
al. 1993]), C4 contains a Working Memory structure whose 
function mirrors that of the pyschological conception of 
Working Memory – an object-based memory that contains 
information about the immediate task or context. The 
ultimate goal of Working Memory is to provide a sensory 
history of objects in the world. It is on the basis of these 
histories that action-decisions will be made, internal credit 
for reward assigned, motor-movements modulated, etc. In 
C4, Working Memory is a repository for persistent 
PerceptMemory objects. Taken together, they constitute the 
creature’s “view” of the world. 

The PerceptMemory is itself a useful structure. By 
caching together the various perceptual impressions made 
by a world event (“the thing that was in front of me was also 
blue,” blueness and relative location being separate 
Percepts) they solve (or perhaps avoid) the infamous 
perceptual binding problem ([Treisman 1998]). They also 
allow us to submit complex queries to WorkingMemory: 
“which is the sheep that is nearest me?”  

PerceptMemory objects become even more useful when 
they incorporate a time dimension with the data they 
contain. On any one timestep, the PerceptMemory objects 
that come out of the Perception System will by necessity 
only contain information gathered in that timestep. 
However, as events often extend through time, it is possible 
to match PerceptMemory objects from previous timesteps. 
Thus a recent visual event may represent only the latest 
sighting of an object that we have been tracking for some 
time. In the case of visual events, matching is done on the 
basis of shape, or on the basis of location when shape is not 
enough to disambiguate incoming visual events (e.g. 
distinguishing between two sheep). Location matching is 
also used to combine perception information of different 
modalities, for example a visual event and an auditory one 
that originate from the same location. Assuming that a 
match is found, the data from the new PerceptMemory is 
added to the history being kept in the old one.  

The new confidence is also added to a history of 
confidences. On timesteps in which percept data is not 
observed, the confidence in the existing data is decayed. The 
rate of decay is in part determined by the percept. Roughly, 
the rate of decay should be proportional to the observed 
variability of the data. 
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3.4 Prediction and Surprise 
The “view” that Working Memory provides of the world 
can be informed by more than just direct perception. Much 
like our own perception, where unobserved data is 
subconsciously “filled in” by low level predictions and 
assumptions, creatures implemented under C4 can be 
designed to act upon events that are likely to occur, or 
qualities that objects are likely to have. We believe that the 
ability to recognize temporal patterns and act on them is an 
essential component of common sense intelligence. 

Sometimes prediction is used not to predict the future 
but simply to maintain a coherent view of the present. The 
stream of sensory data coming from an object can easily be 
interrupted – for example, because the object is out of the 
creature’s visual field, or because it is occluded by another 
object. In these cases, prediction can allow a creature to 
maintain a reasonable estimate of where the object is, even 
though it is not being observed. 

The actual mechanisms of prediction can take many 
forms. Since PerceptMemory objects contain histories of 
percept data, it is possible, if the data are vector or scalar, to 
use function approximation techniques to extrapolate values. 
In more complex cases, periodic behaviors or percept-
activity correlations (the bell always rings before the food 
appears – classical conditioning, essentially) can be 
recognized and exploited. These prediction-mechanisms 
could conceivably extend to common sense knowledge 
about the world – if an object is suspended with no visible 
support, it might be predicted to fall. 

The occasional deviation of predictions from the actual 
state of the world – and the magnitude of that deviation – 
also provide a basis for surprise. Surprise is an excellent 
method for focusing perception, and a PerceptMemory 
which has just provided a surprising stimulus is an excellent 
candidate for the creature’s object of attention. [Kline 1999] 
includes an excellent discussion of expectation and surprise 
in synthetic characters. C4 does not currently make use of 
surprise. 

3.5 Action System 
Given a set of PerceptMemory objects that detail the 
perceived state of the world, the creature must decide what 
action(s) it is appropriate to perform. Many types of 
decision-making processes are possible here, however, this 
section will discuss the action system that we have 
implemented in C4.  

3.5.1 ActionTuples 
Any Action-representation must address a number of 
fundamental questions, namely: 

• What do I do? 
• When do I do it? 
• What do I do it to? 
• How long do I do it for? 
• What is it worth? 

Our representation of action, the ActionTuple, directly 
addresses these five questions through its five 
subcomponents: 
Primitive Action(s) (what do I do?): A piece of code that 

actually executes the action in question. An 
ActionTuple’s set of primitive actions typically modify 
the contents of the blackboard. These postings in turn act 
as messages to other parts of the system. For example, the 
MOTOR_DESIRED posting holds the name of a physical 
behavior requested of the Motor or Navigation Systems.  

TriggerContext (when do I do it?): A piece of code that 
returns a scalar value representing the relevance of an 
ActionTuple given the current state of Working Memory. 
Triggers are typically references to percepts in the Percept 
Tree (a trigger that points to the “Sheep Shape” percept 
will return a high relevance given any PerceptMemory 
that has a high “Sheep Shape” confidence). However, the 
TriggerContext is general enough that more complex 
trigger-conditions can be hand-crafted. As we will see, 
Percept-based triggers are useful because they can be 
automatically generated through the learning process. 

ObjectContext (what do I do it to?): A piece of code that 
chooses a target for the action. Again, it is often defined 
in terms of percepts (“perform the action on something 
that is sheep-shaped AND blue”). When an ActionTuple 
is active, the ObjectContext posts the PerceptMemory 
chosen into the OBJECT_OF_ATTENTION posting of 
the internal blackboard, thereby making it available to the 
rest of the system. The ObjectContext is an optional 
component, since not all actions are necessarily targeted. 

DoUntilContext (how long do I do it for?): A piece of code 
that returns a scalar representing the continuing relevance 
of an ActionTuple while it is active. This could take the 
form of a timer, which drops to zero after a specific 
period of time, or some code that looks for more 
complicated ending conditions in Working Memory. 

Intrinsic Value (what is it worth?): ActionTuples are 
ascribed an intrinsic value, which is an indicator of how 
generally “good” the ActionTuple is. This is similar to the 
Q-value in Q-learning (see [Ballard 1997]). This value 
can be used to bias the Action-Selection process and can 
be modified through learning (see below). 

3.5.2 Action-Selection 
The intrinsic value and the relevance (as determined by the 
Trigger or the DoUntil contexts) can be combined into a 
single evaluated value corresponding to the amount of 
reward expected to result from performing an action. 
ActionTuples can then compete for expression on the basis 
of this evaluated value. 

ActionTuples are grouped into ActionGroups that are 
responsible for deciding at each moment which single 
ActionTuple will execute. Each ActionGroup can have a 
unique Action-Selection scheme, but the most common 
scheme is described below. 
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When ActionTuples are added to an ActionGroup they 
may be placed on either the Startle or the Default tuple list. 
The Startle list contains high priority ActionTuples that 
compete deterministically, i.e. the one with the highest non-
zero evaluated-value wins. If no ActionTuple on the Startle 
list is relevant, the ActionTuples on the Default list are 
allowed to compete probabilistically for expression on the 
basis of their e-values.  

If an ActionTuple is active, it is generally allowed to 
stay active until its DoUntil condition is met. When it is 
met, the selection process takes place again. There are two 
cases in which an active ActionTuple can be interrupted: if a 
StartleTuple becomes relevant (or more relevant than the 
current one, if the current one is also a startle) or if the 
world changes significantly. This change is measured in 
terms of the evaluated values of inactive tuples: if an 
inactive ActionTuple’s evaluated value has more than 
doubled recently, then another probabilistic tuple selection 
takes place between that tuple and the current one. 

In C4’s canonical Action System, there are two main 
ActionGroups. These are (in order of execution): 
• AttentionGroup: Chooses the creature’s focus of attention 

(e.g. things that are large, things that are moving fast, 
etc.). This decision will often be overridden by later-
executed actions. 

• Primary ActionGroup: The ActionGroup whose actions 
determine large-scale body motion. 

3.5.3 Learning in the Action System 
Learning is an important focus of our research, particularly 
the kind of learning that is observed in animals. The Action 
System implements three types of learning that together 
allow creatures to be trained in a manner similar to that used 
to train real dogs ( [Wilkes, personal communication]). 
Credit Assignment: When a new ActionTuple with a high 

intrinsic value is activated (for example, the startle tuple 
“eat”, which can only be run in the presence of food) we 
wish to give credit to the action that led to that tuple being 
activated. This back-propagation of value scheme is very 
similar to that seen in temporal difference learning 
[Sutton 1998]. However, unlike classical temporal 
difference learning, it is not always the tuple that actually 
ran that is given credit – it can be a tuple with a similar 
primitive action list with a more specific trigger that was 
relevant at the time. This choice is based on a 
combination of reliability and novelty metrics (the length 
of the paper precludes going into too much detail). 
Whichever tuple is ultimately given credit, some 
percentage of the intrinsic value of the newly-activated 
tuple is added to the intrinsic value of the credited tuple. 

State-space discovery: When Duncan the sheepdog is 
rewarded for sitting in response to the utterance “sit”, 
there are two conclusions he can make: first, that sitting in 
response to “sit” is a good idea; second, the specific 
acoustic pattern that was reacted to must be a good 
example of the utterance “sit.” Since the “sit” classifier 

(in the form of a percept in the Perception System) is 
actually represented by an example-based statistical 
model, we can use reward information to update that 
model. When Duncan receives a large amount of reward 
for responding to an utterance, that utterance is added 
back into the statistical model that recognized it in the 
first place. Thus at the same time as Duncan learns the 
value of actions, he refines his conception of the 
appropriate context for those actions. 

Innovation: Most ActionTuple triggers are direct references 
to percepts in the percept tree. When they are, the triggers 
keep statistics about the reliability of the percept’s 
children in predicting reward. The hope is that one of the 
children of the current trigger is actually a better 
predictor. For example, sitting in response to “Any 
Utterance” (assume “Any Utterance” is a percept with 
several children) may be quite a good thing, but 
sometimes fails entirely to procure reward. By examining 
the reliability statistics, however, we may discover that 
sitting in response to a “sit utterance” (assume a “sit 
utterance” percept is a child of “Any utterance”) is far 
better and more reliable. If this is the case, the 
ActionTuple in question will create a copy of itself, 
replacing its trigger with a new trigger that references the 
“sit utterance” percept. This new ActionTuple will be 
added as a “child” to the old one, and will supercede its 
parent when both are relevant in an action selection 
round. This approach was inspired, in part, by [Drescher 
1991] who proposed a very similar scheme for exploring 
what are essentially state-action pairs. 

Innovation can also be prompted in the percept tree. 
Some forms of statistical models allow hierarchical 
classifications to be grown (for example, hierarchical 
clustering algorithms). If an ActionTuple that references 
such a classifier decides to innovate, it prompts the 
classifier also to innovate. How this mechanism works 
ultimately depends on the kind of model the percept 
contains (clustering algorithms can isolate subclusters and 
spawn new percepts to represent them). Thus reward 
feedback can also drive the growth of the percept tree. 

Both state-space discovery and innovation illustrate the 
intimate coupling between perception and action selection. 
The creature only bothers to refine senses that ultimately 
allow it to make better decisions about what to do. 

3.6 Navigation System 
The deceptively simple act of “eating the food” involves a 
host of problems: the creature must be near the food, be 
oriented toward it and if approaching it is necessary, must 
avoid physical obstacles on the way. The Navigation 
System allows such spatial competencies to be included 
implicitly in the Action System’s high-level behaviors. 

The Navigation System typically functions by 
overriding the motor commands passed down by the Action 
System. In some cases this command is for an explicit 
Navigation task, such as “APPROACH.” In other cases, the 
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command is directed to the Motor System but with extra 
approach and orientation conditions specified which the 
Navigation System must work to satisfy. In either case, the 
original decision of the Action System is overridden with a 
more immediately appropriate motor command. If the 
Action System requests an “APPROACH”, the Navigation 
System might decide that the best way to implement that 
request is through a “GALLOP”. If the Action System 
requests a “BEG” but the Navigation System is instructed to 
orient the creature first, that command might be replaced 
with a “TURN”. The “BEG” will continue to be overridden 
until the orientation condition is satisfied. 

The Navigation System allows a convenient level of 
representation in the Action System, because it relieves the 
Action System of the burden of implementing the decisions 
it makes. “Approaching” may indeed precede each “eating”, 
but behaviorally, both should be part of a single “eating” act 
– especially from the point of view of any learning that 
takes place. Ultimately, the majority of animal behaviors 
follow the “approach, orient and do” model, and the 
Navigation System allows these behaviors to be represented 
with high-level atoms. 

3.7 Motor System 
Ultimately, the primary output of a virtual creature is 
motion, whether it be motion for the purposes of 
locomotion, gesticulation or expressivity. This lowest level 
– the level of joint-angle control of the transform hierarchy 
that represents the body of the creature – is controlled by the 
Motor System. This system takes its inputs from 
MOTOR_DESIRED and MOTOR_ADVERB entries of the 
internal blackboard.  

The design of the Motor System was inspired by the 
work of Rose et al [Rose 1999]. The system is organized as 
a Verb Graph in which the nodes represent hand-made 
animations (Verbs) and the edges represent allowed 
transitions between Verbs. The Verb Graph in this way 
represents some of the basic physical and continuity 
constraints of having a body. Multiple labeled examples of 
the same Verb may be provided that span an Adverb space. 
If multiple examples are provided, the Motor System does 
multi-target interpolation at runtime based on blend 
coefficients provided externally by the MOTOR_ADVERB 
entry of the blackboard. For example, examples of left-, 
straight- and right-walks are used to create a continuous 
space of directional walks.  

Layering as discussed in [Perlin et al. 1996] is also 
supported by the Motor System. Layering allows multiple 
non-conflicting animations to be played concurrently (for 
example, walking and waving hand). Duncan the sheepdog 
has a number of layers corresponding to body-pose, head-
layer  (for look-ats), tail-layer etc. 

Space limitations preclude a full discussion of recent 
research in motor control, which has centered around an 
extension of the Verb Graph system called a Pose-Graph. 
Pose-Graphs allow source animation files to be decomposed 

into atomic animation-chunks which can then be connected 
into a directed graph through a “pose-space”. Creatures can 
then use this graph to explore new animations, potentially 
adding these new animations to its existing list of motor 
skills. This system can also be used to demonstrate simple 
and complex shaping, a  training technique through which 
motor skills are perfected through successive 
approximations, and luring, in which a trainer can lure a 
creature into a certain pose and then reward that pose. For a 
complete discussion of the Pose-Graph motor system and its 
integration into learning, see [Downie 2001]. 

4.0 Results 
Sheep|dog was created to demonstrate some of the basic 
abilities of the creatures implemented under C4. The project 
showed creatures acting and reacting to each other and the 
world. It also employed some of the group’s acoustic pattern 
recognition research to allow Duncan to classify user 
utterances as one of six possible commands. This 
classification could be trained through a “one-shot learning” 
interface so that a new user could achieve a high recognition 
rate after a very short (about 15 seconds) training routine. 

The project also served as a stress test for the system’s 
engineering. It featured two creatures with full brains 
(Duncan and the shepherd) and six sheep (flocking 
according to Reynolds’ BOIDS algorithm [Reynolds 1987]) 
and a number of world-obstacles, all running scaled-down 
versions of C4. The project also featured distributed 
rendering, with two clones running subsets of the system 
rendering the same world from different views. 

The learning algorithms being developed by our group 
were put to use in Clicker, in which a user can train Duncan 
using “clicker training” – an actual dog-training technique 
in which behaviors are “marked” (by a salient click sound) 
and then reinforced with food reward. In this simulation, 
Duncan can be trained to associate vocal commands with 
behaviors, and demonstrates a number of the phenomena 
that one sees in real dog training (i.e. Thorndike’s Law of 
Effect, shaping, resistance to extinction etc.). Given an 
initial repertoire of a dozen basic behaviors (e.g. “sit”, 
“shake”, “lie-down”, “beg”, “jump”, “go-out”) together with 
basic navigational and behavioral competencies we have 
been able to train him to respond to both symbolic gestures 
(i.e. game-pad button presses), and more significantly to 
arbitrary acoustic patterns (indeed one user trained Duncan 
to respond to commands in Gha, the language of Ghana). A 
dozen such tricks can be trained in real-time within the 
space of 15 minutes. We have also demonstrated simple 
shaping with both motor systems and complex shaping and 
luring with the Pose-Graph based motor system 

5.0 Discussion 

5.1 Heterogeneous Design 
Heterogeneity of decision-policy and representation is seen 
at multiple levels in C4. The Motor System uses the Verb 
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Graph structure to plan movements. The Action System 
makes decisions using ActionTuples. Within the Action 
System itself, different decision-making policies are 
employed – Startle ActionTuples are treated differently 
from Default ActionTuples. This variety, we feel, 
contributes to the system’s robustness and generality. The 
many kinds of problems that animals can solve entail many 
kinds of solutions. In order to be a viable platform for 
intelligence in all its multitude of forms, C4 needed to 
support and encourage this heterogeneity. 

In acting as the go-between for these disparate systems 
and representations, the creature’s internal blackboard plays 
an important role. This generic communication device 
allows the easy reordering or omission of entire systems as 
well as the overriding of the output of one system by 
another in a way that would be very difficult if input and 
output pairs were directly coupled. 

5.2 Simulation- vs. Mental-Representations 
C4 enforces a strict split between simulation representations 
and mental representations. The former constitute the 
“ground truth” of the Virtual World, and are used, for 
example, in generating the graphics output. The latter are 
the PerceptMemory objects. Forcing a creature to act strictly 
on the contents of its own memory demands that it make 
decisions not on the basis of the world’s state, but on the 
basis of its view of that state. 

By divorcing these two representations, many “second-
level” effects become possible, most of them arising from 
situations in which the two representations fail to match, i.e. 
mistakes. These effects include mistaken identity, surprise, 
confusion and the ability to be teased. Paradoxically, these 
“mistakes” can add greatly to a creature’s realism. They also 
provide some insight into how real creatures commit and 
recover from these kinds of errors. 

5.3 Supersumption 
Two architectural themes are seen throughout C4. The first, 
reminiscent of Brooks’ subsumption, is when high-level 
systems send control signals to low-level systems in order to 
change their behavior (in this case “high-level” and “low-
level” are not intended to reflect “degree of sophistication”). 
Another technique for control is when the decisions of high-
level systems, which have a good general idea of what to do, 
are overridden by specialized low-level systems that have 
specific knowledge of how to do it. We call this 
supersumption. 

This technique is seen in the Action System, when an 
object of attention chosen by the Attention Group is 
overridden by an object of attention chosen by the Primary 
Action Group (since it controls overall action, it probably 
has a more appropriate choice). It is seen again in the 
Navigation System, where motor commands sent by the 
Action System are overridden with more immediately 
appropriate motor commands. In this case, the Motor 
System does not know where its instructions come from and 

the Action System need not concern itself with the details of 
how its instructions are implemented. 

5.4 Easy Behavior Design 
Throughout C4, there is much machinery to make it easy for 
creature designers to specify behavior. Believable behavior 
involves many details: the creature’s gaze and physical 
positioning must be controlled as appropriate for the active 
behavior, the creature’s physical emotion-layers must reflect 
an attitude toward the behavior or the behavior’s target, etc. 
One strength of C4 is the system’s ability to handle many of 
these details automatically through mechanisms like the 
Attention System (which also directs eye gaze), the 
Navigation System (which hides behavior implementation 
details from the Action System and the designer) and layers 
and adverbs in the Motor System. It remains for the designer 
to fill in a few critical components of the behavior, such as 
specifying triggers and ObjectContexts. The extensibility of 
the system also makes it clear where and how a creature’s 
brain needs to be expanded when new abilities are added. 
(Perhaps the Perception System needs a percept to detect a 
new type of world event, or perhaps the Motor System 
needs a new motor skill.) Whatever the case, the system 
conspires to make simple things simple and complex things 
possible. 

5.5 Building the entire system 
No actual brain center ever functions in isolation, but 
instead feeds and is fed by a myriad of other centers. 
Intelligent behavior is the combination of all their effects. 
C4, through its extensibility and easy reconfigurability 
allows us to explore some of the basic interactions between 
the various components of the brain. This is why building 
the entire creature is critical. 

6.0 Future work 
C4 continues to be a work in progress. Work over the next 
year will continue to emphasize behavioral adaptation and 
motor learning. We are also exploring how to model 
development (physical and mental) and social behavior.  
Indeed, C4 is being used as the behavioral engine for a 
simulated wolf pack. We are also integrating a model of 
hippocampal spatial learning using landmark and path-
integration navigation that will soon give the creatures a 
truer sense of space. Inspired by the work of Gallistel 
[Gallistel 2000], we are continuing to formalize our ideas 
about time, rate and conditioning. 

7.0 Related Work 
Our work borrows heavily from the impressive work that 
has come before. Our ideas about super and subsumption 
between layers follow from Brooks’ work (e.g., [Brooks 
1991]) as does our emphasis on building the whole creature. 
However, in contrast to Brooks’ work, our layers 
communicate through Working Memory which seems to us 
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to be a more general approach and one which reflects our 
belief that it is difficult to impose a strict layering in 
practice. Our emphasis on the value of taking an 
ethologically inspired approach follows from [Reynolds 
1987, Tu 1994, Blumberg 1995, Yoon 2000], whose 
behavior systems were inspired by the behavioral models of 
ethologists such as Tindbergen and Lorenz. We go beyond 
this work in our representation of action that admits “time 
and rate” as first class objects, and in our integration of 
learning.  In addition, our approach to perception, from the 
Percept Tree to PerceptMemory Objects, is a good deal 
more sophisticated and powerful than that proposed in these 
earlier systems. We also allow a “behavior designer” to 
work at a higher level of abstraction and one which is more 
familiar to most people. The tangible benefit of this 
approach is that it is far easier to develop creatures using our 
system than in our previous work. For example, the 
creatures described in Yoon 2000 typically required 30-40 
pages of source code to specify their behavior systems. By 
contrast, Duncan is specified in less than 10 pages of source. 
Finally, our action selection mechanism balances the 
pragmatic need for both deterministic and probabilistic 
choice of action. Our representation of action sits between 
that typically used in reactive systems and that used in 
planning systems. As such it borrows from the work of 
Maes and Firby [Maes 1990, Firby 1992] and in its emphasis 
on choosing a few good representations, from Minsky 
[Minsky 1985]. However, by focusing on the 5 big 
questions (when, to whom, what, for how long, and how 
much is it worth), the ActionTuple goes beyond these 
previous representations in providing a surprisingly 
powerful and intuitive representation for action. Our system 
also is novel in showing how learning may be integrated 
into this representation. Our approach to learning borrows 
ideas from traditional reinforcement learning [Ballard 1997 
for a review], animal psychology [Gallistel 2000] and dog 
training [Gary Wilkes, personal communication]. Our 
approach to innovation is directly inspired by Drescher’s 
seminal work [Drescher 1991]. While only touched on 
briefly in this paper, our system is novel in its ability to 
perform state-space discovery (i.e. learning new percepts), 
behavioral adaptation (i.e. learning new ActionTuples), and 
motor learning (i.e. learning new motor actions) in an 
integrated framework. Through the use of heuristics such as 
temporal proximity, simple statistics such as reliability and 
novelty, and by using the consequences of actions to help 
discriminate between good and bad examples from which to 
build models of relevant state, our system provides an 
interesting example of how learning may be successfully 
and powerfully integrated into a larger behavioral 
framework. While our system does not do “cognitive 
modeling” as proposed by Funge [Funge 1999], the system 
described could easily be integrated into Funge’s 
architecture. Our motor system design borrows heavily from 
the ideas of Rose [Rose 1999] and Perlin [Perlin 1996]. Our 

contribution, particularly with respect to Rose, is to 
demonstrate the usefulness of his approach. 
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Abstract
The aim of our research is to build a Reflexive
Agent, that is able to either manifest an emotion
it is feeling or to hide it. If the Agent decides to
manifest its emotion, it can establish what verbal
or nonverbal signals to employ in its
communication and how to combine and
synchronize them. In the decision of whether to
express an emotion in a given context, a number
of factors are considered, such as the Agent’s
own personality and goals, the Interlocutor’s
characteristics and the context. In planning how
to communicate an emotion, various factors are
considered as well: the available modalities
(face, gaze, voice etc); the cognitive ease in
producing and processing the various signals;
the expressiveness of every signal in
communicating specific meanings; and, finally,
the appropriateness of signals to social
situations.

1 Introduction
Artificial Agents are not yet endowed with the capacity
of ‘feeling’ emotions, mainly because emotions would
imply an involvement of the hardware of a machine and
this will be impossible, or at least difficult, still for some
years [Picard, 1997]. But let us suppose that we have an
agent that is able to feel emotions; what could it do?
How could it behave? Would it manifest its emotions to
a potential interlocutor or would it ruminate on its own
emotion by itself, without showing its feeling?

The effects of sharing an emotion, to the person who
feels, are described in the psychology literature [Rimé,
1987]: it has been shown, for example, that people who
have undergone severe shocks and share their emotions
are better adapted, undergo fewer heart and pressure
problems and have longer life [Pennebaker, 1989]. Of
course, people differ in their proneness to display
emotions: some of us are very impulsive and tend to
display their emotions whatever the consequences of this

display, while others are more reflexive and follow the
rule “think it over seven times seven before". In fact, if I
show to my boss that I am angry at him, this may make
me feel better at the moment but I may risk being fired.
In some cases, though, this may also show that I'm not
afraid of him, and he might respect or admire me. Now,
the decision of whether to display my anger at my boss
may be a very cold, calculated and utilitarian one. But
we may also decide whether to display our emotion on
the spot, in a not so conscious and rational way; still,
also in this case we think it is possible to speak of a
“decision” of whether to display emotions, even if this
decision is not deliberate and conscious. The aim of our
research is to build an agent that is able to express its
emotions but also to refrain from expressing them: a
reflexive, not impulsive agent.

The idea is to build a behavior planner that starts from
a discourse plan which represents the information
content and the structure of a “non-affective” text, and
enriches it so as to include the ‘order’ of displaying
some emotion. This emotion will be finally expressed by
verbal or non-verbal signals, or both. This generation
process allows our system to synchronize various kinds
of signals and to scatter them across the media (voice,
face, gesture). For example: emphasis (or topic-
comment) information may be outputted by means of a
pitch accent, by raising eyebrows or with a head nod.
The occurrence of all signals at the same time denotes an
emphasis of the emotion to be manifested. Therefore,
representing detailed information on verbal and non-
verbal signals in the behaviour planner ensures a more
subtle and refined multi-modal discourse generation.

After reviewing works related to ours, we present a
general overview of the factors that affect the decision
of whether to display an emotion. Then, we give on
overview of our system by emphasizing how our
discourse plan is enriched with emotion display
information, and we provide an example of how our
system works. We end this paper with some concluding
remarks and a view on our future work.

Behavior Planning for a Reflexive Agent

Berardina De Carolis3, Catherine Pelachaud1, Isabella Poggi2, and Fiorella de Rosis3

1 Dipartimento di Informatica e Sistemistica, Università La Sapienza, Roma
2Dipartimento di Scienze dell’Educazione, Universita’ Roma 3

3Dipartimento di Informatica, Università di Bari
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2 Related Work
In the construction of embodied agents capable of
expressive and communicative behaviors, an important
step is to reproduce affective and conversational facial
expressions on synthetic faces [Ball and Breese, 2000,
Cassell et al., 1994, Cassell et al., 1999, Lester et al.,
2000, Poggi et al., 2000, Rickel and Johnson, 1999]. For
example, REA is an interactive agent that is able to
converse with a user in real-time [Cassell et al., 1999].
REA exhibits refined interactional behaviors such as
gestures for feedback or turn-taking functions. Cassell
and Stone [Cassell and Stone, 1999] designed a multi-
modal manager whose role is to supervise the
distribution of behaviors across the several channels
(verbal, head, hand, face, body and gaze). Cosmo
[Lester et al., 2000] is a pedagogical agent particularly
keen on space deixis and on emotional behavior: a
mapping between pedagogical speech acts and emotional
behavior is created by applying Elliott's theory [Elliott,
1992]. Ball and Breese [Ball and Breese, 2000] apply
bayesian networks to link emotions and personality to
(verbal and non-verbal) behaviors of their agents. André
et al. developed a rule-based system to simulate
dialogues between lifelike characters with different
personality traits (extroversion and agreeableness)
[André et al., 2000]. Marsella developed an interactive
drama generator, in which the behaviors of the
characters are consistent with their emotional state and
individuality [Marsella, 2000].

   In most of the mentioned agents, behaviors are
viewed as responses to events and actions and to the way
they affect emotional reactions: what is simulated is how
the Agent responds with an emotion to what happens in
the external context, and how an emotion affects its
behavior [Marsella., 2001]. The system we propose in
this paper aims at developing an Agent that is able to be
affected by the emotion, but at the same time to decide
whether to express it or to refrain from expressing it, not
only on the basis of the emotion per se but also
according to the context in which interaction takes place.
Formalization of this reasoning considers, as we will
see, several variables, such as the Agent’s goals and
personality and information about the Interlocutor.

3 Emotion Triggering Factors
Emotions are a biological feed-back device whose
function is to provide information about the state of
achievement or thwarting of our most important goals.
Every time something relevant happens (or is assumed to
happen) in the environment, in such a way that an
important goal of the Agent (the goal of survival, of
body safety, of reproduction etc) is, or is likely to be,
achieved or thwarted, the feed-back device of Emotion is
activated. This consists of a set of somatic,
physiological, psychological, expressive and
motivational issues that alert the Agent and, at the same

time, provide the necessary energy and resources for
reaction [Castelfranchi, 2000].

 Ortony et al.[Ortony et al., 1988] and, subsequently,
Elliott [Elliott, 1992] defined three entities that may be
responsible for the arousal of an emotion: events, actions
and objects. The occurrence of an event or some
particular aspects of an object may fire appraisal of an
emotion; actions of oneself or others can give rise, as
well, to emotions (say, reproach or shame). Based on the
Agent's interpretation of the situation, an emotion is
triggered. In this work, we refer to emotion types as
defined in Elliott's Affective Reasoner, in which 24
emotions are described [Elliott, 1992].

4 Emotion Regulation Factors
The expressive part of the emotional reaction (the fact,
for example, that we open eyes wide in fear, or make a
frown in anger, or blush in shame) usually has a precise
function. Showing my rival I am angry with him may
induce him to leave the field; showing my terror with
wide open eyes may alert other co-specifics that a
serious danger is present. This is why all theories of
emotions also elaborate on the expressive aspects of the
emotions and consider the expressive device as an
integral part of the emotion itself [Ekman and Friesen,
1975].

Sometimes, though, expressing our emotion may be
dangerous rather than useful. If I show fear in front of a
rival, this may give him a weapon and may oblige me to
leave the field. Humans, then, learned to be flexible in
the use of the expressive part of the Emotion syndrome:
that we are biologically endowed with a repertoire of
display devices does not necessarily mean that any time
we feel an emotion, we immediately and unthoughtfully
display it. A famous elaboration around the topic of
what drives the decision of whether to display an
emotion is the notion of display rules, that is of culture-
dependent rules that establish when, how and to whom to
express one's own emotions. Ekman and Friesen studied
how people tend to intensify, de-intensify, hide or mask
their emotions according to social and cultural norms
[Ekman and Friesen, 1975].

In this paper, we propose a formalization of some of
these rules: we concentrate on whether one displays
one's emotion or not without taking into account the
subtlety of more intense or less intense display or, a
fortiori, the masking of felt emotions (this will be the
subject of our future work). We start from the following
question. Suppose I am feeling a quite strong emotion,
triggered by an event, an action or an object: on what
basis will I decide whether to display it or not? Which
are the factors that affect this decision? In our view, this
depends on two aspects of the emotion: on one side, on
the very nature of the emotion itself (emotional nature
[Ortony et al., 1988, Castelfranchi, 2000]); on the other
side, on its interaction with ‘scenario factors’ [Poggi and
Bartolucci, in prep.]. In Sect. 4.2 we overview some of
these factors, while being conscious that the factors and
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the associated values we are proposing may not be
exhaustive, due to the complex nature of the emotional
phenomena.

4.1 Emotional Nature

Emotion Valence: emotions may be either positive
(when a goal is achieved, i.e., a desirable event occurs)
or negative (when a goal is thwarted, an undesirable
event occurs): feeling them may therefore be pleasant or
unpleasant.

Emotion Social Evaluation: emotions are subject to
social evaluations; for instance: showing envy is
sanctioned [Castelfranchi, 2000]). They may therefore be
approved or sanctioned.

Emotion Addressee: we may distinguish between social
emotions (that are necessarily felt towards some person,
as love or sense of guilt) and non-social emotions (as joy
or fear). Social emotions may be addressed to the
interlocutor itself (I) or towards a third person (O).

4.2 Scenario Factors

Agent's Display Motive: we call Display Motive the
reason - the specific goal - that induces us to display a
particular emotion in a particular situation [Poggi and
Bartolucci, in prep.]. An Agent may want her
Interlocutor(s) to feel the same emotion she is feeling.
Here, the display motive is the goal that others feel
empathy with her, that, at least, they participate to her
emotion. In other cases the Agent displays her emotion
because she wants the other to console her, to give her
advice, to help her, to pity her or to reassure her about
her feeling that emotion. Sometimes, she may just want
an objectivation, in order to better understand herself.  If
the Agent's goal is just to give vent to her emotion, this
goal does not imply another person: she wants to display
it just to give vent to the physiological energy caused by
the emotion, without needing another person to cause this
process. There are, though, other cases where the Agent
needs the presence of another person to display her
emotion: I may confide a sad experience to a person in
order to show her she's not more unlucky than others, or
to strengthen relationships; even, I may show admiration
to a person, to adulate him. A non-exhaustive list of the
Display Motive factor includes the following: vent,
empathy, consolation, advice, help, reassurance,
objectivation...

Agent's Personality: an impulsive person will tend to
display emotions more often than a shy or ruminative
(non-impulsive) person.

Interlocutor's Features: the Agent may take into
account, as well, some features she attributes to the
Interlocutor. The following features may be relevant:

− Interlocutor’s Personality: the Interlocutor's
Personality interacts with the Agent's Display Motive:
if I look for empathy, but I believe that you are a
‘cold’ and ‘egocentric’ person, I will probably avoid
displaying my emotion to you. This factor also
interacts with the specific emotion to display: I will
not display my fear to someone who is apprehensive.
A non-exhaustive list of these factors is the following:
envious, modest, egocentric, altruist...

− Interlocutor’s Cognitive Capacity: the factors in
the following categories may take Yes/No values.
� Comprehension: ability to cognitively

understand  the causes of the Agent’s emotion.
� Experience: previous experience, by the

Interlocutor, of similar events that elicited the
Agent’s emotion. Experience interacts with the
Display Motive.

� Problem solving: the planning capacity of the
Interlocutor  to solve practical problems may be
relevant (e.g. when the Agent’s Display Motive
is to get help or advice).

Agent-Interlocutor Role Relationship, or power
relationship between people: I may avoid displaying my
anger to my boss because he has power over me and can
retaliate. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the
following power relationships between agent (Ag) and
interlocutor (I): Ag has power over I, I has power over
Ag, neutral.

Agent-Interlocutor Personal Relationship, that is, the
aggressive or friendly attitude between them: this may
take four values, depending on the sense of the
relationship (either Ag-to-I or I-to-Ag) and on its valence
(either aggressive or adoptive). Notice that we call
‘adoptive’ a relationship in which one is taking care of
the other’s goals. The values are then: Ag adoptive I, Ag
aggressive I; I adoptive Ag, I aggressive Ag.

Type of social interaction: the last important factor in
the regulation of emotions is whether interaction occurs
in public or not. This interacts with the Agent's
Personality: the more impulsive I am, the more I'll be
likely to display emotions even in public; the more shy I
am, the more interaction  in public will inhibit my
display.

5 The Agent’s Behavior Planner
In order to build  the reflexive component of our Agent’s
mind and to interface it with its body, we developed a
prototype of a Behavior Planner that is based on the
architecture shown in Figure 1. We will use the
following example to describe, step by step, how the
system works.
“A 3 year old girl wants to give a present to her
mummy; she cuts some stripes from mummy's suit and
knots them together as to make a ribbon. Mummy comes
in and sees the massacre”.
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In such a situation, the Agent (Mummy) reproaches
her daughter of such an action. The input of our
Discourse Generator is therefore the communicative
goal: Reproach (Mummy Daughter ‘cut suit’). The first
step of the process consists in producing a ‘discourse
step of the process consists in producing a ‘discourse
plan’ (D-Plan) to achieve this communicative goal. This
plan does not yet contain any emotional content or
reference (we call it a “non-affective” D-Plan); it can be
produced by a planning algorithm, from a library of plan
operators [Moore and Paris, 1993] or may be retrieved
from a library of plans [De Carolis et al., 2000].

Figure 1. The Behavior Planner

In both cases, the output is a plan tree that defines
the content and order of presentation of information to
be conveyed in the discourse. In our case, the planner
uses a library of non-instantiated plans to select the one
that satisfies the posted goal. If such a plan is not
available in the library, the planner builds it by
appropriately combining the existing plans. The generic
plan is, then, instantiated by filling the variable-slots
with domain data. Part of the D-plan that is generated in
our example is shown in Figure 2.

    After generating the “non-affective” D-Plan, the
Hamlet Component is activated. Hamlet takes as an
input the triggering rules, that decide whether to fire the
emotion; it then applies the regulation rules by
processing the Scenario Factors, to decide whether to
display the fired emotion. The triggering rules are drawn
by Elliott’s Affective Reasoner [Elliott, 1992], while the

regulation rules are similar to the display rules in
[Ekman and Friesen, 1975]; they are, however, enriched
to encompass the Scenario Factors described above. As
we anticipated in Section 4, our System does not take
only cultural norms into account, but a very detailed
model of the Context and of the Interlocutor. The
structure of the Hamlet module is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: An example of D-Plan

Figure 3: The Hamlet Module

Let us now see some examples of triggering and
regulation rules.

The general structure of the triggering  rules is the
following:

IF DC-Cond THEN (Feel Ag e),

where DC-Cond represents a condition on the context or
the domain, Ag denotes the agent that is conveying the
signal, and e an emotion. The evaluation of DC-Cond as,
for example, a Desirable or Undesirable Event or
Object, is determined through a pattern-matching with
the Domain KB; Feel is a predicate which applies to the
two mentioned terms, to denote that 'the agent Ag feels
the emotion e'. For social emotions, this predicate
applies, instead, to three terms: the Agent, the emotion,
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and the one to whom the emotion is addressed (the
Interlocutor I or another agent O). Events, Objects and
Actions are represented, in D-Plan, in the ‘discourse
focus’ that is associated with every node.

Let, for instance, n5 be the considered node in D-
Plan; the focus of this node is (Cut I suit), which is an
‘undesirable action’, to the agent Ag. The triggering rule
that will applied in this case is the following:
• R1: IF (Focus(ni) act) AND (Undesirable act)

AND(Performed I act) AND (Blames Ag I act))

       THEN (Feel Ag Anger)

That is: “Ag feels anger if the focus of ni refers to an
‘undesirable’ action that was performed by the
interlocutor I and Ag disapproves this action.

In our example, R1 is activated because the Domain
KB mentions that the action ‘cut suit’ is labelled as
‘Undesirable’ in I is the agent who performed it.

Once an emotion has been triggered, the regulation
rules are activated, to decide whether this emotion has to
be displayed in the given context. This decision is taken
by considering context features, such as: the Agent's
display motive, personality and role, the Interlocutor's
attitudes and the relation between the two Agents.

The general structure of the regulation rules is the
following:

IF (Feel Ag e) AND DC-Cond

THEN (Display Ag e),

or
IF (Feel Ag e) AND DC-Cond

    THEN NOT (Display Ag e).

As for the triggering rules, DC-Cond is instantiated,
also in this case, by matching its variables with the
content of the Domain KB. If we go back to our
example, the following regulation rules are activated to
decide whether to display the emotion:

• in the first case, Mummy is angry but she loves her
daughter and knows she could not understand how
distructive was the action she was doing. Therefore,
Mummy will not display her anger.
R2: IF (Feel Ag Anger) AND (Adoptive Ag I)

AND NOT (UnderstandConsequences I act)

THEN NOT(Display Ag Anger)

• in the second case, Mummy thinks her daughter had
comprehension capacity:
R3: IF (Feel Ag Anger) AND (Adoptive Ag I)

AND (UnderstandConsequences I act)

THEN (Display Ag Anger).

     The enriched plan E-Plan is produced by augmenting
D-Plan with the ‘display’ commands through application
of these rules. The E-Plan corresponding to the second
case is shown in Figure 4. Notice that every node
inherits the ‘Display’ label from its parent-node, while
the ‘NotDisplay’ label is simply not inserted in the plan:

so, anger will be felt but not displayed in this case, while
joy is felt and displayed, because ‘present’ is a
‘desirable object’ and there is no reason for hiding the
joy emotion it triggers. On the contrary, anger would be
felt and displayed in the second case.

In the next step, E-Plan is transformed into an XML
document and is sent to the Goal-Media prioritizer. This
module decides how to distribute the signals that enable
displaying an emotion over the different media. For
example: Anger might be displayed in one of the
following ways, or, if very intense, in the three of them:
verbally (through the hyperbole "I told you a hundred
times..."); vocally (through a loud or a high pitch voice),
and facially (with tense lips and an angry frown). So,
this module revises the enriched plan by deciding the
type of non-verbal signals to employ at every
conversational step, their combination and their
synchronization with verbal communication. This is
done according, again, to the context and also to the type
of body that has been chosen for the Agent. The XML-
output of this module is the final presentation plan,
where the media have been instantiated and, when
necessary, synchronized or linearized. When the Goal-
Media prioritizer has selected the appropriate output
form (2D/3D model, audio, text...), the XML tags are
interpreted and translated into parameters to drive the
given output signals.

Figure 4 .  An ex ample of  E-Plan

At present, we are concentrating on the animation of a
3D facial model: the XML tags are converted into
MPEG-4 facial parameters that drive the final animation.
The XML tags are interpreted and translated into
parameters to drive the given output signals; the natural
language ‘surface’ generation step is adapted, as well, to
the emotional state of the Agent. To go back to our
example, in the first case, the subplan originating from
node n5 will be rendered by the following sentence,
pronounced with a ‘not angry’ face expression:
"The ribbon you used is made from my suit, that I need for
my work. If you cut it, I can't wear it anymore."

While in the second case, the Mummy will say, with an
‘angry’ face:
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"The ribbon you used is made from my suit, that I need for
work. I already told you a hundred times not to touch to my
things!"

6  Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have presented the architecture of a
system that builds a reflexive agent, that is, an agent
who, when feeling an emotion, “decides” whether to
display it immediately or not. We have also defined the
different elements on which this “decision” is based
(emotional nature and scenario factors). Our behaviour
planner formalises these elements and then plans how to
produce and synchronize the verbal and nonverbal parts
of a discourse that satisfy a given communicative goal.
Two sets of rules are considered: trigerring rules, that
fire an emotion, and regulation rules, that make the
agent ‘reflexive’. In the future, we plan to evaluate how
believable is our Reflexive Agent.
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ßRáNãIï�ì+äiÞsè�ï�åIï�ì"â�è�ß3ï�ã3ÞRß3ï�á0ö)á�/AÞ_ãIö�Þ_å3áNà�Þ_Þ1+,-HßRÞ�å3åIï0/NÞ�-5ì�*�Þ�ßFïÌâ2-HßRÞ�'
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xzy�t�r5xzq�r ��y��P�i~�y)}�}s�Pwi~���r5xz�F�5~"q�xz�RxzuHy q�uHy\�Rxz�R}��'uP�;ui}Rr5~"v5ivs�U�
}Rxzuiy;�P����P�H~"y�}��A��Ñ5ui�z��uPt�xzy5��|5vR~��)xzuHo\�+t_uHvRwpuiy�q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~
�PyS�P�z�)�Rxz�A�/uHo5v �P|5|5v�u���qsr�xz� y5uHyk�ÒÂ��N�H~���x��PyÀ�Py\��y5uHv�{��P}�xz�H~�6
t_~�t_uHo5�z�L�zxzwH~�}RuD¤;y5���D�5~�q�xz�Rxzuiy�v�o5�z~��Xuiv�}Rr5~��P�i~�y)}�}�r;�P}
t�xz�z��v�~��z�¸�����zxz}R}R�z~��P��|SuH�R��xz�5�z~�uHyÀ�P���Ro5{D|5}Rxzuiy5�����;uio5}�}Rr\~
�S~�r;�N�)xzuHv uP�+r5xz��~�y)�)xzvRuHy\{�~�y)}A�Ö��r5~�v�~��XuHv�~H��t_~����5uH|5} }Rr\~
vR~"É�o\x�v�~�{�~"y�}�}�r;�P}��P�i~�y)}87¡�Rr\uHo5�z�pvRo5�z~�uio5}�� �S~�r;�N�)xzuHv89 �uP�^���H~�y)}8: uHy5�z�Dx���9 � xz���5uH{Dx�yS�P}R~"���)����y5uH}�r5~�v��S~�r;�N�)xzuHvA�9�;P��uP��}Rr;��}��P�H~"y�}N� Ë uH{Dx�yS�P}R~"���;~�rS�N��xzuivR���PvR~p|5o\vR~��z�ÀxzvÎ�
vs��}RxzuHyS�P��xzy¸��y��Ö�5~�q�xz�Rxzuiy�{��Pw)xzy5��{Du��\~��3����r5~����H~�y)}�t�xz�z�
q�r5u)uH��~�r\x����;~�rS�N��xzuiv ��q�q�uHv��5xzy5�L}�u�}�r5~�q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~�vs��}Rxzu
�5~�q"x���xzuHypvRo5�z~H�"<0uPt^~"�H~�vN�)r5~��Rr5uio5�z��q�uiy5�Rxz�5~�v�uiy5�z��vs��}RxzuHy;���
�S~�r;�N�)xzuHvR��u��[}�r5~�uH}�r5~�v'�P�i~�y)}R��6)�0�;~"r;�N�)x�uiv�uP�F�Py��P�H~"y�}�t�xz�z�
�S~�q"uHy5��x��\~�vR~��pxzvRv��P}�x�uiy;�P�\x�����y5��uiy5�z��x��Fxz}_x����5uH{Dx�yS�P}R~"�����
�Py\uH}Rr\~�v��;~"r;�N�)x�uiv�uP��x�}N�
�3yÀ��~�q�}Rxzuiy=	�t_~��\~��Rq�v�xz�;~��5xz�5�5xzy5�L�)�P{D~��A�'�Ö�Ò��{�xz�z�puP�

����{�~���}Rr;��}�t�xz���_�R~"vR�H~Do5� �Xuiv�}Rr5~Dxz���zo5��}Rv��P}Rxzuiy�u���}Rr\~��;�U�
�Rxzq0q�uHy5q"~�|5}R�0�5~��i~��zuH|S~���xzy�}�r5xz�^|S�P|S~�vA��Â_xz�5�5xzy5���)�P{�~"�^�Pv�~
vR~"|5vR~���~�y)}s��}Rxz�H~���u��[wi�3|5vRxzq�~+��o5q�}�x�uiy5�A�i�+q"~�y)}Rvs���;q"�Ú���R�'u��[~"q�uP�
y5ui{�xzq�{�~�q�r;��y5xz�R{D��ÁÌnpuHy5�\~�vR~�vp�Py5����~�y5y5~�y\r5uH�z}RÏi��	iÕHÕiÕNÈÒ�
�3y��R~"q�}RxzuHy?>0t^~0|5vR~���~�y)}��¿q�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~��Py;���z����xz��u��[�\x��\�5xzy5�
����{�~��N�L�3y���~�q�}RxzuiyhÓÖt^~Dx�y)}�vRu)�5o5q�~pv��P}Rxzuiy;�P�'q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~
�PyS�P�z�)�Rxz�A�)��y5~�t¶}Ru)uH�\�XuHv�y5uHv�{��P}�xz�H~_�5~�q�xz�Rxzuiy�{��Pw)xzy5�S�A}�r;�P}
�H~"y5~�vs���zx�Ï"~���q�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~��PyS�P�z�)�Rxz��}RuD}Rr5~�q"uHy)}R~��)}�uP�'v��P}Rxzu��
y;���+~�y)�)xzvRuHy\{�~�y)}R�N���Py5����|5|5�z�Àxz}�}�uÀ�5xz�5�5xzy5���)�P{D~��A�¶�3y
�R~"q�}RxzuHy@��t_~�q�uHy5��xz�5~�v+v�~�|S~A�P}�~��h¢ {�o5�z}Rx��3�R}s���H~A£ÿ���P{D~��A�/µ�~
|5v�~��R~�y)}��R~"�H~�v��P�Fv�~��Ro\��}��+uiy�}�r5~�vR~�����}RxzuHy5��r5xz|5���S~�}3t^~"~�yh¢ vs�U�
}Rxzuiy;�P��£�q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~��Py;�����)��x��0uP��vR~�|S~A��}R~������P{D~����Py5��}Rr\~
q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}Rxz�i~��Py;���z����xz�+uP�_}Rr5~ |;�Pv�}Rxzq�o5����v ¢ uHy5~��Ò��r5uH}�£�����{�~��
}Rr\~���q�uHy\�Rxz�R}'u��s�/��r5~�yF�)xzy��R~"q�}RxzuHyBA\�Ht_~+�\x���q�o5������y5���R}�o5�5�
�H�Pv�x��Py)}R���Py5�D{�u)�5x�¤;qA��}RxzuHy\�'uP��}Rr5~�uHy\~��Òt��N��}Rv��P�5xzy5��|\vRuH�k�
�z~�{��So5��xzy5�pvs�P}�xzuHy;����q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~��Py;�����)��x��N� �3y�|;��vR}�x�q"o5���PvA�
t_~���}Ro5�\��}Rr\~�{�o5�z}Rx��R�P�H~"y�}�uiy5~��3t��N�D}Rvs���5xzy5� |5vRui�5�z~�{��

C D ½R»+»0½R.FEGE^l"H */&
µ�~'��}s�Pv�}F�)��vR~�qN�P�z�zx�y\�+}Rr\~'�H~�y\~�vs���5�5~�¤;y\x�}�xzuHy�uP�[��¢ �R}�vs�P}�~��Hxzq
�XuivR{�£ÿ���P{D~H�
IKJ(LNM"OQP�OQRSMUTWVYX[Z �)�P{�~�©z´�§ ¨Q\ ° ¬ ±^] _ `$a _b Å(cd	ec�f,f,f�c1gihjc1k _ b kml�h�nlYo � c b(p l$h�nlYo ��q1rBs�t ± ¥ ±ua ©z´�§�´ ± ¨ª�v&gxwG	 ° ¬�§i³ ± ¥�´ r kml�©z´�¨ t ± ´ ± ¨�ª�v ´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y © ± ´�§i²A§i©z¬�§(z�¬ ± ¨Xª° ¬z§H³ ± ¥8{ r §i«S| p l �(}8n~ o � k ~�� ��©z´�¨ t ± \)¨I©z¬�©�¨I³�v�\)«5A¨I©�ªi«�ª�v° ¬z§H³ ± ¥8{��
�3yÀ�L�)�P{D~H�O~A��qsr=|5���N�i~�v��R~"��~"q�}R���Ö�R}�vs�P}�~��H���IvRuH{ �Ö�R~�}

uP���N�H�Pxz���P�5�z~��R}�vs�P}�~��Hxz~��N� ��r5~�}�o5|5�z~ uP�^��}Rvs��}R~��ixz~����R~"��~"q�}R~��/�
uHy\~��)�D~A�Pq�rp|5���N�H~�vN�5�5~"}R~�v�{�xzy5~���}�r5~�|;�N�Hu�Ð�uP��~A�Pq�rpuP�'}Rr\~
�P�i~�y)}R� ; ¢X����|5vR~���q�vRxz�S~������D}Rr5~�o5}�xz��xz}3� �Xo\y5q�}Rxzuiy5�s£"�
�3yL���5xz�5�\x�y\���)�P{�~i�5��q�~"y�}�~�v��P}�}R~�{D|5}R��}�u�uH�5}��Pxzy�� ��~�v3�

�)xzq�~_�XvRui{ �0�R~�}'u��[|SuH}�~�y)}Rx��P�\�Ro5|5|\��xz~�v��A�'Ã'��q�r���o5q�r��Ro5|5|\��xz~�v
r;���^�0q�~�vR}��Pxzy�q�ui�R}^���R�Ru)q�x���}R~���t�xz}Rr }RrS�P}'��~�vR�)xzq�~H����r5xz�'q"uH�R}
xz�+}��PwH~"yL}RuD�;~���yLxzy)}R~��i~�v+�S~�}3t_~�~�y������ �Py\���Ù�;t�r\~�vR~���Py5�@� �PvR~ t�� �3� uS� ��x�y)}�~��H~�v��A�"������� Õ\��Ã'�Pq�r��P�H~"y�}
t�xz�z�;u�Ð[~�v0r5xz���R~�v��)x�q"~��Py5�L���Rw��IuHv�� |;�N�){�~�y)}'xzyp}Rr5~�v��Py5�i~
xzy��S~�}3t_~�~�y������¡�Py5�?����µ�~+t�xz�z�F�P���Ru)q�x��P}�~�}�r5~�vR~�É)o5~"�R}
�Xuiv�|S�N��{D~�y)}Fu�������{St�xz}Rr }Rr5~�xzy)}R~"�H~�v�{��Ht�r5~"vR~+Õ��={N�����
� ø Þ�ßRÞ�á"â�ä�Þ�ê�å3Þd*ÿö�Þ�ßRÞ�*�Þ�é)å3Þ�ãIö)Þ�ã3Þ�ßRà�å�-iê�á�ëNÞRß á�â)äLáAòNÞ�âHã
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��r5~�q"~�y)}R~�v t�xz����q�r5u)uH��~��P��}�r5~��R~"vR�)xzq�~�|5v�uP�)x��\~�v�}Rr5~D�Ro5|)�
|5�zxz~�vOt�xz}Rr�}�r5~'�zuPt^~"�R}F�P��w)x�y\��|5vRxzq�~H�/��r5~�v�~���vR~'�H��vRxzuHo\�;t��N�)�
�Xuiv��5~�}R~"vR{�xzy5xzy5�D}Rr5~�|S�N��{D~�y)}+}�u�}�r;�P} �P�H~"y�},6Fxzy�|;�Pv�}Rxzq�o)�
���PvN�O}Rr\~��P�i~�y)}�qA��y��;~D|;�Pxz��r5xz���P��w�xzy5�p|5v�xzq�~H��}Rr\~��R~"q�uHy5�
�zuPt_~��R}^���Rw)xzy5��|5v�xzq�~H�5uiv^}�r5~+}�r5xzvR�D��uPt_~���}����Rw)xzy5��|5v�x�q"~H��µ�~
���R�Ro\{�~�}Rr;��}�}Rr5~ q�uH��}R�0�Xuiv+|5v�uP��xz�5xzy5�D}Rr5~ �R~"vR�)xzq�~��)�p~A��qsr
u��+}Rr5~p�P�H~"y�}�� ��vR~Dq�uH{D{�uHyÖw�y\uPt���~"�5�H~p�P{�uiy5��}�r5~�{��'�P���
}�r5uHo5�ir�}Rr\~�q�~�y)}R~�v�{�xz�Hr)}Oy5ui}��S~_�Ò��{�xz�zx��PvSt�xz}Rr }Rr5~"�R~�q�ui�R}R�N�
Ê0��}�r5uHo\�Hr�}�r5xz��xz�/É�o\x�}�~^yS�P}Ro\vs�P�i�Xuiv�}Rr5~��P�SuP�H~'|\vRu)q�o5v�~�{�~�y)}
|5v�uH�5�z~�{��Hui}Rr5~"v+�P�R��o5{�|\}RxzuHy5�_qA��y��S~�}�vR~A��}R~��L��xz{�xz���PvR�z�H�� o\vF�5~�¤Sy5xz}RxzuHy�uP�5�5xz�5�\x�y\�^�)�P{�~"�;t�xz�z�PqA�P|\}Ro5v�~^}�r5~^�P�SuP�H~i�
�)� q�uHy5��xz�5~�vRxzy5���¿�Xo5�z�z� x���uH{DuHvR|\r5xzq^��x�}�o;�P}�xzuHyF�iy;�P{D~��z���O}Rr5~
��o5q�}Rxzuiy5xzy5�puP���p�iu�u)�F�p��r\~��Hu)u)��x���r5~��z�À�)��}Rr5~Dq�~�y)}R~�vN�
Ã'��q�r¦���H~�y)}0r;�P�+� �H����oS�P}Rxzuiy�¢�x3� ~H��{��P�)xz{����5t�xz�z��xzy5�iy5~����^}�u
|;�N�5£0�IuHv }Rr5~p�Hu)u)�F��Ã'��qsr7���H~�y)} y5~�~��5��}�u��\~�q�xz�5~puHy�r5xz�
�5xz�F�/��r5~�q�~�y)}�~�v+t�xz�z�[���z��u)qA��}R~0}Rr5~��Hu)u)��}�u�}Rr5~����H~�y)}_t�x�}�r
}�r5~�r5xz�Hr5~"�R}'�5xz�p¢�v��P}Rr\~�v^}�r;�Py }Ru�}Rr5~+���H~�y)}'t�xz}Rr }Rr\~���uPt_~���}
���Rw)xzy5��|5vRxzq�~i�H�P�Oxzy�}�r5~'xz�Rui{�uHv�|5r5xzqF|\vRu)q�o5v�~�{�~�y)}�|5v�uH�5�z~�{p£��
Ñ5uivR{����z���)�Nt^~�r;�N�i~��

IKJ(L�M5OQP,OYR�M�TWV�T���©�² ± «À§¦´ ± ¨+ª�v&g ° ¬�§i³ ± ¥�´ r §H«S|Ö§H«À© «5¨ ± ¯yi± ¥������ Å r §UzN©Y|�|i©�« y�y §H® ± ©Ú´B| ± ¨ ± ¥�® ©�« ± |�zA³�¨ t ± ¨�\i¯° ¬ ±��.� ¢Q� � c�f,f�f1c1� n c1�5£ s�t ± ¥ ± �el _¡ �¢£ v�ªH¥Ö´�ªH® ± ©�«5¨ ±$yH± ¥Õ��¥¤ l �¥� r §H«e|�Å.�¦�§�¦g�©z´^§H«�© «5¨ ±$yi± ¥��©¨_¬z§H³ ± ¥5{(ª ´_´�¨I¥R§i¨�¯±$y ³�©�«§:×©z´�§§| ± A©Ú´�© ªH«p§�z�ª�\)¨�9 l"« Á Õec�� È �.��©�² ± «L§ ´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³
° ¥Rª�¬ÿ¬ ± 9 _ ¢Q9 � c19�;�c,f,f�f1c19 n £B| ± «5ªi¨ ± zN³B9� ~1® ¨ t ±2¯ ¯R¨ t ªi¥�| ± ¥´�¨I§H¨I©z´�¨X©�Dª�vp¨ t ©z´p¨�\ ° ¬ ± �x° ± ¨8±�¢�9"£?z ± ¨ t ± «S\)®�z ± ¥pª�v ± ¬ ± ¯® ± «\¨�´+ª�v©9�¨ t §i¨ ±d² \)§P¬�´©9� � ® ��³ t ± « r p l�¢�9�£ _ �´?µ0¶�· ¢Q�Sl(� ¶�¸ ¹$º£ £© v�91l _ 9� � ® r §i«S| p l�¢�9"£ _ Õpªi¨ t ± ¥ s ©z´ ± ��3yL}Rr5~ �P�SuP�H~0�XuHv�{�����xz��{L���Sl�x��0}Rr5~��H�P�zo;�P}�xzuHy�uP�^���H~�y)}
{
¢ }Rr;��}Fxz��y5uHv�{��P�zxzÏ�~���}�u�}�r5~_x�y)}�~�vR�H��� Á Õ\��Å È £���t�r\x��z~©9 l �5~�y5ui}R~��
}�r5~p�5xz�h{p�P�5~D�)�h�P�i~�y)}B{R�-��r5~p|;�N�){D~�y)}�{p�P�5~D����}Rr5~
t�xzy5y5~"v�xz���5~�}�~�vR{Dxzy5~����)�L}Rr\~�|;�Pv��P{�~"}R~�v&�O� �I�8� _ Å t_~
�i~�}�}Rr\~��R}��Py5�S�PvR��r5xz�Hr)�3�5xz��t�x�y\��¢�uiv�¤;v��R}Î�Ò|5v�xzq�~A£��Po\q�}RxzuHyi6
x��©� _ 	�}�r5~�y�t^~ �H~"}�}�r5~��Ò�P{DuHo5��»+xzq�w)vR~��À¢ �R~�q"uHy5�)�3|5v�x�q"~A£��o5q�}RxzuiyF�'t�r5xz�z~px���� _ >Öt_~L�H~�}�}�r5~LqA���R~Lu���}�r5xzvR�)�3|5vRxzq�~
��o5q�}Rxzuiy5�A� ¼
Ñ5uivO~A�P��~'uP�5|5v�~��R~�y)}��P}Rxzuiy�t^~�t�x��z�H���R�Ro\{�~�}Rr;��}�	2�U¤ l�½ �

�Xuiv�~��H~"vR��Å&�[{��[g��\}Rr;��}
{.¾_�¯ xz{D|5�zx�~"��¤ l ¾_ ¤ ~ �S�Py5�Ö}Rr;��}��w=g��
¿ À $�HÂÁ�*ñ25½325½$Ã'*=f=.+l�1$Ä+&)½R&
�3yÀ�Ö����{�~H���P�i~�y)}�{0xz���3�Pq�xzy5����y�~�y)�)x�v�uHy5{D~�y)}�}RrS�P} q�uHy)�
��x���}R��uP�'}�r5~�ui}Rr5~"v¿���H~�y)}��A����r5~��Pq�}�xzuHy5��}RuD�;~ �R~"��~"q�}R~����)�
}�r5~��R~+���H~�y)}��ÿ��vR~_y5uH}�o5y\�5~�v�}Rr5~_q�uiy�}�vRui�5uP��{���Ñ5ui���zuPt�xzy5�_}Rr5~
�zxz}R~�v��P}�o5vR~�uHyDq�uH{D|;~"}Rxz}Rxz�H~+��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�N�)}Rr5~�q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}Rxz�i~+vs��}Rxzu
�5~"q�xz�RxzuHy�vRo5�z~ {��N�p�S~�o5��~��ÀxzyLuivR�5~"v�}Rupq�r5u)uH��~��Py��Pq�}�x�uiy
�Xuiv^}�r;�P}+���H~�y)}N�IKJ(L�M5OQP,OYR�M ÅWVYX ��©�² ± «�§ y §i® ±�] r §i«S| § ´�¨I¥R§i¨�¯
±$y ³ ° ¥Rª�¬�¬ ± þ _ ¢Xþ � c�þ ; c�f,f�f1c�þ n £ « }8n~ o � k ~ r ¨ t ±¥ ±Æy ¥ ± ¨�ª�v ° ¬z§H³ ± ¥�{ ©z´ y © ² ± « zN³Ç��üÉÈ�lR¢Iþ�l�c�þ�ÊmlÒ£ _ËKÌ �eÍ$Î�Ï ¢ p l�¢Xþ � c�f,f,f�c�þ�lQÊ � cÑÐ�csþ�lYÒ � c�f,f,fdc�þ n £i� p l�¢XþN£���Z ´�¨I¥R§i¨�¯
±$y ³7þ « k l ©z´-§ �ªH® °k± ¨I©�¨X© ² ± ´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³@v�ªi¥�§ yH± «5¨�{=© vþ « ÌÔÓ È Ë {�gmÍ$Î�Ï ¢ ËBÌ �eÕ�Î�Ï(Ö ¢ ��üÉÈ�ls¢×Ð�cdØP£ r�sit ± ¥ ± kiÊ�l§| ± «5ªi¨ ± ´¨ t ±_° ªP´�´�©Yz"¬ ± ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±Æy ³ ° ¥Rª�¬�¬ ± ´�ª�v ° ¬�§i³ ± ¥�´�©�« aÚÙ b {Ñhj�
Û õ�öHïÌßRäÜ'Y-Hß3ï�è�Þ0á�é)èsãIï�ì"â�å�ö�á�/AÞ��5Þ�Þ�â åIö)ì�*�â�ã3ì+ö)á�/NÞ�á�-(-kÞ�á"êÌïÌâ�ò-ißRì�-5Þ�ßRãIï�Þ�åFïÌâ ãIö�Þ_èsì"âHã3Þ1+PãFì"í[îÚâHã3ÞRß3â)Þ�ã5Ý�é�è�ãIï�ì"â�å�% ó�ì"â�äiÞ�ßRÞRß'á"â�ä
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Þ xz�H~�y=}�r5~¸���;uP�i~L�5~�¤Sy5xz}RxzuHy=t_~¸��vR~Lxzy)}R~�v�~��R}�~��¡xzy��P|k�
|5�z�)xzy5��q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~��PyS�P�z�)�Rxz�+}�u��\x��\�5xzy5�p���P{D~��A��µ�~ y5uPt
|5v�~��R~�y)} }Rr5v�~�~�q����Pxz{D���P�SuHo\}�q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~���y;�P�z�)�Rxz�+u����\x��k�
�5xzy5���)�P{�~"�A����r5~"�R~ q����Pxz{����Pv�~ ���R�Ru)q�x���}R~���t�xz}Rrp}Rr5~ q�ui{��
|S~�}Rxz}Rxz�i~��Py;�����)��x���u��¿Å"�R}A�ß	�y5�F�F��y5�U>Pv��)�Ò|\vRxzq�~��Po\q�}RxzuHy\�A�/vR~��
�R|S~�q�}�xz�H~��z�)�
à�á�âSOQãäÅWVYXÂ��©�² ± «�¨ t ± zN©Y|(|H©�« y.y §i® ±��.� ¢�� � c�f,f,fdc1� n cNÅA£ r §�ªH® °k± ¨I©�¨X© ² ± ´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³iv�ªH¥_§ yi± «5¨�{'³P© ± ¬�|�´^§�¥ ±$y ¥ ± ¨;²N§P¬�\ ± ª�v2å£ r
s�t ± ¥ ±8æ-±d² \)§P¬�´¿¨ t ± \ °H°5± ¥�©�«5¨ ±Æyi± ¥�²N§P¬�\ ± ª�v   ¢ Ê �; �
Â��P�Rxzq0x��\~A���S~�r5xzy5�D|5vRu)u��d�FÊ0�H~�y)}�{�qA��y��zuH��~+�)����o5�5{Dx�}�}Rxzy5�
�Ö�5xz�À}RrS�P} x���r\x��ir5~�v }Rr;��yÀr5xz���H����oS�P}RxzuiyF� � y=}Rr5~pui}Rr5~�v
r;��y5�F�/�����Ro\�5{�xz}R}�xzy5���p�\x���}�r;�P}�x����;~��zuPtç¤�l���Å����H~�y)}�{
{�xz�ir�}0�zuH�R~i�F��x�y\q�~����H~�y)} ¯ ¾_ {�{�xz�ir�}0�Ro5�\{�xz}�¤ l �¡Å������
t�xzy5y5xzy5���5xz�F���)xzy5q"~��P�i~�y)}R�_{��N���Ro\�5{�xz}�}Rr5~��5xz��Õ\�����H~�y)}©{
t�xz�z�;{Dx�y\x�{�xzÏ�~_r5xz�_vR~��ivR~�}0������o5�5{Dx�}�}Rxzy5�����5xz��}�r;�P}_~�É)o;�����
¢�}�r5~'o5|\|;~�v�xzy)}R~��i~�vF�H���zo5~�uP��£ñr;�P���)uP�5}Rr5~_�5x�ÐO~�vR~�y\q�~^�S~�}3t_~�~�y¤�l��7Å��Py5�pÕ5�
à�á�âSOQãäÅWV�T���©�² ± «L¨ t ± zN©Y|(|H©�« y2y §H® ±
�.� ¢�� � c,f�f,f1cd� n c1	H£�§�ªH® °k± ¨I©�¨X© ² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�v�ªH¥�§ yi± «5¨5{0³P© ± ¬�|�´¿§2è ± ¥�ª�¥ ±$y ¥ ± ¨��
Â��P�Rxzq�xz�5~A�D�S~�r5xzy5��|5vRu)u��d�8<0~�vR~D}Rr5~ uH|\}Rxz{����F�R}�vs��}R~��i�L�Xuiv
�Py����H~�y)}N�Hv�~�����vR�5�z~�����uP�Ft�r;��}'}Rr5~0uH}�r5~�vR���\u;�ix���}Ru���~�y5�pr5xz�
�Pq"}Ro;���5�H�P�zo;��}RxzuHy����'r5xz�'�5xz��6�}Rr5xz�'xz�^�0t_~��z�5w)y5uPt�y�|5vRui|;~"vR}3�
uP��}Rr\~B»+xzq�w)vR~��À��o5q�}�x�uiy Á µ�ui���I�R}R~"}R}R~"vA�_ÅAÆHÆ(A È ��Ê0� �pv�~��Ro\��}
t_~��i~�}+� vR~"�HvR~"}+uP�'Õ5�
à�á�âSOQãäÅWV�Å���©�² ± «7¨ t ± zN©Y|�|i©�« y�y §H® ±u�.� ¢�� � c,f,f�f1c1� n cd>i£ r§H«e|�§�´�´É\)® ± s �z¬���ª�� y ¨ t §H¨"� � �[��;.�G�,���é�[� n r ¨ t ± «�§ yH± «5¨¯ ª ´�sªi® °5± ¨X©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³�©z´�¨Xª
´ ± «S|p¨ t ± zA©ê| Ë {Qg�¢�	�¤ ~ c��+£1�Â��P�Rxzq�xz�5~A� �S~�r5xzy5�p|5v�u�u��d� Þ xz�H~"y�}RrS�P}+�P�i~�y)}R��{p�N����o5�5{�xz}
}Rr\~L�5xz��Õ5�����H~�y)} ¯ {�xz�ir�}�vR~A��qsr¡��vR~"�HvR~"}�u��  ßë£ x���r5~�xz�
y5ui}'}Rr5~0t�xzy5y5~�vN���)o5�5{Dx�}�}Rxzy5��r5uPt_~��H~"v^���\x���}�r;�P}�x���r5xz�Hr5~�v
}RrS�Py�	�¤ ~ {��N�����z�Ru��z~A���L}RuL�
vR~��ivR~�}�u��   ë£ �S�ix��i~�yL}�r;�P}�}Rr\~�P�i~�y)}R� {��N�p�Ro\�5{�xz}&	�¤ ~ �P��}Rr5~�xzv �5xz�5�A� ¾ ui{��5xzy5xzy5��}Rr\~��R~uH�\�R~�v��H�P}Rxzuiy5�A�it^~_�H~"}'}Rr;��}'�Ro\�5{�xz}R}�xzy5��}Rr5~��\x�� Ë {Qg�¢�	Ü¤ ~ c��+£xz��}Rr5~�q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~+��}Rvs��}R~��i���
ì í l/25½R$�.+l�1 À $�HÂÁ�*O25½Î2k½ÑÃ^*=f=.+l�1$Ä+&)½R&
Ê+�z}�r5uHo5�ir�q�uH{D|;~"}Rxz}Rxz�H~��PyS�P�z�)�Rxz��xz� �¦{�uH��}�|;uPt_~�v3�Io5�^q"uHy)�
q�~�|\}_�XvRui{ ��y5uiy)�ÒÂ��N�H~"�Rx��Py�y5uivR{p�P}Rxz�i~^|S~�vR��|;~"q�}Rxz�H~i�;xz}'{p�N�
�S~LÉ)o5xz}R~Lv�~��R}�vRxzq�}Rxz�i~�t�r5~�y7t_~Lq�uiy5�Rxz�5~�vp�5~"q�xz�RxzuHy)�3{���w)x�y\�
xzyL{�o5�z}Rx��R�P�i~�y)}^������}R~�{D�A��Ñ5ui�z��uPt�xzy5��}Rr5~ �R|5xzv�x�}0uP�^q"uH{�|S~�}Î�
xz}Rxz�H~ �Py;�����)��x��_�IuHv+y\uHvR{p�P}�x��i~+�5~"q�xz�RxzuHy�{���w�xzy5�S�Ht_~ vR~��Xv��Pxzy
�Xv�uH{¡o5��x�y\�+|5v�uH�;���5xz��xz��}Rxzq^�P���Ro5{D|5}Rxzuiy5�F�Py5� ����{�~��3}Rr\~�uHv�~�}Rxzq
~�É)o5xz�zxz�5vRxzo5{ ��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�A� î§<0uPt^~��i~�vA�)uiy5~�qA��y��R}Rxz�z�5xz{�|\vRuP�H~�uHy
}Rr\~�o5�R~DuP�^q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~ ��y;�P�z�)�Rxz���)�Lq�uiy5�Rxz�5~�v�xzy5�L{�xzy5xz{����
vs��}RxzuHyS�P�zxz}3��v�~�É)o5xzvR~�{D~�y)}R�A�IKJ(LNM"OQP�OQRSM ïiVYX ��©�² ± « § y §H® ±ð] _ `Æa _b Å(cd	ec�f,f,f�c1gihjc b kmlQh�nlYo � c b(p l$h�nlYo ��q1r�s ± ´�§i³7¨ t §H¨L§¶´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³þ�l « kml s ± §�ñ�¬�³2|Hªi®�©�«\§H¨ ± ´�§�´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³+þ,òl « kml+© v p l�¢Xþ�l1c$Ðs£�wp l�¢Xþ òl c$Ðs£Kv�ªi¥ ± ² ± ¥"³7´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³ ° ¥Rª�¬�¬ ± Ðhª�v=¨ t ±L° ¬�§i³ ± ¥�´À© «ó õ�ö�Þ�äiÞ��)áAã3ÞDá��5ì"é�ã&*ÿö�Þ�ãIö�Þ�ß�èsìNà.-5ÞsãIï�ãIï0/NÞDßRáAãIï�ìpá"â�ä�â)ì�â('!�á�ëNÞsåIï�á"âhäiÞ�èRï�åIï�ì"â7à�á�ôPïÌâ)òLá�ßRÞDÞ1+,-HßRÞ�å3åIï0/AÞpì"ß�é�å3Þ�ízéHê_í�ì�ß�â�ì"ß$'
à�áAãIï0/NÞ�ì"ß�äiÞså3è�ß3ïß-)ãIï0/AÞ ì��(õÒÞ�è�ãIï0/NÞså0ï�åF�kÞ�ëNì�â)äLãIö�Þ�å3è�ì�-kÞ�ì�í'ãIöHï�å-�á�-5Þ�ß�ö�å3Þ�Þ§% !FßRá"í�à�á�âLá"â�äLõOÞ�âHâ)Þ�âHö�ì"ê�ã$#Nôÿú"ûNûAû�)'í�ì�ß+å3ì"éHâ)ä�á"â�ä
è�ìAà.-iê�Þsã3Þ�á,+Nï�ìNà�áNãIï0#�áAãIï�ì"âhì"í^ãIö)Þ�è�ìNà8-5Þ�ãIï�ãIï0/NÞ ßRáAãIï�ìiô�à0ïÌâiï�à�á,+
ßRÞ�ò�ßRÞ�ã�ô)á�â)ä�à�á,+Nï�à0ïÌâ�äHÞ�è�ï�åIï�ì"â¦è�ß3ï�ã3Þ�ß3ï�á(4

a¥Ù b {$h r §H«S|�¨ t ± ¥ ±0±d÷ ©z´�¨ ´�´É\) t ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³ ° ¥Rª�¬�¬ ± Ð � v�ªH¥ s�t ©� tp l�¢Xþ�l1c$Ð��z£?� p l�¢Xþ òl cÑÐ���£��¦Z·´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³pþ « kml s ©z¬�¬�z ± �§P¬�¬ ± |¥�§H¨I©�ªH«5§�¬'© v�¨ t ± ¥ ± ©z´�«5ª�ªH¨ t ± ¥�´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³?øþ « k l ¨ t §H¨ s ± §�ñ�¬�³|iªH® ©�«5§H¨ ± ´�©�¨Q�&��©�² ± «�§ y §i® ±�] r ¨ t ± ´ ± ¨�ª�v�¥�§H¨I©�ªH«5§�¬5´�¨X¥�§H¨ ± ¯y © ± ´5v�ªi¥ ° ¬z§H³ ± ¥�{ s ©z¬ ¬�z ± | ± «5ªi¨ ± |BzN³�� Ì ÐA¢�kml3£���3y¦��y)��vR~A���RuHyS�P�5�z~�{Du��\~��[���H~�y)}���t�x��z�Oq�r5u)uH��~�uHy\��� �IvRuH{
}�r5~���~�}�u��^y5uHyk�Ò�5ui{�xzy;��}R~��p�R}�vs��}R~��ix�~"�A� � o5v�xz�5~A�Dxz��}Rr5~�v�~��
�XuivR~'}�u�q�uH{��5xzy5~�}�r5~�|;uPt_~�vÎ�Xo5�)xz�5~A�0uP�;q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~^��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�
��y5�p}Rr5xz�+{Dxzy5xz{��P�5v�~�É)o5xzvR~�{D~�y)}�uP�'vs��}RxzuHy;���zx�}3�)�)xzypuHvR�\~�v+}�u
v�~��Òxzy)}Rv�u)�5o5q�~�q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~��Py;���z����xz��x�y)}�u�}Rr5~��Ivs�P{D~�t_uHvRwDuP�
{�o5�z}�x��R�P�i~�y)}��R�)�R}�~�{��N�IKJ(L�M5OQP,OYR�M?ïiV�TBZ ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³+þ « k l ©z´+§�¥�§H¨I©�ªH«\§P¬�¬z³��ªi® °5± ¨ ¯©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³�© v0þ « ÌÔÓ È Ë {QgmÍ$Î�Ï ¢ ËKÌ � Õ�Îúù�ûÉÍ µ Ï(Ö ¢ · ��ü1È�l�¢�Ð�c1ØP£ rs�t ± ¥ ± � Ì ÐA¢QkiÊ�l3£¥| ± «5ªH¨ ± ´=¨ t ±�° ªP´�´�©Yz�¬ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«5§P¬�´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³° ¥Rª�¬ÿ¬ ± ´�ª�v ° ¬z§H³ ± ¥�´+©�« a¦Ù b {$h r ©Y� ± � ± §i t ° ¬z§H³ ± ¥ ¯ « a¦Ù b {Ñh t ªNªP´ ± ´¿© ¨�´0´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�v�¥Rªi®G� Ì ÐA¢�k ~ £��Â����RxzqA�P�z�z�)�U� vs��}RxzuHy;���z���0q�uH{D|;~"}Rxz}Rxz�H~��R}Rv��P}�~��H���P|5|\��xz~��/}Rr5~
q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~�vs�P}�xzu��\~�q�xz�RxzuHy q�v�x�}�~�vRxzuiyF�Pt�r5xz�z~^}��Pw)xzy5�+xzy)}Ru��Pq��
q�uio5y)}�uHy5�z��v��P}Rxzuiy;�P�;��q�}Rxz�)xz}Rxz~���uP�O}Rr\~�~�y)��xzv�uHy5{D~�y)}A�OÊ0�'}Rr5~
�Xui�z��uPt�xzy5��q�����x�{D�'xz�z��o\�R}Rv��P}�~H�5v��P}Rxzuiy;�P�Oq�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~���y;�P�z�)�Rxz�
xzy)}Rv�u��\o5q�~����Pypxz{�|5v�uP�H~��p�P|5|5v�u���qsrÖ}Ru�y5uivR{���}Rxz�H~0�5~�q�xz��x�uiy
{p�Pw)xzy5�;�
à�á�âeO�ãüï�VêXÂ��© ² ± «�¨ t ± zN©Y|�|i©�« y�y §H® ±��8� ¢�� � c,f�f,f1cd� n cAÅN£ r§�¥R§H¨I©�ªi«5§P¬+�ªH® °5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³2v�ªH¥p§ yH± «5¨&{D³P© ± ¬�|P´L§À¥ ± ¯y ¥ ± ¨�ª�v å£ r�s�t ± ¥ ±�æ·±d² \)§P¬�´¸¨ t ± \ °H°5± ¥�© «5¨ ±$yi± ¥�²N§P¬�\ ± ª�vý l n µ  �¢�þ ý û1ÿ ë�� ë��� ¢Y  ë · Ê�;; �
Â��P��x�q xz�5~A�D�S~�r5xzy5��|5vRu)uP�1��µ�~�ui�5�R~"vR�H~�}�r;�P}���y��p��}Rvs��}R~��i�
}�r;�P}�}�~��z�����P�i~�y)} ¯ }Ru���o5�5{Dx�}����\x��pt�r5xzq�rLxz���Hv�~A�P}�~�v�}Rr;��yuiv+~�É)o;������}�u�r5xz���H�P�zo;��}RxzuHypxz�+�5ui{�xzy;��}R~��p�)�L}Rr\~���}Rvs��}R~��i�
u��F�Ro5�5{Dxz}R}Rxzy5��r5xz�^�H����oS�P}Rxzuiy�{Dx�y)o5�0ÅH� Þ xz�H~�yDuHo5v��P���Ro5{D|)�
}�x�uiy5�+�P�SuHo\}+}Rr\~�|;ui�R��x��\��~��H�P�zo;�P}�xzuHy5�N�5�P�z�Fui}Rr5~�v0�R}�vs�P}�~��Hxz~��N�
~��)q��zo5�\x�y\��}Rr\~��R}Rv��P}�~��H�Lu�����o5�5{Dx�}�}Rxzy5��}�r5~��\x���Õ5�/�PvR~ y5ui}
�5ui{�xzy;��}R~��F�ñÊ+�+��vR~���o5�z}A�)�IvRuH{�}�r5~�|;~�v��R|S~�q�}�x��i~�u��ÿ���H~�y)}�{R�
x��^r5xz���H�P�zo;��}RxzuHypxz��}Rr5~ r5xz�Hr\~��R}�uiy5~H�Or\~�t�x��z�/{�xzy5xz{�x�Ï�~�r5xz�
v�~��Hv�~�}�x��^r5~�t�xz�z�F{p�PwH~ ���5xz��}Rr;��}�xz��r;�����_uP��}Rr5~ �5xz�R}��Py5q�~
�S~�}3t_~�~�y ËBÌ � ~�� ~��oml�¤ ~ � Å���y5��ÅH� �I� �P�i~�y)}u{�� �p�H����oS�P}Rxzuiy
xz��y5uH}�}Rr5~�r5xz�ir5~��R}�uHy5~�}�r5~�yÀr\~�t�x��z��{�xzy5xz{Dx�Ï�~�r\x���vR~��ivR~�}
¢I�P����xzyF�H}��Pw)xzy5� x�y)}�u��Pq�q�uio5y)}�}Rr5~ �P�R��o5{�|\}RxzuHy5�_uHyp|SuH���Rxz�5�z~
�H����oS�P}Rxzuiy5�s£/x��[r\~+t�xz�z�5{���wH~����5xz��xzy��S~�}3t^~"~�y?¤�lÔ��Å���y5��Åi�
Û+uH}�xzq�~�}RrS�P}�vs��}RxzuHyS�P�Sq�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~��PyS�P�z�)�Rxz�����z��uPt��_o5��}�u

xz{�|\vRuP�H~_o5|SuHyD}Rr5~�}3�)|;~�u���vR~N�P�Ruiy5xzy5� qA�Pv�vRxz~��puHo5}_xzy�q�����x�{>\��Åi�O��~�q�r5y5xzqA�����z�)�HxzyD}Rr5~0qA�P��~�uP�����5xz�5�5xzy5� ����{�~_t�x�}�ru� _Åi�Hv��P}Rxzuiy;�P�zxz}3��xz{�|5�zxz~���}RrS�P}'t_~+y5~"~��p}Ru }s�Pwi~+}�r5~+{Dx�y\x�{ o5{
�S~�}3t_~�~�y§¤ l ��y5��}Rr5~�r\x��ir5~���}'uH}�r5~�v^���H~�y)}R�N�P�H�P�zo;��}RxzuHy�x�y uHo\v
��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�A�ivs��}Rr5~"v+}RrS�Pypq�uHy\�Rxz�5~�v.¤ l uHy5�z�)�
à�á�âeO�ãüï�V�T���© ² ± «L¨ t ± zA©Y|(|H©�« y�y §H® ±
�.� ¢�� � c,f�f,f1cd� n cd	i£�§¥�§H¨I©�ªH«5§�¬[�ªi® °5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±Æy ³�v�ªH¥0§ yi± «5¨"{�³P© ± ¬�|�´�§2è ± ¥Rª�¥ ± ¯y ¥ ± ¨��
Ê+�Ft_~_qA�Py���~�~H�Po\y5�zx�wi~'}Rr\~'{��
	�uHvS~�Ð[~"q�}'uP�5}�r5~^v��P}�x�uiy;�P�zxz}3�

���R�Ro\{�|5}�x�uiyLxzyL}Rr\~�qA�P��~�uP����¤SvR�R}Î�Ò|\vRxzq�~���o5q�}�x�uiyF�O}�r5~�vR~Dxz�
y5upq�r;��y5�H~�xzy�}Rr\~��Py;�����)��x���x�y�}Rr\~�qA�P��~�uP���D��~�q�uHy\�)�Ò|\vRxzq�~
��o5q�}RxzuiyF�O�3y�}�r5~^qN�P�R~_uP�O�_}Rr5xzvR�k�Ò|5v�xzq�~���o5q�}�x�uiyF�Nt^~_�R~"~������Pxzy
}�r5~�~�Ð[~"q�}�uP��}�r5~�vR~��)xz�R~"�Ly5uH}�xzuHy��
à�á�âeO�ãüï�V�Å���© ² ± «�¨ t ± zN©Y|�|i©�« y�y §H® ±��8� ¢�� � c,f�f,f1cd� n cd>i£ r§i«S|À§�´s´�\)® ± s �Ú¬���ª(� y ¨ t §H¨.� � � �m;@� �,���F� � n r ¨ t ± «¶§¥�§H¨I©�ªH«5§�¬F�ªH® °k± ¨X© ¨X©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³©v"ªH¥�§ yH± «5¨ ¯ ¢ ¯�_ Å(cd	i£ r ©z´�¨Iª
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´�\ÔzA® ©�¨+¨ t ± zA©ê| Ë {Qg�¢�	Ü¤ ~ �U¤Y ¼ ® c��+£ r�s�t ± ¥ ± ¤Y ¼ ® sªi¥�¥ ± ´ ° ªi«S|P´¨IªL¨ t ±�� ¥�| t © y t ± ´�¨©�����§Bè ± ¥Rª�¯R¥ ±$y ¥ ± ¨_¥R§i¨X© ªH«5§�¬ÿ�ªi® °5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ±´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³�v�ªH¥�§ yi± «5¨"{�cd>��¦{"��g r ©Ú´�¨Iª�´�\ÔzA® ©�¨i¤ l �Â��P�Rxzq_xz�5~A�0�;~"r5xzy5��|\vRu)uP�d�/ÑFxzv��R}A��uH�5��~�vR�i~�}Rr;��}��Py)����}Rv��P}R~"�H�
t�r5~�v�~+}�r5~����H~�y)}'��o5�5{�xz}��^�0�5xz��}Rr;��}'xz�'�;~"��uPt=}�r;�P}��P�i~�y)}A� �
�H�P�zo;��}RxzuHy�xz�_�5uH{Dxzy;�P}�~����)��}Rr5~��R}�vs��}R~��i��}�r;�P}_}R~"���z��r5xz{ }�u
�Ro\�5{�xz}+r\x�����q�}Ro;���'�H�P�zo;��}RxzuHyL����r\x����5xz�F��Ê+���Dv�~��Ro5�z}N�O�Xuiv
�P�i~�y)}R�&>Sc�Ó�c,f,f�f$c1g�}Rr5~"vR~ x�����Õ
vR~��ivR~�}�xzyL��o5�5{Dx�}�}Rxzy5� }Rr5~"x�v
�Pq"}Ro;���5�H�P�zo;��}RxzuHy5�F���'}Rr\~�xzv��\x��\�A���O~�}'o\�^�P���Ro5{D~'}Rr;��}'�P�H~"y�}
{'¢ t�r5~�v�~
{/xz�+Å_uHv©	i£��Ro5�\{�xz}R�'���5xz�F��}Rr5~�yDxz}�qN�Py��zui�R~  �¢ Ê   ¸ �Yº£x���xz}0}Ro5v�y5��uio5}�y5uH}��S~�}Rr5~�r\x��ir5~���}��5xz�5�5~�v�¢ �Rxzy5q�~p�P�H~"y�} ¯�Ro\�5{�xz}R����r5xz�ir5~�v��5xz�;£�� � y�}�r5~_uH}Rr\~�v�r;�Py5�/�P�)����o5�5{Dx�}�}Rxzy5�
}Rr\~+�5xz�B9 l �U¤ l ���zuH���'uP� ¶ ¢ Ê  �¢£ {p�N���;~0qA�Po\�R~��F�\�Rxzy5q�~ ¢z�Xv�uH{
}Rr\~+|S~�vR��|;~�q"}Rxz�H~ uP�����H~�y)}�{X£�}3t^u�uH}Rr\~�v+�P�i~�y)}R�_{��N����o5�5{�xz}
}Rr\~��5xz��91ls�D��r5xz��xz{�|\��xz~��0}Rr;��}�}Rr\~��5xz� Ë {Qg�¢�	�¤�l���¤  ¼ ® c��+£t�xz�z�;{Dx�y\x�{Dx�Ï�~�}�r5xz�+�P�i~�y)}A� ��vR~��ivR~�}N�
Ê+��t_~LqA��yh��~�~H�0xzyÀ}Rr\~LqA�P��~�u���� _ >��P��t_~��z�3�'v��P}Rxzu��

y;���'q�uH{D|;~"}Rxz}Rxz�H~��PyS�P�z�)�Rxz���Xuiv��\x��\�5xzy5�L����{�~����z~A���5��}Ru��Py
xz{�|5v�uP�H~���y5uHv�{���}Rxz�H~p�P|5|5v�u���qsr¶}RuÀ�\~�q�xz�RxzuHy¶{��Pw)xzy5�S�=�3y
|;��vR}Rxzq�o\�Ú��vA�S}Rr\~�q�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~��R}�vs��}R~��i��u�� ¾ ���Pxz{^>\�ß>��R|S~�q�x��
¤;~�� �p}Ru)upr5xz�Hr��5xz�F���Py5��xz��y5uH}��pv��P}�x�uiy;�P�z�z��q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~
�R}�vs��}R~��i��6��P���ÖvR~"�Ro5�z}A� x�}��Ò��x��z� }Ru���~�vR�i~Lxzyh��{�o5�z}Rx��R�P�i~�y)}
q�uiy�}�~��)}A�
� í l/25½R$�.+l�1�mO$�HÂÁ�*O25½Î2k½ÑÃ'*hl�.0l�1ÑÄ+&)½R&�½R.

j5*�Á�*/l/2k*/»ÚE^l"H */&����A$'1�� 2k(0*F$'j\*�H &
µ�~_¤;v��R}�vR~"qA�P�z�O}Rr\~+y5ui}RxzuHy�u��F¤;y5xz}�~��z��v�~�|;~N�P}R~"�L����{�~���ÁÌÑ5ok�
�5~�y)�S~�vR�p�Py5�p��xzvRui�z~H�OÅAÆiÆ5Å�ÈX�
IKJ(LNM"OQP�OQRSM��WVYXÂ��©�² ± « §H« © «5¨ ±$yi± ¥?¤x� Õ §H«S|-§ y §i® ±]ü_�`$a _ b Å(cd	ec�f,f�f�cdgihÔcdk _ b k l h nlYo � c b(p l h nlYo � q1r §�vR~��|S~A�P}�~��À�)�P{�~B� ]�_ ¢ ] c�¤X£ s ©�¨ t ¥ ± ´ °k± N¨�¨Xª ] ©z´�§ y §i® ±
s�t ± ¥ ±�] ©z´�¥ ±Î°k± §i¨ ± |)¬z³ ° ¬�§H³ ± |�¤+¨I©�® ± ´���� ] �ªH«)´�©z´�¨ ´�ª�v�¨ t ±v�ª�¬�¬�ª s ©�« y ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y © ± ´�§i«S|�\)¨X©Ú¬�©�¨I³�v�\�«\A¨I©�ªH«k´���§�´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±Æy ³�ª�v§ yi± «5¨©{�©�«�� ] | ± ¨ ± ¥�®�© « ± ´ ¨ t ± ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³�ª�v ] ¨Xª z ± ¨I§�ñ ± «zN³�{�©�«L¨ t ± �[¯R¨ t ©�¨ ± ¥R§i¨X© ªH«Lª�v ] r §�´�§�v�\)«5A¨I©�ªi«�ª�v�¨ t ± t ©z´�¯¨IªH¥�³�ª�v_´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±Æy © ± ´�ª�v ] ´ ± ¬ ± N¨ ± |&zN³ ¨ t ± ªi¨ t ± ¥�´�©�«D©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«)´Å�c1	Sc,f,f�f�cd� � Å(� ��© ² ± «=§�¨Q\ ° ¬ ± ª�v�´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y © ± ´�ª�v2� ] r ªH« ±v�ªi¥ ± §i t § yH± «5¨ r ¨ t ±�° §H³Pª��[v"ªH¥�§ yi± «5¨�{�©z´�¨ t ± ´�\)®�ª�vD©�¨�´
° §H³Pª��_´�§P¬zªH« y ¨ t ± ¤0©�¨ ± ¥R§i¨X© ªH«)´���Z�´�\Ôz�¯ y §H® ± ª�v §p¥ ±Î°k± §H¨ ± |y §H® ± � ] ©z´�§�¥ ±Î°5± §i¨ ± | y §H® ± ¨ t §H¨0´�¨X§i¥�¨ ´�v�¥�ªH®·©�¨ ± ¥R§i¨X© ªH«Å@�^Ø�� ¤�ª�v§� ] §i«S|À�ªH«k´�©Ú´�¨ ´�ª�v2¤"�=Ø! Å�©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«k´É�Z#"R¥�§H¨I©�ªH«\§P¬�¬z³�$�sªi® °5± ¨X©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³L©�«@� ] ©z´�§�´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³¨ t §H¨�©Ú´�§%"R¥�§H¨I©�ªH«\§P¬�¬z³�$��ªH® °k± ¨X© ¨X©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�§i¨ ± §i t ª�v�¨ t ±´�\Ôz�¯ y §H® ± ´�ª�v8� ] �'&
(�~�|S~A��}R~��-����{�~��Dr;�N�H~��;~"~�y¡uP��{�o\qsr=xzy)}R~�v�~��R}Öx�y-}Rr\~

����{�~��3}Rr\~�uHv����zxz}R~�v��P}�o5vR~H�_�5o\~�}�u�}�r5~D�Ò�Pq"}�}Rr5~���~�y;���5�z~�}�u
�R}�o5�5�=�P�H~"y�}��A�'��q�}RxzuHy\� ��� �¦�Xo5y5q"}RxzuHy�uP��|S�P�R} ~��i~�y)}R����y5�
uH}�r5~�v��P�i~�y)}R�A�'��q�}Rxzuiy5�A�Ö��r5~���}Ro5�5��uP�+v�~�|;~N�P}R~"�h�)�P{D~���xz�
q�~�y)}�vs�P�/}Ru }Rr5~�o5y\�5~�vR��}s��y5�5xzy5��uP�F�S�P�Rxzq�xz�R��o5~���xzy�q�u)uivR�5xzy;�U�
}RxzuiyÀ�Py5��q�u)ui|;~�v��P}�x�uiy7¢�~H� �S� Á Ê+�)~��zv�u��/��ÅAÆHÇ�Ó È £"�'�P��t_~��z�^�P�
�Xuiv�}Rr5~���}Ro5�\��u����z~A��vRy5xzy5��xzyp����{�~���¢�~H� �S� Á Ñ5o\�5~�y)�;~"vR����y5�
�O~"��xzy5~i�FÅAÆiÆHÇUÈ�£��� y5~�uP�O}Rr5~�q"~�y)}Rvs���;q�r;���z��~"y5�H~��ÿ�XuHv�}Rr\~+�R}�o5�5� uP�OvR~�|S~A��}R~��
����{�~��=xz�-}Ru ~���}s���5�zx���r �i~�y5~�v��P��}Rr\~�uHv�~�{�� ¢ }Rxz}R�z~�� �XuH�zwi�
}Rr\~�uHv�~�{���£L}�r;�P}�~��)|5���Pxzy���vR~�q�ui{�{D~�y5�-�;~�rS�N��xzuiv�xzy¡}Rr\~��R~
) õ�öHï�å�äiÞ�*iâHï�ãIï�ì"âLï�å�ïÌâ�ãIö�Þ�åQ-iïÌß3ï�ã�ì�í�åIé���'IòAáNà�Þ8-5Þ�ß3í�Þ�èsã_Þ,+NéHïß'

êÌïß�Hß3ïÌé)à ïÌâ�òAáNà�Þ+ãIö�Þ�ì"ßRë,4

¢ vR~�|S~A�P}�~��;£0����{�~����)�D{�~A��y5��uP�^��uH�zo5}�x�uiy�q�uiy5q�~�|\}R���Xuiv�}Rr5~
�)�P{�~"�^}�r5~���q"uHy5��x���}+u��s�'�3ypuHo\v�qA�P��~H�Sx�}�t_uHo\���D�;~�uP�'xzy�}�~�v3�
~���}+}�u�o5y5�\~�vR��}s�Py\��t�r;��}+t�xz�z�O�;~ ��vs��}RxzuHyS�P�z�z��q�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~
��}Rvs��}R~��i�px�y���vR~"|;~A��}R~����)�P{D~H�5�Py5�Ö}RvR�Ö}Ru�v�~����P}�~�xz}�}RuD}Rr5~
q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~��Py;���z����xz��u���}Rr\~���xz{�|5�z~�uHy\~��Ò��r5uH}��)�P{D~�}Rr;��}
}��PwH~"��|5���Pq�~��P}�~N�Pq�rpx�}�~�vs��}RxzuHy/�
µ�~Ly5uPt�|5v�~��R~�y)}��Ù�H~�y\~�vs����vR~���o5�z}L�P�SuHo5}Dq�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~

��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�_x�ypv�~�|;~N�P}R~"���)�P{�~"�A�'Ñ\uHv�~A���R~�u��ÿ|\vR~���~�y)}s�P}�xzuHyLt_~
t�xz�z�[���R��o5{�~0}Rr;��} ] xz��� }3t^u��Ò|\�Ú�N�i~�v_���P{D~H�it�r5~�vR~ �P�z�O|;�N�i�
u�Ð[����vR~L�5xz��}Rxzy5q�}N��µ�~Dt�xz���+���z�RuÀ�P���Ro5{D~pt�� �3� u;� �L}�r;�P}����z�
|;�N�iuPÐO����vR~�y\uHy)�3y5~��)�P}Rxz�i~H� Þ xz�i~�y�� v�~�|;~N�P}R~"���)�P{�~ ¢ ] c�¤X£"��z~�}/o5���5~�y5ui}R~_}Rr5~_r5xz�Hr5~"�R}�|;�N�Hu�Ð��IuHv����H~�y)}"{Sx�y ] �)�.-el�¢ ] £"���y5��}Rr5~0�R~�q"uHy5�pr5xz�Hr\~��R}_|;�N�Hu�Ð�u��ÿ�P�i~�y)}©{/xzy ] �)� þ/-el�¢ ] £"�
021"JÔR43�Jjã5�WVYXÂ��©�² ± «�§�¥ ±3°5± §H¨ ± | y §i® ± ¢ ] c�¤X£_§H«S| §P´�´�\)® ±¨ t §i¨�v�ªi¥ ± §H t § yH± «5¨8{2- l ¢ ] £2wÂ	§�Hþ/- l ¢ ] £ r ¨ t ± «=§�¥�§H¨I©�ªP¯«5§�¬�¬�³��ªi® °5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�v�ªH¥ § yi± «5¨�{�©�«�¨ t ±&y §i® ± ¢ ] c�¤I£©z´�ª(zA¨I§H©�« ± |?zN³ °5± ¥êv�ªH¥�® ©�« y §p�ªH® °k± ¨X© ¨X©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�ª�v ©�¨_©�«] ªH«�©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«k´�Å�c1	Sc,f,f�f�c�¤m�hÅD§H«S| °5± ¥êv�ªH¥�® ©�« y §�¥�§H¨I©�ªH«\§P¬�ªH® °5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�ª�v�©�¨'© « ] ªH«Ö¨ t ± ¬z§P´�¨^© ¨ ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi«S�
Â��P��x�q�x��\~A���S~�r5xzy5� |5vRu)u��d�FÑ\vRuH{¡}�r5~_|;~�v��R|S~�q�}�x��i~�uP�[���H~�y)}"{R�
���R�Ro\{�xzy5�_t^~^��vR~��P}/�R}s���H~©� ½ ¤R�P}Rr\~^��~��z~�q�}Rxzuiy�uP�[��y)�+�R}�vs��}3�
~��i��þ_u�� ] ��� ¯ qA�Py��;~'q"uH{�|\��~"{�~�y)}R~"��}�u+��y5uiy)�3�5uH{Dx�yS�P}R~"���}Rvs��}R~��i��u�� ¯ 6�}�r5xz�py5uHy)�3�5ui{�xzy;�P}�~��7��}Rvs��}R~��i��t�xz�z��}R~��z� ¯}�uLq�r5u)uH�R~D}Rr5~D�R}�vs�P}�~��H�À���R��u�q"xÚ��}R~���t�xz}Rr�- ~ ¢ ] £¿x�y���}s���H~���6 ÖÅ�c,f�f,f�c�¤R�/��r5~�vR~N�P�Ruiy�}Rr;��}'}Rr\~�vR~���o5�z}Rxzy5���R}�vs�P}�~��H��xz��y5ui}
�5ui{�xzy;��}R~��pxz��}Rr;��} ¯ q"uHy5��x��\~�vR� }Rr5~ �R}�vs��}R~��i��t�r5~"vR~B{_t�xz�z�������u+q�r5u)uH��~^xzy���}s���H~��©�7 pÅ�c,f�f,f�c�¤5}�r5~��R}�vs�P}�~��H�D¢�uP�Sr5xz�s£/xzy ]}�r;�P}'q"uHvRv�~��R|SuHy\�5�+}�u8- ~ ¢ ] £��)�Py5�D�5u)~��^xz}_uHy5�z� x��Fx�yD�R}��P�H~�����H~�y)} ¯ qsr\u�ui�R~��+þ(6ix�y����5�5xz}RxzuiyF�H�Pq"q�uHv��5xzy5��}Ru�}Rr5xz�'��}Rvs��}R~��i�{�t�xz�z�Oq�r5u)uH��~�}�r5~��R}�vs��}R~��i��}�r;�P}0q�uHv�vR~���|;uiy5�5��}Rupþ9- ~ ¢ ] £_xz���}s�P�i~B�O�p��r5~�v�~��XuivR~H���Hxz�H~�y�}�r;�P}:- ~ ¢ ] £2wÂ	2�Hþ9- ~ ¢ ] £���t_~�i~�}^}�r;�P}_}Rr\~���~��z~�q�}�x�uiy�u���}Rr\~���}Rv��P}R~"�H��þ�xzy���}s���H~
�
qA�PyD�;~
q�ui{�|5�z~�{D~�y)}R~���}�u¸��y\uHy)�3�5uH{Dxzy;�P}�~����R}�vs�P}�~��H�)�=��r5xz��xz{��
|5�zxz~��'}�r;�P}��P�i~�y)}©{/�Rr5uio5�z��q�uHy\�Rxz�5~�v+��}'�R}��P�H~"��Å(cd	ec�f,f�f�c�¤(��Å
�����O|SuH���Rxz�5�z~ �R}Rv��P}�~��Hxz~���uP�^���H~�y)} ¯ xzy ] ���3yL}Rr\~����P��}+��}s�P�i~���H~�y)}8{�x��0y5u��zuHy5�i~�v+��o5�;	�~�q"}�}�u�}�r5~��P�SuP�H~�q�uiy5�Rxz�5~"vs�P}�xzuHy5�
��y5��t�xz�z�5q�r5u)uH��~+}�r5~�vs��}RxzuHy;���z����q�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~_�R}�vs�P}�~��H� uP� ] ���r5~^�P�SuP�H~�}Rr5~�uivR~�{¡��r5uPt���� �R}�vRuHy\�+q�uiy5y5~�q�}�xzuHy �;~�}3t_~�~�y
q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~+�Py;���z����xz�'xzy�vR~"|;~A��}R~�������{�~��_�Py5�Dq�uH{D|;~�}�xz}Rxz�H~
��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�Oxzy��Rxz{�|5�z~��Rxzy5�i�z~��Ò��r5uH}O�)�P{D~��A�OÊ0�Fxz}F}�o5vRy\��uio5}A�N}�r5xz�
q�uiy5y5~�q"}RxzuHy�qA�Py��S~ �Xo5v�}Rr5~"v��H~�y\~�vs����xzÏ�~"��}RuL�D{�o5q�rLvRxzq�r5~�v
q�uiy)}R~��)}��
IKJ(L�M5OQP,OYR�M<�WV�T�° ± ¨ ø] _ ¢ ] � c ] ; c,f,f�f1c ] ý £�z ± § ´ ± ¯² \ ± «5 ± ª�v y §H® ± ´ sit ± ¥ ±�a ©z´�¨ t ± ´ ± ¨�ª�v ° ¬z§H³ ± ¥�´�©�« ± §i tª�v�¨ t ±&y §i® ± ´�©�«�¨ t ± ´ ±1² \ ± «5 ± r §i«S| y §H® ±&] l�©Ú´ ° ¬z§H³ ± |p©�«©�¨ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«B{���³ t ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�ª�v�§ yH± «5¨"Ð�©�« ø] | ± ¨ ± ¥"®�©�« ± ´�©�¨ ´´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³�©�« ] l r Å.�¦{"� Ë r §P´�§�v�\)«5N¨X©�ªi«pª�v+¨ t ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y © ± ´ª�v ] ~ r Å.� ¯ ½ { r ´ ± ¬ ± N¨ ± |2zN³�¨ t ± ªH¨ t ± ¥+§ yH± «5¨ ´�©�« ° ¥ ± ²N©�ª�\i´©�¨ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«)´�����© ² ± «p§�¨�\ ° ¬ ± ª�v ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±Æy © ± ´+ª�v ø] r ªH« ± v"ªH¥ ± §i t§ yH± «5¨ r ¨ t ± ° §H³Pª���ª�vp§ yi± «5¨.{�©z´�¨I§�ñ ± «h§�´L¨ t ± ´�\�®%ª�vp©�¨ ´
° §H³Pª��_´¿© «L¨ t ±
Ë ©�¨ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«)´��
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©z´�ª�zN¨I§H©�« ± |KzA³ °k± ¥Yv�ªi¥�®�© « y ¨ t ± sªi® °5± ¨X©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�ª�v ] ~©�«�©�¨ ± ¥R§i¨X© ªH«)´�Å(cd	ec�f,f�f$c�¤"�¡ÅL§H«S| °5± ¥Yv�ªH¥"®�©�« y ¨ t ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«5§�¬�ªH® °k± ¨I©�¨X© ² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�ª�v ] ý © «L¨ t ± ¬z§P´�¨_©�¨ ± ¥R§i¨X© ªH«S�
��r5~7�P�SuP�H~=}Rr\~�uHv�~�{ qA�Py��S~7�H~"y5~�vs���zx�Ï"~�� xzy)}Ru �-�Rxz}Î�

o;��}RxzuHy-t�r5~�v�~�g ����{�~��D�Xv�uH{ �P{DuHy5��}Rr5~���~�}�u�������{�~��b ] � c ] ;�c�f,f,fdc ] ý h��PvR~�~��)~�q�o\}R~��¡xzy7��uH{�~Övs�Py\�5uH{ uivR�5~�v
¢�t�xz}�r�|SuH���Rxz�5�z~�vR~�|S~�}�x�}�xzuHy5��£��IKJ(LNM"OQP�OQRSM �WV�Å ��©�² ± « § ´ ± ¨ ª�v y §H® ± ´ ] _b ] � c ] ; c�f,f,fdc ] ý h r §7¥�§H«S|iªH® y §H® ± s ©�¨ t ¥ ± ´ °5± N¨�¨Iª ] rø] r ©Ú´�§D´ ±1² \ ± «5 ± ª�v
g y §H® ± ´ ¢�È � c$È ; c,f,f�f1cÑÈ n £ r�s�t ± ¥ ± È l�«] ¢�Å���{��^gO£D§H«S| a ©z´�¨ t ± ´ ± ¨�ª�v ° ¬z§H³ ± ¥�´�©�« ± §H t ª�v¨ t ±?y §i® ± ´L©�«=¨ t ± ´ ±1² \ ± «5 ± ��³ t ±By §i® ± ¨IªUz ± ° ¬z§H³ ± |À© «©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«�{ r È�l r ©z´�¥�§H«S|iªH®�¬�³p´ ± ¬ ± N¨ ± |2v�¥Rªi® ¨ t ± ´ ± ¨ ] ©�«)¯| ±Î°5± «S| ± «\¨�¬z³�ª�v ° ¥ ± ²A© ª�\i´+´ ± ¬ ± A¨I©�ªi«)´+®�§(| ± �§³ t ± ´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³�ª�v§ yi± «5¨iÐ¿© « ø] | ± ¨ ± ¥�® ©�« ± ´�©�¨ ´+´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³�©�«�È�l r Å��¦{"�¦g r §P´§�v�\)«5N¨X©�ªi«�ª�v ¨ t ± ´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±Æy © ± ´�ª�vFÈ ~ r Å�� ¯ ½ { r ´ ± ¬ ± A¨ ± |BzN³¨ t ± ªH¨ t ± ¥�§ yH± «5¨ ´�©�« ° ¥ ± ²N©�ª(\H´�©�¨ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«)´��&��©�² ± «L§D¨�\ ° ¬ ± ª�v´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y © ± ´�ª�v ø] r ªH« ± v�ªi¥ ± §H t § yi± «\¨ r ¨ t ±�° §H³Pª�� ª�v�§ yH± «5¨Ð�©z´�¨X§,ñ ± «À§�´ ¨ t ± ´É\)®�ª�v�© ¨�´ ° §i³Pª��_´�©�«�¨ t ± g¡©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«k´É�Z ´�\Ôz�¯ y §H® ± ª�v�§�¥R§H«e|HªH® y §H® ± ø] s ©�¨ t ¥ ± ´ °5± A¨�¨Iª ] r ©z´�§¥R§i«S|Hªi® y §i® ± s ©�¨ t ¥ ± ´ °5± N¨O¨Iª ] ¨ t §i¨F´�¨I§H¥�¨ ´�v�¥�ªH® ©�¨ ± ¥R§i¨X© ªH«Å�� ¯ �[g=§H«e|��ªi«)´�©z´�¨�´�ª�v�g � ¯  -Å�©�¨ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«)´�§P´�§�z�ªH² ± �Z="�¥�§H¨I©�ªH«5§�¬�¬�³�$��ªH® °k± ¨X© ¨X©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�© «L§�¥�§H«S|iªH® y §i® ± ©z´¥ ±1² \)©�¥ ± |�¨IªBz ± §>"�¥R§i¨X© ªH«5§�¬�¬�³�$��ªH® °k± ¨I©�¨X© ² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�§H¨ ± §i t´�\Ôz�¯ y §H® ± ª�v�©�¨Q�
021"JÔR�3�JÔã?�WV�Å���© ² ± « §¡¥R§i«S|Hªi® y §H® ± ø] s © ¨ t ¥ ± ´ °k± N¨¨Iª ]�_ b ] � c ] ; c,f,f�f1c ] ý h r §H«S|�§P´�´�\)® ± ¨ t §H¨2- l ¢ ]  £?w	���þ9- l ¢ ]   £"v"ªH¥ ± ² ± ¥�³�Å.�¦��c�¤�� Ë r §H«e|8v�ªi¥ ± ² ± ¥�³ § yi± «5¨�{ r¨ t ± «�§L¥R§i¨X©�ªi«5§P¬ ¬�³��ªi® °5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³8v�ªi¥�§ yH± «5¨�{�© «�¨ t ±y §H® ± ø] ©Ú´¿ª(zA¨I§H© « ± |BzN³ °5± ¥Yv"ªH¥�® ©�« y ¨ t ± �ªH® °k± ¨I©�¨X© ² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨�¯±$y ³�ª�v y §H® ± È l ©�«�© ¨ ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi«)´^Å(cd	ec�f,f�f�cdg���Å�§H«S| °5± ¥Yv�ªH¥"®�©�« y¨ t ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi«5§P¬_sªi® °5± ¨X©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y ³pª�v�¨ t ±�y §H® ± È n ªi«À¨ t ±¬�§�´�¨'©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«L© «L¨ t ± ´ ±1² \ ± «5 ± �
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}�r5~p~��)qsrS�Py5�i~�v��P}�x�u��S~�}3t^~"~�y7}Rr\~��\uH�z���Pv��Py5��}Rr5~LÂ_vRxz}�x���r
|SuHo5y\�F����y5��}Rr\~�~��)q�r;�Py\�H~�v��P}�x�uÖ�;~�}3t_~�~�y�}Rr5~D�5uH�z���Pv���y5�
}�r5~2f��P|S�Py5~���~�Ä^~�y/�5vR~"�R|S~�q�}Rxz�i~��z���_Ñ5uivR{����z���i�Pt^~�r;�N�i~��
IKJ(L�M5OQP,OYR�M<iWVYX[° ± ¨�± � cd±�;(c Ë � c Ë ;(c$Ð�c�H _ 	(��z ±_° ªP´�©z¯¨I©�² ± ©�«5¨ ±$yH± ¥�´ r�s�t ± ¥ ± ± � � Ë � §H«S|2±�;�� Ë ; r Ð�w=> r §H«S|H ©z´ ± ² ± «S��Z·®�\i¬z¨X©z¯R§ yH± «5¨�ªH« ± s §H³Ö¨X¥�§�|H© « y � _ `$aä_b Å�c1	Ôhjc�H�cÑÐ�c Ë � c1± � c Ë ; c1± ; q ©z´�§p¥�§H«S|iªH® y §H® ± s ©�¨ t ¨ t ±v�ª�¬�¬�ª s ©�« y�° ¬�§i³ ± ¥�´ r ´�¨I¥R§H¨ ±$y © ± ´ r §H«S| ° §i³Pª��_´
�
jÜ�u³ t ±_° ¬z§H³ ± ¥�´�§H¥ ± j
§H«S|�kj�
kÔ�u³ t ± ¥ ± §H¥ ± Ð�©�¨ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«)´��6l�§H t © ¨ ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi«&{_©z´�§�´�´�ªNN©�§H¨ ± |s ©�¨ t § ° §H©�¥'ª�v�«S\)®�z ± ¥�´^¢ Ì � c Ì ;"£ sit ± ¥ ±�Ë � � Ì � �=± �§i«S| Ë ; � Ì ; �Â± ; ��Z�¨ ± §H t © ¨ ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi« ± §H t § yH± «5¨�§i«_m�¨I§�ñ ± m�ªH¥nm ° §�´�´�m��po�ª s ± ² ± ¥ r © v�§i«�§ yH± «5¨'¨I§�ñ ± ´+©�«© ¨ ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi« ¯ ¨ t ± «Uz�ªH¨ t § yi± «5¨ ´��§H«�ªH«)¬z³�m ° §P´�´;mp©�«�§P¬ ¬© ¨ ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi«)´ ¯ w�{��
� �u³ t ±D° §i³Pª�� ª�v ± §i t § yH± «5¨D©�«¡©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«¥{L©z´rqh© v�©�¨
° §P´�´ ± ´Z��© vL§H«7§ yH± «5¨ °5± ¥êv�ªH¥�®�´sm"¨X§,ñ ± mL© «7©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«U{¨ t ± «L©�¨ ´ ° §H³Pª�� s ©Ú¬�¬�z ±
Ì l H�© v�¨ t ± ªi¨ t ± ¥�§ yH± «5¨ ° §P´�´ ± ´§i«S| Ì l$� © v�¨ t ± ªH¨ t ± ¥�§ yi± «\¨^¨I§�ñ ± ´��
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��{�uHy\�'}Rr5~_�P�H~"y�}��s£"�Fµ�~�y5uPtL��r5uPt�t�r;��}Ox��O}�r5~'��}RvRo\q�}Ro5v�~�uP�
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}Rr\~�q�uH{D|;~"}Rxz}Rxz�H~0�R}�vs�P}�~��H�Dxzy¦� {�o\��}�x��Î���H~�y)}�uHy5~��Òt��N��}Rv��P�)�
xzy5� �R~�}�}Rxzy5�;�
021"JÔR�3�JÔã?iWVYXÚ��© ² ± « §×®�\i¬z¨X©z¯R§ yH± «5¨�ªH« ± s §i³ ¨I¥R§(|H©�« y� _ü`$aÇ_ b Å(cd	éhjc�H�c$Ð�c Ë � cd± � c Ë ;�c1±�; q1r §À�ªi® °5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ±´�¨X¥�§H¨ ±$y ³�v�ªH¥�§ yi± «5¨"{0©z´�§P´�v�ªP¬ ¬�ª s ´��
jÜ�vu/ªH¥�© ¨ ± ¥R§i¨X©�ªi«)´�Å.� ¯ �xÐ5�=Å r ¨I§�ñ ± © � Ì l"w ; ´ ¢ Ò ý ¢î
kÔ�!w�v�³Pª�\p§H¥"¥�©�² ± §H¨_©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«�Ð�¨ t ± «L¨X§,ñ ± �

Â��P�Rxzq xz�5~A�D�;~"r5xzy5��|\vRu)uP�d� ¾ uHy\�Rxz�5~�v�xz}R~�v��P}�x�uiy ¯ �'Å � ¯ �Ð�� Åi�'�Py5��q�uHy\�Rxz�5~�v }Rr5~L��y5y5uHo\y5q�~�{D~�y)} Ì l _yx �L��r\~�yF��)��}s��w�xzy5��xzy=vRuHo\y5� ¯ ���P�H~"y�}B{¿{�xz�Hr)}���o)Ð[~"v��ÖvR~��ivR~�}DuP�	�±@l$� �
	 x ��¢�y\uH}Rxzq�~�}Rr;��}F}Rr\~�vR~_xz���_vR~"�HvR~"}'t�r5~�y���y��P�H~"y�}
}s��wH~���uiy5�z��x��'}Rr\~�uH}Rr\~�v��5u)~���y5uH}�}s��wH~���}�}Rr;��}+xz}R~�v��P}�x�uiy;£��
Â_��y5ui}�}s�Pw)xzy5� xzy��R}��P�i~ ¯ �P�H~"y�}8{ÿ{�xz�Hr)}'��o)Ð[~"v���vR~��ivR~�}0uP�	 x ��� Ë l$� ¢ t�r5xzq�rLxz��x�yD�Ò��q�} ËBÌ �/¢�� x cd	 x ��� Ë l$�L£�£���3y7uivR�5~�vD}Ru�{�xzy5xz{�xzÏ�~�}Rr5~�vR~"�HvR~"}¦���H~�y)}?{�t�xz�z��}Rr5~"vR~��XuivR~
r;�N�i~�}�u�}s��wH~�t�r5~"y5~��H~"v x ���P}Rxz�Î¤;~��+}�r;�P}8	(±@lÆ�^� 	 x � _	 x ��� Ë lÆ���\x3� ~i��t�r5~�y Ì l _ ; ´ ¢ Ò ý ¢î ����r5~0�Ò��q�}�}RrS�P}�}Rr\~
vR~"�HvR~"}�xz�0{�xzy5xz{�x�Ï�~���xzyLxz}�~�vs��}RxzuHyKÐ+�)�p}s�Pw)xzy5�Dvs�P}�r5~�v0}Rr;��y
|;���R�Rxzy5��xz�_xz{�{�~"�5x��P}R~i�
K6L{z |%YCU;WV^6]�YGSn}~^6����\�U;WVU;W{��\�Y�]�YGSVbJ�;WO�%��^`d

��QTSVU;WVXZYC[7\G]7U_^M]`\Ia>Y4bcU;d�YGeJWE]�[
µ�~_y5uPtÀ��r5uPt=}Rr5~�v�~��Ro5�z}_uP�F�P|5|\���)xzy5�0vs�P}�xzuHy;����q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~
�PyS�P�z�)�Rxz�^}�u�}Rr5~�q�uiy)}R~��)}+u���{�o5�z}�x��R�P�i~�y)}'uHy\~�t��N��}Rv��P�5xzy5�m�
021"JÔR�3�JÔã?iWV�T���© ² ± « §×®�\i¬z¨X©z¯R§ yH± «5¨�ªH« ± s §i³ ¨I¥R§(|H©�« y� _ç`$a�_ b Å�c1	ÔhÔc�H�cÑÐ�c Ë � c1± � c Ë ; cd± ; q1r §�¥�§H¨I©�ªH«\§P¬��ªi®�¯°5± ¨I©�¨I©�² ± ´�¨I¥R§i¨ ±$y ³�v�ªH¥�§ yH± «5¨"{+©z´�§�´Nv"ªP¬�¬zª s ´
�
jÜ�vu/ªH¥ ©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«)´ Å2� ¯ �[Ð��-Å r © v�¨ t ± ªH¨ t ± ¥�§ yH± «5¨ r � r©z´�§i«5«5ª�\)«5 ± |p¨ t §H¨ Ì  _ ±r r ¨ t ± «L¨I§�ñ ± �
kÔ�vu/ªH¥D©�¨ ± ¥R§i¨X© ªH«)´�Å�� ¯ �ÚÐ��=	 r © vg"ZjZ$�|Hª ± ´p«5ªH¨ t ªP¬�|¨ t ± «L¨I§�ñ ± © � Ì l�w ; ´ ¢ Ò ý ¢î
� �!w�v8",j�$B|iª ± ´ «\ªH¨ t ª�¬�| r ¨ t ± «�© «�©�¨ ± ¥R§H¨I©�ªi«2Ð��7Å�¨I§�ñ ± © �Ì l"w ´ ¢ Ò ý ¢î �
�e�!w�v�³Pª�\p§H¥"¥�©�² ± §H¨_©�¨ ± ¥�§H¨I©�ªH«�Ð�¨ t ± «L¨X§,ñ ± �
Â��P�Rxzq�xz�5~N� �;~�r\x�y\�L|5vRu)u��d��Û+ui}Rxzq�~�}�r;�P}�x��'}Rr5~�uH}Rr\~�v����H~�y)}A��O�Nxz�F�Py5y\uHo5y5q"~���}�r;�P} Ì  _ ±r�}Rr5~�y }s��w)x�y\���5uH{Dx�yS�P}R~"�[��y��uH}�r5~�v���}Rv��P}R~"�H��uP��x�}N���3y�y5upui}Rr5~�v�qA�P��~���t_~�qA�Py��s�N�L}�r;�P}
}s��w)x�y\��uHvF|S�P�R��xzy5�+xzy�xz}R~"vs�P}�xzuHy5�_Å�c1	Sc,f�f,f$c$Ð,��Å_xz�F�5ui{�xzy;�P}�~��F�
Ê+�z��u;��xzy��R}��P�H~ Ð�|;���R�Rxzy5��xz���5ui{�xzy;�P}�~�������}��Pw)xzy5�;�ÖÊ+���
vR~"�Ro5�z} t^~Dt�x��z�_�H~�} }RrS�P}����H~�y)}§{+t�xz�z�'{Dx�y\x�{�xzÏ�~�x�}���v�~��Hv�~�}
�)�p}s�Pw)xzy5�Dt�r5~�y Ì  _ ±  uHv�t�r5~�yÖx�}��Pv�vRxz�H~���xzyL}Rr\~����P��}xz}R~�v��P}�x�uiyF�/Ê+�R��o5{�~�}Rr;��} Ì l _�x xzy�xz}�~�vs��}RxzuHy�Ð���ÅH�N}�r5~�y�}Rr\~{����)x�{����Hv�~��Hv�~�}�t^~��i~�}_��� }s��w)x�y\��xz�©±@l$�ç�u	(� x �5�Py\�����|;���R�Rxzy5�D}Rr5~ {����)x�{p�P�SvR~��ivR~�}�xzyL}�r5xz��qN�P�R~ xz�&	�� x � Ë l$�¢�t�r\x�q�rLxz��xzyp�Ò��q�} ËKÌ �F¢Q� x c1	�� x � Ë l �Ö£R£��0��r5xz��xz{�|5�zxz~��}RrS�P}F}�r5~_vR~��ivR~�}�xz��{�xzy5xz{�x�Ï�~"�+t�r5~�y§±@l$�x��	 x � _ 	(� x �Ë l$��£��/xÒ� ~H��t�r\~�y x _ ´ ¢ Ò ý ¢î � ��r5~ qA�P��~�}Rr;��}�v�~��X~�v���}�u
xz}R~�v��P}�x�uiy5��Å�c1	Sc,f,f�f�c$Ð��U	�xz��}RvR~N�P}R~"���P��xzyp��r5~�uivR~�{�A5�zÅH�
� À $'.+mO1�¼+&)½R$'.
¾ uH{D|;~"}Rxz}Rxz�H~p�Py;���z����xz��x�����{p�
	�uiv�}�u�ui�+xzy=q�uH{D|5o5}�~�v��Rq�x��
~�y5q"~H��t�r\x�q�r�r;���À�S~�~�y o5��~�� xzy �-�H��vRxz~�}3�¡u��¦q"uHy)}R~��)}��A�
�3y=}Rr5xz� |;�P|S~�vDt^~Dr;�N�H~pxzy)}RvRu)�5o\q�~��=vs��}RxzuHy;���^q"uH{�|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~

��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�A�7(+�P}�xzuHy;���5q�uH{D|;~"}Rxz}Rxz�H~+��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�'�i~�y5~�v��P�zxzÏ�~��_q�uH{
�
|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~ ��y;�P�z�)�Rxz�0}Rup}Rr5~�q"uHy)}R~��)}�uP��{�o5�z}Rx��R�P�i~�y)}^������}R~�{D�A�
npuivR~�uP�i~�vA�ñt^~ r;�N�H~ �Rr\uPt�yLxz}R��o5�R~�xzyL}�r5~�q�uiy�}�~��)}�uP���5xz�)�
�5xzy5�D����{�~����Py5��uHy5~��Òt��N�p}Rvs���5xzy5�;�ñ}3t^uD|5vRui�5�z~�{��0uP��q�uHy)�
��x��\~�vs���5�z~^xz{�|SuHv�}s��y5q�~H�H���'t_~��z�;�P��xzy�}�r5~+q"uHy)}R~��)}'u��[�i~�y5~�v��P�
v�~�|;~N�P}R~"���)�P{D~��A� � o5v��P|\|5vRu)�Pq�r��P�5ui|5}R��}Rr5~0y5uHy)�3Â��N�H~���xÚ��y
y5uivR{p�P}Rxz�i~ÿ��|5|5v�u��Pq�r��P�5ui|5}R~"��x�y |5v�~��)x�uio5��t^uivRwO�P�5o\}'{�u)�)�
x�¤;~��0xz}+}RuDxzy5q�uHv�|;uivs��}R~�{Dx�y\x�{p�N�;v��P}�x�uiy;�P�zxz}3��vR~"É�o\x�v�~�{�~"y�}��A��)o\qsrpv�~�É)o5xzvR~�{D~�y)}R�+�Pv�~�~��R��~�y)}Rx��P�/x�yD{�o5�z}Rx��R�P�H~"y�}��5ui{���x�y\�A�
nL��y)�7uP��}Rr5~�|\vR~��)xzuHo5�Ö�R}Ro\�5xz~���xzy-}Rr5~�q�uHy)}�~��)}LuP��q�uH{
�
|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~À�Py;���z����xz��qN�Py¡�S~Ày;��}Ro5v��P�z�z�7~��)}R~�y\�5~���}Ru={�o5�z}Rx��
���H~�y)} �5uH{p�Pxzy5�A���Py\�À}Rr\~�y=vs�P}�xzuHy;���^q�ui{�|S~�}Rxz}�x��i~���y;�P�z�)�Rxz�
qA��y��R~�v��H~p�P���D�Xo5y5�S�P{�~"y�}��P��}Ru)ui���XuHv�}Rr5~D�R}Ro\�5��uP�+}�r5~��R~
~��)}�~�y5�Rxzuiy5�A�-µ�~p�R~�~Ö}Rr5~L��}Ro5�\�hu����Ro5q�r7~��)}�~�y5�Rxzuiy5�������
{DuH�R}��P}�}Rvs��q�}Rxz�i~+vR~"�R~A��vRq�r�}�uH|5xzqH�)�Py5��r\uH|S~�}Rr;��}'uH}�r5~�vR�_t�xz�z�
	�uixzy�o5�+xzy����5�5v�~��R��x�y\��}Rr\x���q�r;���z��~"y5�H~H�
í *4�A*/j5*F.0mO*F&
Á Ê+�)~��zvRu)�F�/ÅAÆHÇ�ÓPÈ!(��5Ê0�)~��zvRu)�F�§³ t ± l�²NªP¬�\)¨X©�ªi«�ª�v��'ªNª °5± ¥�§P¯¨I©�ªi«5��Û+~�t-Ä_uHvRw��/Â����Rxzq�Â_u)uHw)�A�OÅNÆHÇPÓS�
Á Â^uivRu)�5xzyL�Py5�LÃ����IÄ��Py5xz�O�5ÅNÆHÆHÇ È Ê+�z���Py�Â^uivRu)�5xzy ��y5��(0�Py
Ãÿ���IÄ���y5xz�[� ��«)¯�°�©�« ± �'ªi® ° \�¨I§H¨I©�ªi«�§H«S|��'ªi® °5± ¨X©�¨I©�² ±Z�«\§P¬�³N´�©z´�� ¾ ��{��5vRxz�5�i~��+y5xz�H~"vR�Rxz}3�pØ�vR~����A��ÅAÆiÆHÇ\�

Á Â^uivRu)�5xzy ± ¨_§P¬����OÅAÆiÆ�	NÈ�Ê��·Â^uivRu)�5xzyF� Û ���ñx�y\xÚ���3� ��y5�
nÙ�©�5��w��N�-Ê+y7ui|5}Rxz{����^uiy5�zxzy5~������iuHv�x�}�r5{��Xuiv�{�~�}�vRxzqA���
}��P��w��R�)��}R~�{D�A�p�)ª�\)¥�«5§�¬�ª�v�¨ t ± Z:�G���S>HÆe� Í�Ój��FkÍ�A(>5�)ÅAÆiÆ�	\�Á Â^v��N�X{p�Py��Py\����~�y\y5~�y5r5ui�z}RÏH�m	HÕHÕiÕ È (�������Â_vs�N�I{��Py ��y5�
nÙ�+��~�y5y\~�y5r5ui��}�ÏH��Ê0y �P�)xzuH{���}Rxzqp}Rv�~A�P}�{�~�y)}Lu�� }�r5vR~�~
É)o;���zx�}��P}�x��i~��\~�q�xz�RxzuHy q�vRxz}�~�vRx��5���)ª�\)¥�«5§�¬ ª�vÀ¨ t ± Z:�G���Ó)Í5¢Q>H£��5nÖ�PvRq�r�	HÕiÕHÕ\�

Á Ë uP�)�z~���y5�p��r5uH{p�P��uHyF�5ÅNÆHÆiÍ È f;� Ë uP�)�z~��Py\��(��_��r5uH{p�N�
��uHyF�6�0o;���zx�}��P}�x��i~�|5vR~��X~�vR~"y5q�~���xzy��5~"��xz�S~�vs��}RxzuHyp�Py5�p|5v��Pq��
}�xzqA�P�0vR~A���RuHy\x�y\�;�7µ�uivRw)xzy5�Ly5ui}R~��DuP��}Rr\~�Ê0Ê+Ê0���R|5v�x�y\�
���){�|SuH�Rxzo5{��5ÅAÆiÆHÍ\�

Á ÑFx���} ± ¨^§�¬����OÅNÆHÆ\Å�È�Ê ��ÑFx���}A��(�� {�� � �PvR|/�+n��p�Oo5�)�)���'� Ê �n¦q Þ ~�u)q�rF� Ë � Ë �"�)�z~A�P}�uHvN�^�Py\�ÀÛ��ÌÃ��ñÄ^uio5y5�;� � y�q�uH{
�
|S~�}�x�}�xz�H~��P�z�HuivRxz}Rr\{��'|;���Hxzy5���P�z�HuivRxz}Rr\{��A���)ª�\)¥�«\§P¬�ª�v8Z0¬�¯
y ªH¥"©�¨ t ®�´��OÅ,	S�ßAHÇ(�/FéAiÆHÆ\�5ÅAÆiÆ5ÅH�Á Ñ5o5�\~�y)�;~�v�����y5�>�ñ~��)x�y\~H�FÅNÆHÆHÇUÈ Ë � Ñ\o5�5~�y)�S~�vR� ��y5�
Ë ���O~��)xzy5~H� ³ t ± ¨ t ± ªH¥�³�ª�vp¬ ± §H¥"«5©�« y ©�« y §i® ± ´�� np�3�
ØÿvR~����A��ÅAÆiÆHÇ5�

Á Ñ5o5�\~�y)�;~�v�����y5����xzvRui�z~H�OÅAÆiÆ5Å È�Ë �^Ñ\o5�5~"y��S~�v��h�Py\��f;�_��x��
v�uH�z~H����§H® ± ³ t ± ªH¥�³P�'n¦�3� Ø�v�~��R�N��ÅAÆHÆ\ÅH�Á � uio5}R��uHo5|\xÚ���+�Py5�LØ��P|S�P�5xz{�xz}�vRxzuHoF�)ÅNÆHÆ��UÈ�Ã�� � uio5}R��uHo5|5x����
��y5� ¾ ��Ø��P|;���5xz{�xz}Rv�xzuHoF� � y7}�r5~�wi�3�R~�v��H~�vpq�uiy9	�~�q"}Ro5v�~H�
�)ª(\�¥"«5§P¬�ª�v�¨ t ± Z:�G���)Ój	5¢Q�H£�� ÆiÍ5Å�FkÆHÇ(>5�5ÅNÆHÆ(�5�Á npxz��y\uHvA�OÅNÆ���ÓPÈvfS��npxz��y\uHvA� Þ �P{D~���Ê+�)�Pxzy5�R}DÛ���}Ro5v�~H���3y
(��;n��\��r5vs���z�Ò� ¾ � <�� ¾ u)ui{��5�A�5��y5�%(����'� Ë �N�)xz�A�5~"�5xz}RuHv��A�
� ± A©z´�©�ªi«u¨ ¥RªN ± ´�´ ± ´���fHuir5ypµ7xz�z~����G�)uiy5�A�OÅNÆ���Ó;�

Á npuHy5�\~�vR~�v��Py5�p��~�y5y\~�y5r5ui��}�ÏH��	iÕHÕiÕNÈ Ë ��npuHy\�5~�vR~"v ��y5�
nÙ�O��~�y5y5~�y\r5uH�z}RÏi� � �Ò|5v�xzq�~���o5q�}Rxzuiy5�A�@��§H® ± ´�§i«S|gl��ªP¯«\ªH® ©� �0± t §H²N©�ªi¥���>\Å��ß	�	iÕ/Fé	�ÓHÓS��	HÕiÕHÕ5�Á µ�uH���X�R}�~�}R}�~�vA�/ÅAÆiÆ�A È Ã��Sµ�uH���X��}R~�}�}R~�vN��Ê+o\q�}RxzuHy\����Ê+y�xzy)}RvRu��
�\o5q�}RxzuiyF�C�)ª�\)¥�«5§�¬;ª�v�l��ªH«5ªi®�© ��m\�¥"² ± ³N´��5ÅAÕ\¢�Ó�£��ß>�AHÍ�F�ÓÔ	HÕ5�ÅNÆHÆ(A5�
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Abstract

A fundamental difficulty faced by groups of agents
that work together is how to efficiently coordi-
nate their efforts. This paper presents techniques
that allow heterogeneous agents to more efficiently
solve coordination problems by acquiring proce-
dural knowledge. In particular, each agent au-
tonomously learns coordinated procedures that re-
flect her contributions towards successful past joint
behavior. Empirical results validate the significant
benefits of coordinated procedures.

1 Introduction
Research on groups of agents that work together is a large and
growing field that covers topics such as autonomous robots,
software agents, and smart objects. A fundamental difficulty
faced by such agents is how to coordinate their efforts when
they have overlapping objectives. This coordination prob-
lem is both ubiquitous and challenging, especially in envi-
ronments where agents have limited knowledge about, and
control over, other agents and the world around them.

This work is part of a line of research interested in groups
of agents that interleave planning and execution [desJardins
et al., 1999; Grosz and Sidner, 1990; Levesque et al., 1990;
Durfee and Lesser, 1991; Decker and Lesser, 1992; Grosz and
Kraus, 1996; Tambe, 1997]. In the present work, individual
agents are motivated by personal objectives and do not reason
about group-wide objectives or attempt to establish or main-
tain group-wide mental attitudes. The extent to which their
activity can be successful depends on the degree to which the
individuals’ objectives converge.

One approach to the coordination problem is to design
agents to have common built-in knowledge about the group,
such as knowledge of the planning or execution abilities of all
agents. This common knowledge makes agents more likely to
be able to efficiently solve coordination problems that occur
at runtime. Unfortunately, for many domains there will con-
tinue to be coordination problems that lie outside the initial
design because of the difficulty of foreseeing all possible in-
teractions in complex, dynamic environments.

∗This work was supported in part by the ONR (grants N00014-
96-1-0440 and N00014-97-1-0604).

In this paper, an agent acquires knowledge about the en-
vironment and other agents from experience, supplement-
ing any a priori common knowledge she might have. Thus,
individual agents learn to better coordinate their actions so
that the agents’ future behavior more accurately reflects what
works in practice.

The learning techniques are memory-based and a novel
contribution is a technique to learn coordinated procedures
based on past, possibly unplanned, successful joint behavior.
These procedures are extracts of execution traces, which are
the result of multiple planning sessions occurring at various
times during the activity, and are composed around, and orga-
nized by, coordination points [Alterman and Garland, 2001].
Unexpected requests and responses allow an agent to acquire
coordination knowledge about other agents, and constitute
the building blocks of learned coordinated procedures.

This paper begins by outlining the framework within
which the coordination problem is studied. The next section
presents the key technical details that allow agents to learn co-
ordinated procedures. Empirical results then demonstrate that
coordinated procedures provide a statistically significant im-
provement in run-time performance and are used efficiently
when planning. The paper ends with a discussion of related
work.

2 Coordinating independent agents
This section describes the aspects of the system framework
that are relevant to studying the coordination problem. The
most noteworthy features are the autonomy of the agents, the
distribution of both problem-solving knowledge and execu-
tion ability, and the role of communication as a coordination
mechanism. Given these attributes, even seemingly simple
problems create imposing hurdles to efficient coordination.

2.1 An example of a coordination problem

In the test-bed domain, called MOVERS-WORLD, the task
is to move boxes from a house onto a truck or vice versa.
MOVERS-WORLD has multiple agents of different types:
some are “lifters” and some are “hand-truck operators”. The
agents do not know their type or even have an internal rep-
resentation of the concept of type. Most actions are type-
specific, but all agents are able to move and communicate.
The duration of conversations between two agents varies
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(HOLDING L1 BOX)

(HOLDING L1 BOX)

(AT L1 STREET)

(ON BOX HAND-TRUCK)

(AT HAND-TRUCK ROOM)

(ON BOX HAND-TRUCK)

(AT HTO ROOM)

(ON BOX HAND-TRUCK)

(AT HTO STREET)

(TILTING HTO HAND-TRUCK)

(AT HAND-TRUCK STREET)

(ON BOX HAND-TRUCK)(ON BOX TRUCK)

(CLEAR BOX)
(AT BOX ROOM) (AT L1 ROOM)

(TILTING HTO HAND-TRUCK)

STATE 2

STATE 3

L1’s private knowledge

STATE 4
L1’s private knowledge

STATE 1

knowledge

HTO’s
private

Figure 1: The distribution of problem-solving knowledge.

based on the content of the dialog. The agents have no built-
in planning knowledge about the execution abilities of agents
of other types. Each agent has the autonomy to decide which
goal(s) to work on at any time.

The rest of this subsection discusses how coordination
problems arises in MOVERS-WORLD. The plans a lifter can
generate and the plans a hand-truck operator can generate are
contrasted in the context of moving a single box onto a truck.
By expanding the problem to include more boxes, the dif-
ference in planning ability makes achieving optimal coordi-
nation impossible and achieving even near-optimal behavior
unlikely.

A solution path for a simple situation where a lifter (L1)
and a hand-truck operator (HTO) could work together to get
a box onto the truck is shown in Figure 1. Over the course of
the solution, the box “moves” through eight different states
(represented by ovals listing the salient predicates). Only L1
knows how to transform the box from state 1 to state 2. Only
HTO knows how to get from state 2 to state 3. And only L1
knows how to get the box from state 3 to state 4.

L1 cannot generate a plan to match this solution path on her
own since L1 has no planning knowledge of the hand-truck or
of HTO’s capabilities. Backward chaining can identify state
3 as a precursor to state 4 and forward-chaining can identify
state 2 as a successor to state 1. However, L1 cannot distin-
guish the pair of states (state 2, state 3) that is relevant to this
solution path from the many other pairs of states that are not
relevant to any solution path.

Coordination becomes more of an issue when the agents
want to move two boxes onto the truck in as little time as
possible. Optimal performance involves no communication
whatsoever and would take 244 ticks of a simulated clock.
However, without communication, L1 would never construct
a plan to load BOX1 onto the hand-truck! L1’s expectation
at the outset would be to move both boxes to the truck by
carrying them; HTO’s expectation is that both boxes would
be moved via the hand-truck. Furthermore, neither knows
that the other is working on the same two goals.

Ticks 1 to 15: HTO and L1 converse
"L1, would you help me achieve (ON BOX1 HANDTR)?"
"HTO, I’ll help, but you’ll have to wait a bit."

Ticks 16 to 45: <LIFT L1 BOX1>
Ticks 46 to 80: <LOAD L1 BOX1 HANDTR>
Ticks 81 to 100: <TILT-HANDTR HTO HANDTR>
Ticks 81 to 112: <LIFT L1 BOX2>
Ticks 101 to 125: <PUSH-HANDTR HTO HANDTR STREET>
Ticks 113 to 152: <CARRY L1 BOX2 STREET>
Ticks 126 to 145: <STAND-HANDTR HTO HANDTR>
Tick 146: HTO trying to contact L1 ...
Ticks 153 to 167: HTO and L1 converse

"L1, would you help me achieve (ON BOX1 TRUCK)?"
"HTO, I’ll help, but you’ll have to wait a bit."

Ticks 168 to 202: <LOAD L1 BOX2 TRUCK>
Ticks 203 to 237: <UNLOAD L1 BOX1 HANDTR>
Ticks 238 to 272: <LOAD L1 BOX1 TRUCK>

Figure 2: A near-optimal solution to a coordination problem.

The closest to optimal that is possible given baseline co-
ordination abilities is 272 ticks as shown in Figure 2. That
solution requires that L1 agrees to help HTO on both oc-
casions and that L1 correctly adapts her plan. While none
of these is unlikely independently, neither agent possesses
enough knowledge to reliably act in this way. As the com-
plexity of the problems increases by including other agents
and increasing the number of boxes, there is an exponential
increase in the number of decisions that all must be made
“correctly” for the community to perform even this close to
optimal.

Coordination problems in this domain are not solely a con-
sequence of the distribution of planning knowledge. Even
if both agents had common goals and planning knowledge,
there is ambiguity about the order on which to work on the
goals. Also, when there is uncertainty about the outcome
of actions, they may have different preferences among alter-
native solutions.1 Finally, agents may have different beliefs
about the current state of the world, leading to different be-
liefs about the best course of action.

2.2 Communication as a coordination mechanism
In terms of the coordination problems faced by the agents, a
central feature of this system is that communication, coop-
eration, and coordination are shaped by the autonomy of the
agents. Agents do not communicate at planning time; they
plan independently, act independently, and only communicate
when necessary to establish cooperation or to maintain coor-
dination. Each problem includes some goal(s) that can only
be solved by agents that work together, so communication is
an essential part of the community activity.

Communication happens at coordination points, which
are defined as points in the activity where an actor cannot
progress without the assistance of someone else. If all ac-
tions are reversible and the goals of the agents do not con-
flict, conversing at individual coordination points at the time
when they arise is sufficient to ensure that the activity will be
completed.

1The fact that actions are not deterministic will not be addressed
in detail in this paper.
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Agents’ decision-making strategies are based upon per-
sonal, rather than group-wide, objectives. If an agent is will-
ing to cooperate, she may be unable to construct a plan to do
so; an agent who is unwilling or unable to assist can propose
an alternative that the original requester may now contem-
plate adopting. After agreeing to cooperate, an agent can “opt
out” at any time, without obligation to notify other agents.

When cooperation is first established during communica-
tion, the agents must determine how they will coordinate.
Sometimes, nothing needs to be done to begin coordinating;
more often, though, the requester will idle for several time
steps — for example, if a lifter is not currently ready to lift
the box. An agent will stop waiting if another agent initiates
communication, either to establish a new agreement or to in-
dicate progress on a current agreement (e.g., the other lifter
now indicates she is ready to act). The agent will also stop
waiting upon observing the completion of the request (e.g.,
the box appears on the hand-truck). Finally, if an agent is idle
“too” long (i.e., longer than a pre-set threshold), the agent in-
quires about the status of her request (possibly discovering
that the other agent has opted out).

Communication is the only mechanism whereby agents can
check if they are working on the same goals since there are
no global structures, such as blackboards, available. While
observation is sufficient to engineer the exit from coordina-
tion problems, the agents are not assumed to possess the com-
mon goals and knowledge of each other required in order to
solve coordination problems without any communication [cf.
Genesereth et al., 1986; Huber and Durfee, 1995].

3 Leveraging past experience
This section will describe the case-based reasoning [Kolod-
ner, 1993] techniques that individual agents use to acquire
and use coordinated procedures in order to better coordinate.
A guiding principle of these techniques is that memory should
be organized around coordination points. There is no commu-
nication between the agents during the learning process; the
memories are created and maintained by each agent indepen-
dently.

3.1 Learning coordinated procedures
Coordination points influence three facets of the learning pro-
cess. Most importantly, coordination devices that represent
past successful joint achievement of coordination points form
the skeleton of future plans. Next, memories are primarily
indexed based on expected future requests in order to make
the memory more likely to be recalled during communica-
tion. Third, coordination points influence the determination
of state-based secondary indices.

Figure 3 contains pseudo-code for LEARNCOORDINATED-
PROCEDURE, which is the method by which agents transform
experience into memories. Coordinated procedures are de-
rived from execution traces, which are quite noisy because ac-
tions and requests can fail or be ineffective for other reasons.
There are many details involved in the process of transform-
ing such noisy data into something suitable for learning that
have not been addressed in prior work on procedural learning.
Space prevents covering many of them here; the interested

LEARNCOORDINATEDPROCEDURES (executionTrace) ≡
cleanTrace← CLEAN(executionTrace)
segmentGoalsPairs← SEGMENT(cleanTrace)
forall 〈segment, goals〉 in segmentGoalsPairs

coreSegment← REMOVEINEFFICIENCIES(segment, goals)
STORECOORDINATEDPROCEDURE(coreSegment,goals)

STORECOORDINATEDPROCEDURE (coreSegment, goals) ≡
procedure← LIST()
times← LIST()
requests← LIST()
forall step in REVERSE(coreSegment)

if KEEP(step,procedure)
procedure← PUSH(step, procedure)
times← LIST()
requests← LIST()

times← PUSH(STARTTIME(step), times)
if step is an agreement to achieve a coordination point

requests← PUSH(step, requests)
if HEAD(procedure) is not a member of requests

ADDCASEBASEENTRY(procedure,goals,null, times)
forall r in requests

rT imes← REMOVELATERTHAN(times, STARTTIME(r))
ADDCASEBASEENTRY(procedure,goals, r, rT imes)

Figure 3: Algorithms to learn coordinated procedures.

reader is directed elsewhere [Garland, 2000] for more about
cleaning, segmenting, and removing inefficiencies from ex-
ecution traces. There are two other non-trivial procedures,
KEEP and ADDCASEBASEENTRY, whose pseudo-code is not
given but whose important aspects will be described below.

STORECOORDINATEDPROCEDURE converts an execution
trace segment into a coupling of a coordinated procedure and
its indexing information. The primary tasks of STORECOOR-
DINATEDPROCEDURE are:

1. Construct a coordinated procedure by summarizing and
optimizing the execution trace segment.

2. Determine the set of expected requests that the agent
could use as retrieval cues in the future.

3. For each entry to be added to the case base, determine
the set of states in which the agent should consider re-
trieving the entry.

The motives for summarizing an execution trace segment
are: the particular time at which subordinate goals were
achieved at runtime may be misleading; the stored plan will
be more easily adapted in the future (at the cost of regener-
ating the original action if it is needed again); and the state-
based indices for case-base entries are generalized each time
the same procedure is stored under different indices. Opti-
mizations allow agents to improve upon, rather than just re-
peat, the way in which some coordination points are jointly
achieved.

Storing procedures under several indices is a good heuris-
tic when agents do not share indexing information and there
is uncertainty about the setting at the outset of cooperation. In
addition, the state of the world at the start of the first step of
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the coordinated procedure is not the only reasonable bench-
mark for determining future settings in which the procedure
will be effective. Alternative indexing states are provided by
the (removed) steps in the execution trace summary that pre-
cede the first kept step.

The pseudo-code in Figure 3 sets forth how STORECOOR-
DINATEDPROCEDURE records indexing information while
adding actions to the coordinated procedure. A call to the
KEEP function determines which actions from the execution
trace segment are added to the procedure. For each step,
whether it is kept or not, the time at which it was started is
added to a list of indexing times and agreements are added
to a list of expected requests. When a step is added to the
procedure, these lists are reset.

After the coordinated procedure has been determined, it
is stored into memory without any reference to an expected
request (unless the first step in the plan is an expected re-
quest). Next, the procedure is stored again for each expected
request so that the request is part of the primary storage in-
dex. Indexing in this way facilitates retrieving coordinated
procedures during conversations. The means by which coor-
dination points influence the state-based secondary indices is
less direct, and is determined by ADDCASEBASEENTRY.

ADDCASEBASEENTRY makes representational changes to
the procedure and maintains the structure of the underlying
case base. In terms of the organization of memory, a notable
division is that STORECOORDINATEDPROCEDURE computes
the relevant times to check the state of the world; ADDCASE-
BASEENTRY converts those states into concrete case-base in-
dices. For this work, the secondary indexing scheme is influ-
enced by the top-level goals and the expected requests of the
entry. The literals from these are culled and then all relevant
predicates in the state relating to the literals are identified.
Relevancy is determined from the surface features of the en-
vironment, rather than from analysis of the stored plan [cf.
Hammond, 1990; Veloso and Carbonell, 1993].

The most interesting aspect of KEEP is the treatment of co-
ordination points. The principle summarization criteria is to
remove actions that are planner-reconstructible — this pro-
duces a skeleton of coordination mechanisms that is fleshed
out by the essential individual actions needed to support the
achievement of coordination. An important characteristic
of summarization is that it never removes: (1) coordination
mechanisms for agreements, (2) coordination points that cor-
respond to unexpected requests, or (3) actions that end a shift
between goals. Requests for joint action require special han-
dling to ensure that the initiator only keeps the joint action
and the assistant only remembers to expect a request.

The heuristic optimizations currently implemented are in-
tended to eliminate some conversations altogether. For ex-
ample, based on past experience, a lifter learns to load the
hand-truck without being explicitly told to do so. Likewise,
the hand-truck operator learns to expect the lifter to load the
hand-truck without the hand-truck operator’s guidance. The
risk of the heuristics is that if agents do not recall compatible
memories, time and effort may be wasted.

One optimization rule (implemented in KEEP) is that an
agent who agreed to a request removes the corresponding co-
ordination mechanism from the coordinated procedure. This

Time Action Outcome

1 agreed with L2 to ... Summarized
21 <LIFT-TOGETHER XLBOX1> Summarized
91 HTO asked to (ON XLBOX1 HANDTR3) Optimized

105 L2 agreed to ... Summarized
126 <LOAD-TOGETHER XLBOX1 HANDTR3> Kept
161 <LIFT MBOX0> Summarized
191 <CARRY MBOX0 STREET1> Summarized
231 <LOAD MBOX0 TRUCK3> Kept
266 HTO asked to (ON XLBOX1 TRUCK3) Optimized
279 L2 agreed to ... Summarized
300 <UNLOAD-TOGETHER XLBOX1 HANDTR3> Summarized
335 L2 agreed to ... Summarized
353 <LOAD-TOGETHER XLBOX1 TRUCK3> Kept

L1 adding case-base entry MEM75
Procedure: (<LOAD-TOGETHER ?L1-177 ?L1-174>

<LOAD ?L1-175 ?L1-176>
<LOAD-TOGETHER ?L1-177 ?L1-176>)

Top-level goals: ((ON ?L1-177 ?L1-176)
(ON ?L1-175 ?L1-176))

Request: NIL
State indices based on ticks 1, 21, 91, 105, 126

L1 adding case-base entry MEM76 derived from MEM75
Request: (LIFT-TOGETHER ?L1-177) by ?L1-180
State indices based on tick 1

L1 adding case-base entry MEM77 derived from MEM75
Request: (ON ?L1-177 ?L1-174) by ?L1-173
State indices based on ticks 1, 21, 91

Figure 4: Three entries for a single coordinated procedure.

guideline reflects an optimistic belief that the agent knows
the right time to accomplish the request without being specifi-
cally asked. A second guideline, dual to the first, is part of the
representational changes performed by ADDCASEBASEEN-
TRY. For an initiator of a request, the procedure passed into
ADDCASEBASEENTRY contains a coordination mechanism
that will prompt the agent to establish the same request again
in the future. This mechanism is heuristically converted into
an (optimistic) expectation that the request for service will
be satisfied without a direct request. These two optimizations
currently only relate to requests for service and not to requests
for joint action, which require more precise timing.

Figure 4 shows some (lightly edited) output when agent
L1 is adding multiple case-base entries for the same coordi-
nated procedure. In this example, the agent is creating one
top-level entry and two request entries. The performance that
led to learning this procedure was exceptional (33% fewer
ticks than average) and was chosen for illustrative purposes;
execution traces are normally much more chaotic. The only
failure, which is not shown in the figure, is an attempt at time
71 by the two lifters to jointly carry the box to the street.

3.2 Acting from shared past experience

Acting from shared past experience can lead agents to coor-
dinate more efficiently. For example, when an agent receives
a familiar request, she can retrieve a plan which anticipates
future requests rather than merely creating a plan to satisfy
that single request. When different agents anticipate the same
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points of coordination, they can coordinate more effectively
for three reasons:

1. They will not waste time discussing alternatives that will
prove to be unproductive.

2. They will not waste time negotiating over two viable al-
ternatives.

3. In some cases, they can eliminate communication en-
tirely.

Unfortunately, acting from past experience does not guar-
antee that agents will coordinate more efficiently. First of all,
there may not be regularity in the types of coordination prob-
lems faced by the community. Second, agents will sometimes
assess the same situation in disparate manners. This reflects
both differences in experience between agents and the open-
endedness of interpretation in general. Thus, it is important to
store procedures so that different agents are likely to retrieve
compatible memories in many situations. In this paper, com-
patible viewpoints on which past activities to recall develop
when storage is guided by coordination points and surface
features of the environment.

When planning, agents prefer coordinated procedures from
similar past activities to plans constructed by the baseline
planner. However, an agent does not search her case base
when a planning session immediately follows the failure of a
retrieved plan. For the experiments in the next section, coor-
dinated procedures are recalled during planning slightly more
than 20% of the time during the last problem-solving episode.

An agent measures the similarity of a case-base entry to the
current setting by determining what percentage of the stored
predicates can be made true given the possible mappings of
literals in the current state to required role-fillers for the en-
try. For those entries that meet or exceed the current highest
similarity (at least above a pre-set threshold of 0.50), the co-
ordinated procedure stored in the entry is checked to see if it
can be adapted to the current state of the world. If so, the cur-
rent highest similarity is updated. Finally, the best of the best
is selected from the entries with maximal similarity. There
are various ways to determine the best of the best such as ran-
domly or by the number of storages for the entry. The results
in the next section rank the plans using the same heuristic as
the baseline planner (most time-efficient) and break any re-
maining ties randomly.

In experiments conducted so far, the number of entries in
each agent’s case base has been less than 50, so neither stor-
age nor retrieval was a bottleneck. In general, a more refined
secondary indexing scheme, such as indexing by differences
[Kolodner, 1983a,b] might be needed. Further refinements
such as distinguishing between short and long term mem-
ory or selectively “forgetting” past cases [Smyth and Keane,
1995] may also be fruitful.

4 Empirical results and analysis
This section supports the claim that learning coordinated pro-
cedures leads agents to better coordinate with empirical stud-
ies from an implemented testbed. The experimental method-
ology takes into account the possible influence of sampling
bias and ordering effects; each data point reported is the av-
erage of 600 trials.

In all of the experiments in this section, agents acquire co-
ordination knowledge independently of learning coordinated
procedures — agents learn more accurate probability esti-
mates of the likelihood of success of possible actions. Agents
use probabilities when planning from scratch, when decid-
ing who to ask for help, when deciding whether to cooper-
ate, and when adapting coordinated procedures to match the
current problem setting. Having more accurate probability
estimates, therefore, can cause agents to behave more effi-
ciently. A learning structure, based on COBWEB [Fisher,
1987] trees, enables agents to increase the accuracy of prob-
ability estimates by generalizing past experiences interacting
with the domain and other agents. For more details, see Gar-
land [2000].

There are many ways to measure the performance of the
agent community, such as the number of primitive actions at-
tempted and the number conversations that occur. The best
overall measure of community effort, however, is the number
of ticks of a simulated clock that transpire during the course
of the community solving the problem. The number of ticks
measures both action and communication effort, in addition
to time when the agents are idle for one reason or another (see
Figure 2).

In order to measure the advantages of learning coordinated
procedures under various conditions, the type of coordinated
procedures learned and the initial ability of agents to solve
coordination problems were varied. The possible types of co-
ordinated procedures are:

Basic A basic coordinated procedure is not optimized and
only achieves a single goal.

Improved An improved coordinated procedure is optimized
and may achieve multiple goals (as in Figure 4).

A third possibility is to learn better probability estimates only
and not learn any coordinated procedures.

The three initial levels of ability to solve coordination prob-
lems are:

Minimal The minimal amount of coordination knowledge
is a predicate-based communication language based on
goals, coordination points, and the ability to make un-
ambiguous external references.

Basic Basic agents have additional planning knowledge of
other agents and the ability to make goal-selection
choices based on past experience. The coordination in-
formation built into basic agents was determined by an-
alyzing the coordination knowledge implicitly acquired
by basic coordinated procedures.

Expert Expert agents have additional hand-crafted goal-
selection and coordination strategies, including an ex-
tension of the heuristic optimizations.

Note that basic and expert agents have abilities that exceed
those assumed in Section 2.

Table 1 presents a tabular summary of the results of run-
ning the system for each of the combinations of initial abil-
ity and type of coordinated procedures learned. For each of
these nine runs, the chart shows the number of ticks required
to solve the tenth problem-solving episode faced by the com-
munity. The data in the first column indicate that improving
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Built-in Type of Coordinated
Coordination Procedures Learned

Ability None Basic Improved
Minimal 846.3 747.2 623.5
Basic 789.2 743.5 640.6
Expert 687.4 641.5 594.1

Table 1: Comparison of the amount of community effort re-
quired for the tenth problem-solving episode.

the initial coordination ability of non-learning agents substan-
tially reduces the number of ticks. Scanning across each row
of Table 1 shows that, regardless of the initial coordination
ability of the agents, learning basic coordinated procedures
led to significant reductions in the number of ticks (with 99%
confidence). Improved coordinated procedures are always
significantly more effective than basic ones.

The second row of Table 1 warrants special attention. By
design, agents with basic initial coordination abilities have
access to the same goal-selection and planning knowledge as
agents can learn over time through basic coordinated proce-
dures. The fact that agents with basic abilities nonetheless
benefit from learning such procedures shows that these pieces
of knowledge are more useful as a unit, when retrieved from
the case base, than when accessed separately.

The benefits of learning coordinated procedures are imme-
diate. This is evinced by the learning curves, plotted with
their 99% confidence intervals, shown in Figure 5. A com-
parison of curves MN and EN, two runs when agents are not
learning coordinated procedures, points out that the impact of
augmenting the initial ability to solve coordination problems
does not diminish over time. A comparison of curves MI and
MN, two runs when agents have minimal initial abilities to
solve coordination problems, shows that the importance of
learning coordinated procedures grows over time. Most im-
portantly, comparing curves MI and EN reveals that learning
coordinated procedures is more effective than initial expertise
by the second problem-solving episode.
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Figure 6: Comparing planning effort.

Another significant advantage of learning coordinated pro-
cedures is in controlling the amount of planner search. Fig-
ure 6 depicts planning effort, as measured by the average
number of planning nodes expanded per call to the planner.
The disparity between curves MN and EN provides evidence
that initial expertise comes with a price — the increased
amount of planning information can lead to a large increase
in planner search. However, learning and acting from past
experience controls planner search so effectively that experts
who learn coordinated procedures (curve EI) expanded fewer
planning nodes than agents with minimal initial knowledge
who do not learn them (curve MN).2

Learning coordinated procedures leads to similar statisti-
cal improvement in the number of conversations, the number
of ticks spent conversing, the number of attempted actions,
and the number of successful actions. Furthermore, these re-
sults hold across a wide spectrum of possible goal-selection
strategies, cooperation strategies, and communication costs
[Garland, 2000].

Overall, the results clearly demonstrate that coordinated
procedures are an effective resource for agents to learn to bet-
ter coordinate their run-time activities. Learning coordinated
procedures benefits agents regardless of the initial ability to
solve coordination problems. There is leverage in storing and
retrieving plans based on the surface features of the environ-
ment, rather than having access to similar information that is
accessed at separate times. Finally, the techniques are very
effective in preventing increased planner search.

5 Related Research
Learning coordination knowledge in multi-agent systems has
been studied in frameworks with different assumptions than
those made in this paper, such as in homogeneous systems
[Sugawara and Lesser, 1998] and communication-free do-
mains [Haynes and Sen, 1998; Ho and Kamel, 1998]. In a
system with similar underpinnings, Prasad and Lesser [1999]
implement a learning system that extends the generalized par-
tial global planning [Decker and Lesser, 1992] architecture

2CPU time, another common measure of planning effort, is also
reduced significantly by learning coordinated procedures.
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by allowing the agents to choose a coordination mechanism
(from a commonly known set of choices) based upon the re-
sults of training runs. All agents make the same choice be-
cause agents communicate their local viewpoints to all other
agents to form a consistent global viewpoint and each agents
records the same training data. By contrast, in this paper,
each agent learns independently on the basis of their own ex-
periences. Also, the techniques are applicable in the absence
of built-in common knowledge and agents acquire procedures
in addition to compatible viewpoints about how to coordinate
activity.

In this work, procedural learning is based on run-time be-
havior, which differs from learning techniques based upon
the output of planning sessions [Carbonell, 1983; Veloso
and Carbonell, 1993; Laird et al., 1986; Kambhampati and
Hendler, 1992; Sugawara, 1995]. Reusing a plan derivation
will not produce a sequence of actions to better solve a sim-
ilar problem in the future if the derivation was deficient (due
to the agent’s incomplete knowledge). On the other hand,
execution traces encapsulate the history of both planned and
unplanned agent interactions with the domain. Consequently,
procedures are learned that were not developed in a single (or
multiple) planning histories. Thus, some coordinated proce-
dures stored in memory can represent unplanned successes.
Remembering examples of past successes differs from pre-
vious approaches to changing run-time behavior that have
emphasized learning from failures [Hammond, 1990; Haynes
and Sen, 1998].
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Abstract
This paper presents a new multi-unit auction pro-
tocol (IR protocol) that is robust against false-name
bids. Internet auctions have become an integral part
of Electronic Commerce and a promising field for
applying agent and Artificial Intelligence technolo-
gies. Although the Internet provides an excellent
infrastructure for executing auctions, the possibil-
ity of a new type of cheating called false-name bids
has been pointed out. A false-name bid is a bid
submitted under a fictitious name.
A protocol called LDS has been developed for com-
binatorial auctions of multiple different items and
has proven to be robust against false-name bids. Al-
though we can modify the LDS protocol to handle
multi-unit auctions, in which multiple units of an
identical item are auctioned, the protocol is compli-
cated and requires the auctioneer to carefully pre-
determine the combination of bundles to obtain a
high social surplus or revenue. For the auctioneer,
our newly developed IR protocol is easier to use
than the LDS, since the combination of bundles is
automatically determined in a flexible manner ac-
cording to the declared evaluation values of agents.
The evaluation results show that the IR protocol can
obtain a better social surplus than that obtained by
the LDS protocol.

1 Introduction
Internet auctions have become an especially popular part of
Electronic Commerce (EC). The Internet provides an ex-
cellent infrastructure for executing much cheaper auctions
with many more sellers and buyers from all over the world.
However, in [Sakurai et al., 1999], the authors pointed out
the possibility of a new type of cheating called false-name
bids, i.e., an agent may try to profit from submitting false
bids made under fictitious names, e.g., multiple e-mail ad-
dresses. Such a dishonest action is very difficult to detect
since identifying each participant on the Internet is virtu-
ally impossible. Compared with collusion [Rasmusen, 1994;
Varian, 1995], a false-name bid is easier to execute since it
can be done by someone acting alone, while a bidder has to
seek out and persuade other bidders to join in collusion.

Auctions can be classified into three types by the number of
items/units auctioned: (i) single item, single unit, (ii) single
item, multiple units, and (iii) multiple items. In [Sakurai et
al., 1999; Yokoo et al., 2000a], we analyzed the effects of
false-name bids on auction protocols. The obtained results
can be summarized as follows.

• For multi-unit auctions, where the demand of a partici-
pant can be multiple units, or for combinatorial auctions
of multiple items, the generalized Vickrey auction pro-
tocol (GVA) [Varian, 1995] is not robust against false-
name bids.

• There exists no auction protocol that simultaneously sat-
isfies incentive compatibility, Pareto efficiency, and indi-
vidual rationality for all cases in the above situations if
agents can submit false-name bids.

In this paper, we concentrate on private value auctions
[Mas-Colell et al., 1995]. In private value auctions, each
agent knows its own evaluation values of goods, which are
independent of the other agents’ evaluation values. We de-
fine an agent’s utility as the difference between the true eval-
uation value of the allocated goods and the payment for the
allocated goods. Such a utility is called a quasi-linear utility
[Mas-Colell et al., 1995]. These assumptions are commonly
used for making theoretical analyses tractable.

In a traditional definition [Mas-Colell et al., 1995], an auc-
tion protocol is (dominant strategy) incentive compatible, if
bidding the true private values of goods is the dominant strat-
egy for each agent, i.e., the optimal strategy regardless of the
actions of other agents. The revelation principle states that
in the design of an auction protocol we can restrict our atten-
tion to incentive compatible protocols without loss of gener-
ality [Mas-Colell et al., 1995; Yokoo et al., 2000a]. In other
words, if a certain property (e.g., Pareto efficiency) can be
achieved using some auction protocol in a dominant strategy
equilibrium, i.e., the combination of dominant strategies of
agents, the property can also be achieved using an incentive
compatible auction protocol.

In this paper, we extend the traditional definition of
incentive-compatibility so that it can address false-name bid
manipulations, i.e., we define that an auction protocol is
(dominant strategy) incentive compatible, if bidding the true
private values of goods by using the true identifier is the dom-
inant strategy for each agent. Also, we say that auction pro-
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tocols are robust against false-name bids if each agent cannot
obtain additional profit by submitting false-name bids. If such
robustness is not satisfied, the auction protocol lacks incentive
compatibility.

We say an auction protocol is Pareto efficient when the sum
of all participants’ utilities (including that of the auctioneer),
i.e., the social surplus, is maximized in a dominant strategy
equilibrium. In a more general setting, Pareto efficiency does
not necessarily mean maximizing the social surplus. In an
auction setting, however, agents can transfer money among
themselves, and the utility of each agent is quasi-linear; thus
the sum of the utilities is always maximized in a Pareto effi-
cient allocation.

An auction protocol is individually rational if no partici-
pant suffers any loss in a dominant strategy equilibrium, i.e.,
the payment never exceeds the evaluation value of the ob-
tained goods. In a private value auction, individual rationality
is indispensable; no agent wants to participate in an auction
where it might be charged more money than it is willing to
pay.

In this paper, we concentrate on multi-unit auctions, in
which multiple units of an identical item are sold. Multi-unit
auctions have practical importance and are widely executed
already in current Internet auction sites such as eBay, Yahoo!.
In current Internet auctions, a participant is assumed to want
only one unit of an item. By allowing a participant to bid
on multiple units, e.g., he/she needs two units of the item at
the same time, as in combinatorial auctions [Sandholm, 1999;
Fujishima et al., 1999; Lehmann et al., 1999], we can in-
crease both the utility of the participants and the revenue of
the seller.

The GVA protocol [Varian, 1995] is one instance of the
well-known Clarke mechanism [Mas-Colell et al., 1995]. It
satisfies incentive compatibility, Pareto efficiency, and indi-
vidual rationality in multi-unit auctions when there exists no
false-name bid; however, this protocol is not robust against
false-name bids [Sakurai et al., 1999].

If the marginal utility of a unit always decreases for all
agents, the GVA is robust against false-name bids [Sakurai et
al., 1999]. The marginal utility of an item means an increase
in the agent’s utility as a result of obtaining one additional
unit. If the number of units becomes very large, the marginal
utility of a unit tends to decrease. For example, if we already
have one million units of an item, the utility of having addi-
tional one unit would be close to zero. On the other hand,
if the number of units are relatively small, which is common
in many auction settings, we cannot assume that the marginal
utility of each agent always decreases. A typical example
where the marginal utility increases is an all-or-nothing case,
where an agent needs a certain number of units, otherwise the
good is useless (e.g., airplane tickets for a family trip).

In [Yokoo et al., 2000b], we developed a combinatorial
auction protocol called the Leveled Division Set (LDS) pro-
tocol. This protocol satisfies incentive compatibility and indi-
vidual rationality even if agents can submit false-name bids.
We can modify the LDS protocol so that it can handle multi-
unit auctions. As far as the authors know, this is the only
existing non-trivial multi-unit auction protocol that is robust
against false-name bids. However, this protocol is compli-

cated and requires the auctioneer to carefully pre-determine
the combination of bundles in order to obtain a high social
surplus or revenue.

In this paper, we develop a new multi-unit auction protocol
that satisfies incentive compatibility and individual rational-
ity. We call this protocol the Iterative Reducing (IR) pro-
tocol. In this protocol, the combination of bundles is auto-
matically determined in a flexible manner according to the
declared evaluation values of agents.

In the following, we first show how the LDS protocol can
be modified to handle multi-unit auctions. Then, we describe
the details of the IR protocol and prove that it satisfies in-
centive compatibility. Furthermore, we compare the obtained
social surplus of the IR protocol with that of the LDS proto-
col.

2 Leveled Division Set Protocol
We show how the LDS protocol can be modified for multi-
unit auctions. In the following, we define several terms and
notations. To help readability, we use two different types of
parentheses to represent sets: {} and [].

• A set of agents: {1, 2, . . ., N}
• The number of units of an item: M

• A declared evaluation value of agent i for j units of an
item: bi,j (which may or may not be true).

• An auctioneer determines a reservation (minimal) price
r for one unit of an item.

• A reservation price of a bundle of j units is r × j.

• A division D is defined as a set of bundles
{m1, m2, . . .}, where

∑
l ml ≤ M . For example, a di-

vision {8, 2}means that the auctioneer is going to sell a
bundle of 8 units and a bundle of 2 units.

Also, an auctioneer determines a leveled division set. Fig-
ure 1 shows examples of leveled division sets. Case 1 shows
one instance where there exist three units of an item, and
cases 2 and 3 show instances where there exist ten units of
an item. A leveled division set is defined as follows.

• Levels are defined as 1, 2, . . ., max level.

• For each level k, a division set SDk = [Dk1, Dk2, . . .]
is defined so that the sum of multiple bundles that ap-
pear in a division must appear in an earlier level. For
example, In case 2 of Figure 1, there is a division
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1} in level 3. Therefore, the sum of
the multiple bundles of this division, i.e., 2, 3, . . ., or 10,
appears in earlier levels.

To execute the LDS protocol, the auctioneer must pre-
define the leveled division set and the reservation price of
one unit r. Each agent i declares bi,j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ M .
The winners and payments are determined by calling the pro-
cedure LDS(1). LDS(k) is a recursive procedure defined as
follows.

Procedure LDS(k)
Step 1: If there exists only one agent i whose evaluation

value of a bundle of j units satisfies bi,j ≥ r × j,
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case 1 case 2 case 3
level 1 [ {3} ] [ {10} ] [ {10} ]
level 2 [ {2,1} ] [ {9}, {8,2}, {7,3},{6,4},{5,5} ] [ {9}, {8}, {7}, {6,4},{5,5} ]
level 3 [ {1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1} ] [ {3,3,3} ]
level 4 [ {2,2,2,2,2} ]
level 5 [ {1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1} ]

Figure 1: Example of Leveled Division Sets

and j is included in an element of SDk , then compare
the results obtained by the procedure GVA(k) and by
LDS(k + 1), and choose the one that gives the larger
utility for agent i.

Step 2: If there exist at least two agents i, i′ whose evalua-
tion values bi,j , bi′,j′ of bundles of j and j ′ units satisfy
bi,j ≥ r × j and bi′,j′ ≥ r× j′, and j, j′ are included in
elements of SDk , then apply the procedure GVA(k).

Step 3: Otherwise: call LDS(k + 1), or terminate if k =
max level.

Procedure GVA(k): For a division D = {m1, m2, . . .} and
one possible allocation of units G, we say G is allowed
under D if each bundle in D is allocated to different
agents in G. Also, we allow that some bundles are not
allocated to any agent. In that case, we assume that the
bundles are allocated to the auctioneer (denoted by 0),
whose evaluation value for a bundle of j units is equal
to r × j. The declared evaluation value of agent i for an
allocation G (represented as ei(G)) is defined as bi,j , if j
units are allocated to agent i in G, otherwise ei(G) = 0.
Choose an allocation G∗ such that it is allowed
under the divisions in SDk and it maximizes∑

x∈{0,1,...,N} ex(G). The payment of agent i (rep-
resented as pi) is calculated as

∑
x�=i ex(G∗

∼i) −∑
x�=i ex(G∗), where G∗

∼i is the allocation that is al-
lowed under the divisions in SDk and maximizes the
sum of all agents’ (including the auctioneer 0) evaluation
values except that of agent i. This procedure is basically
identical to the GVA.

Example 1 Let us assume there exist ten units of an item.
The evaluation values of agents are defined as follows.

1 2 3 > 3
agent 1 0 0 33 33
agent 2 0 0 32 32
agent 3 0 0 31 31
agent 4 14 14 14 14
agent 5 13 13 13 13
agent 6 12 12 12 12
agent 7 11 11 11 11
. . .
agent 13 11 11 11 11

In this case, the evaluation values of agent 1,2, and 3 are all-
or-nothing, i.e., they need three units at once. Other agents
need only one unit, and agents 7, 8, . . . , 13 have identical
evaluation values. Also, let us assume the reservation price

for one unit is 10 and the leveled division set is defined as
case 3 in Figure 1. Since there exists no evaluation value that
is larger than the reservation price in levels 1 and 2, units are
sold using the level 3 division. As a result, each of the agents
1,2, and 3 obtains a bundle of three units, and each pays the
reservation price 30.

The intuitive explanation that the LDS protocol is robust
against false-name bids is as follows. Let us assume that
an agent uses two identifiers, and obtains one unit by each
identifier in the level 5 of case 3. If this agent uses a single
identifier, it can obtain a bundle of two units in the level 4 by
paying the reservation price, which is the minimum price for
obtaining two units.

3 IR Protocol

3.1 Limitations of LDS Protocol

One limitation of the LDS protocol is that the auctioneer must
pre-define the possible combinations of bundles as a leveled
division set. To increase the social surplus or the revenue,
the auctioneer must choose an appropriate leveled division
set, but this task is not easy. Even if the auctioneer has some
knowledge of the distributions of agents’ evaluation values,
the auctioneer must solve a very complicated optimization
problem to find an appropriate leveled division set.

Also, in the LDS protocol, if there exists an evaluation
value that is larger than the reservation price for any single
bundle in the level, the auctioneer must sell units using the
current level. For example, in the situation of Example 1,
when the reservation price for a unit is 10 and the leveled di-
vision set of case 2 in Figure 1 is used, there exists an evalua-
tion value for a bundle of three units. Therefore, the auction-
eer must sell units using the divisions of level 2. In this case,
only three units can be sold, although there exist many par-
ticipants whose evaluation values for a single unit are larger
than the reservation price.

When there are many demands for smaller bundles, such as
for two or three units, using the leveled division set of case 2
in Figure 1 is inappropriate. If we use the leveled division
set of case 3, the result would be better, but we still must
pre-define the possible combinations of bundles and cannot
flexibly combine bundles according to demands.

3.2 Overview of IR Protocol

In our newly developed Iterative Reducing (IR) protocol, in-
stead of determining the possible divisions of units in ad-
vance, we determine the allocations of bundles sequentially
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from larger bundles. More specifically, as in the LDS proto-
col, we first check whether there exists an agent whose eval-
uation value for a bundle of M units is larger than the reser-
vation price r ×M . If not, we reduce the number of units in
a bundle one by one. When some bundles of k units are al-
located, and there exist enough remaining units, we allocate
smaller bundles.

3.3 Details of IR Protocol
The protocol is executed by calling the procedure
IR(M, M, {1, 2, . . ., N}), which is defined as follows.

Procedure IR (m, j, Participants)
Step 1: When j = 0, terminate the protocol.

Step 2: Set k to the largest integer where j × k ≤ m holds.
Set Candidates ← {i | i ∈ Participants, bi,j ≥ r × j},
n← |Candidates|.

Step 3: When n > k:

3.1: Set Winners to a set of agents i, where i ∈
Candidates and bi,j is within k-th highest evalua-
tion values in Candidates, and set p to the k + 1-th
highest evaluation value in Candidates (ties are bro-
ken randomly).

3.2: Each agent i ∈ Winners gets a bundle of j units,
and pays p. Terminate the protocol.

Step 4: When n = k:

4.1: Set Winners← Candidates, and p← r × j.
4.2: For each i ∈ Winners, compare its utility for ob-

taining a bundle of j units by paying p, and that for
the result of IR(m−j×(n−1), j−1, (Participants−
Winners) ∪ {i}), and choose the one that gives the
higher utility for agent i. Terminate the protocol.

Step 5: When n < k:

5.1: Set Winners← Candidates, and p← r × j.
5.2: For each i ∈ Winners, compare its utility for ob-

taining a bundle of j units by paying p, and that for
the result of IR(m−j×(n−1), j−1, (Participants−
Winners) ∪ {i}), and choose the one that gives the
higher utility for agent i.

5.3 Call IR(m− j × n, j − 1, Participants−Winners).
When the result of IR(m− j × (n−1), j −1, (Participants−
Winners) ∪ {i}) is used in Step 4.2 or Step 5.2, although
we calculate the allocated units and payment of agent i as if
agents other than Winners could obtain some units, we don’t
assign any units nor transfer money to agents except Winners.

3.4 Examples of Protocol Application
Example 2 Let us assume there are 12 units of an item,
and the reservation price of one unit is 10. The evalu-
ation values of agents are identical to Example 1. From
IR(12, 12, {1, 2, . . . , 13}) to IR(12, 4, {1, 2, . . ., 13}), n be-
comes 0 in Step 2. In IR(12, 3, {1, 2, . . . , 13}), the condition
of Step 5 holds. Each of the agents 1,2, and 3 obtains a bun-
dle of three units and pays the reservation price 30. Then,
IR(3, 2, {4, . . ., 13}) is called. In IR(3, 1, {4, . . . , 13}), the
condition of Step 3 holds, and each of the agents 4, 5, and 6
obtains one unit bundle and pays 11.

Example 3 Let us assume there are 12 units of an item and
the reservation price of one unit is 10. The evaluation values
of agents are defined as follows.

< 4 4 5 > 5
agent 1 0 0 52 52
agent 2 0 51 51 51
agent 3 0 48 48 48

In IR(12, 5, {1, 2,3}), the condition of Step 4 holds. Each
of the agents 1 and 2 obtains a bundle of five units at the
reservation price 50. However, in the procedure of Step 4.2,
agent 2 prefers the result of IR(7, 4, {2, 3}), i.e., obtaining
a bundle of four units at 48. Thus, this result is applied for
agent 2.

Example 4 The procedures in Steps 4.2 and 5.2, which com-
pare the results and choose the one that gives higher utility
for an agent, are necessary to guarantee incentive compati-
bility.

Let us assume we omit these procedures. Then, in the sit-
uation of Example 3, agent 2 obtains a bundle of five units
when it truthfully declares its evaluation values and its util-
ity is 51 − 50 = 1. When agent 2 understates its evalua-
tion values as 49 for a bundle of four and five units, then
agent 2 can obtain a bundle of four units and its utility be-
comes 51 − 48 = 3. Thus, for agent 2, declaring its true
evaluation value cannot be a dominant strategy without these
procedures.

Example 5 In Steps 3 and 4, even if there exist remaining
units, the protocol is terminated. This might seem wasteful,
but it is necessary to guarantee incentive compatibility. Let
us assume the protocol is continued as long as there exists
at least one remaining unit. In the situation of Example 3,
agent 3 cannot obtain any unit when it truthfully declares its
utility, thus its utility is 0. On the other hand, agent 3 can use
a false name agent 4 and changes its declarations as follows.

1 2 3 4 5 > 5
agent 1 0 0 0 0 52 52
agent 2 0 0 0 51 51 51
agent 3 0 24 24 24 53 53
agent 4 0 24 24 24 53 53

Then, in IR(12, 5, {1, 2,3, 4}), the condition of Step 3 holds,
and each of the agents 3 and 4 obtains a bundle of five units.
When the protocol is continued as long as there exists at least
one remaining unit, we must apply a similar comparison pro-
cedure in Step 3 as well as in Steps 4 and 5. Since these agents
prefer obtaining a bundle of two units, each agent obtains a
bundle of two units by paying the reservation price 20. In re-
ality, agent 3 obtains four units by paying 40 and its utility is
48− 40 = 8, thus using a false-name bid is profitable.

In the IR protocol, when a bundle of j units are sold, and
the number of remaining units is smaller than j, the protocol
will be terminated. Therefore, an agent cannot obtain a frac-
tion of units at a lower price nor gather a fraction of units by
using multiple identifiers.
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4 Proof of Incentive Compatibility
We are now going to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The IR protocol satisfies incentive compatibility.

To prove this theorem, we use the following lemmas.

Lemma 1 If an agent i uses two identifiers i ′ and i′′, and
obtains a bundle of x and y units under the identifiers i ′ and
i′′, respectively, then agent i can obtain z = x + y units at a
price that is less than (or equal to) the sum of the prices for x
and y by using a single identifier.

The proof is as follows. For the price of x units px and the
price of y units py , px ≥ r × x and py ≥ r × y hold. Since
agent i obtains x and y units, M ≥ z holds.

Now, let us consider the situation where agent i (or i′, i′′)
does not participate in the auction. When selling bundles of
z units, let us assume the condition of Step 3 or Step 4 holds.
In this case, when another agent participates, the agent cannot
obtain a bundle smaller than z. This is because the protocol is
terminated before or just after selling bundles of z units. This
contradicts the assumption that agent i′ obtains a bundle of x
units and i′′ obtains a bundle of y units. Thus, when bundles
of z units are sold, the condition of Step 5 must hold.

Now, let us assume that agent i participates and declares
its evaluation value for z units b i,z as r × z + ε, where ε
is a very small amount. Since without i’s participation, the
condition of Step 5 holds. By adding this declaration, the
condition of Step 4 or Step 5 holds. In either case, agent i
can obtain a bundle of z units with a payment of p = r × z,
which is smaller than (or equal to) px + py , i.e., the sum of
the payments when agent i uses multiple identifiers. ✷

Using a similar method of the proof of Lemma 1, we can
show that if an agent uses more than two identifiers, it can
obtain the same number of units with a smaller (or equal)
payment by using a single identifier.

So far, we have shown that an agent cannot increase its
utility by using false-name bids. Now, we are going to show
that truth-telling is the dominant strategy for each agent under
the assumption that the agent uses a single identifier.

Lemma 2 An agent cannot increase its utility by overstating
its evaluation value.

The proof is as follows. Assume that agent i’s true evaluation
value of j units is vi,j , and it overstates its evaluation value
as bi,j , where bi,j > vi,j . It is clear that if agent i cannot be
in Winners by declaring bi,j when selling bundles of j units,
overstating is useless. Furthermore, if agent i is in Winners
when it declares vi,j , since its payment is independent from
its declared evaluation value, overstating is useless.

The only possible case where overstating might be effec-
tive is when agent i declares vi,j , it is not in Winners, and
when it declares bi,j , it becomes a part of Winners. However,
in this case, the payment becomes larger than the true eval-
uation value vi,j . Therefore, to obtain a positive utility, the
procedures of Step 4.2 or Step 5.2 must be applied and agent i
obtains a bundle smaller than j. However, the situations con-
sidered in these procedures are identical to the situation when
agent i truthfully declares its utility as v i,j . Thus, overstating
is useless. ✷

Lemma 3 An agent cannot increase its utility by understat-
ing its evaluation value.

The proof is as follows. Assume that agent i’s true evaluation
value of j units is vi,j , and it understates its evaluation value
as bi,j , where bi,j < vi,j . It is clear that if agent i cannot
be in Winners when declaring vi,j , understating is useless.
Furthermore, if agent i is still in Winners when it declares b i,j ,
since its payment is independent from its declared evaluation
value, understating is useless.

The only possible case where understating might be effec-
tive is when agent i declares vi,j , it is in Winners, and when
it declares bi,j , it can be excluded from Winners. However,
in this case, if the condition of Step 3 holds when agent i
truthfully declares vi,j , by understating, either the condition
of Step 3 or Step 4 holds. In both cases, the protocol is termi-
nated and agent i cannot obtain any units. On the other hand,
let us assume the condition of Step 4 or 5 holds when agent i
truthfully declares vi,j . Then, the situation that occurs when
agent i declares bi,j is identical to the situation considered in
Step 4.2 or Step 5.2 when agent i truthfully declares vi,j . If
agent i prefers this result, the result is applied when agent i
truthfully declares vi,j . Thus, understating is useless. ✷

From these lemmas, we can derive Theorem 1.

5 Evaluations
In this section, we compare the obtained social surplus of the
IR protocol and that of the LDS protocol using a simulation.
We determine the evaluation values of agent i by the follow-
ing method. This method is based on the binomial distribu-
tion used in [Fujishima et al., 1999] for evaluating winner
determination algorithms in combinatorial auctions.

• Determine the size of a bundle j that agent i wants to
have by using a binomial distribution B(M, p), i.e., the
probability that the size of the bundle is j is given by
pj(1− p)M−jM !/(j!(M − j)!).

• Randomly choose vi,j , i.e., i’s evaluation value for the
bundle of j, from within the range of [0, j]. We assume
that the evaluation values of an agent are all-or-nothing,
i.e., the evaluation value for a bundle smaller than j is
0. Also, we set the evaluation value for a bundle larger
than j to vi,j , i.e., having additional units is useless.

We generated 100 problem instances by setting the number
of agents N = 10, the number of units M = 10, and p =
0.2. Figure 2 shows the average ratio of the obtained social
surplus to the Pareto efficient social surplus by varying the
reservation price. We show the results of the IR protocol and
those of the LDS protocol, in which the leveled division sets
are case 2 and case 3 in Figure 1. Since we set M = 10 and
p = 0.2, the size of a bundle is most likely to be 2, and 1
and 3 are also likely to exist. Thus, the leveled division set of
case 3 seems to be a reasonable choice.

If the GVA is used and agents cannot submit false-name
bids, then the obtained social surplus is Pareto efficient and
the ratio becomes 100%. On the other hand, when agents
can submit false-name bids, we cannot predict the obtained
result of the GVA, since declaring true evaluation values is
no longer a dominant strategy for each agent.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Social Surplus

As shown in Figure 2, by setting the reservation price to
an appropriate value, the social surplus of the IR protocol be-
comes about 70% of the Pareto efficient social surplus. On the
other hand, in the LDS protocol, the social surplus becomes
at most 53% of the Pareto efficient social surplus. In both
protocols, when the reservation price is small, one bundle of
M units is sold to a single agent. By increasing the reserva-
tion price, the units are divided among multiple agents. In
the IR protocol, the combination of bundles is determined
in a flexible manner, and by increasing the reservation price,
the protocol can select the combination of bundles that in-
creases the obtained social surplus. On the other hand, in the
LDS protocol, the possible combinations of bundles must be
pre-defined; thus the protocol cannot adjust to various prob-
lem instances. We have obtained very similar results for the
problem instances generated using different parameter set-
tings and different distributions of agents’ evaluation values.

If the auctioneer has some knowledge of the distributions
of agents’ evaluation values, optimizing the reservation price
for the IR protocol would be relatively easy compared with
optimizing both the reservation price and the leveled division
set for the LDS protocol. Of course, we cannot say that the
IR protocol always achieves a better social surplus than that
of the LDS. If agents require very large bundles, then the IR
protocol might end up selling only m + 1 units out of M =
2m units. In such a case, the LDS protocol with a carefully
designed leveled division set could beat the IR protocol.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a multi-unit auction protocol (IR
protocol) that is robust against false-name bids. Compared
with the LDS protocol, this protocol is easier for an auction-
eer to use, since he/she only needs to determine the reserva-

tion price of one unit, while he/she must pre-define possible
combinations of bundles as well as the reservation price in the
LDS protocol. We showed that the IR protocol can obtain a
much better social surplus than that obtained by the LDS pro-
tocol, since it can determine the combination of bundles in a
flexible manner according to the declared evaluation values of
agents. Our future works will include developing combinato-
rial and double auction protocols [Yokoo et al., 2001] that are
robust against false-name bids based on the IR protocol.
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Abstract

This paper presents a method for designing bun-
dles in a combinatorial auction protocol that is ro-
bust against false-name bids. Internet auctions have
become an integral part of Electronic Commerce
and a promising field for applying AI technologies.
However, the possibility of a new type of cheating
called a false-name bid, i.e., a bid submitted under
a fictitious name, has been pointed out.
A protocol called Leveled Division Set (LDS) pro-
tocol that is robust against false-name bids has been
developed. However, this protocol requires the auc-
tioneer to define a leveled division set. A leveled
division set is a series of division sets, where a di-
vision set is a set of divisions and a division is a
combination of bundles of goods. We need to solve
a very complicated optimization problem to con-
struct a leveled division set in order to obtain a good
social surplus.
We have developed a heuristic method for over-
coming this problem. In this method, we first find
a good division with a winner determination algo-
rithm, and then construct a leveled division set by
using this division as a seed. Through a simulation,
we show that our method can obtain a social surplus
that is very close to optimal.

1 Introduction
Internet auctions have become an especially popular part of
Electronic Commerce (EC). Various theoretical and prac-
tical studies on Internet auctions have already been con-
ducted [Monderer and Tennenholtz, 1998; Wurman et al.,
1998]. Among these studies, those on combinatorial auc-
tions have lately attracted considerable attention [Fujishima
et al., 1999; Leyton-Brown et al., 2000; Klemperer, 1999;
Sandholm, 1999; Lehmann et al., 1999]. Although conven-
tional auctions sell a single item at a time, combinatorial auc-
tions sell multiple items with interdependent values simul-
taneously and allow the bidders to bid on any combination
of items. In a combinatorial auction, a bidder can express
complementary/substitutional preferences over multiple bids.
By taking into account complementary/substitutional prefer-

ences, we can increase the participants’ utilities and the rev-
enue of the seller.

However, in [Sakurai et al., 1999], the authors pointed out
the possibility of a new type of cheating called false-name
bids, i.e., an agent may try to profit from submitting false
bids made under fictitious names, e.g., multiple e-mail ad-
dresses. Such a dishonest action is very difficult to detect
since identifying each participant on the Internet is virtu-
ally impossible. Compared with collusion [Rasmusen, 1994;
Klemperer, 1999], a false-name bid is easier to execute since
it can be done by someone acting alone, while a bidder has to
seek out and persuade other bidders to join in collusion.

The results reported in [Sakurai et al., 1999; Yokoo et al.,
2000a] can be summarized as follows.

• The generalized Vickrey auction protocol (GVA) [Var-
ian, 1995] is not robust against false-name bids in com-
binatorial auctions.

• There exists no combinatorial auction protocol that si-
multaneously satisfies incentive compatibility, Pareto ef-
ficiency, and individual rationality for all cases if agents
can submit false-name bids.

In this paper, we concentrate on private value auctions
[Mas-Colell et al., 1995]. In private value auctions, each
agent knows its own evaluation values of goods, which are
independent of the other agents’ evaluation values. We de-
fine an agent’s utility as the difference between the true eval-
uation value of the allocated goods and the payment for the
allocated goods. Such a utility is called a quasi-linear utility
[Mas-Colell et al., 1995]. These assumptions are commonly
used for making theoretical analyses tractable.

In a traditional definition [Mas-Colell et al., 1995], an auc-
tion protocol is (dominant strategy) incentive compatible, if
bidding the true private values of goods is the dominant strat-
egy for each agent, i.e., the optimal strategy regardless of the
actions of other agents. The revelation principle states that
in the design of an auction protocol we can restrict our atten-
tion to incentive compatible protocols without loss of gener-
ality [Mas-Colell et al., 1995; Yokoo et al., 2000a]. In other
words, if a certain property (e.g., Pareto efficiency) can be
achieved using some auction protocol in a dominant strategy
equilibrium, i.e., the combination of dominant strategies of
agents, the property can also be achieved using an incentive
compatible auction protocol.
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In this paper, we extend the traditional definition of
incentive-compatibility so that it can address false-name bid
manipulations, i.e., we define that an auction protocol is
(dominant strategy) incentive compatible, if bidding the true
private values of goods by using the true identifier is the dom-
inant strategy for each agent. Also, we say that auction pro-
tocols are robust against false-name bids if each agent cannot
obtain additional profit by submitting false-name bids. If such
robustness is not satisfied, the auction protocol lacks incentive
compatibility.

We say an auction protocol is Pareto efficient when the sum
of all participants’ utilities (including that of the auctioneer),
i.e., the social surplus, is maximized in a dominant strategy
equilibrium. In a more general setting, Pareto efficiency does
not necessarily mean maximizing the social surplus. In an
auction setting, however, agents can transfer money among
themselves, and the utility of each agent is quasi-linear; thus
the sum of the utilities is always maximized in a Pareto effi-
cient allocation.

An auction protocol is individually rational if no partici-
pant suffers any loss in a dominant strategy equilibrium, i.e.,
the payment never exceeds the evaluation value of the ob-
tained goods. In a private value auction, individual rationality
is indispensable, i.e., no agent wants to participate in an auc-
tion where it might be charged more money than it is willing
to pay.

The GVA protocol [Varian, 1995] is one instance of the
well-known Clarke mechanism [Mas-Colell et al., 1995]. It
satisfies incentive compatibility, Pareto efficiency, and indi-
vidual rationality in combinatorial auctions when there exists
no false-name bid; however, this protocol is not robust against
false-name bids [Sakurai et al., 1999].

In [Yokoo et al., 2000b], we developed a combinatorial
auction protocol called the Leveled Division Set (LDS) pro-
tocol. This protocol satisfies incentive compatibility and indi-
vidual rationality even if agents can submit false-name bids.
This protocol does not satisfy Pareto efficiency, but it can
achieve a better social surplus than that obtained by a trivial
protocol that always sells goods in one bundle.

However, the LDS protocol requires the auctioneer to de-
sign a leveled division set, which is a series of division sets.
A division set is a set of divisions and a division is a combi-
nation of bundles of goods. The auctioneer sells goods using
these bundles. The obtained social surplus or the revenue of
the auctioneer can vary significantly depending on the selec-
tion of the leveled division set. Although we presented the
conditions that the leveled division set must satisfy to guar-
antee incentive compatibility [Yokoo et al., 2000b], how to
construct a leveled division set that could obtain a good so-
cial surplus is still an open question.

We need to solve a very complicated optimization prob-
lem in order to construct a leveled division set in such a way
that a good social surplus can be obtained. This problem is
much more complicated than winner determination problems
[Fujishima et al., 1999; Sandholm, 1999]. In a winner deter-
mination problem, given a set of bids, we try to find a com-
bination of bids that maximizes the sum of the values of the
bids. On the other hand, to construct a leveled division set,
we need some model of the possible bids, e.g., a probabil-

ity distribution of the values of the bids. We try to maximize
the expected social surplus based on such a model. Also, a
leveled division set is a series of division sets, where each
division is a combination of bundles. Finding an optimal so-
lution for this problem becomes infeasible when the number
of goods is large.

In this paper, we develop a heuristic method to construct a
good leveled division set. This method uses a winner deter-
mination algorithm as a building block, i.e., this method first
finds a good division using a winner determination algorithm,
and then constructs a leveled division set using this division
as a seed.

In the following, we first describe the LDS protocol. Then,
we show the method for constructing a good leveled division
set. Finally, we show evaluation results through a simulation.

2 LDS Protocol
In the following, we define several terms and notations. To
help readability, we use three different types of parentheses
to represent sets: (), {}, and [].

• A set of agents N = {1, 2, . . ., n}
• A set of all auctioned goods M = (1, 2, . . . ,m)
• A division, which is a set of bundles, D = {S ⊆ M |
S ∩ S′ = ∅ for every S, S′ ∈ D}1

• For each good j, the reservation price rj is defined.

• For a bundle S, we define R(S) as
∑

j∈S rj .

A leveled division set is defined as follows:

• Levels are defined as 1, 2, . . .,max level.

• For each level i, a division set SDi = [Di1, Di2, . . .] is
defined.

A leveled division set must satisfy the following three condi-
tions.

• SD1 = [{M}] — the division set of level 1 contains
only one division, which consists of a bundle of all
goods.

• For each level and its division set, a union of multiple
bundles in a division is always included in a division of
a smaller level, i.e., ∀i ≥ 2, ∀Dik ∈ SDi , ∀D′ ⊆ Dik ,
where |D′| ≥ 2, Su =

⋃
S∈D′ S, there exists a level

j < i, with a division set SDj , where Djl ∈ SDj and
Su ∈ Djl.

• For each level and its division set, each bundle in a divi-
sion is not included in a division of a different level 2, i.e.,
∀i, ∀Dik ∈ SDi, ∀S ∈ Dik, ∀j �= i, ∀Djl ∈ SDj , S �∈
Djl.

Figure 1 shows examples of leveled division sets. Case 1
shows one instance where there are two goods (A and B), and
case 2 and case 3 show instances where there are three and
four goods, respectively.

1Note that we don’t require that
⋃

S∈D
S = M holds, i.e., satis-

fying
⋃

S∈D
S ⊆ M is sufficient.

2This condition is not contradictory to the second condition,
since the second condition involves the union of multiple bundles.
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case 1 case 2 case 3
level 1 [ {(A,B)} ] [ {(A,B,C)} ] [ {(A,B,C,D)} ]
level 2 [ {(A),(B)} ] [ {(A,B)}, {(B,C)}, {(A,C)} ] [ {(A,B,C)}, {(B,C,D)}, {(A,D)} ]
level 3 [ {(A),(B),(C)} ] [ {(A),(D),(B,C)} ]

Figure 1: Example of Leveled Division Sets

To execute the LDS protocol, the auctioneer must pre-
define the leveled division set and the reservation prices of
goods. Each agent x declares its evaluation value B(x, S) for
each bundle S, which may or may not be true. We show a de-
tailed description of the LDS protocol in the appendix. The
outline of the protocol is as follows. The LDS protocol first
tries to sell goods using the division in level 1, i.e., if there
exists an evaluation value that is larger than R(M ), the goods
are sold in one bundle. Otherwise, the protocol tries to sell
goods using level 2 divisions, and so on. We say that the ap-
plied level of the LDS protocol is i if the goods are sold using
a division in level i.

An intuitive explanation of why the LDS protocol satis-
fies incentive compatibility is as follows. Let us assume that
agent x uses two false names x′ and x′′ to obtain bundles
Sx′ and Sx′′ , respectively, at level i. Now, let us assume that
agent x declares the evaluation value R(S) for the bundle
S = Sx′ ∪ Sx′′ by using a single identifier. From the con-
dition of a leveled division set, there exists a level j < i,
where S ∈ Djl, Djl ∈ SDj holds. In this case, the condition
in Step 1 of LDS(j) is satisfied, i.e., only agent x declares
evaluation values that are larger than or equal to the sum of
reservation prices. Thus, agent x can obtain S by paying the
minimal price R(S). Therefore, by using a single identifier,
the payment of agent x becomes smaller than (or equal to) the
payment when agent x uses two false names.

3 Constructing Leveled Division Set

3.1 Basic Concepts

We assume that the auctioneer knows the probability distribu-
tion of the possible evaluation values of participants. The goal
is to find a leveled division set and the reservation prices of
goods so that the expected social surplus can be maximized.

For the number of goods m, the number of possible bun-
dles of goods is 2m. A division is a set of bundles and a
leveled division set is a series of division sets. Clearly, enu-
merating all possible leveled division sets and finding the op-
timal one becomes infeasible when the number of goods is
large. Even if we use a best-first search algorithm such as
A*, it is difficult to find an optimal leveled division without a
very accurate function that estimates the expected social sur-
plus for a partially defined leveled division set. Furthermore,
we need to optimize the reservation prices of goods as well as
the leveled division set.

In this paper, we make the following assumptions to attack
this problem by a heuristic method.

• As in winner determination problems [Fujishima et al.,
1999; Sandholm, 1999], the number of bundles that par-
ticipants actually need is relatively small compared with

the number of all possible bundles 2m (sparseness of
bids).

• The auctioneer knows the probability distributions of the
highest evaluation values of these bundles3. Also, these
probabilities are mutually independent.

With these assumptions, we can find a candidate for a division
that can obtain a good social surplus using a winner determi-
nation algorithm [Fujishima et al., 1999; Sandholm, 1999].
More specifically, instead of the actual value of a bid for each
bundle, we use the expected value of the highest evaluation
value for each bundle to solve the winner determination prob-
lem and obtain a division (we call this division goal division).
If we can sell goods using this goal division, the obtained so-
cial surplus would be relatively good on average.

However, to sell goods using this goal division, we need
to include additional divisions in earlier levels to satisfy the
conditions of the leveled division set described in the previous
section. Therefore, we put the goal division at level 3, and
put additional divisions at level 2. By setting the reservation
price of each good in an appropriate range, we can expect that
goods will not be sold at level 1 or level 2, and we can sell
goods using the goal division.

For example, let us assume that there are five goods
A,B,C,D and E. Also, let us assume that by running a win-
ner determination algorithm using the average value of each
bundle, we obtain a goal division {(A), (B), (C), (D,E)}.
Then, we set level 3 of the leveled division set as
[{(A), (B), (C), (D,E)}].

To satisfy the conditions of the leveled division set, we
must put all unions of multiple bundles in this goal divi-
sion at level 1 or level 2. There are four bundles in this
goal division, so we must create unions of two bundles and
three bundles and put them in the divisions at level 2. If
two newly created bundles, each of which is a union of two
bundles, do not have any goods in common, we can con-
struct a division using these bundles. For example, we can
put divisions {(A,B), (C,D,E)},{(A,C), (B,D,E)} and
{(A,D,E), (B,C)} in level 2. Then, all unions of two
bundles appear in level 2. For a bundle that is a union of
three bundles, we create a division that consists of only this
bundle, and add them to level 2, e.g., we add {(A,B,C)},
{(A,B,D,E)},{(A,C,D,E)}, and {(B,C,D,E)}.

Also, we can add a new goal division in level 3, as
long as the division does not contain a bundle that ap-
pears in level 2. For example, we can add a division

3If we assume that the auctioneer has knowledge of the proba-
bility distributions of the evaluation values of agents, the probability
distributions of the highest evaluation values can be calculated based
on this knowledge. Since the LDS protocol is incentive compatible,
we can assume that agents truthfully bid their true evaluation values.
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{(A), (B), (C,D), (E)}, since it does not contain any bun-
dles in level 2. To add this division in level 3, we must add
divisions {(A,B,C,D)},{(A,B,E)},{(A,C,D), (B,E)},
and {(A,E), (B,C,D)} in level 2.

It must be noted that even if the above assumptions do not
hold, i.e., there might be unexpected bids or bids might be
correlated, the LDS protocol using the leveled division set
obtained by this method satisfies incentive compatibility (and
the robustness against false-name bids). The violations of the
above assumptions might degrade the obtained social surplus,
but the protocol satisfies incentive compatibility as long as the
required conditions of the leveled division set are satisfied.

3.2 Details of Method for Constructing Leveled
Division Set

We show the details of the method for constructing a leveled
division set. Let us represent the set of bundles that partic-
ipants actually need as BS. For each bundle S ∈ BS, we
assume that the auctioneer knows the probability distribution
of the the highest evaluation value Bmax(S). Let us repre-
sent the expected value of Bmax(S) as E(Bmax(S)). To help
readability, for a division D = {S1, S2, . . .}, we represent a
set of unions of k elements of D as U (D, k).

We execute the following procedure. In the initial state, the
level 1 division set SD1 is [{M}], and the level 2 and level 3
division sets SD2 and SD3 are empty sets [].
Step 1: Find a goal division D that maximizes∑

S∈D E(Bmax(S)) using a winner determination
algorithm4. Add D to SD3 . We exclude a division
that is already an element of SD3. Also, we exclude a
division D where any element of U (D, k) for all k ≥ 2
is also an element of BS. This is because we need to
put each element of U (D, k) at level 2. Therefore, if
any element is also a member of BS, there might be
a relatively high evaluation value for this element and
we would need to sell goods using the level 2 division.
Also, we exclude a division D that contains a bundle
that is already included in level 2. This is because we
cannot put such D at level 3 by the conditions of the
leveled division set.

Step 2: For all D′ = {S′}, where t = |D|, S′ ∈ U (D, t−1),
we add D′ to SD2 . Furthermore, for all D′′ = {S1, S2},
where S1 ∈ U (D,u), S2 ∈ U (D, t − u), u ≥ 2 and
S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, we add D′′ to SD2 .

Step 3: When adding another goal division, go to Step 1,
otherwise, terminate the procedure.

The appropriate number of goal divisions in level 3 varies
depending on the problem setting. In the problem settings
used in the next section, we found that improvement of the
obtained social surplus was saturated after adding about 20
goal divisions.

For solving a winner determination problem, we don’t have
to find the optimal solution. Since we use the expected value
instead of the actual value, we cannot say that the optimal

4For simplicity, we assume |D| ≥ 3 and
⋃

S∈D
S = M hold. If

D is a set of two bundles, we can put D into SD2. Also, if some
goods are not included in D, we must add these goods to D.

solution for the winner determination problem always gives
the best goal division. Therefore, using an approximate algo-
rithm (such as [Sakurai et al., 2000]) would be sufficient.

4 Evaluations
In this section, we show simulation results that demonstrate
the quality of the obtained leveled division set using our
heuristic method. We determine a bundle S that participants
actually need and the probability distribution of the highest
evaluation value Bmax(S) by the following method.

• For each bundle S, we determine the number of goods
inS (represented as |S|) by using a binomial distribution
B(p,m), i.e., the probability that the number of goods is
j is given by pj(1 − p)m−jm!/(j!(m − j)!) [Fujishima
et al., 1999]. Next, we randomly choose |S| goods in-
cluded in S. Also, we choose E(Bmax(S)) randomly
from within the range of [(1−ε)|S|, (1+ε)|S|]. Then, we
set the distribution of Bmax(Sk) as a uniform distribu-
tion [(1− q)E(Bmax(S)), (1 + q)E(Bmax(S))], where
0 ≤ q ≤ 1.

If q is very small, the auctioneer has very good knowledge
of the highest evaluation value of S. If q is relatively large
compared with ε, the auctioneer has little knowledge of the
possible highest evaluation value of S, and the probability
that the goal division can actually achieve a Pareto efficient
social surplus becomes low.

Figure 2 (a) shows the average ratio of the obtained social
surplus to the Pareto efficient social surplus by varying the
reservation price5. In Figure 2, we set m = 10, the number
of bundles |BS| = 200, p = 0.2, ε = 0.1, and q = 0.1. Each
data point is the average of 100 problem instances, in which
the evaluation values of bundles are generated based on the
probability distribution determined by the above method. In
Figure 2 (a), we plot the results where we put only one goal
division (LDS:1), 5 goal divisions (LDS:5), and 20 goal divi-
sions (LDS:20). Also, Figure 2 (b) shows the trends of how
the applied levels change according to the reservation price
in LDS:20. More specifically, for each value of the reserva-
tion price, we show the cumulative frequency of three levels
in which the goods are sold,

As shown in Figure 2 (b), when the reservation price is low,
the applied level is 1, i.e., the LDS protocol sells goods using
the level 1 division, which means that the protocol always sell
goods in one bundle to a single agent. When the reservation
price is around 0.7, the applied level becomes 2. Also, the
social surplus drops when the reservation price is around 0.9.
This is because only one bundle in a level 2 division (which
consists of two bundles) is sold in some problem instances.

If we set the reservation price in an appropriate range (in
this case, around 1.0), the applied level becomes 3 and the
protocol can sell goods using the goal divisions; thus the ob-
tained social surplus becomes very good (more than 90% of
the optimal) even if we put only one division at level 3. By

5We use an identical reservation price for all goods since in cur-
rent problem settings, the evaluation values of goods are basically
similar. If the evaluation values of goods can be very different, we
need to set different reservation prices for different goods.
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(a) Obtained Social Surplus

(b) Applied Levels (LDS:20)

Figure 2: Evaluation Results (m=10, q=0.1)

putting 20 goal divisions at level 3, the obtained social sur-
plus becomes very close to the optimal. We found the im-
provement of the obtained social surplus becomes saturated
after adding 20 goal divisions.

In Figure 3, we show the results of LDS:20, where we set
q = 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25. As expected, when q becomes rel-
atively large compared with ε = 0.1, the probability that the
goal division can actually obtain a Pareto efficient social sur-
plus becomes very low and the obtained social surplus of the
LDS protocol becomes low. However, even when q = 0.2,
the LDS protocol can obtain a social surplus that is around
82% of the optimal.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained when the number of
goods becomes large, i.e., we set m = 200, |BS| = 1000,
p = 0.2, ε = 0.2, and q = 0.3. Each data point is the av-
erage of 50 problem instances. We can see that even though

Figure 3: Obtained Social Surplus (m=10, q=0.15, 0.2, 0.25)

Figure 4: Obtained Social Surplus (m=200, q=0.3)

q is relatively large, the obtained social surplus is very close
to the optimal. In this case, the sizes of bundles in the goal
division tend to be large, e.g., a bundle of 40 goods. There-
fore, the possibility that goods are sold by level 2 divisions,
which contain very large bundles (e.g., 80 goods), becomes
very small. Thus, we can easily set the reservation price so
that the applied level becomes 3.

Figure 5 shows the results obtained when adding some
noise to problem instances. More specifically, we add sev-
eral unexpected bids, i.e., the bids submitted by agents whose
evaluation values do not correspond to the model the auction-
eer has. A noise bid is generated using basically the same
method for generating original bids. In Figure 5, the x-axis
shows the number of additional noise bids. The parameter
settings are identical to those of Figure 4, and we show the
results of LDS:20, where the reservation price is 1. We can
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Figure 5: Effect of Adding Noise

see that our method is very robust against additional noise
bids. Even if we add 1000 noise bids, which is equal to |BS|,
the obtained social surplus is around 92% of the optimal.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a heuristic method for construct-
ing a good division set that can be used in the LDS pro-
tocol. This method uses a winner determination algorithm
to find a good division, and then constructs a leveled divi-
sion set by using this division as a seed. Evaluation results
showed that the LDS protocol using the leveled division set
constructed by our method can obtain a social surplus that
is very close to optimal when the auctioneer has reasonably
good knowledge of the highest evaluation values of agents.
Furthermore, the protocol can still obtain a good social sur-
plus when the knowledge of the auctioneer is relatively poor.
Our future works include evaluating this method in more re-
alistic problem settings based on real application problems
such as [Leyton-Brown et al., 2000], and extending a double
auction protocol that is robust against false-name bids [Yokoo
et al., 2001] so that it can handle multiple items.
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Appendix: Details of LDS Protocol
For a division D = {S1, S2, . . .} and one possible allocation
of goods G, we say G is allowed under D if each bundle
in D is allocated to different agents in G. Also, we allow
that some bundle is not allocated to any agent. In that case,
we assume that the bundle is allocated to a dummy agent d,
whose evaluation value of the bundle S is equal to R(S). For
each level i and its division set SDi = [Di1, Di2, . . .], we
represent a union of all allowed allocations for each element
of SDi as SGi . The declared evaluation value of agent x for
an allocation G (represented as vx(G)) is defined as B(x, S)
if S is allocated to agent x in G, otherwise vx(G) = 0. Also,
we define the evaluation value of a dummy agent d for an
allocation G as the sum of the reservation prices of goods
that are not allocated to real agents in G.

The winners and payments are determined by calling the
procedure LDS(1). LDS(i) is a recursive procedure defined
as follows. Note that the procedures in GVA(i) are equivalent
to those in the GVA [Varian, 1995], except that the possible
allocations are restricted to SGi.

Procedure LDS(i)
Step 1: If there exists only one agent x ∈ N whose eval-

uation values satisfy the following condition: ∃D ik ∈
SDi, ∃Sx ∈ Dik, where B(x, Sx) ≥ R(Sx),
then compare the results obtained by the procedure
GVA(i) and LDS(i + 1), and choose the one that gives
the larger utility for agent x. If the condition of Step 1
is also satisfied for LDS(i + 1), then also compare with
the results of GVA(i + 1) and LDS(i + 2), and so on.
When choosing the result of LDS(i+1), we don’t assign
any good, nor transfer money, to agents other than x, al-
though the assigned goods for agent x and its payment
are calculated as if goods were allocated to the other
agents.

Step 2: If there exist at least two agents x1, x2 ∈ N, x1 �= x2

whose evaluation values satisfy the following condition:
∃Dik ∈ SDi, ∃Dil ∈ SDi, ∃Sx1 ∈ Dik, ∃Sx2 ∈ Dil,
where B(x1, Sx1) ≥ R(Sx1), B(x2, Sx2) ≥ R(Sx2 ),
then apply the procedure GVA(i).

Step 3: Otherwise: call LDS(i + 1), or terminate if i =
max level.

Procedure GVA(i): Choose an allocation G∗ ∈ SGi

such that it maximizes
∑

y∈N∪{d} vy(G). The pay-
ment of agent x (represented as px) is calculated as∑

y �=x vy(G∗∼x) − ∑
y �=x vy(G∗), where G∗∼x ∈ SGi

is the allocation that maximizes the sum of all agents’
(including the dummy agent d) evaluation values except
that of agent x.
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Abstract
Combinatorial auctions where bidders can bid
on bundles of items can lead to more econom-
ical allocations, but determining the winners is
NP-complete and inapproximable. We present
CABOB, a sophisticated search algorithm for
the problem. It uses decomposition techniques,
upper and lower bounding (also across compo-
nents), elaborate and dynamically chosen bid or-
dering heuristics, and a host of structural obser-
vations. Experiments against CPLEX 7.0 show
that CABOB is usually faster, never drastically
slower, and in many cases drastically faster. We
also uncover interesting aspects of the problem it-
self. First, the problems with short bids that were
hard for the first-generation of specialized algo-
rithms are easy. Second, almost all of the CATS
distributions are easy, and become easier with more
bids. Third, we test a number of random restart
strategies, and show that they do not help on this
problem because the run-time distribution does not
have a heavy tail (at least not for CABOB).

1 Introduction
Auctions are important mechanisms for resource and task

allocation in multiagent systems. In many auctions, a bidder’s
valuation for a combination of distinguishable items is not
the sum of the individual items’ valuations—it can be more
or less.Combinatorial auctions (CAs)where bidders can bid
on bundles of items allow bidders to expresscomplementarity
(and, with a rich enough bidding language, alsosubstitutabil-
ity among the items[Sandholm, 1999; Fujishimaet al., 1999;
Sandholm, 2000; Nisan, 2000]). This expressiveness can lead
to more economical allocations of the items because bidders
do not get stuck with partial bundles of low value. This
has been demonstrated, for example, in airport landing slot
allocation[Rassentiet al., 1982], and in transportation ex-
changes[Sandholm, 1993].

However, determining the winners in a combinatorial auc-
tions is computationally complex. There has recently been a
surge of research into addressing that[Rothkopfet al., 1998;
Sandholm, 1999; Fujishimaet al., 1999; Lehmannet al.,
1999; Sandholm and Suri, 2000; Anderssonet al., 2000;
Hoos and Boutilier, 2000; de Vries and Vohra, 2000]. In this

�This work was funded by, and conducted at, CombineNet, Inc.

paper we present a fast optimal search algorithm for the prob-
lem. Section 2 defines the problem. Our algorithm is pre-
sented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses bid ordering heuris-
tics. Experimental results are presented in Sections 5–7. Ran-
dom restart strategies are discussed in Section 8. Section 9
presents conclusions and future research directions.

2 The Winner Determination Problem
In this section we define the winner determination problem.

Definition 1 The auctioneer has a set of items,M =
f1; 2; : : : ;mg, to sell, and the buyers submit a set of bids,
B = fB1; B2; : : : ; Bng. A bid is a tupleBj = hSj ; pji,
whereSj � M is a set of items andpj � 0 is a price. The
binary combinatorial auction winner determination problem
is to label the bids as winning or losing so as to maximize the
auctioneer’s revenue under the constraint that each item can
be allocated to at most one bidder:

max

nX

j=1

pjxj s.t.
X

jji2Sj

xj � 1; i 2 f1::mg

xj 2 f0; 1g

This isNP-complete[Rothkopfet al., 1998], and it cannot
even be approximated to a ratio ofn1�� in polynomial time
(unlessP = NP) [Sandholm, 1999].

If bids could be accepted partially, the problem would be-
come a linear program (LP) which can be solved in polyno-
mial time. Here we present the LP-formulation and its dual
because we will use them in several ways in our algorithm.

LP

max

nX

j=1

pjxj

X

jji2Sj

xj � 1; i 2 f1::mg

xj 2 <

DUAL

min

mX

i=1

yi

X

i2Sj

yi � pj ; j 2 f1::ng

yi 2 <

In this continuous setting, theshadow priceyi gives the
price for each individual itemi.1 In the binary case individual
items cannot generally be given prices, but eachyi value from
DUAL gives an upper bound on the price of itemi.

1If there are some items that are not included in any bids, we have to
add to the DUAL the constraintyi � 0 for those items. Alternatively (and
preferably), such items can simply be removed as a preprocessing step.
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3 Description of the Algorithm
Our algorithm,CABOB (Combinatorial Auction Branch

On Bids), is a tree search algorithm that branches on bids.
The high-level idea of branching on bids was already pro-
posed by[Sandholm and Suri, 2000] in the BOB algorithm.
However, BOB was not implemented. CABOB incorporates
many of the techniques proposed in BOB and a host of addi-
tional ones. All of them have been implemented.

The skeleton of CABOB is a depth-first branch-and-bound
tree search that branches on bids. The value of the best solu-
tion found so far is a global variable~f�. Initially, ~f� = 0.

A data structure called thebid graph is maintained. We
denote it byG. The nodes of the graph correspond to bids that
are still available to be appended to the search path, i.e., bids
that do not include any items that have already been allocated.
Two vertices inG share an edge whenever the corresponding
bids share items.2 As vertices are removed fromG when
going down a search path, the edges that they are connected
to are also removed. As vertices are re-inserted intoG when
backtracking, the edges are also reinserted.

The following pseudocode of CABOB makes calls to sev-
eral special cases which will be introduced later. For readabil-
ity, we omit how the solution (set of winning bids) is updated
in conjunction with every update of~f�.

As will be discussed later, we use a technique for pruning
across independent subproblems (components ofG). To sup-
port this, we use a parameter,MIN , to denote the minimum
revenue that the call to CABOB must return (not including the
revenue from the path so far or from neighbor components)
to be competitive with the best solution found so far. The rev-
enue from the bids that are winning on the search path so far
is calledg. It includes the lower bounds (or actual values) of
neighbor components of each search node on the path so far.

The search is invoked by callingCABOB(G; 0; 0).

Algorithm 3.1 CABOB(G; g;MIN)

1. Apply special cases COMPLETE and NOEDGES
2. Run DFS onG; let c be number of components found,

and letG1; G2; :::; Gc be thec independent bid graphs
3. Calculate an upper boundUi for each componenti
4. If
Pc

i=1 Ui �MIN , then return0
5. Apply special case INTEGER
6. Calculate a lower boundLi for each componenti

7. � g +
Pc

i=1 Li �
~f�

8. If � > 0, then
~f�  ~f� +�

MIN  MIN +�

9. If c > 1 then goto (11)
10. Choose next bidBk to branch on (use articulating bids

first if any)
10.a.G G� fBkg

2SinceG can be constructed incrementally as bids are submitted, its con-
struction does not add to winner determination time after the auction closes.
Therefore, in the experiments, the time to constructG is not included (in al-
most all cases it was negligible anyway, but for instances with very long bids
it sometimes took almost as much time as the search).

10.b. For allBj s.t.Bj 6= Bk andSj \ Sk 6= ;,
G G� fBjg

10.c. ~f�old  
~f�

10.d.fin  CABOB(G; g + pk;MIN � pk)

10.e.MIN  MIN + ( ~f� � ~f�old)

10.f. For allBj s.t.Bj 6= Bk andSj \ Sk 6= ;,
G G [ fBjg

10.g. ~f�old  ~f�

10.h.fout  CABOB(G; g;MIN)

10.i.MIN  MIN + ( ~f� � ~f�old)

10.j.G G [ fBkg

10.k. Returnmaxffin; foutg

11. F �

solved  0

12. Hunsolved  
Pc

i=1 Ui, Lunsolved  
Pc

i=1 Li

13. For each componenti 2 f1; : : : ; cg do
13.a. IfF �

solved +Hunsolved �MIN , return0
13.b.g0i  F �

solved + (Lunsolved � Li)

13.c. ~f�old  ~f�

13.d.f�i  CABOB(Gi; g + g0i;MIN � g0i)

13.e.MIN  MIN + ( ~f� � ~f�old)

13.f.F �

solved  F �

solved + f�i
13.g.Hunsolved  Hunsolved � Ui
13.h.Lunsolved  Lunsolved � Li

14. ReturnF �

solved

We now discuss the techniques of CABOB in more length.

Upper Bounding
In step (3), CABOB uses an upper bound on the revenue

the unallocated items can contribute. If the current solution
cannot be extended to a new optimal solution under the op-
timistic assumption that the upper bound is met, CABOB
prunes the search path.

Any technique for devising an upper bound could be used
here. We solve the remaining LP, whose objective function
value gives an upper bound. CABOB does not make copies
of the LP table, but incrementally adds (deletes) rows from
the LP table as bids are removed (re-inserted) intoG as the
search proceeds down a path (backtracks). Also, as CABOB
moves down a search path, it remembers the LP solution from
the parent and uses it as a starting solution for the child’s LP.

It is not always necessary to run the LP to optimality. Be-
fore starting the LP, one could look at the condition in step
(4) to determine the minimum revenue the LP has to produce
so that the search branch would not be pruned.3 Once the LP
solver finds a solution that exceeds the threshold, it could be
stopped without pruning the search branch. If the LP solver
does not find a solution that exceeds the threshold and runs to
completion, the branch could be pruned. However, CABOB
always runs the LP to completion since it uses the solutions
from the LP and the DUAL in several ways.

3In the case of multiple components, when determining how high a rev-
enue one component’s LP has to return, the exact solution values from solved
neighbor components would be included, as well as the upper bounds from
the unsolved neighbor components.
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Our experiments showed that the upper bound from LP is
significantly tighter than those proposed for previous combi-
natorial auction winner determination algorithms[Sandholm,
1999; Fujishimaet al., 1999; Sandholm and Suri, 2000]. The
time taken to solve the LP at every node is negligible com-
pared to the savings in search due to enhanced pruning.

The INTEGER special case
If the LP happens to return integer values (xj = 0 or

xj = 1) for each bidj (this occurs more often than we ex-
pected), CABOB makes the bids withxj = 1 winning, and
those withxj = 0 losing. This is clearly an optimal solution
for the remaining bids. CABOB updates~f� if the solution is
better than the best so far. CABOB then returns from the call
without searching further under that node.

It is easy to show that if some of thexj values are not in-
teger, we cannot simply accept the bids withxj = 1. Neither
can we simply reject the bids withxj = 0. Either approach
can compromise optimality.

Lower Bounding
In step (6), CABOB calculates a lower bound on the rev-

enue that the remaining items can contribute. If the lower
bound is high, it can allow~f� to be updated, leading to more
pruning and less search in the subtree rooted at that node.

Any lower bounding technique could be used here. We use
the following rounding technique. In step (3), CABOB solves
the remaining LP anyway, which gives an “acceptance level”
xj 2 [0; 1] for every remaining bidBj . We insert all bids
with xj > 0:5 into the lower bound solution. We then try to
insert the rest of the bids in decreasing order ofxj , skipping
bids that share items with bids already in the lower bound. It
is easy to prove that this method gives a lower bound.

While rounding techniques are known to provide reason-
ably good lower bounds on average, in the future we are plan-
ning to try other lower bounding techniques within CABOB
such as stochastic local search[Hoos and Boutilier, 2000].

Exploiting decomposition
In step (2), CABOB runs anO(jEj+ jV j) time depth-first-

search (DFS) in the bid graphG. Each tree in the depth-first
forest is a connected component ofG. Winner determination
is then conducted in each component independently. Since
search time is superlinear in the size ofG, this decomposi-
tion leads to a time savings. The winners are determined by
calling CABOB on each component separately. As the exper-
iments show, this can lead to a drastic speedup.

Upper and lower bounding across components
In addition to regular upper and lower bounding, somewhat

unintuitively, we can achieve further pruning, without com-
promising optimality, by exploiting information across the in-
dependent components. When starting to solve a component,
CABOB checks how much that component would have to
contribute to revenue in the context of what is already known
about bids on the search path so farand the neighboring com-
ponents. Specifically, when determining theMIN value for
calling CABOB on a component, the revenue that the current
call to CABOB has to produce (the currentMIN value), is
decremented by the revenues from solved neighbor compo-

nents and the lower bounds from unsolved neighbor compo-
nents.Our use of aMIN value allows the algorithm to work
correctly even if on a single search path there may be several
search nodes where decomposition occurred, interleaved with
search nodes where decomposition did not occur.

Every time a better global solution is found and~f� is up-
dated, allMIN values in the search tree should be incre-
mented by the amount of the improvement since now the bar
of when search is useful has been raised. CABOB handles
these updates without separately traversing the tree when an
update occurs. CABOB directly updatesMIN in step (8),
and updates theMIN value of any parent node after the re-
cursive call to CABOB returns.

CABOB also uses lower bounding across components. At
any search node, the lower bound includes the revenues from
the bids that are winning on the path, the revenues from the
solved neighbor components of search nodes on the path, the
lower bounds of the unsolved neighbor components of search
nodes on the path, and the lower bound on the revenue that the
unallocated items in the current search node can contribute.

Due to upper and lower bounding across components (and
due to updating of~f�), the order of tackling the components
can potentially make a difference in speed. CABOB currently
tackles components in the order that they are found in the
DFS. We plan to study more elaborate component ordering in
future research.

Forcing a decomposition via articulation bids
In addition to checking whether a decomposition has oc-

curred, CABOB strives for a decomposition. In the bid choice
in step (10), it picks a bid that leads to a decomposition, if
such a bid exists. Such bids whose deletion disconnectsG
are calledarticulation bids. Articulation bids are identified
in O(jEj + jV j) time by a slightly modified DFS inG, as
proposed in[Sandholm and Suri, 2000].

The scheme of always branching on an articulation bid,
if one exists, is often at odds with price-based bid ordering
schemes, discussed later. As proved in[Sandholm and Suri,
2000], no scheme from the articulation-based family domi-
nates any scheme from the price-based family, or vice versa,
in general. However, our experiments showed that in practice
it almost always pays off to branch on articulation bids if they
exist (because decomposition reduces search drastically).

Even if a bid is not an articulation bid, and would not lead
to a decomposition if the bid is assigned losing, it might lead
to a decomposition if it is assigned winning because that re-
moves the bid’s neighbors fromG as well. This is yet another
reason to assign a bid that we branch on to be winning before
assigning it to be losing (value ordering). Also, in bid or-
dering (variable ordering), one could give first preference to
articulation bids, second preference to bids that articulate on
the winning branch only, and third preference to bids that do
not articulate on either branch (among them, price-based bid
ordering could be used). One could also try to identifysetsof
bids that articulate the bid graph, and branch on all of the bids
in the set. However, to keep the computation linear time in the
size ofG, CABOB simply gives first priority to articulation
bids, and if there are none, uses other bid ordering schemes,
discussed later. If there are several articulation bids, CABOB
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branches on the one that is found first (the others will be found
at subsequent levels of the search). One could also use a more
elaborate scheme for choosing among articulation bids.

The COMPLETE special case
In step (1), CABOB checks whether the bid graphG is

complete:jEj = jn(n�1)

2
j. If so, only one of the remaining

bids can be accepted. CABOB thus picks the bid with highest
price, updates~f� if appropriate, and prunes the search path.

The NO EDGES special case
In step (1), CABOB checks whether the bid graphG has

any edges (jEj > 0). If not, it accepts all of the remaining
bids, updates~f� if appropriate, and prunes the search path.

Preprocessing
Several preprocessing techniques have been proposed for

search-based winner determination algorithms[Sandholm,
1999], and any of them could be used in conjunction with
CABOB. However, in CABOB the search itself is fast, so we
did not want to spend significant time preprocessing (since
that could dwarf the search time). The only preprocessing that
CABOB does is that as a bidBx arrives, CABOB discards ev-
ery bidBy thatBx dominates (px � py andSx � Sy), and
discards bidBx if it is dominated by any earlier bid.

4 Bid Ordering Heuristics
In step (10) of CABOB, there are potentially a large num-

ber of bids on which CABOB could branch on. We developed
severalbid ordering heuristicsfor making this choice.4

� Normalized Bid Price (NBP):[Sandholm and Suri,
2000]. Branch on a bid with the highestwj =

pj
(jSj j)�

.

It was conjectured[Sandholm and Suri, 2000] that �
slightly less than 0.5 would be best (since� = 0:5
gives the best worst-case bound within a greedy algo-
rithm [Lehmannet al., 1999]), but we determined exper-
imentally that� 2 [0:8; 1] yields fastest performance.

� Normalized Shadow Surplus (NSS):The problem with
NBP is that it treats each item as equally valuable. It
could be modified to weight different items differently
based on static prices that, e.g., the seller guesses before
the auction. We propose a more sophisticated method
where the items are weighted by their “values”in the re-
maining subproblem. We use the shadow priceyj from
the remaining DUAL problem as a proxy for the worth
of an item. We then branch on the bid whose price gives
the highest surplus above the worth of the items (nor-
malized by the worths so the surplus has to be greater if

the bid uses valuable items):wj =
pj�
P

i2Sj
yi

(
P

i2Sj

yi)�
. Next

4This corresponds to variable ordering. Choosing between the IN-branch
(xj = 1) and the OUT-branch (xj = 0) first corresponds to value ordering.
In the current version of CABOB, we always try the IN-branch first. The
reason is that we try to include good bids early so as to find good solutions
early. This enables more pruning through upper bounding. It also improves
the anytime performance. CPLEX, on the other hand, uses value ordering as
well in that it sometimes tries the OUT-branch first. In future research we
plan to experiment with that option in CABOB as well.

we showed experimentally that the following modifica-
tion to the normalization leads to faster performance:

wj =
pj�
P

i2Sj
yi

log(
P

i2Sj
yi)
: We call this scheme NSS.

� Bid Graph Neighbors (BGN):Branch on a bid with the
largest number of neighbors in the bid graphG. The
motivation is that this will allow CABOB to exclude the
largest number of still eligible bids from consideration.

� Number of Items (NI):Branch on a bid with the largest
number of items. The motivation is the same as in BGN.

� One Bids (OB):Branch on a bid whosexj-value from
LP is closest to 1. The idea is that the more of the bid is
accepted in the LP, the more likely it is to be competitive.

� Fractional Bids (FB):Branch on a bid withxj closest to
0.5. This strategy is advocated in the operations research
literature[Wolsey, 1998]. The idea is that the LP is least
sure about these bids, so it makes sense to resolve that
uncertainty rather than to invest branching on bids about
which the LP is “more certain”. More often than not,
the bids whosexj values are close to 0 or 1 tend to get
closer to those extreme values as search proceeds down
a path, and in the end, LP will give an integer solution.
Therefore those bids never end up being branched on.

4.1 Choosing Bid Ordering Heuristics Dynamically
We ran experiments on several distributions (discussed

later) using each one of the heuristics as the primary heuristic,
while using each of the other heuristics as a tie-breaker. We
also tried using a third heuristic to break remaining ties, but
that never helped. The best composite heuristic (OB+NSS)
used OB first, and broke ties using NSS.

We noticed that on certain distributions, OB+NSS was best
while on distributions where the bids included a large num-
ber of items, NSS alone was best. The selective superiority of
the heuristics led us to the idea of choosing the bid ordering
heuristicdynamically based on the characteristics of the re-
maining subproblem. We determined that the distinguishing
characteristic between the distributions was LP density:

density=
number of nonzero coefficients in LP

number of LP rows� number of LP columns

OB+NSS was best when density was less than 0.25 and NSS
was best otherwise. Intuitively, when the LP table is sparse,
LP is good at “guessing” which bids to accept. When the table
is dense, the LP makes poor guesses (most bids are accepted
to a small extent). In those cases the price-based scheme NSS
(that still uses the shadow prices from the LP) was better.

So, at every search node in CABOB, the density is com-
puted, and the bid ordering scheme is chosen dynamically
(OB+NSS if density is less than 0.25, NSS otherwise).

As a fundamentally different bid ordering methodology, we
observe that stochastic local search—or any other approxi-
mate algorithm for the problem—could be used to come up
with a good solution fast, and then that solution could be
forced to be the left branch (IN-branch) of CABOB (with the
“most sure” bids nearest the root) so as to give CABOB a
more global form of guidance in bid ordering.
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5 Design Philosophy of CABOB vs. CPLEX
We benchmarked CABOB against a general-purpose in-

teger programming package, CPLEX 7.0. It was recently
shown[Anderssonet al., 2000] that CPLEX 6.5 is faster (or
comparable) in determining winners in combinatorial auc-
tions than are the first-generation special-purpose search al-
gorithms[Sandholm, 1999; Fujishimaet al., 1999]. CPLEX
7.0 is about 1.6 times faster than CPLEX 6.5, so when we
compare CABOB against CPLEX 7.0, to our knowledge, we
are comparing it against the state-of-the-art.

There are some fundamental differences between CABOB
and CPLEX that we want to explain to put the experiments
in context. CPLEX uses best-bound search (A*)[Wolsey,
1998] which requires exponential space (it also has an option
to force depth-first search, but that makes CPLEX somewhat
slower), while CABOB uses depth-first branch-and-bound
(DFBnB) which runs in linear space. Thus, on some hard
problems, CPLEX ran out of virtual memory. In our experi-
ments we only show cases where CPLEX was able to run in
RAM. DFBnB puts CABOB at a disadvantage when it comes
to reaching the optimal solution fast since it does not allow
CABOB to explore the most promising leaves of the search
tree first. At the same time, we believe that the memory is-
sue make A* unusable for combinatorial auctions in practice.
Like CABOB, CPLEX uses LP to obtain upper bounds.

CPLEX uses a “presolver” to manipulate the LP table al-
gebraically[Wolsey, 1998] to reduce it before search. In the
experiments, we ran CABOB without any presolving. Natu-
rally, that could be added to CABOB as a preprocessing step.

Put together, everything else being equal, CPLEX should
find an optimal solution and prove optimality faster than DF-
BnB, but one would expect the anytime behavior to be worse.

6 Experimental Setup
We tested CABOB and CPLEX on the common combi-

natorial auction benchmarks distributions: those of[Sand-
holm, 1999], and the CATS distributions[Leyton-Brownet
al., 2000]. In addition, we tested them on new distributions.

The distributions from[Sandholm, 1999] are:

� Random: For each bid, pick the number of items ran-
domly from 1; 2; :::;m. Randomly choose that many
items without replacement. Pick a price from[0; 1].

� Weighted random: As above, but pick the price be-
tween 0 and the number of items in the bid.

� Uniform: Draw the same number of randomly chosen
items for each bid. Pick the prices from[0; 1].

� Decay: Give the bid one random item. Then repeatedly
add a new random item with probability� until an item
is not added or the bid includes allm items. Pick the
price between 0 and the number of items in the bid. In
the tests we used� = 0:75 since the graphs in[Sand-
holm, 1999] show that this setting leads to the hardest
instances on average (at least for that algorithm).

We tested the algorithms on all of the CATS distributions:
paths, regions, matching, scheduling, andarbitrary . For
each one of them, we used the default parameters in the CATS
instance generators, and varied the number of bids.

We also tested the algorithms on the following new bench-
mark distributions:
� Bounded: For each bid, draw the number of items ran-

domly between a lower bound and an upper bound. Ran-
domly include that many distinct items in the bid. Pick
the price between 0 and the number of items in the bid.

� Components:A number of independent problems, each
from the uniform distribution.

We generate bids so no two bids have the same set of items.
The experiments were conducted on a 933 MHz Pentium III
PC with 512MB RAM. Each point in each plot is the median
run time for 100 instances. CABOB and CPLEX both use
the default LP solver that comes with CPLEX (dual simplex).
CABOB and CPLEX were tested on the same instances.

7 Experimental Results
On the random distribution (Fig 1 left), CABOB is faster

than CPLEX and the difference grows with the number of
bids. The preprocessor of CABOB eliminates a large number
of bids. CABOB always resorted to search while CPLEX’s
presolve+LP solved the problem without search on 47% of
the instances. On the weighted random distribution (Fig 1
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Figure 1: Run times on therandom andweighted random
distributions.

right), the performance of CABOB and CPLEX is almost
identical. However, they achieve this very differently. With
2,000 bids, CPLEX’s presolve+LP solves the problem 95%
of the time while CABOB resorts to search 88% of the time.

Interestingly, on the decay distribution (Fig. 2 left)—which
is perhaps the most realistic distribution of those of[Sand-
holm, 1999], and was reported to be difficult for the earlier
winner determination algorithms—both algorithms solve the
problem using LP in almost all cases. CPLEX goes to search
2% of the time while CABOB resorts to search only 1% of the
time. CABOB is faster than CPLEX, mainly because CPLEX
uses presolve while CABOB does not.

On the uniform distribution (Fig. 2 right), both algorithms
resort to search. The speeds are comparable, but CPLEX
is faster. For the first-generation winner determination al-
gorithms[Sandholm, 1999; Fujishimaet al., 1999], the in-
stances with small numbers of items per bid were much
harder than instances with long bids. For both CABOB and
CPLEX, complexity is almost invariant to the number of
items per bid, except that complexitydropssignificantly as
the bids include less than 5 items each! This is because LP
can handle cases with short bids well, both in terms of upper
bounding and finding integer solutions. (If each bid contains
only oneitem, LPalwaysfinds an integer solution).

The components distribution demonstrates the power of
CABOB’s decomposition technique and pruning across com-
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ponents. CABOB’s run-time increases linearly with the
number of components while CPLEX’s time is exponential
(Fig. 3). Already at 5 components, CPLEX ran out of virtual
memory. The same performance would be observed even if
there were a “glue” bid that included items from each compo-
nent, since CABOB would identify that bid as an articulation
bid.
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On the bounded distribution (Fig. 4)—which is a more re-
alistic version of the uniform distribution—the relative per-
formance of CABOB and CPLEX depended on the bounds.
For short bids, CPLEX was somewhat faster, but therelative
speed difference decreased with the number of bids. For long
bids, CABOB was much faster (mainly due to checking for
completeness of the bid graphG), and the difference grew
dramatically with the number of bids.
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Surprisingly, the CATS distributions were very easy. LP
solved them in almost all cases. Interestingly, even the rare
cases where the algorithms resorted to search disappeared
as the number of bidsincreased(except for CATS arbitrary
where the complexity did not vary much with the number
of bids). As Fig. 5 shows, CABOB was faster than CPLEX
(mainly because the preprocessor discards a large number of
bids). The difference grows with the number of bids.
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7.1 Anytime Performance
As expected from their designs, CABOB has better any-

time performance than CPLEX. Fig. 6 shows a run that is typ-
ical in the sense of anytime performance, but which was care-
fully selected so that CABOB and CPLEX take equal time to
prove that an optimal solution has been reached. CABOB
dominates CPLEX throughout, and finds the optimal solution
in 40% of the time it takes CPLEX to find it.
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8 Random Restarts
Random restarts have been widely used in local search al-

gorithms, but recently they have been shown to speed up tree
search algorithms as well[Gomeset al., 1998]. We conjec-
tured that random restarts, combined with randomized bid or-
dering, could avoid the perils of unlucky bid ordering. To see
whether we could improve CABOB using random restarts,
we implemented the random restarts methods that are best (to
our knowledge) and improved them further to try to capitalize
on the special properties of the problem.

We implemented the following restart strategies:
� Double:Double the execution time between restarts.
� Constant:Restart after everyÆ backtracks[Gomeset al.,

1998].
� Luby-Sinclair-Zuckerman:[Luby et al., 1993] showed

that the constant scheme above is optimal ifÆ is tailored
to the run-time distribution, which is, unfortunately, usu-
ally not known in practice. Therefore, they constructed
a scheme that suffers only an asymptotically logarithmic
time penalty, independent of the run-time distribution.
In the scheme, each run time is a power of 2. Each time
a pair of runs of the same length has been executed, a
run time of twice that length is immediately executed:
1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 4; 1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 4; 8; 1; : : :.

We implemented the following bid ordering techniques to
use with the restart strategies:
� Random:Randomly pick a remaining bid.

� Boltzmann:Pick a bid with probabilitypi = e
qi
TP
j
e

qj

T

,

whereqi = xi +
wj

LPUB
. The valuewj is from the NSS

bid ordering heuristic, andLPUB is the objective func-
tion value from LP. Higher values ofT result in more
randomness.
� Bound:Each bid whosexj value is within a boundb of

the highestxj value is equally probable.
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We tried every bid ordering with every restart strategy, and
varied the initial time allotment and the parametersÆ, T , and
b. CABOB was always faster than CABOB with restarts!

It turns out that this is not just a facet of our restart
schemes or parameters settings. Random restarts tend to
lead to speedup when the run-time distribution has a heavy
tail [Gomeset al., 1998]. We decided to test whether CABOB
exhibits heavy-tailed run-times on the winner determination
problem. We chose the distribution on which CABOB’s run-
time varied the most so as to increase the chance of finding a
heavy tail. This was the uniform distribution with 5 items per
bid. If a distribution has a heavy tail, the variance and usually
also the mean are unbounded[Gomeset al., 1998]. As can be
seen in Fig. 7, our mean and variance are not only bounded,
but constant. This means that the run-time distribution does
not have a heavy tail. This explains our negative results with
restarts, and suggests that random restarts are not a fruitful
avenue for future improvement in this setting.
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9 Conclusions and Future Research
Combinatorial auctions where bidders can bid on bundles

of items can lead to more economical allocations, but de-
termining the winners isNP-complete and inapproximable.
We presented CABOB, a sophisticated search algorithm for
the problem. It uses decomposition techniques, upper and
lower bounding (also across components), a host of struc-
tural observations, elaborate and dynamically chosen bid or-
dering heuristics, and other techniques to increase speed—
especially on problems with different types of special struc-
ture, which we expect to be common in real combinatorial
auctions. Experiments against the fastest prior algorithm,
CPLEX 7.0, show that CABOB is usually faster, never dras-
tically slower, and in many cases drastically faster. Overall,
this makes CABOB, to our knowledge, the currently fastest
optimal algorithm for the problem. CABOB’s search runs in
linear space while CPLEX takes exponential space. CABOB
also has significantly better anytime behavior than CPLEX.

We also uncovered interesting aspects of the problem it-
self. First, the problems with short bids that were hard for the
first-generation of specialized algorithms are easy. Second,
almost all of the CATS distributions are easy, and become
easier with more bids. Third, we tested a number of random
restart strategies, and showed that random restarts do not help
on this problem because the run-time distribution does not
have a heavy tail (at least not for CABOB).

We are currently working not only on designing faster al-

gorithms for winner determination in combinatorial auctions,
but also on winner determination in combinatorial reverse
auctions and exchanges[Sandholmet al., 2001], as well as in
combinatorial markets with additional side constraints[Sand-
holm and Suri, 2001]. We are also developing methods for in-
telligent, selective elicitation of combinatorial bids from the
market participants[Conen and Sandholm, 2001].
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Abstract

We provide technical details about the soft-
ware and hardware architecture of SETA, a
prototype toolkit for the creation of Web stores
which personalize the interaction with cus-
tomers. SETA is based on a multi-agent ar-
chitecture and on the use of MAS technolo-
gies, which support a seamless communication
among the system agents and an easy distribu-
tion of such agents on different computers.

1 Introduction
Personalization has recently become a central focus of
attention for Web-based systems [Riecken, 2000]. This
paper describes the software and hardware architecture
of SETA [Ardissono et al., 1999; 2000], a prototype
toolkit for the creation of adaptive Web stores, which
tailor the suggestion and the presentation of products to
the individual customer’s needs. We will provide details
about the SETA multi-agent architecture, the class hierar-
chy which defines the internal architecture of the system
agents and the technologies used to support agent distri-
bution, communication and specific agent activities. The
main prototype store created using our system presents
telecommunication products, like phones and faxes.

Sections 2 and 3 sketch the application domain and
the adaptivity functionalities offered by the Web store.
Section 4 describes multi-agent architecture. Sections 5
and 6 describe the management of multi-user access and
communication among system agents. Sections 7 and 8
specify the internal design of a SETA agent and the ex-
ternal software used to obtain specific system functional-
ities. Section 9 provides technical details and section 10

�
This paper describes the evolution of a system developed

at the CS Department of the University of Torino, within the
project “Servizi Telematici Adattativi”, funded by Telecom
Italia. We thank L. Console, L. Lesmo, C. Simone and P.
Torasso for their comments to this work.

compares our approach to the one of other commercial
Web-based systems. Section 11 closes the paper.

2 Application domain
We designed our system to satisfy personalization
requirements in the Business to Customer area of
e-commerce, focusing on the presentation of massively
sold, medium-complexity products, such as home ap-
pliances. In this area, personalizing the presentation of
goods is important because the customer has to select
items out of a rich pool of alternatives. This decision
depends on factors ranging from the price of the items to
their features and the customer needs a lot of information
to choose the item suiting her needs at best. Moreover,
depending on her interests, not all the product features
might be equally important: thus, the presentation can be
dramatically improved by focusing on the most relevant
information. Another reason for personalization is that
the customer might not be aware of all the functionali-
ties offered by a product class, therefore needing to be
assisted in the identification of the relevant goods. Thus,
the system should both personalize the presentation of the
catalog and elicit information about the user’s needs, in
order to actively suggest alternative products.

Although e-commerce has strong adaptivity demands,
it constraints the development of user interfaces in sev-
eral ways. For instance, Web stores must be accessible
via standard equipments, such as a personal computer, a
(usually slow) Internet connection and a Web browser.
Moreover, the time needed to browse the catalog and find
the needed products must be as short as possible and the
run-time efficiency of the system is essential. Finally,
Web store shells, such as SETA, must satisfy the require-
ments of the store designer, possibly reducing the over-
head in the configuration of a new Web store.

3 Adaptivity in SETA
A Web store catalog generated by SETA is organized as
a hypertext containing two main page types:
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(1) Pages presenting product classes in a synthetic style,
specifying the main functionalities offered by the related
items: e.g., the description of the faxes product class
specifies that faxes transmit documents and some of them
also make photocopies. These pages also provide the user
with the hypertextual links for navigating the catalog.
(2) Pages showing detailed information about the items
of a product class. These pages present the features of-
fered by the individual items and provide the user with
rich interaction functionalities: e.g., they enable her to
ask for technical details, to create comparison tables “on
the fly” and to put items into the shopping cart.

SETA dynamically generates the pages of a Web store
catalog by exploiting personalization strategies for se-
lecting the information to be presented on the basis of the
user’s interests and familiarity with the products. More-
over, the system presents the available items for a prod-
uct class (e.g., the available fax models) sorting them
on the basis of the user’s preferences [Ardissono and
Goy, 2000]. During the interaction, the system moni-
tors the user’s selections to identify her needs for product
functionalities and suggest potentially interesting product
classes which the user has not visited. In this way, the as-
sistance is extended to the search for alternative products.

4 Architecture of SETA
The management of personalized interactions results
from the coordination of several activities like user mod-
eling, dynamic page generation, etc., requiring the ex-
ploitation of different knowledge and techniques; e.g.,
specific strategies are needed for tailoring layout, con-
tent and structure of the pages to the users. To address
such complexity, modular architectures, integrating com-
ponents devoted to the different tasks, are applied in the
design of adaptive systems on the Web. The exploita-
tion of agent-based technologies is even more effective,
as MAS technologies support the development of dis-
tributed systems where heterogeneous agents offer spe-
cialized services and interact to produce the overall ser-
vice in an open environment; e.g., [Jennings et al., 1998;
Giampapa et al., 2000; Macho et al., 2000].

In the development of our system, we have exploited
knowledge representation techniques and agent-based
technologies to improve the configurability of the toolkit
and its scalability. SETA is based on a multi-agent ar-
chitecture where specialized agents fill the main roles for
the management of personalized interactions with cus-
tomers; e.g., user modeling and generation of Web pages
[Ardissono et al., 1999]. Each agent handles multiple
user sessions and maintains session-specific data in par-
allel session environments. In the following we sketch
the most relevant agents.
At the Web store starting time, the Session Manager cre-
ates the SETA agents and provides them with the ref-

Dispatcher

DialSession-i DialSession-j

Actions

State-i State-j

Actions

Interpreter Interpreter

messages
from/to 
other 
agents

Dispatcher

PersSession-i PersSession-j

Figure 1: Parallel sessions within two SETA agents.

erences to the other SETA agents they might need to
send messages to. During the life-span of the Web store,
the Session Manager handles the communication with
the browsers, catching the user’s actions and forwarding
them to the Dialog Manager.
The Dialog Manager monitors the user’s actions and
maintains an interaction context storing information
about the navigation in the catalog; after each user ac-
tion, this agent choses the page to be produced next, asks
the Personalization Agent to generate it and forwards the
page to the Session Manager, to send it to the browser.
The User Modeling Component (UMC) maintains the
models of customers, revising them during the interac-
tion, on the basis of their behavior.
The Product Extractor supports the personalized sug-
gestion of goods by ranking items on the basis of how
strictly they match the user’s preferences.
The Personalization Agent dynamically generates the
code for the catalog pages by exploiting the information
about the user provided by the UMC and a set of person-
alization rules for selecting information about products
and type of description to be produced [Ardissono and
Goy, 2000].

5 Management of parallel user sessions
The multi-user access to the Web store is managed by
performing the session tracking within the Session Man-
ager (a Servlet), and forwarding the session-specific mes-
sages to the agents of the architecture, so that they can
process such messages and perform the related activities.

Each SETA agent is composed of an interface, the
“Dispatcher”, which handles the delivery and reception
of messages, and of a set of user-session agents which
maintain the session-dependent environments and carry
on the activities to be performed within each user ses-
sion; e.g., in Figure 1, the Dialog Manager and the
Personalization Agent use two user-session agents each:
“DialSession-i,j” and “PersSession-i,j”. Each dispatcher
acts as a wrapper and supports a uniform communi-
cation with the other SETA agents, by separating the
communication flows related to the active sessions and
forwarding incoming messages to the appropriate user-
session agent. Moreover, the dispatcher creates and re-
moves user-session agents, depending on the users con-
nected to the store. The presence of dispatchers and user-
session agents supports a simple management of session-
dependent activities: user-session agents have separate
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Figure 2: Parallel threads in the management of multiple user sessions.

internal states and work in parallel threads of execution
within a SETA agent, performing services and activities
related to the active sessions in an independent way.

6 Communication among SETA agents
As the number of distinct roles in the system architecture
is fixed and well-determined, each agent knows which
agents have to be contacted for requesting services and
only needs their references; thus, there is no need to ex-
ploit middle agents: the Session Manager communicates
such references after the creation of agents.

Our approach is integrated in the environment of the
ObjectSpace Voyager tool [ObjectSpace, 2000], which
we used to wrap the SETA agents, enabling them to run in
parallel and to communicate via synchronous and asyn-
chronous messages. The messages can be mapped to
a subset of the KQML performatives. At the moment,
the SETA agents do not need to communicate externally,
therefore we did not comply with the FIPA ACL. Ac-
cording to the Voyager specification, the SETA agents
exchange messages whose parameters contain, respec-
tively, the name of the method to invoke and the array
of its arguments. Voyager transforms the parameters of a
message in a Java method call, so that the invocation of
methods offered by a SETA agent is straightforward.1

Each Dispatcher is a Voyager Object and handles the
incoming messages in parallel threads of execution, in-
voking the appropriate user-session agent to perform the
requested task. As more than one message related to the
same user session can be received at the same time, a
user-session agent can perform parallel tasks; this fact
raises mutual exclusion issues, resolved by inhibiting
concurrent accesses to shared resources by means of Java
synchronization facilities.

Figure 2 shows an example where two browsers (“user-
a”, represented as a dotted rounded square, and “user-b”,
a dashed one) access the system. The black oval rep-
resents the Servlet running within the HTTP server and

1For instance, an asynchronous message without return
value, such as the following one: OneWay.invoke(agtReceiver,
methodName, methodArgs); is translated by Voyager into:
agtReceiver.methodName(methodArgs[0],methodArgs[1]).

Dispatcher

- agentReferences
- userSessions
- init()
- addAgentReference()
- addUserSession()
- removeUserSession()
- forwardMessage()

Personalization 
Agent
- init()
- addUserSession()

Dialog Manager

- init()
- addUserSession()

UMC

- init()
- addUserSession()

...

- ...
- ...

Figure 3: Class hierarchy defining a SETA agent.

the grey circles represent SETA agents: we have shown
only the Dialog Manager, Extractor Agent and UMC. The
figure shows multiple threads, related with the two ac-
tive user sessions (“user-a”, “user-b”), running within the
HTTP Server and the SETA agents; the lines used to de-
pict the threads correspond to the related sessions.

7 Design of a SETA agent
Figure 3 shows the class hierarchy defining the agents:
the “Dispatcher” class specifies that a SETA agent has a
list of references to the SETA agents it may send mes-
sages to (“agentReferences”); moreover, it has a set of
user-session agents (“userSessions”). The class also of-
fers the methods for initializing a SETA agent (“init()”),
setting references of other SETA agents (“addAgentRe-
ference()”), creating and removing a user-session agent
(“add/removeUserSession()”) and forwarding messages
to a user-session agent, to process a session-dependent
request (“forwardMessage()”). The Dispatcher uses the
communication facilities offered by Voyager for interact-
ing with the other SETA agents.

Each SETA agent extends the “Dispatcher” class and
may override the definition of its variables and meth-
ods. This is very useful for the definition of the user-
session agents: to support the development of hetero-
geneous agents, specialized in the execution of differ-
ent tasks, the SETA agents have to exploit user-session
agents based on different technologies and designed fol-
lowing different approaches. For instance:

� In addition to the provision of services to the other
SETA agents, the activities carried on by the Dia-
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log Manager and the UMC include, respectively, the
conditional execution of state transitions represent-
ing the evolution of the interaction with the user and
the autonomous management of internal tasks. To
satisfy these requirements, we have designed action-
based user-session agents, where the agent state and
the tasks to be performed are explicitly represented.
Tasks are described as actions with preconditions
determining the state conditions where they can be
performed. In the Dialog Manager, the declarative
representation of tasks supports an easy definition
of the admissible state transitions in the interaction
with the user. In the UMC, the presence of an in-
terpreter selecting and performing actions, given the
agent state, enables the agent to autonomously trig-
ger its own internal activities, as soon as they can be
performed [Ardissono et al., 2000].

� In contrast, the action-based formalism is not suit-
able to other SETA agents, such as the Personaliza-
tion Agent. In fact, the offered services can be han-
dled by user-session agents responding to method
invocations associated to potentially complex, but
deterministic, tasks. Moreover, as such services
must be based on the most recent information about
the interaction with the user (situation of the user
model, etc.), these agents do not need to explicitly
manage an internal state: in fact, they have to re-
trieve such information from the other SETA agents,
at each incoming request.

Figure 4 shows the class hierarchy of the action-based
user-session agents defined in SETA. The “ActUserS-
essionAgent” class specifies their variables and generic
behavior: it defines an explicit “state”, representing
the session-dependent data, an action list (“actionList”)
specifying the list of actions they can perform, and a
pending list (“pendingList”) used to store the suspended
tasks. Moreover, the class offers an initialization method
(“init()”) and the “interpreter()”. The user-session agents
extend this class by redefining their own state (which may
contain specific session-dependent data) and the action
list, where their actions are listed. For clarity, the figure
also shows the “Action” class, which provides the generic
definition of an action specifying the basic components,
i.e., the action type, preconditions, body and the method
to check the preconditions, when the action is selected
for execution; see [Ardissono et al., 2000] for details.

8 Integration of heterogeneous software
We have integrated in the SETA agents external software
tools for the management of very specific tasks. The
modularity of the architecture enabled us to make them
harmonically cooperate with the other components of the
SETA agents. For instance, the UMC exploits the JESS
rule-based system [Sandia, b] to maintain a structured

ActUserSessionAgent

DialSession UMCSession

- state
- actionList
- pendingList

- init()
- interpreter()

- state
- actionList

- init()

- state
- actionList

- init()

Action
- type
- preconditions
- goal

- body ()
- checkPrecond ()

Figure 4: Class hierarchy defining an action-based user-
session agent.

representation of the interaction context and to produce
a synthetic description of the user’s behavior: such de-
scription is then used within a Bayesian Network to rea-
son about the user’s interests and preferences.

The Natural Language Generator module of the Per-
sonalization Agent exploits JTg2 [DFKI and CELI, 2000]
to generate the linguistic descriptions to be included in
the Web pages presenting products and items. The JTg2
engine performs efficient and flexible generation in natu-
ral language. In its simplest conception it takes an object
as input and returns a string. The crucial source of infor-
mation is represented by the grammar rules: to integrate
the engine in a new application, rules mapping the in-
put object to the string have to be defined. The rules are
augmented “if-then” statements spanning the input object
top-down, left to right; to perform their task, the rules can
access external modules that can be plugged into JTg2 to
increase its own flexibility. In SETA, we have designed
and implemented a set of NL grammar rules and two ex-
ternal modules: a test performer, which enables the en-
gine to perform complex tests on the input object or on
external sources, and a parameter getter, which enables
the insertion of strings based on data coming from exter-
nal sources. The input is a complex Java object repre-
senting a product and the output is the NL description to
be included in the Web page. The grammar rules are used
to fill in the slots in the templates defining descriptions.
JTg2 offers applicability tests to specify when a rule can
be applied. In SETA, such tests are handled by the test
performer and enable the grammar rules to be partially
context-sensitive. In fact, they are essential to provide
the NL Generator with the personalized content of the
descriptions. Such content is represented by a selection
of features, provided as a sorted list by the Personaliza-
tion Agent on the basis of the contents of the user model.
The applicability tests are used in SETA to integrate con-
tent personalization and NLG. In fact they make the NL
Generator sensitive to the variation of input data (rep-
resented by the personalized list of product features to
be described) and directly to the data in the user model;
the NL Generator module, generates different linguistic
descriptions, depending on the user’s domain expertise.
The use of NLG techniques reduces the amount of pre-
compiled information to be defined at configuration time,
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as the information about products is stored in a unique
internal format. Moreover, it supports the generation of
multilingual text (Italian and English) and the production
of descriptions tailored to different user characteristics.

9 Technical details
The SETA system is implemented in Java (JDK 1.2) and
is based on a Three-Tier architecture. The first tier runs
on standard Java-enabled browsers, such as Netscape
Navigator and Microsoft Explorer. In the second tier, the
communication with the Web is supported by the Apache
HTTP Server; moreover, we have exploited the function-
alities offered by the Servlets to track the interaction with
browsers. The bulk of the system resides in this tier and
runs on a Unix environment: the SETA agents are dis-
tributed on two workstations for experimental purposes.
The third tier includes the databases storing data about
products and users and resides on a Windows NT com-
puter. As shown in Figure 2, the communication between
the second and the third tier is based on RMI (for histor-
ical reasons), while the agents in the middle tier commu-
nicate by exchanging Voyager messages.

10 Comments
10.1 Other three-tier architectures
As n-tier architectures are a popular solution for complex
Web-based systems, the relation between our architec-
ture and the other approaches has to be discussed, with
specific reference to frameworks like J2EE [Sandia, a],
which are industry standards for developing Web-based
systems. The most important differences are in the orga-
nization of the middle tier of such architectures:

� The middle tier of SETA exploits Servlets for the
communication with the Web, while it relies on the
facilities offered by Voyager to exploit permanent
distributed objects (SETA agents), which cooperate
to carry on the interaction with the user. The whole
logic for the generation of the Web pages resides in
such permanent objects, with a specific object, the
Dialog Manager, in charge of the selection of each
interaction step, i.e., of choosing the next page to
be produced, on the basis of the whole interaction
context and of the last action performed by the user.

� The middle-tier of the J2EE framework uses Java
Server Pages (JSPs) for the communication with the
Web, and it uses Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) to
implement the other modules of the system.

The combined JSP-EJB paradigm is suited to a page-
centric Web based system, where the interaction with the
user is mostly based on the presentation of forms to be
filled in and of pages containing the results of a (possibly
complex) query. The typical content of such pages is the
presentation of the results of a query to a database.

In contrast, the interaction with a Web store developed
using SETA is not limited to a question-answer sequence:
the user can navigate the catalog handling parallel con-
texts, searching for goods addressed to several beneficia-
ries during the same session. The system maintains paral-
lel navigation contexts and supports the user in the switch
among them. Moreover, the system can take the initiative
and suggest alternative products to be analyzed, possibly
interrupting the user’s navigation. All these functional-
ities require the presence of an agent specialized in the
management of the dialog with the user: this agent has
to identify the next interaction step by using a declarative
representation of the admissible turn sequences (e.g., a
Finite State Automaton).

Of course, within a commercial application develop-
ment, JSPs have a noticeable advantage with respect to
pure Servlet-based approaches: the exploitation of JSPs
facilitates the cooperation between Web authors and Java
developers, letting Web authors concentrate on the de-
velopment of HTML templates within the JSPs and the
Java developers write the EJBs implementing DB access,
legacy system interfaces, and so forth.

10.2 Technical user-interface issues
Although the exploitation of Applets has enhanced the
functionalities offered by the user interface of SETA, we
have experienced serious drawbacks. The most relevant
problem is the fact that, to run an Applet containing non
basic User Interface components (SWING), the browsers
need to use plug-ins, sometimes incompatible with those
installed on the computers. This requirement could make
the access to the Web store complex and time-consuming,
seriously reducing the portability of the system.

A second drawback concerns the combined use of
Servlets and Applets within a system. On the one hand,
the Servlets used to send HTML code to browsers can
only receive String return values; on the other hand, for
security purposes, Applets downloaded outside a LAN
can only return values to the same HTTP Server from
which they are downloaded, and firewalls forbid the com-
munication with RMI servers. Together, these constraints
impose that, whenever complex objects have to be re-
turned by an Applet as the results of the decentralized in-
teraction with the user, different Servlets within the same
HTTP Server have to be exploited in the same applica-
tion: one Servlet will forward Web pages to the browser
and the other one will catch the complex return values
produced by Applets. This approach has a subtle impact
on the capability to track the state of the user sessions be-
cause it introduces parallel interaction flows between the
browsers and the HTTP Server.

11 Conclusions
We have provided architectural and technological in-
sights of SETA, a prototype toolkit for the development
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of adaptive Web stores developed at the CS Department
of the University of Torino. While this architecture has
been described at the abstract level in [Ardissono et al.,
1999; 2000], this paper specifies the implementation of
the system and the class hierarchy underlying the defini-
tion of the agents composing the multi-agent architecture.

In the development of our system, we exploited a basic
and light agent-building tool, such as Voyager, to manage
a seamless communication among agents, but we pre-
ferred to design our own infrastructure for developing the
system agents because, as SETA is a specialized archi-
tecture for the creation of Web stores, it does not need
the full capabilities offered by general-purpose agent-
building tools, which typically provide facilities for agent
communication, coordination, self-diagnosis, mobility,
and many other functionalities. For example, SETA does
not support the development of open systems interacting
with middle agents. Thus, popular coordination models,
such as ABS [Barbuceanu and Teigen, 1999], exceed the
demands of our application example, because they are fo-
cused on a more complex issue, i.e., describing the exter-
nal behavior of social agents. Other tools for the devel-
opment of multi-agent systems, such as DECAF [Graham
and Decker, 2000], seem to exceed our needs as well, as
they support complex activities such as the coordination
of a multiagent system to reach non-local goals and real
time flexibility in the execution of tasks. In our system
one agent is associated to each main role of the archi-
tecture; thus, we do not need to exploit schedulers for
distributing tasks among alternative agents.

Scalability is a critical aspect and concerns several is-
sues, among which load balancing. Being SETA a pro-
totype, we did not explicitly address such aspect in our
implementation; however, this problem can be bypassed
by using the Voyager 3.3 Professional edition, which pro-
vides services that would take care of this issue.

We are now working to enhance the configurability of
SETA, to support its instantiation on new domains for
creating new Web stores, or generic recommender sys-
tems. A graphical tool currently enables the store de-
signer to introduce the knowledge about customer classes
(Stereotype KB) without writing any Java code. More-
over, the knowledge base containing information about
products and their features, is automatically created by
the system, given the structure of the Products DB (which
contains a classification of items in product classes). Fi-
nally, we are integrating XML-based representations of
the content of the Web pages generated by the system:
different page types are defined in a DTD (Document
Type Definition) and XSLT (eXtended Stylesheet Lan-
guage Transformations) are used to produce the final user
interface, on the basis of the personalized content of the
page, encoded as an XML object: in the simplest case,
such interface is generated as HTML code.
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Abstract
Software design is the hardest part of creating intel-
ligent agents. Therefore agent architectures should
be optimized as design tools. This paper presents
an architectural synthesis between the three-layer
architectures which dominate autonomous robotics
and virtual reality, and a more agent-oriented ap-
proach to viewing behavior modules. We provide
an approach, Behavior Oriented Design (BOD), for
rapid, maintainable development. We demonstrate
our approach by modeling primate learning.

1 Introduction
The last decade of research has shown impressive conver-
gence on the gross characteristics of software architectures
for complete agents such as autonomous robots or virtual
reality (VR) characters [Kortenkampet al., 1998; Sengers,
1999; Bryson, 2000a]. The field is now dominated by ‘hy-
brid’, three-layer architectures [Gat, 1998]. The hybrids com-
bine: (1) behavior-basedAI , the decomposition of intelli-
gence into simple, robust, reliable modules, (2)reactive plan-
ning, the ordering of expressed actions via carefully specified
program structures, and (optionally) (3)deliberative plan-
ning, which may inform or create new plans or behaviors.

In this paper, we take the view that software design and
methodology are critical to the advances that have been made
in complete agents. We contribute architectural features that
further facilitate the human engineering of these agents, in-
cluding the effort to incorporate reliable learning and plan-
ning into the agent. We do this by enhancing the pro-
grammability of reactive plans and reintroducing modularity
to the organization of the ‘plan primitives’. In our system,
plan primitives are not themselves modules, butinterfaces
to semi-autonomous behavior modules encapsulating special-
ized state for learning and control. This brings hybrid archi-
tectures closer to multi-agent systems (MAS) and behaviors
closer to active objects [van Eijket al., 2001]. We also present
a methodology for constructing complete agents in the archi-
tecture we describe, and some example agents.

2 Intelligence by Design
One of the most important aspects of the reactive revolution
of the late 1980’s is often overlooked. The break-throughs in

robotics associated with reactive and behavior-based systems
are usually attributed to the loss of deliberate planning and/or
explicit representations. The real contribution of the reactive
paradigm was explained nearly a decade earlier: you can’t
learn something you don’t practically already know [Winston,
1975], nor, by extension, plan something you can’t nearly
already do. The reason is simple combinatorics [Chapman,
1987; Wolpert, 1996]. As evolutionary linguists and case-
based reasoning researchers often tell us, what makes humans
so intelligent are our exceptional ability to store and transmit
solutions we manage to find [e.g. Hammond, 1990; Knightet
al., 2000].

Reactive and behavior-basedAI thus facilitate the advance
of AI in two ways. First, by severely deprecating both plan-
ning and state (and consequently learning), the reactive ap-
proach increased by default the emphasis on one of the largest
problems ofAI and software in general: design. Second, the
behavior-based approach made fashionable a proven software
design methodology: modularity.

The primary contributions of this paper are methodolog-
ical. We provide more productive ways of creating hybrid
systems. This is not to say that developing good software is
ever easy, or that learning or productive planning should not
be used to the fullest extent practical. In fact, we emphasize
the role of learning in our methodology. What weare saying
is that we favor approaches to hybrid systems that facilitate
human design, because humans designers do most of the hard
work in artificial intelligence.

3 Fundamentals of Reactive Plans
The terms ‘reactive intelligence’, ‘reactive planning’ and ‘re-
active plan’ appear to be closely related, but actually signify
the development of several different ideas.Reactive intelli-
gencecontrols a reactive agent — one that can respond very
quickly to changes in its situation. Reactive intelligence has
sometimes been equated with statelessness, but that associa-
tion is exaggerated. Reactive intelligenceis associated with
minimal representations and the lack of deliberation.

Reactive planningis something of an oxymoron. It de-
scribes the way reactive systems handle the problem tradi-
tionally addressed by conventional planning: action selection.
Action selection is the ongoing problem (for an autonomous
agent) of deciding what to do next. Conventional deliber-
ate planning assumes the segmentation of intelligent behavior
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into the achievement of discrete goals. A deliberate planner
constructs a sequence of steps guaranteed to move an agent
from its present state toward a goal state. Reactive planning,
in contrast, chooses only the immediate next action, and bases
this choice on the current context. In most architectures uti-
lizing this technique, reactive planning is facilitated by the
presence ofreactive plans.Reactive plans are stored struc-
tures which, given the current context (both internal and en-
vironmental), specify the next act.

We will quickly address the concerns some researchers
have with reactive planning. Hierarchical plans and central-
ized behavior arbitrationare biologically plausible [Byrne
and Russon, 1998; Prescottet al., to appear]. They are suf-
ficiently reactive to control robots in complex dynamic do-
mains [e.g. Kortenkampet al., 1998] and have been shown
experimentally to be as reactive as non-hierarchical, de-
centralized systems [Bryson, 2000b]. Although they do pro-
vide a single failure point, this can be addressed either by
standard MAS techniques [e.g. Bansalet al., 1998], or ac-
cepted as a critical system, like a power supply or a brain. Fi-
nally, as demonstrated by coordinated MAS and in Section 4
below, they do not preclude semi-autonomous behavior mod-
ules operating in parallel.

3.1 Basic Elements of Reactive Plans
Reactive plans support action selection. At any given time
step, most agents have a number of actions which could po-
tentially be expressed, at least some of which cannot be ex-
pressed simultaneously, for example sitting and walking. In
architectures without centralized action selection, [e.g. Arkin,
1990; Maes, 1990], the designer must fully characterizefor
each actionhow to determine when it might be expressed.
For engineers, it is generally easier to describe the desired be-
havior in terms of sequences of events. This strategy is com-
plicated by the non-determinism of environments. Several
types of events may interrupt the completion of an intended
action sequence. These events fall into two categories: (1)
some combination of alarms, requests or opportunities may
make pursuing a different plan more relevant, and (2) some
combination of opportunities or difficulties may require the
current ‘sequence’ to be reordered. We have determined 3
element types for reactive plans which, when combined, sup-
port both of these situations.

Simple Sequences
The first element type is a simple sequence of primitive ac-
tions: ι1, ι2, . . . ιn. In our own architecture, we call this ele-
ment anaction pattern. Including the sequence as an element
type is useful for two reasons. First, it allows an agent de-
signer to keep the system as simple as possible, which both
makes it more likely to succeed, and communicates more
clearly to a subsequent designer the expected behavior of that
plan segment. Second, it allows for speed optimization of ele-
ments that are reliably run in order, which can be particularly
useful in sequences of preconditions or in fine motor control.

Executing a sequential plan involves priming or activating
the sequence, then releasing for execution the first primitive
act ι1. The completion of anyιi releases the followingιi+1
until no active elements remain. Notice that this isnotequiv-

alent to the process ofchaining, where each element is essen-
tially an independent production, with a precondition set to
the firing of the prior element. A sequence is an additional
piece of control state; its elements may also occur in different
orders in other sequences.

Basic Reactive Plans
The next element type supports the case when changes in cir-
cumstance can affect the order in which a plan is executed.
We developed this idiom independently, and called it acom-
petence. However, it occurs in a number of other architectures
[e.g. Fikeset al., 1972; Nilsson, 1994; Correia and Steiger-
Garç̃ao, 1995] and is so characteristic of reactive planning,
that we refer to the generic idiom as aBasic Reactive Planor
BRP.

A BRP stepis a tuple〈π,ρ,α〉, whereπ is a priority,ρ is a
releaser, andα is an action. ABRP is a small set (typically
3–7) of plan steps{〈πi ,ρi ,αi〉∗} associated with achieving a
particular goal condition. The releaserρi is a conjunction of
boolean perceptual primitives which determine whether the
step can execute. Each priorityπi is drawn from a total order.
Each actionαi may be either another BRP or a sequence as
described above.

The order in which plan steps are expressed is determined
by two means: the releaser and the priority. If more than one
step is operable, then the priority determines which step’sα
is executed. If no step can fire, then the BRP terminates. The
top priority step of a BRP is often, though not necessarily a
goal condition. In that case, its releaser,ρ1, recognizes that
the BRP has succeeded, and its action,α1 terminates the BRP.

The details of the operation of a BRP are best explained
through an example. BRPs have been used to control such
complex systems as mobile robots and flight simulators [Cor-
reia and Steiger-Garção, 1995; Benson, 1996; Bryson and
McGonigle, 1998]. However, for clarity we draw this exam-
ple from blocks world. Assume that the world consists of
stacks of colored blocks, and that an agent wants to hold a
blue block.
x

〈 Priority Releaser⇒ Action
4 (holding) (held ’blue)⇒ goal
3 (holding)⇒ drop-held, lose-fix
2 (fixed-on ’blue)⇒ grasp-top-of-stack
1 (blue-in-scene)⇒ fixate-blue

〉

(1)
In this case priority is strictly ordered and represented by

position, with the highest priority step at the top. We refer to
steps by priority.

This single reactive plan can generate a large number of ex-
pressed sequential plans. In the initial context of a red block
stacked on a blue block, we might expect the plan 1–2–3–1–
2–4 to execute. But if the agent is already fixated on blue
and fails to grasp the red block successfully on first attempt,
the expressed plan would look like 2–1–2–3–1–2–4. If the
unsuccessful grasp knocked the red block off the blue, the
expressed plan might be 2–1–2–4. This BRP is identically
robust and opportunistic to changes caused by another agent.

If an action fails repeatedly, then the above construction
might lead to an indefinite behavior cycle. This can be pre-
vented through several means. Our competences allow a retry
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limit to be set at the step level. Thus acompetence stepis re-
ally a quadruple〈π,ρ,α,η〉, whereη is an optional maximum
number of retries. Other systems often have generic rules for
absence of progress or change.

The most significant feature of a BRP is that it is relatively
easy to engineer. To build a BRP, the developer imagines a
worst-case scenario for solving a particular goal. The priori-
ties are then set in the inverse order that the steps might have
to be executed. Next, preconditions are set, starting from the
highest priority step, to determine whether it can fire. For
each step, the preconditions are simplified by the assurance
that the agent is already in the context of the current BRP,
and that no higher priority step can fire.

Plan Manipulation
Finally, a reactive system must be able arbitratebetween
plans. We do this with a third element type called adrive col-
lection, also based on the BRP. A ‘step’, or in this case,drive
element, now has five elements〈π,ρ,α,A,ν〉. For a drive, the
priority and releaserπ andρ are as in a BRP, but the actions
are different.A is theroot of a BRP hierarchy, whileα is the
currently activeelement of the drive. If a drive element is se-
lected for action, but itsα is null because a BRP or sequence
has just terminated, thenα is set to theA for that drive. The
drive element begins action selection again from the root of
its hierarchy.

This system improves reaction time by eliminating the
stack that might be produced when traversing a plan hier-
archy. On every program cycle, the agent checks only the
drive-collection priorities, and at most one other set of prior-
ities, if α is currently a BRP rather than a sequence. It also
allows the agent to periodically re-traverse its decision tree
and notice any context change. This approach also allows the
hierarchy of BRPs to contain cycles or oscillations, which are
frequently useful patterns of behavior. Since there is no stack,
there is noobligationfor a competence chain to terminate.

The fifth member of a drive element,ν, is an optional max-
imum frequencyat which this element is visited. This is a
convenience for clarity, like the retry limitη on the compe-
tence steps — either could also be controlled through precon-
ditions. The frequency in a real-time system sets a temporal
limit on how frequently a drive element may be executed. For
example, on a mobile robot [Bryson and McGonigle, 1998]
we had the highest priority drive-element check robot’s bat-
tery level, but this was only executed every two minutes. The
next highest priority was checking the robot’s sensors, which
happened at 7Hz. Other, lower-priority processes then used
the remaining interspersed cycles.

One further characteristic discriminates drive collections
from competences / BRPs. Only one element of a compe-
tence is expected to be operating at any one time, but for a
drive collection, multiple drives may be effectively active si-
multaneously. If a high-priority drive takes the attention of
the action-selection mechanism, the program state of any ac-
tive lower drive is preserved. In the case of our robot, if the
navigation drive is in the process of selecting a destination
when the battery needs to be checked, attention returns to
the selection process exactly where it left off once the bat-
tery drive is finished. Further, action primitives in our system

are not stand-alone, consumatory acts, but are interfaces to
semi-autonomous behaviors which may be operating in par-
allel (see Section 4 below.) Thus the action ‘move’ in the
robot’s script merely confirms or transmits current target ve-
locities to already active controllers. A moving robot does
not stop rolling while its executive attends to its batteries or
its sensors.

3.2 Discussion — Other Reactive Architectures
We refer to reactive plan structures as described above as
Parallel-rooted, Ordered Slip-stack Hierarchical (POSH) ac-
tion selection. Although we freely distribute implementations
of this architecture in both C++ and Lisp / CLOS, we have
also implemented versions of POSH action selection in other
architectures [Bryson and Stein, 2001].

The functionality of the BRP, which in our experience is a
critical element of reactive planning, is surprisingly missing
from several popular architectures. In effect, architectures us-
ing middle layers like PRS [Georgeff and Lansky, 1987] seem
to expect that most of behavior can be sequenced in advance,
and that being reactive is only necessary for dealing with ex-
ternal interruptions by switching plans. On the other hand,
architectures such as subsumption [Brooks, 1991] or ANA
[Maes, 1990] expect that there is solittle regularity in the ar-
bitration of behavior that all actions must be considered for
execution at all times. We have found the most expedient
solution to the design problem of reactive planning is to cate-
gorize selection into things that need to be checked regularly,
things that only need to be checked in a particular context,
and things that one can get by not checking at all. These cat-
egories correspond to our three types of plan elements: drive
collections, competences, and action patterns.

4 Semi-Autonomous Behavior Modules and
the Role of Perceptual State

Besides emphasizing the use of modularity, the behavior-
based movement also made an important engineering con-
tribution by emphasizing specialized learning [e.g Brooks,
1991, pp. 158–9]. Specializing learning increases its proba-
bility of success, thus increasing its utility in a reliable agent.
Similarly, modularity simplifies program design, at least lo-
cally, thus increasing the probability of correctness. Govern-
ing the interaction of multiple independent behavioral mod-
ules can be a difficulty, but we have already addressed this
issue in the previous section.

Consider this description of standard hybrid systems:

The three-layer architecture arises from the empir-
ical observation that effective algorithms for con-
trolling mobile robots tend to fall into three distinct
categories: (1) reactive control algorithms which
map sensors directly onto actuators with little or
no internal state; (2) algorithms for governing rou-
tine sequences of activity which rely extensively on
internal state but perform no search; and (3) time-
consuming search-based algorithms such as plan-
ners. [Gat, 1998, p. 209]

Gat’s view of three-layer architectures is particularly close
to our own view of agent intelligence, because it puts con-
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trol firmly in the middle, reactive-plan layer. The deliberative
‘layer’ operates when prompted by requests. However, we
differ on the notion that there are many actions which can re-
ally map sensors to actuators with little internal state or con-
sideration for the past.

Nearly all perception is ambiguous, and requires expecta-
tions rooted in experience to discriminate. For a mobile robot,
this ‘experience’ may be from the last half a second, for dis-
criminating sonar ‘ghosts’, half a minute, to move around a
bumped object invisible to sonar, or days, as in remember-
ing a local map. Primitive actions governed by the reac-
tive plans may depend on any of this information. We do
not believe this information should be passed between ‘lay-
ers’ either by micro-management or as parameters. Rather,
in our model, the primitives of a reactive plan interface di-
rectly to semi-autonomous behavior modules. Each module
maintains its own state and may possibly perform its own
‘time-consuming’ processes (such as memory consolidation
or search) in parallel to the main activity of the complete
agent. Thus our view of agent control is very similar to Gat’s,
except that (1) we increase the number, specificity and poten-
tial simplicity of the modules composing his top layer, and
(2) we replace the notion of a bottom layer with the that of
an interface between the action selection module of the robot
and its (other) behavior modules.

5 Developing an Agent
The process of developing an agent with these two attributes,
POSH action selection and a behavior library, we call Behav-
ior Oriented Design. The analogy between BOD and OOD
is not limited to the metaphor of the behavior and the ob-
ject, nor to the use of methods on the behavior objects as
primitives to the reactive plans. The most critical aspect of
BOD is its emphasis on the design process itself. The old
problem of behavior decomposition (and new, analogous one
for MAS) is solved by using state requirements, as in mod-
ern object decomposition. Also as in OOD, BOD emphasizes
cyclic design with rapid prototyping. The process of develop-
ing an agent alternates between developing libraries of behav-
iors, and developing reactive plans to control the expression
of those behaviors.

5.1 The Initial Decomposition
The steps of initial decomposition are as follows. (1) Specify
at a high level what the agent is intended to do. (2) Describe
likely activities in terms of sequences of actions (prototype
reactive plans.) (3) Identify sensory and action primitives
from these sequences. (4) Identify the state necessary for
these primitives, clustering them by shared state (prototype
behaviors). (5) Identify and prioritize goals or drives that the
agent may need to attend to (prototype POSH drive roots). (6)
Select a first behavior to implement.

5.2 The Development Process
The remainder of the development process is not linear. It
consists of the following elements, applied repeatedly as ap-
propriate: coding behaviors, coding reactive plans, testing
and debugging code, and revising the specifications made in
the initial phase.

Usually only one behavior and one reactive plan will be
actively developed at a time. We strongly suggest maintain-
ing the lists developed in the initial phase as documentation.
Where possible, such documentation should be part of active
code. For example, the primitive list should be a file of code
specifying the interface calls. Similarly, old reactive plans
should be preserved with their development history and used
as a test suite as modifications are made to the behavior li-
braries.

5.3 Revising the Specifications

The most interesting part of the BOD methodology is the set
of rules for revising the specifications. The main design prin-
ciple of BOD iswhen in doubt, favor simplicity.A primitive
is preferred to an action sequence, a sequence to a compe-
tence. Heuristics then indicate when the simple element must
be decomposed into a more complex one. One guiding prin-
ciple is to reduce redundancy. If a particular plan or behavior
can be reused, it should be. If only part of a plan or a primitive
action can be used, then a change in decomposition is called
for. In the case of an action primitive, the primitive should
be decomposed into two or more primitives, and the origi-
nal action replaced by a sequence. If a sequence sometimes
needs to contain a cycle, or often does not need some of its
elements to fire, then it should really be a competence. A new
plan element should have the same name and functionality as
the primitive or sequence it replaces. This allows established
plans to continue operating without change.

Reactive plan elements should not require long or complex
triggers. Perception should be handled at the behavior level;
it should be a skill. A large number of triggers should be
converted into a single perceptual primitive. Another prob-
lem that crops up in competence design can be the presence
of too many elements. More than seven elements in a com-
petence, or difficulty in appropriately prioritizing or setting
triggers, indicates that a competence needs to be decomposed
into two. If several of the elements can be seen as working
to complete a subgoal, they may be moved to a child com-
petence. If two or more of the elements always follow each
other in sequence, they should be converted into an action pat-
tern. If the competence is actually trying to achieve its goal
by two different means, then it should be broken into two
sibling competences which are both inserted into the original
competence’s parent.

6 Example: Modeling Transitivity in a
Non-Human Primate

Although we have used our methodology on a mobile robot
[Bryson and McGonigle, 1998] and on virtual reality char-
acters [Bryson and Th́orisson, 2001], we find artificial life
(ALife) more conducive for quantitative comparisons [e.g.
Bryson, 2000b] and for communicating with researchers. We
thus illustrate BOD by building an ALife model of primate
intelligence. Unfortunately, this shows only degenerate ex-
amples of drive collections, but space is limited.

We begin by modeling the ability of a monkey to perform
transitive inference [McGonigle and Chalmers, 1977]. This
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task is interesting, because it was initially believed to re-
quire reasoning, which was in turn considered to require lan-
guage. Squirrel monkeys (saimiri scuireus) were trained on
four pairs of colored pucks; AB, BC, CD, and DE; to favor
the earlier element of the pair. Transitivity is the ability to
generalize this pairing spontaneously (without further train-
ing) when first presented with the novel pairs such as AC,
AD, BD and so on. The behavior of the monkeys on this task
has already been modeled by Harris and McGonigle [1994],
who modeled the transitive capability as a prioritized stack
of production rules of the type ‘avoid E’ or ‘select A’. Based
on the nature of the errors the monkeys made, and their sep-
arate performance on three-item sets, different stacks were
built representing the rules learned by each monkey.

We begin by replicating a simplified version of Harris’s
system modeling a skilled monkey. To simplify the simu-
lation task, we model both the monkey and its testing envi-
ronment as a single intelligent agent with two behaviors. The
‘monkey’ has two pieces of variable state — its hand and its
visual attention, the test box has only a test-board for holding
two or three items.

life ⇒
〈〈

(no-test)⇒ new-test
(grasping)⇒ finish-test

⇒ elvis-choice

〉〉

elvis-choice⇒
〈 (see-red)⇒ noisy-grasp

(see-white)⇒ grasp-seen
(see-blue)⇒ grasp-seen

(see-green)⇒ grasp-seen

〉
(2)

noisy-grasp ⇒ 〈screech→ grasp-seen〉
This plan gives an example of each element type described

in Section 3, though the action pattern is gratuitous. Priority
is again listed from the top. The drive collection, life, has no
goal, so it never ends. New-test is a call to the test behavior
which randomly resets the test board; finish-test clears it. The
seeing primitives all map to a single method on the monkey
behavior, which performs a ‘visual’ scan of the test board and
leaves visual attention on an appropriately colored object, if
it exists. Grasp-seen, also a method on the monkey behavior,
is thus able to use deictic reference without variable passing.

We now enhance the model by forcing the monkey to learn
the ordering of the pucks. This also requires augmenting the
test-behavior to reward the monkey appropriately.

life ⇒
〈〈 (no-test)⇒ new-test

(rewarded)⇒ end-of-test
(grasping)⇒ elvis-reward

⇒ educated-grasp

〉〉

elvis-reward ⇒
〈 (find-red)⇒ reward-found

(find-white)⇒ reward-found
(find-blue)⇒ reward-found

(find-green)⇒ reward-found

〉
(3)

educated-grasp⇒ 〈adaptive-choice→ grasp-seen〉
end-of-test ⇒ 〈consider-reward→ finish-test〉

We add a new behavior, sequence learning, to the sys-
tem, which though ascribable to the monkey, is separate

from the existing monkey-body behavior. The sequence-
learner contains a list of known objects with weights, a ‘sig-
nificant difference’ and a ‘weight shift’. If the monkey is
correct in its discrimination, but its certainty was less than
significant-difference, then consider-reward adds weight-shift
to the weight of the winner, and renormalizes the weights in
the list. If it is wrong, consider-reward shifts the weight to the
loser.

The test machine is now in charge of both setting and re-
warding the behavior. The new primitive ‘find’ searches the
world for a colored puck, then if it is found, a reward (or lack
of reward) is given based on whether the machine is attend-
ing to the monkey’s hand or the test-board. The end-of-test
action-pattern calls actions in sequence from two different be-
haviors — the monkey’s sequence learner learns, then the test
box records and resets. Educated-grasp is now a method on
sequence-learner; it does visual examination, evaluation, and
the grasp.

The above is just the first two steps of the development of
a learning version of Harris’ model. This example demon-
strates how functionality can be easily added, and shifted be-
tween plans and behaviors. The second model above con-
verges to a correct solution within 150 trials, with significant-
difference set to .08, and weight-shift to .06. We have addi-
tional forthcoming results showing that adding another layer
of learning (the select-avoid rules) results in further charac-
teristics typical of primate learning.

The sequence-learning task is interesting because it illus-
trates not only the interaction between reactive plans and
modular behaviors, but also begins to model how a behav-
ior might be designed to learn a reactive plan. However, the
BOD methodology is not constrained to modeling only a sin-
gle agent. We are currently modeling conflict resolution in
primate colony social interactions in collaboration with Jes-
sica Flack of Emory University. In this work, we use different
processes to model different agents. Each agent has its own
instance of the behavior objects and its local copy of a POSH
plan.

7 Conclusions
Software engineering is the key problem of developing com-
plete agents. The advances made due to the reactive and
behavior-based movements come primarily because they
trade off slow or unreliable on-line processes of search and
learning for the one-time cost of development, and by em-
phasizing the use of modularity. These are not reasons to
fully abandon learning and search, but they are reasons to use
it only in constrained ways likely to be successful.

It is easiest to design action selection if one exploits the se-
quencing and prioritization skills of programmers. We have
shown how sequences can be adapted into powerful reactive
plans. One of the components we consider critical to success-
ful reactive planning, the BRP, is present to our knowledge
in only one architecture with a reasonably large user base,
TR [Nilsson, 1994]. Most other architectures either only al-
low for reactivitybetweenplans, or don’t allow for structured
plan elements at all. We have also created a mapping between
the three layer architectures that dominate complete agent re-
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search today, and the original behavior-based architectures,
which are more like today’s MAS architectures. We suggest
that the primitive elements typical of the lowest layer of a
three-layer architecture should interface to semi-autonomous
behavior modules, which are comparable to high-level pro-
cesses in some three-layer architectures. This allows the ba-
sic actions coordinated by the reactive plans direct access to
appropriately processed state necessary for informing percep-
tion and determining the parameters of actuation.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a multiagent system in which
agents negotiate to allocate resources and satisfy con-
straints in a real-time environment of multisensor target
tracking. The agents attempt to optimize the use of their
own consumable resources while adhering to the global
goal, i.e., accurate and effective multisensor target
tracking. Agents negotiate based on different strategies
which are selected and instantiated using case-based
reasoning (CBR).  Agents are also fully reflective in
that they are aware of all their resources including sys-
tem-level ones such as CPU allocation, and this allows
them to achieve real-time behavior. We focus our dis-
cussion on multisensor target racking, case-based ne-
gotiation, and real-time behavior, and present experi-
mental results comparing our methodology to ones us-
ing either no negotiation or using a static negotiation
protocol.

1 Introduction
We describe a negotiating agent approach to multisensor
target tracking and distributed resource allocation in a real-
time environment.  Each agent controls a set of resources,
and is motivated to use these resources to track targets ap-
pearing in its coverage area, and also to make the resources
available to other agents in an effort to satisfy the global
tracking goals.  The act of balancing the local use of track-
ing resources and the global goal satisfaction increases the
complexity of the problem.  The agents have to incorporate
real-time issues into their decision making process since
global tasks and resources are bounded by time.  Each agent
in the system is autonomous, monitors its environment
through a sensor, reacts to changes that it observes, and
maintains its own knowledge bases.  There is no hierarchi-
cal organization among the agents allowing the system as a
whole to react to world events more quickly.  Since there is
also no centralized information shared by the agents, infor-
mation can only be exchanged directly during negotiation

sessions and only what is considered relevant and useful
information is communicated.  This increases the autonomy
of each agent and consequently strengthens the system’s
robustness.  Since there is no top-down coordination, our
agents dynamically form temporary coalitions to perform a
task, with each agent in the coalition using and also making
available its resources.

The driving application for our system is multisensor tar-
get tracking, a distributed resource allocation and constraint
satisfaction problem.  The objective is to track as many tar-
gets as possible and as accurately as possible using a net-
work of sensors.  Each sensor has a set of consumable re-
sources, such as beam-seconds (the amount of time a sensor
is active), battery power, and communication channels, that
each sensor desires to utilize efficiently.  Each sensor is at a
fixed physical location and, as a target passes through its
coverage area, it has to collaborate with neighboring sensors
to triangulate their measurements to obtain an accurate es-
timate of the position and velocity of the target.  As more
targets appear in the environment, the sensors need to de-
cide which ones to track, when to track them, and when not
to track them, always being aware of the status and usage of
sensor resources.

The problem is further complicated by the real-time con-
straints of the environment and the fact that agents have to
share physical resources such as communication channels
and disk storage.  For example, for a target moving at one
foot per second, accurate tracking requires one measurement
each from at least three different sensors within a time in-
terval of less than 2 seconds.  The real-time constraints force
our agents to deal with issues such as CPU allocation (since
speed of execution depends on it), disk space allocation,
communication latency, and processing times.  Finally, the
environment is noisy and subject to uncertainty and error:
messages may be lost, a sensor may fail to operate, or a
communication channel could be jammed.  Thus, in addition
to improving autonomy, one is required to promote noise-
resistance in agent reasoning, sensor control, and communi-
cations.
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The sensors are 9.35 GHz Doppler MTI radars that com-
municate using a 900 MHz wireless, radio-frequency (RF)
transmitter with a total of eight available channels.  Each
sensor can at any time scan one of three sectors, each cov-
ering a 120-degree swath.  Sensors are connected to a net-
work of CPU platforms on which the agents controlling
each sensor reside.  The agents (and sensors) must commu-
nicate over the eight-channel RF link, leading to potential
channel jamming and lost messages.  Finally, there is soft-
ware (the “tracker”) that, given a set of radar measurements,
produces a possible location and velocity for a target; the
accuracy of the location and velocity estimates depend on
the quality and frequency of the radar measurements: as we
mentioned, the target must be sensed by at least three radars
within a two second interval for accurate tracking.
Our solution to the problem is to use reflective, case-based,
negotiating agents.  The agents are reflective since they are
aware of their resources (including computational ones) and
of how their actions and commitments affect these re-
sources.  They also integrate case-based reasoning (CBR)
and negotiation to dynamically form target-tracking coali-
tions and to determine how resources should be shared and
used.  CBR allows the negotiation to adapt to the dynami-
cally changing environment.  Negotiation allows a bottom-
up generation of an any-time solution.  All agents are peers,
each responsible for initiating and responding to negotia-
tions.  When an agent senses an event that it cannot solve on
its own, it dynamically forms a coalition from a subset of its
known neighbors.  It then initiates negotiation requests to
the members of the coalition and conducts 1-to-1 negotia-
tions. This way, the common goal of target tracking is di-
vided into subgoals by the initiating agent.

The integration of real-time, CBR, and negotiation is a
unique and innovative approach to the solution of a general
class of dynamic, distributed, time-bound, over-constrained
resource allocation problems represented by our domain of
real-time multisensor target tracking.

2 Agent Negotiation
In our system negotiation is used to allocate sensor and
computational resources and to allow the agents to reach an
agreement on tracking a target. An agent is connected to and
controls a sensor, and is aware of its state and the status of
the resources it controls.  Each agent operates in one of
three different modes: tracking, negotiating, or both.

In this paper we will not discuss in detail how an agent
tracks a target, since the topic is only tangentially related to
negotiating agents.  In a few words, an agent polls its sensor
at predefined time intervals and if a radar return is consid-
ered “interesting,” it then follows the potential target for one
second sending all radar measurements to the tracker (the
software component that computes target location and ve-
locity given a set of radar measurements).

Since accurate target tracking requires triangulation, an
agent that finds a potential target must contact other sensor-

controlling agents to ask for their help.  Illuminating a target
by a radar implies the use of consumable resources: first, the
radar will have to abandon its own target tracking (if any) to
accommodate the request; second, using the radar consumes
battery power; third, sending the measurements to the
tracker occupies one of the eight globally available commu-
nication channels; fourth, the simple act of communicating
between agents and handling the cognitive cost of this
communication requires CPU resources.  Agents are coop-
erative and desire the completion of the high-level goal of
target tracking.  At the same time, they are individualistic, in
that they want to preserve their resources for their own goal
satisfaction, and they are also reliable, in that they do not
easily break a resource commitment made to another agent.
Consequently, when an agent requests the use of the re-
sources of another agent, it needs to convince that agent that
it has priority in the use of these resources. To do so our
agents use negotiation.

Negotiation can be used by agents to perform problem
solving and to achieve coherent behavior in a multiagent
system. Agents can negotiate in a fully prescribed manner
where the negotiating parties know exactly what each
other’s cost and utility functions are, or when such knowl-
edge is learned during the first step of interaction in a nego-
tiation [Kraus, 1997; Kraus et al., 1995].  There are agents
that negotiate using the unified negotiation protocol in
worth-, state-, and task-driven domains where agents look
for mutually beneficial deals to perform task distribution
[Rosenschein and Zlotkin, 1994; Zlotkin and Rosenschein,
1996]. Agents can also conduct argumentation-based nego-
tiation in which an agent sends over its inference rules to its
neighbor to demonstrate the soundness of its arguments
[Jennings et al., 1998].  Finally, there are agents that incor-
porate AI techniques [Chavez and Maes, 1996; Laasri et al.,
1992; Zeng and Sycara, 1998] and logical models [Kraus et
al., 1998] into negotiation.

2.1. Negotiation Model
Our agents use a variation of the argumentative negotiation
model.  Traditionally, in argumentative negotiation, an ar-
gument is a representation of a sequence of inferences
leading to a conclusion [Jennings et al., 1998].  Since our
agents are assumed to share the same reasoning mechanism,
it is not necessary for them to exchange their inference
model with their negotiation partners.  In addition, we as-
sume that an agent reasons rationally and in good faith and
is cooperative.

Before describing our negotiation model in detail we in-
troduce some terminology: an initiator or initiating agent is
the agent that requires a resource and contacts another agent
to start a negotiating session; a responder or responding
agent is the one that is contacted by the initiator; a persua-
sion threshold is a value associated with each resource or
percentage of a resource that indicates the degree to which
an agent needs to be convinced in order to free or share a
resource (alternatively, one can view the persuasion thresh-
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old as the degree to which an agent tries to hold on to a re-
source).  Finally, a negotiation strategy dictates how an
agent should behave before the start of a negotiation proc-
ess; it spells out the time allowed for the agent to complete
the negotiation, what type of information to send over as
arguments, how agreeable the responding agent should be,
and so on.

After the initiator determines that it requires assistance in
tracking a target, it establishes a set of negotiation partners
(a coalition, discussed in the next section), and contacts
them to start negotiating.  The initiator sends to the re-
sponders a message requesting a resource and a time inter-
val it needs this resource (the resource, for example, can be
turning on a radar beam at time T).  The responder deter-
mines if it can satisfy the request immediately (for example,
if the radar beam is already on), if it cannot negotiate at all
(it is too busy, implying that it has no CPU resources avail-
able or no more threads), or if it can negotiate.

If both agents determine that negotiation is possible, they
establish a negotiation strategy (see section 2.3) and start
negotiating.  Each agent has a local view of the world based
on its sensor information.  The initiator attempts to convince
the responder by sharing parts of its local information.  For
example, it may share with the responder the speed with
which the target is traveling or the other tasks it is currently
performing; the responder uses this data to “see through the
initiator’s eyes,” and determine if its needs are more press-
ing than its own.  The responder uses a set of domain-
specific rules to establish whether the information provided
by the initiator pushes it above a resource’s persuasion
threshold, in which case it would free the resource.  For
example, a target being tracked by an initiating agent that is
already busy tracking another target is a more convincing
argument than a target that is already being tracked by mul-
tiple sensors.

If the responder is not convinced by the evidential support
provided by the initiator, it requests more information from
the initiator.  The initiator, guided by its negotiation strat-
egy, sends over what it views as its most useful arguments
first.  The responder evaluates these new arguments and
updates the evidence support.  This process iterates until
either the agents reach an agreement, in which case a re-
source or a percentage of a resource is freed, or the negotia-
tion fails.

2.2. Coalition Formation
In order to negotiate, an initiating agent must identify a
group of other agents that it can talk to.  This group is a ne-
gotiating coalition and is established dynamically by the
initiator.  To become a member of a coalition an agent must,
first, be known to the initiator, and, second, have the poten-
tial to provide useful resources.

An agent knows a subset of the agents in the multiagent
system.  Usually it knows the agents in its physical neigh-
borhood, since they all control radars that cover a certain

area. Since, as mentioned, the radars are sessile, an agent
only needs to be told once who its physical neighbors are.
To establish who can provide useful resources, the initiator
calculates the velocity of the target it is tracking and estab-
lishes a potential future path that the target will follow.
Next, the initiator finds the radar coverage areas that the
path crosses and identifies areas where at least three radars
can track the target (remember that tracking requires almost
simultaneous measurement from at least three sensors).  The
agents controlling these radars become members of the ne-
gotiating coalition.

Since computational resources are limited, and negotiat-
ing consumes CPU and bandwidth, the initiator does not
start negotiation with all members of the coalition, but first
ranks them and then initiates negotiation with the highest-
ranked ones. Ranking of the coalition members is done us-
ing a multi-criterion utility-theoretic evaluation technique.
The evaluation criteria are:
1. the target’s projected time of arrival at the coverage area

of a sensor: there has to be a balance between too short ar-
rival times which do not allow enough time to negotiate
and too long arrival times which do not allow adequate
tracking;

2. the target’s projected time of departure from the coverage
area of a sensor: the target needs to be in the coverage
area long enough to be illuminated by the radar;

3. the number of overlapping radar sectors: the more sectors
that overlap the higher the chance that three agents will
agree on measurements, thus achieving target triangula-
tion;

4. whether the initiator’s coverage overlaps the coverage
area of the coalition agent: in this case the initiator needs
to convince only two agents to measure (since it is the
third one), which may be easier than convincing three;

5. the success rate in previous negotiations between the ini-
tiator and the agent in the coalition: previous successes
are an indicator that an agent is more willing to be per-
suaded to free resources (since all agents are collaborative
this is an indirect indication that an agent is mostly idle or
has more resources than it needs).
At the end of the evaluation all coalition members are

ranked and the initiator activates negotiations with as many
high-ranked agents as possible (there have to be at least two
and the maximum is established by the negotiation threads
available to the initiator at the time, since it may be re-
sponding to negotiation requests even as it is initiating other
negotiations).

2.3. Case-Based Negotiation Strategy
As negotiation strategy we define the set of guidelines (or
protocol) that govern the behavior of an agent during a par-
ticular negotiation.  In contrast to other work in negotiation
where the negotiating parties followed a predefined, static
protocol, our agents dynamically establish a new strategy
depending on their current state and the state of the world.
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The goal is to situate a negotiation and to improve the
chances of its success by taking into account the dynami-
cally changing world state.  This is accomplished by using
CBR to select, adapt, and eventually learn negotiation
strategies.

Since initiating a negotiation and responding to one are
fundamentally different tasks, although still governed by the
same methodology, each agent has two different case bases:
one with strategies for initiating negotiations and one with
strategies for responding to negotiation requests.  Cases of
both initiating and responding negotiation strategies have
the same description, but different strategies.  In the fol-
lowing we discuss the joint situation description of the two
case types and then discuss the two types of strategies sepa-
rately.

A case contains a description of a situation that allows an
agent, using simple weighted matching, to establish similar-
ity between the current situation and the cases in the case
base.  The situation describes the state of the agent (tasks it
is performing, state of the radar, its battery, etc.), the state of
the target (current location and speed, projected path, type,
etc.), and the model of the potential coalition members (how
many, the number that actually were used in negotiation,
their capabilities, etc.)  Since an agent is always aware of
this information, it can match the current situation with the
description of the cases in the case base, find the best match,
and apply (after adaptation) the negotiation strategy in the
case to the current negotiation task.

Each case also contains the negotiation strategy that was
used in the past together with the outcome of the negotia-
tion, such as: “offer accepted,” “offer rejected,” “ran out of
time,” or “ran out of resources.”  The strategy tells the agent
how to conduct the negotiation.  For the initiator the nego-
tiation strategy consists of the following:
1. a ranking of the classes of information it should use as

arguments: during a negotiation each agent attempts to
minimize the number and length of messages sent, since
with fewer messages the agents can avoid message loss
due to communication failures, and reduce traffic among
the agents.  The agents want to send short messages as
well since the transfer is faster and the bandwidth is con-
strained.  Thus, it is important for an initiating agent to
decide which information pieces are more important to
send to the responding agent;

2. the time constraint: how long (in real time) the agent
should be negotiating, since the target may leave the area;

3. the number of negotiation steps: a “step” is a complete
negotiation communication act where the initiator sends
arguments and the responder makes a counter-offer or re-
quests more convincing arguments.  Clearly the more
steps that are allowed the higher the chance of reaching an
agreement, but also the more time and resources are
spent;

4. the CPU usage: more CPU resources for a negotiation
mean faster negotiation, but also less CPU available for
other tasks.
The responder has a slightly different negotiation strategy.

It shares some elements of the initiator’s protocol, specifi-
cally the time constraint, the number of negotiation steps,
and the maximum CPU usage, but it also introduces two
more parameters:
1. the power usage: this defines how much power the re-

sponder is willing to use to turn on its radar;
2. persuasion thresholds for resources: as already mentioned,

each resource has a persuasion threshold associated with
it which determines how difficult it will be to convince
the responder to free the resource.  The resources are ra-
dar sectors for performing frequency or amplitude meas-
urements to track a target, CPU allocation, and usage of
the RF communication channels.  Discrete resources like
turning on a radar, have a single valued persuasion
threshold. Continuous resources like CPU, where a re-
sponder may agree to free a percentage of it, have a linear
or an exponential function of evidence support, as persua-
sion thresholds (so, if an initiator convinces a responder
by degree X, then the responder is willing to free N% of
its CPU allocation; if it is convinced by degree (X+Y) it
will be willing to free (N+M)% of its CPU, where N =
f(X), M = f(X+Y) – f(X), and f is either a linear or an ex-
ponential function depending on the actual situation).  We
have chosen these two functions since they are easy to
compute and represent two different conceding behav-
iors—the linear function has a uniform conceding rate
whereas the exponential function models agents willing to
concede quickly.
After a case has been selected and an old negotiation

strategy has been retrieved, the agent adapts the strategy to
best fit the current situation.  Our adaptation technique uses
two sets of rules: one that maps the differences between the
case description and the current world state into strategy
fixes, and a second one that uses the outcomes of the old
negotiation strategy to guide its adaptation into a more po-
tentially successful one.  For example, if the current target is
faster than the target in the case, then the agent reduces the
negotiation time in its strategy.  Or, if the old negotiation
failed because the agents could not reach an agreement, then
the agent may want to use fewer CPU resources and plan to
spend less time on the negotiation, since it may fail again.
Currently, we have 17 difference-driven and seven out-
come-driven domain-specific adaptation rules.  On average,
each rule has two conditions to facilitate fast token matching
and has about three conclusions such as “increase the num-
ber of negotiation steps by X,” “decrease the time by Y,”
and so on.

Finally, when a negotiation strategy has been created, the
agents engage in negotiation, as discussed in section 2.1.
After the negotiation is concluded, the agents involved in it
decide whether it is worthwhile to learn the strategy they
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used, and to add it to their respective case base. An agent
matches the new case to all cases in the case base and if it is
significantly different from all of them it learns the new
strategy by storing the case in the case base.  By learning
cases whose description differs sufficiently from the ones in
the case base the agents attempt to improve their negotiation
strategies by covering a larger part of the problem domain.
If, though, the new case is not sufficiently different from the
ones in the case base, the agent determines which one to
keep: the new one or the old case which best matches the
new one? To do so the agent attempts to increase the diver-
sity of the case base by computing the sum of differences
between that old case and the entire case base (minus the
best matching old case) and the sum of differences between
the new case and the entire case base (minus the best
matching old case).  If the second sum is greater than the
first sum, then it replaces the old case with the new case.
The heuristics we use to evaluate whether a new case should
be learned or not are similar to the similarity evaluation per-
formed during retrieval, with the additional evaluation of the
solution parameters.  Since learning is performed by the
agent on-line, we have designed it to be of only linearly
related to the number of cases in the case base.  Conse-
quently, the diversity measurement is between the new case
and every case in the case base instead of between all case
pairs.  This allows us to improve the speed of the learning
step when a new case comes in and to reduce the computa-
tional requirements.

There has been work in off-line learning of negotiation
strategies using genetic algorithms [Matos et al., 1998], but
in our work learning is continuous and on-line.

3 Real-Time Reflective Agents
A fundamental concern in multisensor target tracking is the
timeliness of the measurements: a radar must be active and
illuminating an area when a target is passing through it and
when other radars are measuring, too.  This introduces real-
time constraints to the sensor management by the agents:
negotiations must be concluded within sufficient time to
allow execution of sensing commands, or must be aborted to
allow negotiation with other members of the coalition. To
achieve real-time behavior the agents must be fully aware of
the status of system-level resources and of the passage of
time.  This awareness defines a real-time reflective agent.

Our agents use the Real-Time Scheduling Services
(RTSS) that reside on top of the KU Real-Time system
(KURT) [Srinivasan et al., 1998] that adds real-time func-
tionality to Linux.  First, the RTSS provides an interface
between the agents and the system timers, allowing agents
to: (1) query the OS about the current time; (2) ask the
RTSS to notify them after the passage of certain length of
time; and (3) ask the RTSS to ping them at fixed time inter-
vals.  This allows agents to know when to, for example,
conclude a negotiation process or turn on a radar sector.
Second, the agents may ask the RTSS to notify them when

certain system-level events occur, such as process threads
being activated, or communication messages going out or
coming into the system.  Third, the agents can ask the RTSS
to allocate them a percentage of the CPU for each one of
their threads (such as the ones controlling the radar and
tracking or the ones used in negotiations) and to schedule
this allocation within an interval of time.  This way agents
residing on the same computational platform can establish
execution priorities and can control how fast an operation
can be performed (clearly, more CPU scheduled in con-
secutive time intervals implies faster execution for a thread,
leading to faster reasoning and negotiation).

The RTSS may be unable to perform such a CPU alloca-
tion and scheduling, if, for example, all available CPU re-
sources are already occupied.  Then, the requesting agent is
notified and is also informed of which agents are using the
CPU resources. This allows the agent to initiate a negotia-
tion for CPU with the other agents.  This is when the fourth
function of the RTSS comes into play: an agent needs to
know what percentage of its allocated CPU it is using, to be
able to determine whether it is willing to give up part of its
CPU allocation to a requesting agent. After agents have ne-
gotiated a new sharing of CPU resources they request a re-
scheduling of the allocations, and the RTSS dynamically
performs it.

The RTSS allows agents to be full masters of all their re-
sources, including system-level ones.  Agents can negotiate
about CPU and can simply cede part of their allocation to
other agents.  Knowledge of the passage of real time, of the
occurrence of system-level events, and of CPU usage and
load make our agents reflective and allow them to function
effectively in a real-time domain.

Previous work in real-time AI fell under two general
categories: (1) anytime algorithms [Dean and Boddy, 1988]
where a solution to a problem can be incrementally refined
and can be applied at anytime during the refinement proc-
ess, and (2) multiple methods or approximate processing
[Lesser et al., 1988] where different approaches to a solu-
tion are available and can be combined.

4 Experimental Results
The reflective, real-time, case-based negotiating agents de-
scribed in the previous sections have been implemented and
tested using real sensors and targets moving in a physical
environment.  The agents exhibit all of the behavior de-
scribed: they use CBR to select and adapt a negotiation
strategy, use the RTSS to request CPU resources and to
have time and system awareness, negotiate for radar use,
and learn the new negotiation strategies they have devel-
oped.  Most importantly, the agents achieve the high-level
goal of the system: they track targets traversing an area cov-
ered by many radars.

Our experiments concentrated on evaluating whether ne-
gotiating agents can track targets better, and whether CBR
results in better negotiation strategies.  Our hypotheses
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were, first, that negotiating agents can track targets better
since they can coordinate radar measurements and achieve
better triangulation, and, second, that negotiation using CBR
will result in better tracking than using a static negotiation
protocol, since CBR will allow adaptation of the strategy to
the current situation.  Our experiments support these hy-
potheses.  In addition to the accuracy of tracking, we used
communication as a measure of quality (length of messages,
frequency of messages and message cost, i.e. length times
frequency), since communication is an important bottleneck
of scale up.

First we compared our system to a multiagent, sensor-
controlling network where there is no communication be-
tween the agents, and where when a target appears in the
coverage area of a sensor it is tracked.  Next, we compared
our case-based negotiating agents to a system where nego-
tiation uses a predefined, static strategy.  We selected the
static strategy carefully to make sure it should be adequate
for most cases.

In general, the results, summarized in figures 1-4, were
very encouraging. The agents which used no negotiation
sent almost 20% more messages but had almost 27% worse
tracking accuracy than negotiating agents.  The non-
negotiating agents exchanged no messages, and only sent
their radar measurements to the tracking software.  Since
there was no coordination of the measurements, there were
too many messages sent to the tracker.  On the other hand,
we also found that such messages are short compared to
arguments exchanged between agents during negotiation,
resulting in lower message costs—the product of the aver-
age length and the total number of messages sent per sec-
ond.  Since there was no cooperation to triangulate meas-
urements, the resulting accuracy was poor.

Figure 1: Tracking accuracy vs. agent behavior

The agents that used a static negotiation strategy fared
worse than the ones that used a case-based, adaptive strat-
egy.  Specifically, the agents using a static protocol sent
approximately 10% fewer messages (though with a slightly
higher message cost) and had almost 18% worse accuracy
than the case-based negotiating agents.  The message cost is
due to the fact that the case-based agents change the ranking
of the arguments they communicate based on the situation;

this leads to overall more effective communication acts.
The accuracy is due to the fact that case-based agents adapt
their negotiation to the current situation and have a higher
chance of achieving agreement for resource allocation; on
the other hand the static strategy agents failed to agree more
often and this led to failure to perform the multiple, simulta-
neous radar measurements that are required for accurate
tracking.

Figure 2: Number of messages to agents and to tracking software
vs. agent behavior.

Figure 3: Message statistics vs. agent behavior.  Message cost is
the product of the average length and the total number of messages

sent per second.

Figure 4: Percentage of successful negotiations vs. negotiation
strategy type.  A successful negotiation is one that completes with

a deal between the two negotiating agents.
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5 Conclusions
We have described a multiagent approach to distributed
resource allocation problems, particularly to multisensor
tracking of targets in a real-time environment.  Our ap-
proach uses negotiations among agents to exchange infor-
mation based on strategies retrieved using a case-based rea-
soning system.  This allows the agents to learn negotiation
strategies based on previous experiences, adapt to the cur-
rent situations, and avoid repeating past failures.  We have
shown experimentally that CBR-based negotiations helped
agents to negotiate more efficiently and more successfully,
indirectly helping the agents track their targets more accu-
rately.  The agents in our system use real-time scheduling
services to become reflective of the system-level resources
they use and to be time-aware; this allows the agents to
work in an environment of real-time constraints.  Finally,
we showed experimentally that reflective negotiating agents
can track targets much better than agents that simply react to
the presence of targets in their environment.  The reflective
nature of the agents allows them to schedule the precise
time of measurement and also exchange computational re-
sources, leading to faster and more efficient processing.
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Abstract

Informationsharing is importantfor differentgoals,

such as sharing reputationsof sellers among poten-

tial buyers, load balancing, solving technical prob-

lems, etc. In the short run, providing information

as a response to queries is oftenunbene�cial. In the

long run, mechanisms that enable bene�cial stable

strategies for information exchange can be found.

This paper presents such mechanisms and speci-

�es under which conditions it is bene�cial to the

agents to answer queries. We analyze a model of

repeated encounters in which two agents ask each

other queriesover time. We presentdifferent strate-

gies that enable information exchange, and com-

pare them according to the expected utility for the

agents, and the conditions required for the cooper-

ative equilibrium to exist.

1 Introduction

In this paper,we consider the problemof information sharing

among self motivated agents. Information sharing is neces-

sary in environments where autonomous agents are required

to solve problems, and additional information may improve

their performance, i.e., reputation systems, load balancing,

solving problemswhich require specialization, etc. Informa-

tion sharing among agents in such environments is supposed

to increase their average utility, since the cost of one agent

to �nd an answer to a query is usually less than the utility

derived by the agentwho receives the response.

Research on information sharing among agents usually as-

sumes that the agents are motivated to share information

with each other and to help each other to �nd the best solu-

tion to their problems [Mor, 1996; Raub and Weesie, 1990;

Zacharia, 1999]. This assumption does not hold in multi-

agents environments, where each agent belongs to another

owner, andwants to maximize its ownutility. An agentwhen

answeringa querybears the costs of searching for the answer,

and sending it to the questioner, and it may also bear indirect

costs. For example, if the query is about the resourcewith the

�

This material is based upon work supported in part by the NSF

under Grant No. IIS-9820657. Rina Azoulay-Schwartz is supported

in part by the Israeli Ministry of Science.

lowest load [Schaerf et al., 1995], answering it may increase

the load of the resource, and this can harm the responding

agent that publicized this information. The responding agent

does not receive any payment for its answer, since there is no

mechanism to enablesuch a payment. Moreover, the value of

an answer cannot objectively be evaluated, and payment for

answersmay cause the queries �ow to be damaged only as a

result of evaluation problems.

In fact, each agentwould like to receive answers to its own

queries, while ignoring queries directed to it. Thus, as we

show in Section 1.1 below, it is clear that in equilibrium of a

single interaction, no agent will answer any query. However,

if the interactionsare repeated,strategypro�lesexist in which

it is worthwhile for the agents to attempt to answer queries,

since their long term utility will increase.

To simplify the problem, we analyze a model of repeated

interactions in which two agents contact each other and ask

queries repeatedly. This problem is different from the clas-

sical prisoner's dilemma [Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991] in re-

spect to two main issues. First, the agents do not make their

decisions simultaneously: in each interaction, one agent asks

a query, and the decision is made by the second agent. Sec-

ond, an agent, when attempting to answer a query, may fail

to �nd an answer, and the questioner cannot knowwhether it

did not receive an answer because the other agent ignored its

query, or because the other agent failed to �nd an answer. In

fact, the agent which has to answer may also return a nega-

tive message, saying it cannot �nd an answer. However, such

a response is strategically equal in our model to not respond-

ing, since in that case, the questioner cannot know whether

the agent really attempted to answer its query or not. We also

assume that an agent cannot send a �ctive answer, since such

an answer will be revealed immediately. (e.g., information

about a seller cannot be given if the informer does not know

actual details about it. Technical helpwhich is not usefulwill

immediately be found to be worthless, etc.)

Other research conducted in DAI concerning repeated in-

teractions, dealsmostly with learning the best strategy to use

in repeated interactions [Sen and Arora, 1997; Sandholmand

Crites, 1995; Carmel and Markovitch, 1996; Freund et al.,

1995]. Sen and Arora developed and analyzed probabilistic

reciprocity schemes as strategies to be used by self interested

agents to decide whether or not to help other agents. The

principle of reciprocity is that agents only help those agents
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who helped them in the past or can help them in the future.

Their analysis and experiments show that reciprocal behav-

ior improves the individual agent's performance in the long

run over the sel�sh behavior. Our research also dealswith re-

peated interactions among self interested agents, but we take

the classic game theory approach of �nding strategies that

are in equilibrium. Chalasani at el [Chalasani et al., 1998]

developed a modelwhere querying agents send queries to in-

formation agents. They designed a randomized symmetric

strategy which minimizes the expected completion time of a

query. However, they do not explain the motivation of an

agent to use the symmetric strategy. In our research, we con-

sider strategy pro�les, which the agents are motivated to fol-

low. We evaluate the expected utility of the strategy pro�les,

and the conditions required for this pro�le to be an equilib-

rium. We combine theoretical proofs with particular exam-

ples that demonstrate the behavior of the strategy pro�les for

particular parameters.

1.1 The one period interaction

Consider the following interaction of two agents, i and j:
Agent j is ready to ask a query, and it can either send it to

agent i or not. If it sends the query, then agent i can either

attempt to answer the query or not. If agent i attempts to an-

swer the query, thenwith a probability of pi it will succeed in
answering the query, but with a probability of 1 � pi it will
fail, where0 � pi � 1. If agent j does not receive an answer,
it does not know whether agent i attempted to answer it and

failed, or whether it even tried.

Agent i, when attempting to answer a query, incurs an

obligatory cost oi, for searching for an answer. If it succeeds
in �nding an answer, then it incurs an additional cost of ci,
which contains the expenses of retrieving the answer (i.e., its

total cost is oi+ ci). If agent i does not attempt to answer the

query at all, then it will have a utility of 0. The asking agent

(agent j) obtains a utility of vj only if it receives an answer.
In any other case, its utility will be 0.

Consider the one period interaction in which agent B is

ready to to send agent A a query. There are two pure equi-

libria for this interaction: in the �rst, agent B will send the

query to agent A, but agent A will not attempt to answer it.

Note that agentB still sends its query, since we assume that

it incurs no cost for sending queries. In the second, agentB
will not send the query at all. In both equilibria, the utility

of both agents is 0. In this paper, we present strategy pro-

�les to be usedby agentsparticipating in the repeatedversion

of the above interaction. We prove that under certain condi-

tions, responding to queries is in equilibrium, and improves

the agents' expected utility.

In fact, the problem can be statedmore generally. Agent i
canask agent j to performanyarbitraryaction, rather than an-

swer a query. The action is costly to agent j, and it may suc-

ceed or fail. However, if the required results of the action are

not achieved, agent i cannot observe whether this happened
because of a failure of the action taken by agent j, or since
agent j did not even attempt to perform the action. The prob-

lem is different from the classical repeated principal-agent

problem[Radner, 1985], sinceeachagenthas a role of a prin-

cipal in a part of the interactions, and has a role of an agent

in the other. In the rest of the paperwe refer to query answer-

ing, although our results are also appropriate for the general

problem.

1.2 The repeated interaction

In the repeated interaction, there are several occurrencesover

time of the single interaction described above. We consider

an alternating queriesmodel, in which agentA asks a query,

then agentB, and vice versa. Time is discrete and is indexed

by t = 1; 2; :::. If it is agent i's turn to ask a query, then

the probability for it to have a query at a given time period

is qi, and this probability is known to both agents. Although
the agentsknow the probabilitydistributionof the queries ap-

pearance, they do not know the actual timewhen querieswill

appear. This means that at a given time, each agent does not

know the exact time it will be ready to send its next query,

or the time its opponent will send its next a query. If a query

was asked, then the one period interaction occurs, and we as-

sume that it takes one time period. We consider a discounted

utility function, and denote the discount factor of the utility

function �, where 0 � � < 1. We assume that interactions

continue inde�nitely. In fact, our model also suits situations

where in each interaction, there is a positive probability that

no more interactionswill occur, as described in [Osborneand

Rubinstein, 1990]. Finally, ! denotes a con�guration vec-

tor: ! = (pA; pB ; qA; qB; �; vA; vB ; cA; cB ; oA; oB) and 

denotes the set of all possible con�guration vectors.

In this paper,we suggest a trigger strategyequilibrium[Fu-

denberg and Tirole, 1991] to be used by the agents in the re-

peatedinteraction. Trigger strategiesare appropriatefor cases

where the action performed by one agent is unobserved by

the other one, and it yields an outcome that is observed by

both agents. However, the sameoutcomemay be the result of

different actions, with different probabilities. In this type of

equilibrium, an agent uses the outcome of its opponent's ac-

tion in order to decidewhether to behave cooperatively, or to

punish its opponent, and apply the non-cooperative strategy.

2 A one-period observation model

In this section, we consider a punishment for each time an

answer is not obtained from the opponent, though there are

cases in which this was not deliberately caused by the op-

ponent. In fact, using a trigger strategy pro�le causes the

agents to attempt to answer eachother'squeries, thus increas-

ing the agents expected utility with regards to the casewhere

the equilibriumof the one period interaction is implemented.

However, there are cases where agents are punished due to

failure in answering queries. We begin this section by de�n-

ing the trigger strategy pro�le.

We suggest that the agents use a trigger strategy pro-

�le which is based on three possible �phases�: Normal,
PunishA and PunishB . In phase Normal, each agent

attempts to answer the query of the other agent. In phase

Punishi, agent j ignores the queries of agent i, but if agent
j asks a query, agent i will attempt to answer it. At the begin-

ning, the agents are in phaseNormal, and remain there pro-

viding each agent answers its opponent's query. Given phase

Normal, whenever an agent i does not answer a query, they

2
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switch to Punishi. This punishment phase holds until agent
i answers a query of agent j, in which case, they return to

phaseNormal. The above strategy pro�le promotes cooper-

ation and information sharing. In the next section we reveal

underwhich conditions it is an equilibrium.

Di is the expecteddiscount ratio from the time agent i asks
a query, until the time agent j will be ready to ask a query.

We proved that

Di = �qi + �2(1� qi)qi + :::: =
�qi

1� �(1� qi)
: (1)

Denote the present time t0, the time when agent B asks a

query tB , and the time after tB in which agent A sends a

query to B tA. Denote the overall expected discount ratio

from t0 until tA, D. We proved that

D =
�2qAqB

(1� �(1� qA))(1� �(1� qB))
= DADB (2)

Symmetrically, we proved that D is also the expected dis-

count in the case of punishing agent B. We proved that

0 � Di < 1, and also that 0 � D < 1. The proofs of

this proposition, as well as the other proofs, can be found in
[Azoulay-Schwartz, 2001]. For space limitation, we do not

present them here.

2.1 Expected Utility and Equilibrium Conditions

In this section, we specify the expected utility of the agents

when they follow the strategies pro�le described above, and

the conditions under which this pro�le is an equilibrium.

First, we de�ne the terms that will be used for these speci-

�cations.

De�nition 2.1 The following termsexpress the expectedutil-

ity of the agents, from the present until in�nity.

� Vi : the expectedutility of agent i if it attempts to answer
the query of agent j (whether it succeeds or not).

� Ui: the expected utility of agent i when it is agent j's
turn to answer i's query (whether j succeeds or not).

� Fi: the expected utility of agent i as the agents move

to phase Punishi (either since agent i ignored the last
query, or because of agent i's failure to answer it).

Generally, we consider the expected utility and the trigger

equilibrium condition of agent A. B's speci�cations can be

detailed symmetrically. We consider an unrestricted horizon

model, so the utility terms are de�ned recursively.

Attribute 2.1 The values of VA, UA, and FA are computed

as follows.

VA = �oA + pA(�cA +DAUA) + (1� pA)FA (3)

UA = pB(vA +DBVA) + (1� pB)DUA (4)

FA = DVA (5)

VA is the expected utility of agent A from attempting to

answer a query. It consists of the expected future utilitywhen

the attempt to answer succeeds, and the expectedutilitywhen

it fails, with the corresponding probabilities for both events,

and the obligatory cost oA. In case of success, the utility

of agent A consists of the cost of cA, and of its utility from
asking agent B a query (UA), after an expected discount of

DA. In case of failure, agentA's utility is FA.

UA is the expected utility of agentA when it asks a query.

If agent B succeeds to answer agent A's query, then agent

A receives an immediate utility of vA, and the agent stays

in state Normal, i.e., after a delay of DB , agent A will be

required to answer agent B's query, with an expected utility

of VA. If agentB fails to answer the query, then after a delay

of D, it will be required to answer the next query of agentA,
i.e., agentA's expected utility is UA.

FA is the utility of agent A when it does not answer the

query of agentB. AgentA will be punished, and after an ex-

pected discount ratio of D, again, it will be its turn to answer

agentB's query, i.e., its expected utility will be VA.

We proceed with identifying the conditions under which

the trigger equilibrium exists. In particular, we use the strat-

egypro�lede�nedin the beginningof Section2, andwespec-

ify the condition under which each agent prefers the trigger

strategy over deviation and ignoring the queries, given that

the second agent uses its trigger strategy. If the condition of

each agent holds, then the trigger strategy pro�le is an equi-

librium.

Lemma 2.1 The trigger equilibrium of the one period ob-

servation strategy pro�le is an equilibrium if Vi � Fi, for
i 2 fA;Bg.

The aboveconditionclaims thatwhenever the utility of an-

swering a query is higher for the agent than its utility from

ignoring the query, a trigger equilibrium exists. In the fol-

lowing lemma, we found an explicit formula which de�nes

VA, by using formulas 3- 5.

Lemma 2.2 The expectedutility of agentA when attempting

to answer a query, can be formalized as follows.

VA =
(1 +DpB �D)(�oA � pAcA) + pADApBvA

(1 +DpB �D)(1�D +DpA)� pADpB
(6)

Using lemma2.1, and thede�nitionsofFA andFB , we can
progresswith �nding the explicit conditions for the existence

of the trigger equilibrium. In fact, the conditionof agent i can
be displayed as a required ratio between vi and ci +

oi
p(i)

for

agent i 2 fA;Bg.

Lemma 2.3 If the agents are risk-neutral, then the one pe-

riod observation strategy is an equilibrium for agents A and

B, if the followingcondition holds for both i = A; j = B and

i = B; j = A.

vi

ci +
oi
pi

� (
1� � + �qi

�qipj
+

�qj(pj � 1)

pj(1� � + �qj)
) (7)

Using the above lemmas, important propertiescan be iden-

ti�ed, concerning the strength of the equilibrium and the in-

�uence of the con�guration parameters on the conditions of

the equilibriumandon the agentsexpectedutility. We present

our conclusions in the following section.

3
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Figure 1: The in�uence of qA and qB : Up: the expected util-
ity VA. Down: the trigger equilibrium condition of agent A
(vA = 2; the equilibriumdoes not hold for all cases indicated

by y < 0.)

2.2 Properties of the Expected Utility and of the

Equilibrium Conditions

In this section, we study the existence of the trigger equilib-

rium and the agents' expected utilityVA. The valueVA�FA
of lemma 2.1 should be non-negative for the equilibrium to

exist. As this value increases, the trigger equilibrium exists

for a larger set of con�gurations. Someof the conclusionsare

proved formally, while others are demonstrated for a particu-

lar con�guration of parameters! = (qi = 0:1; pi = 0:5; � =
0:9; ci = 1; oi = 0:1; vi = 10).

Lemma 2.4 As vA, pA or pB increases, and as oA or cA
decreases, the expected utility of each agent increases, and

the trigger equilibriumholds for more con�gurations.

The above conclusion is intuitive, since as the bene�ts an

agent obtains from answeringqueries,vA, increases, the util-
ity of agent A increases, and it is more worthwhile for it to

answer queries. It is also expected that the direction of in�u-

enceof oA and cA will be opposite: as they increase, attempt-

ing to answer queries is more costly, so the utility, as well as

the tendency of agentA to answer queries, decreases. Simi-

larly, as pA increases,VA increases, since if agentA succeeds

to answermore queries, its utility increases. As pB increases,

agent B succeeds to answer more queries of agent A, and
agentA's utility increases (more cases where a utility of vA
is obtained), as well as its willingness to answerB's queries.

As � increases, the expected utility of agent A also in-

creases, as well as its tendency to attempt to answer agent

B's query. The reason being that agentA bears present costs

in order to achieve future bene�ts. Thus, as the discount of

time decreases, the weight of the future bene�ts increases,

and this causes the utility to increase, and the tendency to an-

swer queries to increase too.

Figures 1-up and 1-down show that as qA or qB increase,

the expected utility of agent A increases, as well as its ten-

dency to follow the trigger strategy. As qA increases, agent

A is supposed to ask queries more frequently, so its utility

from receiving answers increases. Thus, it is more bene�-

cial for it to answer others' queries, since this will enable it

to receive answers to its own queries. Thus, its tendency to

attempt to answer queries, and its expectedutility in this situ-

ation, increasewith qA. The in�uenceof qB is not intuitively

clear. On the one hand, as qB increases, agent B will ask a

query more often, and this causes future costs for agent A.
On the other hand, since the agents alternate in asking their

queries,more frequent queries of agentB will cause agentA
to also ask queriesmore often, and this may improve its util-

ity, and its motivation to answer agent B's queries. In fact,

Figure 1-up demonstrates that the in�uence of qB is positive,

and is similar to the in�uence of qA. In order to check this

phenomenon, we created 50,000,000 random con�gurations

in which equilibria existed. In all these con�gurations the in-

�uence of qB was positive. In [Azoulay-Schwartz, 2001] we

considered the in�uenceof qB in situationswherequeries are

not alternating, but at any given time, each agent can send a

query. In these situations the in�uence of qB is negative: as

agentB is supposed to havemorequeries, the expectedutility

of agentA decreases.

To summarize, we have shown the in�uence of several pa-

rameters on the expected utility of agent A, and on its will-

ingness to attempt to answer queries. Symmetric conclusions

hold for agent B's utility and its trigger equilibrium condi-

tion. In fact, we can see that as the factors change in a di-

rection that increases the utility of the agent, it will be more

motivated to attempt to answer its opponent's queries. This

conclusion does not hold for the situation of Section 3, as we

change the length of the history that is taken into considera-

tion.

3 A model with n periods observation

The trigger strategy is composed of punishment also in sit-

uations when the punished agent behaves cooperatively and

follows its trigger strategy. This is unfair, and reduces the ex-

pectedutility of the agents. Thus, we testeddifferent strategy

pro�les where punishment is used, but more rarely. In this

section, we consider a model, in which the n last periods are

observed by the agent in order to decide whether to answer

a query of its opponent or not. We consider two variations

of the n periods observation model. In Section 3.1- 3.2, an

agent is punished after n consequent queries with no answer

by this agent. In Section 3.3, punishment is implemented af-

ter k unanswered queries, out of the n last queries to that

agent.

In addition, in [Azoulay-Schwartz, 2001] we also consid-

ered a mixed strategy pro�le in which for some histories, an

agent i will randomly decide whether or not to attempt to

answer a query. There are two situations in which a mixed

strategy can be considered. (a) in a punishment phase,where

4
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agent i is allowed to punish agent j; (b) in the Normal phase,

when agent i is supposed to answer j's query. We proved

that a mixed strategy pro�le in a punishment phase (case (a))

is not stable. A mixed strategy pro�le may be stable in the

Normalphase (case (b)), but we proved that its conditionsare

equivalent to those of the corresponding pure strategy, while

the expected utility of the agents when using a mixed strat-

egy pro�le, is lower than their expected utility when using

the equivalent pure strategies. Thus, mixed strategies are not

recommended for use in our model. In [Azoulay-Schwartz,

2001] we specify the model details and we prove our claims,

but for space limitation,we do not specify these details here.

The results of the n � 1 last events when agent i was re-
quired to answer queries is denoted hi. The history of agent
i is composed as follows: hi = (hi(n� 1); :::; hi(2); hi(1)),
wherehi(1) represents the last event of a query sent to agent
i. hi(k) = 0 if the k's last query to agent i received no an-
swer, and hi(k) = 1 if the k's last query was answered by
agent i. The term h = (hA; hB) contains the n � 1 last

events with respect to the queries that agentA received, and

the n � 1 last events with respect to queries that agent B
received. In particular, the notation ((1; :::; 1); (0; :::; 0)), in-
dicates a history of n � 1 consequent successful answers of

agentA, andn�1 consequent queries to agentB, with no re-

sponse. Concatenatinga newevent to hi, hi << new event,
meansdeleting the oldest event in hi, and adding a newevent

to hi. Finally, the function zero(hi) returns true if all the
events in hi are unanswered queries. Using these notations,

we proceedwith describing and analyzing both variations of

the n-periodsmodel.

3.1 Equilibrium with punishment after n failures

In this section, we analyze a model in which punishment of

an agent is performed after n consecutive events of queries

with no responses. The strategies and phases of the n peri-

odsmodel are de�nedas in Section2, but moving from phase

Normal to phasePunishi will occur only aftern consequent

queries with no response from agent i. A strategy is an n pe-

riods trigger strategy if it tells each agent i to answer queries
of its opponent j, unless the last n queries sent to j received
no answer. In this case, agent i ignores the queries of agent j,
until it receivesan answer from agent j to a query. Denote by

n � 
 the set of all ! 2 
, such that the pair of n-periods
strategies is an equilibriumgiven combination!.
Assuming that both agents use their n-periods strategies,

V
n;h

A is the expected utility of agent A, when it obtains a

query from agent B. Similarly, U
n;h

A is the expected utility

of agentA, when it waits for an answer from agentB. Sup-

pose that the agents are in stateNormal.

sucA(h) = (�cA +DAU
n;(hA<<1;hB )

A )

is the expectedutility of agentA from successfullyanswering

a query of agentB. It includes the cost cA, and the expected
utility of asking a query after a delay of DA. Denote by

failA(h) = DAU
n;(hA<<0;hB)

A

the expected utility of agentA from a failure to answer agent

B's query, if this didn't cause an immediate punishment. It

includes an expected utility of asking a query after a delay

of DA, but the failure is noted in hA, and may cause a fu-

ture punishment, if there will be future consequence failures.

Finally,

punA(h) = DV
n;(hA<<0;hB)

A

is the expected utility of agent A from a punishment. After
a delay of D, agent A will be expected to answer agent B's
query. The expected utility of agent A when required to an-

swer a query, denoted V n;h
A , is de�ned as follows:�

�oA + pA � sucA(h) + (1� pA)punA(h) zero(hA) = true:

�oA + pA � sucA(h) + (1� pA)failA(h) otherwise

Since agentA attempts to answer the query, it bears a cost

of oA. With a probability of pA it will succeed in answering

the query, and then its expected utility is sucA(h). With a

probability of 1� pA, it will fail, and this will be noted in its
history. If the current historyof agentA includesonly zeroes,

thenPunishA is reached, and the expectedutility of agentA
is punA(h). Otherwise, its expected utility is failA(h).
Similarly,

sucB(h) = vA +DBV
n;(hA;hB<<1)

A

is the expected utility of agentA when agentB succeeds an-

swering its query,

failB(h) = DBV
n;(hA;hB<<0)

A

is A's utility whenagentB fails to answerA's query, but pun-

ishment of B is not required, and

punB(h) = DU
n;(hA;hB<<0)

A

is A's utility when punishing agentB is required. Using the
above, the expected utility of agent A, when it forwarded a

query to agentB, givenn and h, denotedU
n;h
A , is de�ned as

follows:�
pB � sucB(h) + (1� pB)punB(h) zero(hB ) = true:

pB � sucB(h) + (1� pB)failB(h) otherwise

With a probability of pB , agentB will succeed in answering,

and agentA's expected utility will be sucB(h). With a prob-

ability of 1�pB, agentB will fail to answer agentA's query.
In this case, if punishment is required, then the expected util-

ity of agentA is punB(h). Otherwise, its expected utility is
failB(h).
For the expectedutility calculation, the agent has to use an

algorithm, based on the formulas of V
n;h
A and U

n;h
A . In fact,

these formulas depend on each other. In order to implement

the calculation, a prede�neddepth (number of future periods)

should be taken into consideration. A divide and conquer al-

gorithm, or a dynamic programming algorithm, can be used

in order to calculate the values of the formulas, given the re-

quired number of future periods.

3.2 Properties of the n-periods model

In the following, we analyze some important properties of

the n-periods history model. In particular, we test the in�u-

ence of n on the expected utility of the agents and on the

conditions required for the existence of an n-periods strategy
equilibrium. We start with an auxiliary claim.

5
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Lemma 3.1 Consider a trigger equilibrium based on the n
periods strategy pro�le. The equilibrium will exist, if it is

worthwhile for agent A to attempt to answer agent B af-

ter a history of ((1; :::; 1); (0; :::; 0)), and it is worthwhile

for agent B to attempt to answer agent A after a history of

((0; :::; 0); (1; :::; 1)).

After a history of ((1; :::; 1); (0; :::; 0)), a future punish-

ment of agentA due to current ignorance of a query has the

lowest probability after the longest delay. Thus, if it is still

worthwhile for A to hold the equilibrium strategy given this

history, it will be worthwhile for it to do so after any other

history. Similarly, if it is worthwhile for agent B to hold the

equilibrium strategy given a history of ((0; :::; 0); (1; :::; 1)),
then it will be worthwhile for it to do so after any other equi-

librium. Based on lemma 3.1, in order to determine whether

an n-periods equilibrium exists or not, we only need to con-

sider the history ((1; :::; 1); (0; :::; 0)) of agentA, and the his-
tory ((0; :::; 0); (1; :::; 1)) of agent B. In the following the-

orem, we prove that the set of con�gurations for which the

n-periods equilibrium exists reduces as n increases, i.e., the

trigger equilibriumexistsmore rarely as n increases.

Theorem3.1 For each n 2 N , 
n+1 � 
n. Moreover, for

each ! 2 
, n 2 N exists, such that ! 62 
n, but for each

0 < n0 < n, ! 2 
n0 .

The motivation in the above theorem is that as n increases,

the probability of punishment because of a present disregard

of a query, becomes lower, and the time when this punish-

ment will be used becomes more distant. Thus, there are

more combinations for which the threat on an agent is not

strong enough. The above theoremprovides a simple rule for

�nding the optimal strategy pro�le for a given con�guration.

In fact, if an n-periods equilibrium does not exist, the agents

should reduce n, until they obtain n0 for which n0-periods

equilibrium does exist. They should �nd the largest possible

n0, since, as proven in the following theorem, increasing n
increases the expected utility of the agents.

Theorem3.2 For each n 2 N , for each !, such that ! 2


n

T

n+1, and for each historyh, V

n+1;h > V n;h
.

We demonstrate our main conclusions in Figure 2, for a

particular con�gurationof parameters (ci = 1; oi = 0:1; vi =
100; pi = 0:5;Di = 0:9). The �gure demonstrates that as

n increases, V
n;h
A increases too, as proven in lemma 3.2, but

the increase is not linear: the increment level decreases as n
increases. However, as proven in lemma 3.1, as n grows, the

set of appropriate con�guration values becomes smaller, and

this is demonstrated in the lower dotted curve, which shows

the difference between the expected utility of agentA if it at-

tempts to answer a query after history ((1; :::; 1); (0; :::; 0)),
and its utility if it ignores the query. If the difference is pos-

itive, then an n-periods equilibrium exists, as was proven in

lemma3.1. It is also clear that as the difference increases, the

n-periodsequilibriumwill exist for a larger set of parameters.

As can be seen in the �gure, the trigger equilibrium does not

exist forn valueshigher than6. This limitwill be differentfor

different parameter values, but the conclusion is clear. There

is a trade off between the expectedutility and the existenceof

a trigger equilibrium: as n increases, the expected utility of
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Figure 2: n-periodsmodel: expected utility and trigger equi-

librium condition as a function of n

the agents decreases, while the trigger equilibrium exists for

a smaller set of con�gurations.

The conclusion from this section is that given a parameters

con�guration, !, the agents can decide about the optimal n
to be used. In fact, they will choose the largest n for which

a trigger equilibrium still exists, i.e., it is still bene�cial for

agentA to answerqueriesgivenhistory ((1; :::; 1); (0; :::; 0)),
and it is still bene�cial for agent B to answer queries given

history ((0; :::; 0); (1; :::; 1)). Testing these conditions can be
done by using a computation method based on the formulas

of V
n;h

A andU
n;h

A , as described in Section 3.1.

3.3 Punishment after k unanswered queries out of

n

In this section, we consider a model, in which n periods of

history are considered, but it is enough to observe k � n
unanswered queries of an agent, in order to decide to punish

this agent. The model considered in Section3.1- 3.2 is a spe-

cial case of this model,with the restrictionk = n. We denote


k;n to be the set of con�gurations for which the strategy

pro�le of punishment after k unanswered queries out of n,
is an equilibrium. The next theorem summarizes our results

concerning the in�uenceof k on the agents' expectedutilities
and the existence conditionsof the trigger equilibrium.

Theorem3.3 If k1 < k2 � n, punishment after k2 unan-

swered queries over n observed queries, achieves a higher

expectedutility than punishment afterk1 unansweredqueries
over n observed queries, but
k2;n � 
k1;n.

The above theoremis intuitively clear, since as more unan-

swered queries are required in order to punish, then pun-

ishment is used more rarely, and this increases the agent's

expected utility, while causing deviation to be bene�cial in

more situations. In order to check the in�uence of different

values of n, we developed an algorithm based on dynamic-

programming to compare the expected utility of agentA and

its equilibriumcondition for different strategy pro�les, based

on different n and ks. The results are presented in Figure 3,
for: ! = (ci = 1; oi = 0:1; vi = 20; pi = 0:5;Di = 0:9).
As proved in lemma 3.3, we can see that as k increases, the

expected utility of agent A increases, while the equilibrium

condition is weaker. However, the �gure also demonstrates

6
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that as n increases, the expected utility of agent A decreases,

while its condition becomes stronger. The intuition behind

this result is that as the size of history observed for punish-

ment increases from n to n + 1, while keeping k �xed, a

present ignorance of a query may cause a future punishment

with a higher probability, since punishment can be utilized

also due to a failure at n + 1. Thus, the equilibrium condi-

tions are expected to hold more frequently for larger n's. On
the other hand, an increaseof n will reduce the expectedutil-

ity of the agent when it is required to answer a query, since

failure to answer the query, will cause a punishment with a

higher probability.

To summarize, we can see that different values of n and k
mayyield different valuesof expectedutility and their partic-

ular valuedetermines the existenceof the trigger equilibrium.

Thus, given a con�guration of parameters, the agents have to

�nd the pair of n and k for which the trigger equilibrium ex-

ists, (i.e., it is bene�cial for both agents to follow the equilib-

rium strategies)and to choosea pair (n; k) from among them.

Since there is no clear rule of choosing the optimal k and n,
the agents should search all valid combinations of n and k to

complete this task.

In fact, there may be situations in which each agent will

prefer a different pair (n; k) due to different parameters val-
ues of the different agents. However, the agents can deter-

mine a rule of how to choose (n; k), such as, maximizing the

average expected utility of them, or maximizing the product

of the expected utility, etc. In the example demonstrated in

Figure 3, the pair k = n = 3 maximizes the expected utility

of both agents,while the triggerequilibriumstill exists. Thus,

the agents should choose the equilibriumbased on this pair.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the problem of sharing information

among self motivated agents. An agent receives queries and

decides whether or not to attempt to answer them. First, we

introduced the one-period model, in which each agent ob-

serves the last history event of its opponent in order to de-

cide whether or not to answer it. Second, we introduced the

model of punishing an agent after n unanswered queries. We

found that as n increases, the expected utility of the agents

increases, while there are more situations in which a trigger

equilibrium does not exist. We also considered the general

case, where punishment is implemented after k unanswered

queries out of n queries, and we checked the in�uence of

changingn and k.
In conclusion, we found that different punishment-based

strategy pro�les can be appropriate to attain responses in sit-

uationswhereattempting to answerqueries is costly, andmay

result in success or failure. These pro�les are stable, and in-

crease the expected utility of the agents. Moreover, given a

speci�c con�guration, the agentsmay choose a strategy pro-

�le which maximizes the average, or product, of their ex-

pected utility, while a trigger equilibrium still exists. Ad-

ditional variations of the model discussed in this paper are

studied in [Azoulay-Schwartz, 2001]. In that paper we con-

sider a model where at each time, each of the agents may

have a query. In futurework, we intend to consider situations

where different parameters (n and k) are used by different

agents, and also to consider a model where an agent can send

its query to more than one agents.
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Abstract 
Psychological studies on teamwork have shown that 
an effective team often can anticipate information 
needs of teammates based on a shared mental 
model.  Existing multi-agent models for teamwork 
are limited in their ability to support proactive 
information exchange among teammates. To 
address this issue, we have developed and 
implemented a multi-agent architecture called 
CAST that simulates teamwork and supports 
proactive information exchange in a dynamic 
environment. We present a formal model for 
proactive information exchange. Knowledge 
regarding the structure and process of a team is 
described in a language called MALLET. Beliefs 
about shared team processes and their states are 
represented using Petri Nets. Based on this model, 
CAST agents offer information proactively to those 
who might need it using an algorithm called 
DIARG. Empirical evaluations using a multi-agent 
synthetic testbed application indicate that CAST 
enhances the effectiveness of teamwork among 
agents without sacrificing a high cost for 
communications. 

1 Introduction 
Teamwork has been the focus of a great deal of research, 
spanning diverse disciplines from business management to 
psychology [Ilgen et al., 1993].  There are many different 
types of teams, from those that are hierarchical to those that 
are more egalitarian. Some teams have fixed, clearly-
defined roles, while others allow for dynamic re -allocation 
of tasks and responsibilities on the fly. Measuring the 
performance of a team can involve both “outcome” as well 
as “process” measures [Cannon-Bowers and Salas, 1997].  

Several computational models of teamwork have been 
developed for producing cooperative behavior among 

intelligent agents. The fundamental aspect of a team that 
distinguishes them from just a group of interacting agents 
is that they share common goals. In the BDI framework 
[Rao and Georgeff, 1991; Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995], 
the mental state of having a team goal has been 
characterized in terms of joint intentions [Cohen and 
Levesque, 1991, Jennings, 1995]. Tambe [Tambe, 1997] 
and his STEAM group have shown how these mental states 
can be established and maintained through communication 
protocols. Another framework for modeling teams is 
through SharedPlans, via intentions to do certain steps 
together [Grosz and Kraus, 1996]. These approaches have 
been shown to be effective for simulating teamwork in a 
wide range of agent-only environments [Jones et al, 1999; 
Tidhar et al., 1998; Stone and Veloso, 1999].   

However, these existing multi-agent teamwork models 
have not been designed for supporting mixed human/agent 
teams. Having humans in the loop places an additional 
constraint on the agents, such that they must interact with 
teammates in a natural way, e.g. by exchanging only the 
most important information necessary for coordination, 
without excessive or redundant communication. Efficient 
teamwork relies heavily on information sharing, especially 
in dynamic environments, but it must be done judiciously 
not to overwhelm the human participants with message 
passing. The key is to try to supply only the most relevant 
information, and this requires reasoning about their goals 
and responsibilities on the team. 

Motivated by this observation, we have developed 
CAST (Collaborative Agents for Simulating Teamwork), a 
multi-agent architecture that simulates and supports 
teamwork. While our ultimate goal involves supporting 
both humans and agents, in this paper we will focus on 
reducing communication with software agents (in 
preparation for inclusion of humans) as a first step. Our 
architecture provides a mechanism for building virtual 
teams using software agents. We will first give an overview 
about the goals and issues addressed by CAST. A formal 
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foundation for proactive information exchange in CAST is 
then introduced. This is followed by a description of the 
major components and features of the CAST architecture. 
An empirical evaluation is used to assess the effectiveness 
of teamwork simulated in CAST. Finally, we summarize 
the main contribution of the work. 

2 CAST Overview 
CAST is designed to achieve two goals. First, it aims to 
model effective teamwork by capturing both team 
structures and teamwork processes. A well-defined team 
structure is based on specifying pre-defined roles and the 
responsibilities associated with them. A well-defined 
teamwork process specifies goals, strategies, and plans for 
accomplishing the team’s goal. The common prior 
knowledge about the structure and the process of the team 
enables members of the team to develop an “overlapping 
shared mental model,” which is the source for team 
members to reason about the states and the needs of others.   

One of the major criticisms of other approaches toward 
the goal above has been that they lack flexibility for 
dealing with dynamic environments. Hence, another 
equally important goal is to enable agents in a team to have 
flexibility in adapting to changes in the environment. More 
specifically, assignment of responsibilities to suitable 
agents needs to be adapted to the current state of the world 
and the team.  

While both goals are desirable, they conflict with each 
other. The emphasis on predefined team structures and 
processes often reduces the flexibility of the team, while 
maximizing the flexibility of the team usually requires 
making shared, redundant, and hence ambiguous role 
assignments. To balance these two conflicting goals, we 
need a practical and flexible computational framework for 
representing and reasoning about the overlapping shared 
mental models amo ng teammates. Such a framework would 
enable an agent to dynamically reason about the status of 
the entire team and adapt its behavior accordingly.  

Representing a shared mental model is a challenging 
problem. It can be viewed as a kind of belief reasoning, 
which is generally intractable [Halpern and Moses, 1992]. 
Moreover, the content of the shared mental model is quite 
broad, ranging from shared domain knowledge to a 
common relevant picture of the situation. We tackle this 
problem by focusing on two specific uses of the shared 
mental model: making teamwork efficient through 
anticipating  the actions and expectations of others (e.g. by 
knowing others’ roles, capabilities, and commitments), and 
by information exchange (knowing who to ask for 
information, or providing information proactively just 
when it is needed by someone else to accomplish their 
task).  To avoid issues of computational complexity with 
belief reasoning (e.g. higher-order modal logics), we use 
Petri Nets as an approximate finite and computable model 
of mental states.  

The Petri Net is a natural representation for parallel 
action and synchronization in a multi-agent world [Sowa, 
2000]. Transitions can represent actions, with input places 
corresponding to pre-conditions and output places 
corresponding to effects.  We extend the standard (colored) 
Petri Net formalism with special kinds of places called 
control nodes and belief nodes. Control nodes represent the 
belief an agent has about the current goals and activities of 
others in the team. Belief nodes represent the belief an 
agent has about the world, when coupled with a 
unification-based theorem-prover, can represent first-order 
knowledge, including dynamic facts and inferences about 
the world. In addition to serving as the shared mental 
model, Petri Nets also play the dual role of monitoring and 
tracking the execution of team plans. 

CAST generates the Petri Net-based representation 
using two kinds of knowledge: 1) team structures (roles 
and responsibilities), and 2) teamwork process knowledge 
(e.g., individual plans, team plans). They are described in a 
knowledge representation language called MALLET (a 
Multi-Agent Logic-based Language for Encoding 
Teamwork). A Petri Net for a given team member 
represents both the background knowledge for their 
individual responsibilities (e.g. goals, operators), and how 
their role is integrated with the rest of the team.   

Based on the shared mental model, the CAST kernel 
enables CAST agents to decide on the fly how to 
accomplish desired goals, how to select responsibilities to 
commit to or delegate, how to proactively assist others in 
the team, and how to effectively communicate within the 
team. This is achieved by dynamic role selection and 
proactive information change. We will give a more detailed 
description in later sections. 

3  Formal Foundation of Proactive 
Information Flows  

In this section, we discuss the formal foundations 
underlying the type of information exchange addressed in 
CAST. In particular, we think it is important to specify, 
under ideal conditions, what information should be 
exchanged between whom, and at what time. The purpose 
of information exchange must be oriented toward 
improving the efficiency or performance of a team, but 
otherwise is desired to be kept to a minimum to avoid the 
cost of communications overhead (however this is defined 
in the domain).  In fact, a quantitative utility function that 
incorporates such costs is actually used in STEAM 
[Tambe, 1997] to help evaluate tradeoffs and decide when 
to communicate within a team. 

In CAST, we take a different approach to optimizing 
information exchange by defining narrow criteria for the 
exchange of only the most critical information.  
Specifically, we want agents who know some fact to 
communicate it to exactly those teammates who need the 
information in the present context to carry out their goals, 
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and who furthermore (probably) do not already know it.  
Clearly, this might involve some complex reasoning about 
beliefs and goals, as well as tracking the state of other 
agents. However, to the degree that some of these 
inferences can be approximated, the team members can 
make intelligent decisions to selectively choose their 
interactions with one another. 

We start by defining a simple belief language and 
model theory to be able to talk about the mental states of 
various.  We model beliefs using a modal operator BEL, 
e.g. (BEL bill (have joe hammer)), with the usual 
possible worlds semantics [Cohen & Levesque, 1990].  We 
need to be able to talk about ‘pieces’ of information, which 
in this present context refer syntactically  to sentences, but 
semantically  are equivalent to constraints over possible 
worlds, i.e. those worlds satisfying the expression.  Goals, 
however, refer to specific steps in plans in MALLET, to 
which agents can make commitments. 

Using this framework, we can formally characterize the 
(normative) conditions under which information exchange 
should take place. Information I should be sent from one 
agent A to another agent B when: 1) agent A knows the 
truth-value of I, 2) agent A believes that agent B does not 
currently know I, and 3) B  has a current goal G, the 
achievement of which depends on knowing I, i.e. if B does 
not believe I, then it will never be able to accomplish it’s 
goal, but if it knew I, it would be able to: 

(BEL A I) ∧  (BEL A ¬(BEL B I)) ∧   
(BEL A (GOAL B G)) ∧   
[¬(BEL B I) →  ¬(DONE B G)] ∧   
[(BEL B I) → ¬ ¬(DONE B G)] 
→  (GOAL A (Inform B I)) 

where   is the temporal operator for ‘always’. In CAST, we 
use the pre-conditions of operators to determine the 
information I that an agent needs to know to achieve its 
goals.  Note, the communication is suppressed only when 
(A believes that) B already believes I is true; but if B does 
not have a belief about the truth value of I at all, or B  
incorrectly believes it is false, then the message will be 
sent. For simplicity, we assume that all agents share 
common (and correct) knowledge of the team, e.g. team 
goals and plans, roles and responsibilities, operator pre-
conditions, etc.    

Clearly this approach requires A to monitor B’s mental 
state, both in terms of what his beliefs and goals 
(commitments) are. This might be easy to do in a highly 
observable environment, but might require extensive 
communication in other cases (e.g. verbal updates of what 
each teammate is currently doing). Alternatively, agents 
might use a probabilistic mechanism like Bayesian 
reasoning to infer the likely states of their teammates, 
based on observations of the effects of their actions 
reflected in the environment.  Regardless of how difficult 
this state estimation or tracking might be to implement, the 
definition above describes the ideal  conditions under which 

one would want to communicate.  As much as possible, we 
want to restrict communication to cases where it can be 
inferred to be useful, which is what the DIARG algorithm 
below is designed to approximate. 

4  Specifying Team Knowledge in MALLET  
In this section, we briefly describe MALLET, the team 
knowledge representation language in CAST. MALLET 
provides descriptors for encoding knowledge about 
operators and plans of individuals and the team, as well as 
definitions of roles and responsibilities on the team. An 
important ontological commitment in MALLET is that 
roles are fundamentally treated as references to specific 
steps in team plans, to which certain agents on the team can 
externally be assigned.  That is, the meaning of a role is 
defined by a certain step in a team plan that is dedicated for 
the agents playing that role to carry out.  

MALLET syntax is based loosely on LISP, in the sense 
of using s-expressions and prefix notation. Variables are 
indicated with ‘?’ prefix. Operators are simply names of 
atomic actions that can be taken in the environment.  
Operators may list a set of pre-conditions and/or post-
conditions, each as a conjunction of literals (first-order 
predicates or their negations).  Here is an example for 
climbing over a pit: 

(operator climb-over (?pit)  
(pre-cond (have-ladder))) 

There are two types of operators: individual  operators and 
team operators.  Individual operators are assumed to be 
executed by only one agent at a time. However, team 
operators have the possibility of being invoked on a set of 
agents (e.g. those playing a given role).  How the agents 
handle the team operators depends on what sub-type it has. 
We have identified three modes of operator-sharing:  
• AND operators, which require simultaneous action by 

all the agents involved 
• XOR operators, which require at most one agent to act 

(mutual exclusion, e.g. to avoid conflicts) 
• OR operators, which can be execute by any of the 

agents (possibly >1) without conflict 
Hence team operators contain an extra component that 
defines the “share-type.” For example, an operator for 
lifting a heavy object might be written as: 

(t-operator lift-heavy (?x)  
(share-type AND) 
(pre-cond (movable ?x)))  
(effect (holding ?x))) 

Plans in MALLET are essentially designed to describe 
processes. Processes consist of invocations of atomic 
actions, or arbitrary combinations using various constructs 
such as sequential, parallel, contingent, or iterative.  The 
syntax of processes can be defined recursively according to 
five constructs, with obvious intuitive meanings:  

(seq P Q), (par P Q), (if (cond C) P 
[Q]), (while (cond C) P), (do T) 
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where P and Q are sub-processes, C is condition 
(conjunction), and T is an operator or plan instantiation 
(with arguments). These constructs for describing complex 
processes can be given a semantics in various formalisms 
such as dynamic logic [Harel, 1984]. 

Individual plans have pre-conditions and effects, and 
also a process description. Team plans are similar to 
individual plans, but they have two extra features related to 
assignment of roles. First, we have declarations of role 
variables of the form (role <role-name> <role-
variable> <constraints>), where the constraints are a 
conjunctive set of conditions that put restriction on the role 
variable, which candidates must satisfy.  For example, the 
team plan below requires two agents, one with the carrier 
role, the other with the fighter role.  The fighter agent has 
an additional constraint, i.e. satisfying the predicate 
closestToWumpus.  

 
 (t-plan explore-cave () 
  (role carrier ?ca) 
  (role fighter ?fi ((closestToWumpus ?fi) ) 
  (process (seq 
            (do ?ca (find-wumpus)) 
            (do ?fi (moveto-wumpus)) 
          (do ?fi (kill-wumpus)) ) ) ) 
 
The general idea is that an appropriate agent meeting the 
constraints will be selected from the set of those assigned 
to play the role, and bound to the role variable within the 
plan. These role variables can then be used within 
processes to specify which agents will do certain steps 
(operators or sub-plans). An important implication of 
allowing constraints in the role specification is that it 
introduces flexibility to the teamwork process because the 
selection of such roles needs to be made dynamically at run 
time to assure that the constraint is satisfied. We will 
elaborate on the role selection scheme in the next section. 

Finally, MALLET also provides simple descriptors for 
defining the members on the team, the roles they play, and 
their capabilities and responsibilities. While capabilities are 
treated simplistically (as static associations between agents 
and operators), the meaning of a responsibility is more 
interesting.  It is similar to a role, in the sense that it defines 
agents who are supposed to do certain actions, but they are 
not tied to specific steps in the context of specific plans. 
Instead, the responsibility of an agent for an operator 
means that, whenever the action needs to be done at any 
time, the agent knows that it should act or at least 
coordinate with others who share the responsibility.   

MALLET descriptions are converted into Petri Nets on 
which the agent’s reasoning algorithm operate. A Petri-Net 
generation algorithm constructs transitions for each atomic 
operator in a team plan, connects them with control nodes, 
and links their inputs and outputs to appropriate belief 
nodes based on pre- and post-conditions. Since plans can 
be hierarchical, the sub-plans are expanded by calling the 
Petri-Net generation algorithm recursively, and linked into 

the main Petri Net through control nodes such that all the 
action nodes ground out in operators.  Thus for each team 
goal, there is a single Petri Net that describes its plan for 
solving it. By placing tokens on the topologically-first 
node(s) of the Petri Net, and moving them forward 
whenever steps are completed, agents can keep track of the 
progress of the team. Though not every agent is involved in 
or responsible for every step, this Petri-Net model of the 
overall team plan forms a common understanding of the 
team’s goals and process, which they use to determine how 
their individual actions fit together, and is thus a primary 
constituent of their shared mental model.   

The knowledge compiler also performs a static 
information-flow analysis [Yin et al., 2000] for the online 
DIARG algorithm. An information-flow relation I is 
defined as a 3-tuple, <Info,needers,providers>, where Info 
is the predicate name together with 0 or more arguments, 
needers is a list of agents who might need to know such 
information, and providers is a list of agents who might 
know the information. We determine the needers of 
information by analyzing the pre-conditions of operators 
for which each agent might be responsible. And we 
determine the potential providers of information by 
analyzing the post-conditions of operators for which the 
agents might be responsible.  In particular, if P is a post-
condition of operator O, then we assume that an agent will 
know P after executing O, since we can expect agents to 
know the (direct) consequences of their own actions. 

5 CAST Agent Kernel 
The CAST kernel refers to a set of algorithms that CAST 
agents use to determine what actions and communications 
they will take at each time step.  CAST agents execute a 
standard sense/decide/act loop.  During the sense phase, 
they make queries to the simulation server to update their 
knowledge of the state of the world.  Agents also check a 
queue for messages from other agents at this time.  During 
the decide  phase, each agent examines the Petri-Net 
representation of the team plan to see if there are any 
pending actions for which it is responsible.  In cases of 
ambiguity, the agents might have to communicate in order 
to determine who will take the action and when. Before 
finally taking actions, the agents attempt to determine if 
there are any interactions they can initiate. For proactive 
information exchange, this is accomplished by DIARG.  

CAST also uses a back-chaining theorem-prover called 
JARE (also implemented in Java) for making inferences 
using domain knowledge written in the form of a separate 
Horn-clause knowledge base. JARE is used to determine 
the truth-value of conditions or constraints that need to be 
evaluated in interpreting MALLET expressions at run-time. 

5.1 Dynamic Role Selection 
The algorithm for Dynamic Role Selection (DRS) is used 
to support reasoning about role assignments and to generate 
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the necessary interactions among agents to correctly 
execute the team plan with appropriate actors for each step. 
It has the following main steps: 
 
DRS(step) 
1 let A be the set of agents potentially 

involved in the step, A=InvolvedAgents(step) 
2 remove from A any agents that are incapable of 

taking the action 
3 remove from A any agents that do not satisfy 

the role constraints, if defined for that step 
4 if A is empty, do nothing  
5 if |A|=1 and member(self,A), do(step) 
6 else 

6a. if step is an AND operator, 
  synchronize(step) 
6b. if step is an OR operator,  
  attempt-in-parallel(step) 
6c. if step is an XOR operator,  
  disambiguate(step) 

 
For each active step in the team plan (nodes marked with a 
token in the process net), DRS starts by determining the set 
of agents that could be involved. This is done by 
considering several different ways of assignment, in a 
particular order of precedence: 
 
InvolvedAgents(step) 

if step is of the form do(agent,action),  
  then return {agent} 
if step is of the form do(role,action),  

then return {Ai} forall agents that were 
assigned to play that role, 
Ai∈RoleSet(role) 

if step refers to an operator op for which 
some agent has been assigned 
responsibility, then return {Ai} forall 
agents such that Resp(Ai,op) 

else return all the agents on the team, 
  {Ai} forall agents such that Ai∈team 

 
Assignments of specific agents are considered first, and 
then role specifications, where several agents may be 
assigned to the role for a given step in the plan.  If no 
agents or roles are directly assigned, then the search for 
involved agents expands to considering any agents that 
might be responsible in general for such actions.  Finally, if 
it is  still undefined who should perform a step, then all the 
agents in the team are included, since this is ultimately a 
step in a plan to which they are all jointly committed. 
 After determining the set of agents potentially involved 
in the action, those agents that are unacceptable are filtered 
out.  For example, if an agent is incapable of performing 
the action, then it is removed from the set.  In addition, if 
any constraints were associated with the role definition, 
then only those agents that satisfy the constraints are 
retained.  This is accomplished by making a query to the 
agent’s knowledge base that is constructed from the 
conjunctive conditions of the constraint by substituting any 
variables that are bound in the current scope, plus replacing 
the agent/role variable with the identity of each candidate.  
Those agents that do not satisfy the query are removed 

from the set of involved agents.  Other factors could also be 
considered at this stage, such as removing agents from 
consideration whose workload is too high. 
 After determining the set of involved agents, steps 4-6 
are used by the agents to decide what to do based on the 
size of this set.  If the set is empty, then there is simply 
nothing to do; the team must wait until an acceptable agent 
becomes available. If there is a single (unique) agent 
involved in the step, then the agent may act right away, 
without any coordination.  In these cases, CAST agents are 
intelligent enough to act on their own.  This illustrates one 
of the sources of efficiency in teamwork gained from a 
priori role assignments - agents can sometimes figure out 
what to do on their own. If there are multiple agents 
involved in the step (line 6 in the algorithm), then each 
agent’s response depends on the type of operator it is.  If it 
is an AND operator, then all the involved agents must act 
simultaneously. This synchronization can be accomplished 
by broadcasting a ready signal and waiting until they have 
heard the same from all the other agents.  If the operator is 
an OR operator, then any of the agents may take the action.  
Hence they all commit to trying to carry it out. Several 
might actually succeed (independently) in performing the 
act.  However, not be too wasteful, we require agents to 
broadcast a success message when they have completed the 
step, at which point the other agents involved are permitted 
to drop their commitment (this is what attempt-in-
parallel means in step 6b of the DRS algorithm above).  
Finally, if the step refers to an XOR operator, only one of 
the agents involved may take the action, otherwise some 
interference might occur.  Therefore, agents must agree 
amongst themselves who will take responsibility for the 
action.  This disambiguation can be accomplished through 
a variety of protocols, such as first-come-first-served, but 
they all require communication.  Hence agents exchange 
messages to select a delegate, and then this agent make a 
commitment to do the action and the others do not have to. 
 While the current algorithm for Dynamic Role 
Selection produces flexible teamwork that is adaptive to 
specific situations, it does not handle all possible situations.  
For example, if agents could die, lose their connection to 
the team, or become incapable dynamically within the 
environment, then the team might need to react to these 
changes and adjust its operation.  The possibilities range on 
a spectrum of complexity from using redundant role 
assignments for providing backup behavior and load-
balancing, to dynamic re-configuration of the whole team. 
These features could be added to the DRS algorithm, but 
are left for future work. 

5.2 DIARG algorithm 
The DIARG algorithm (Dynamic Inter-Agent Rule 
Generator), an extension of IARG [Yin et al., 2000]), is 
responsible for identifying opportunities for proactive 
information exchange. Instead of sending information to all 
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possible needers and asking all possible providers for 
information, agents with DIARG can keep track of the 
teamwork status and only send information to whom it is 
relevant in the current context, and ask those agent who 
might know the information at the moment. This makes the 
DIARG algorithm more dynamic. DIARG is run by each 
agent during each cycle, independent of the other decision-
making activities, and could result in agents sending 
additional messages to one another.  In particular, agents 
attempt to identify pieces of information that other agents 
might need to know and inform them via TELL operations. 
In addition, if agents need some information and they can 
figure out who might know it, they can generate ASK 
operations. These inferences are accomplished partly by 
examining the information-flow relations, coupled with 
analysis of the current state of the team.   
 
ProactiveTell() 
  If I is a newly-sensed piece of information, 
      or I is a post-condition of the last action 
      P taken by self, then  
    if I is not in the knowledge base,  

   assert I into knowledge base  
 for each information-flow  
     <predicate, needers, providers>  

      if I matches predicate name and self is  
          included in the providers, then  

      for each agent x in the needers,  
       if agent x plays a role in an active 
       step,  

          TELL(x,I) 
 
ActiveAsk() 

for each active step s in the plan in which 
self is involved  

let o be the operator to which s refers  
for each pre-condition I of s  
  if not(know(self, I)), then  

let Info-flow = <predicate, needers, 
providers> be the information flow in 
which I matches predicate name  
select the agent y from providers 
(active agents first),  

   do ASK(y,I) 
 
These algorithms are designed to generate inter-agent 
communications based on approximation of the criteria set 
forth in Section 3 for ideal conditions under which it is 
desirable to exchange information.  In principle, we want 
agents to communicate only when it is likely to be useful, 
to minimize network traffic (use of bandwidth). The formal 
criteria are difficult to achieve in practice, particularly due 
to the need for belief reasoning. While we do not model the 
complete belief state of other agents, our static analysis of 
information flow identifies agents which might know or 
need to know certain information based on their 
involvement in the team plan (i.e. through actions for 
which they might be responsible). When some information 
changes, for example due to the action of an agent, and 
there is an effect of the action that others cannot observe, or 
when an agent observes some new information, then it 

might want to inform the others (proactively).  The sending 
of these messages is restricted to those agents who 
conceivably might need to know the information. Whether 
or not an agent really needs to know a piece of information 
also depends on whether it supports one of their current 
goals, which we predict from active nodes in the Petri Net.  

However, these algorithms cannot guarantee perfectly 
optimal information flow. For example, it depends on what 
they can observe and what they can infer.  Also, while we 
assume that agents are never forgetful, information might 
change dynamically (non-deterministically) at different 
rates in different environments, and not all agents might be 
able to observe changes in all information, making the 
problem of maintaining consistent and correct distributed 
knowledge in a team very difficult in general [Singhal and 
Zyda, 1999]. However, the DIARG algorithm is 
implemented at an appropriate level for supporting 
interactions in mixed human-agent teams, since it does not 
require direct access to (or simulation of) the mental state 
of other team members, and is able to derive potentially 
useful information flows based only on analysis of 
common (shared) knowledge of the team plan, individuals’ 
roles, and the current state of progress, which can be 
assumed to be monitored by all the members of the team. 

6 A Testbed Application 
We have constructed a testbed application based on a 

multi-agent extension of the Wumpus World [Russell and 
Norvig, 1995]. These agents can act as part of a team by 
playing the role of a fighter, to shoot the wumpus, or a 
carrier, to carry the gold they find. To generate the need for 
information flow between team members, the two types of 
roles have different sensing capabilities. While both of 
them can sense a stench (from a wumpus), a breeze (from 
pits), and glitter (from gold), only the carrier can pin-point 
the exact location of the wumpus when it is in an adjacent 
room in the cave. These experiments use a team plan and 
individual plans, along with other related teamwork 
knowledge, to find and kill multiple wumpuses and collect 
gold. Agents can communicate in three ways: (1) proactive 
tell, (2) broadcast information, and (3) broadcast control 
tokens for coordination purposes.   

 
Table 1. Different teams used in experiments 
 
Exper
iment  

Team #of 
Carriers 

#of 
Fighters 

Team
work 

Communication DRS 

A 1 1 Yes Proactive Info 
Exchange 

No 

B 1 1 Yes Broadcast 
Every New Info 

No 

1 

C 1 1 No No No 
D 1 3 Yes Proactive Info 

Exchange 
No 2 

E 1 3 Yes Proactive Info 
Exchange 

Yes 
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 In order to evaluate the effectiveness of different 

features supported by CAST - shared mental models, 
proactive information exchange, and dynamic role 
selection - we have devised two sets of experiments and 
five multi-agent teams for comparison. The differences 
among the five teams are listed in Table 1. Experiment 1 is 
run on Team A, Team B, and Team C to show the benefit 
of using shared mental models and proactive information 
exchange. Experiment 2 is run on Team D and Team E to 
show the benefit of dynamic role selection. 

In Experiment 1, Teams A and B both use teamwork, 
whereas C does not.  Furthermore, Team A uses proactive 
information exchange (the DIARG algorithm is turned on), 
whereas agents in Team B just broadcast each new piece of 
information indiscriminately to all the members on the 
team. Agents in Teams A and B use a MALLET 
specification of a team plan that requires the carrier to first 
find the wumpus, then navigate a fighter to a room adjacent 
to the wumpus and shoot the wumpus. Agents in Team C 
merely wander around randomly, independently looking 
for wumpuses to shoot and gold to pick up.  To make the 
comparison fair, agents in Team A and Team B also use 
individual plans in MALLET to perform this wandering 
behavior when not busy. So there is teamwork based on the 
shared mental model of the team plan for agents in Team A 
and Team B, but in Team C, there is no communication 
and no teamwork.  Experiment 2 is meant to show the 
benefit of dynamic role selection. Team D is similar to 
team A except that Team D has more fighters; however, 
Team D does not use dynamic role selection. Team E 
implements the dynamic role selection protocol for each of 
its agents. All five teams use the same knowledge base (i.e. 
JARE rules) for reasoning about the environment and for 
determining the priority of actions. 
 
Table 2. Comparison of performance for teams  that 
differ in teamwork and information exchange. 
 

Team Static V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 
Average 3.6 7.35 2.6 1 2.2 A 
Std. Dev. 0.82 3.79 1.35 0 0.62 
Average 3.5 6.55 2.55 138 0 B 
Std. Dev. 0.76 3.52 1.32 12.7 0 
Average 1.6 7.85 2.2 0 0 C 
Std. Dev. 0.88 5.58 1.94 0 0 

 V1: # Wumpuses Killed V2: # of Arrows Used 
 V3: # of Gold Found  V4: # of Messages Broadcast 
 V5: # of Proactive Information Exchanges 
Experiment 1 was performed on 20 randomly generated 
maps for a world (cave) with 10 by 10 cells (rooms), 5 
wumpuses, 2 pits, and 10 piles of gold. Each team is 
allowed to operate for a fixed number of total actions. The 
performance of each team for each case is measured by (1) 
the number of wumpuses killed, (2) the number of arrows 
used, (3) the amount of gold gathered (4) the number of  

messages broadcast, and (5) the number of proactive tell 
messages.  The average and standard deviation of the 
experiments are summarized in Table 2. 

As shown in the Table 2, Team A and Team B achieve 
comparable performance, because they use an identical 
shared mental model specified in MALLET. However, 
Team B has a much higher communication overhead (V4). 
Team A and Team B both have better performance in terms 
of number of wumpuses killed, because there is teamwork 
among agents in Team A and Team B. Whenever the 
carrier in Team A and Team B finds any wumpus, it will 
tell the fighter to go kill it, which gives the whole team a 
better chance to kill more wumpuses. However, picking up 
gold is an individual activity, so from the table, we can not 
see much difference among the three teams. One more 
advantage of Team A is that the fighter only needs one 
arrow to shoot a wumpus with known location.  This is 
achieved because the carrier agent tells the fighter agent 
proactively about the location of the wumpus, using 
DIARG to infer that the fighter needs the information to 
navigate to the wumpus. In contrast, the fighter in Team C 
has to randomly choose a direction for shooting when it 
senses a stench, and cannot get any help from the carrier to 
locate the wumpus. Consequently, Team C consumes the 
same number of arrows to get half as many wumpuses as 
both Team A and Team B, and thus has worse resource 
utilization. 

 

Figure 1 - The Comparison of teamwork with and without 
dynamic role selection in increasingly complex environments 

Experiment 2 was performed on 4 sets of 5 randomly 
generated maps for a world with 10 by 10 cells, 5 wumpus, 
and 10 piles of gold. The difference between the sets of 
maps is that we incrementally increase the complexity of 
the world by changing the number of pits in the cave, from 
2 to 5 to 10 to 15 pits respectively. Each team is allowed to 
operate for a fixed number of actions. The performance of 
each team for each case is measured by the same metrics 
we used in the first experiment. The performance 
difference is shown in Figure 1. 

From Figure 1, we can see that with dynamic role 
selection, Team E performed better than Team D and the 
difference becomes larger when the complexity of the 
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problem scales up. Because the most appropriate fighter 
will always be chosen to kill the wumpus whenever the 
carrier finds one, more wumpuses can be killed in a limited 
number of actions. And in worlds with more pits, it is even 
harder for the fighter to navigate to the wumpus found, so 
choosing the closest fighter becomes much more important. 
But when the world has so many pits that even the carrier 
gets trapped, teamwork becomes impossible and the 
performance of both teams will drop significantly. 

7 Conclusion 
Developing a computational framework for capturing the 
shared mental model among members of effective teams is 
a challenging and critical issue for applications ranging 
from team training to supporting teamwork. The CAST 
architecture supports flexibility in its teamwork knowledge 
specification and in dynamic role selection at run time.  At 
the same time, it leverages shared knowledge about the 
structure and the process of a team to reason about 
information needs of teammates efficiently. We believe the 
CAST architecture achieves a reasonable tradeoff between 
the flexibility and the efficiency for simulating proactive 
information exchange among teammates. While our 
experimental results demonstrate anticipated benefits of 
CAST, it also reveals some limitations of the current CAST 
implementation.  For example, we plan to extend the role 
selection method for finding backups when an agent dies or 
becomes non-functional. With such an extension, we hope 
to simulate more complex teamwork behavior.  
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Abstract
Market mechanisms play a central role in AI as a
coordination tool in multiagent systems and as an
application area for algorithm design. Mechanisms
where buyers are directly cleared with sellers, and
thus do not require an external liquidity provider,
are highly desirable for electronic marketplaces for
several reasons. In this paper we study the inher-
ent complexity of, and design algorithms for, clear-
ing auctions and reverse auctions with multiple in-
distinguishable units for sale. We consider set-
tings where bidders express their preferences via
price-quantitycurves, and settings where the bids
are price-quantitypairs. We show that markets
with piecewise linear supply/demand curves and
non-discriminatory pricingcan always be cleared
in polynomial time. Surprisingly, ifdiscrimina-
tory pricing is used to clear the market, the prob-
lem becomesNP-Complete (even for step func-
tion curves). If the price-quantity curves are all
linear, then, in most variants, the problem admits
a poly-time solution even for discriminatory pric-
ing. When bidders express their preferences with
price-quantity pairs, the problem isNP-Complete,
but solvable in pseudo-polynomial time. With free
disposal, the problem admits a poly-time approxi-
mation scheme, but no such approximation scheme
is possible without free disposal. We also present
pseudo-polynomial algorithms forXOR bids and
or-of-xors bids, and analyze the approximability.

1 Introduction
Market mechanisms play a central role in AI for several rea-
sons. First, they provide a tool for resource and task allo-
cation in multiagent systems where the agents may be self-
interested. Second, AI techniques can be used to clear mar-
kets. For example, there has been a recent surge of research
in the AI community on search algorithms[Sandholm, 1999;
Fujishimaet al., 1999; Sandholm and Suri, 2000] and special-
case polynomial algorithms[Tennenholtz, 2000] for clearing
combinatorial auctions. Third, recent electronic commerce
server prototypes such as eMediator[Sandholm, 2000] and
AuctionBot[Wurmanet al., 1998] from academic AI groups
have led to the uncovering of a need for fast clearing algo-
rithms for a vast space of market designs.

In this paper we analyze the inherent complexity of, and
design algorithms for, clearing auctions and reverse auctions

�This work was funded by, and conducted at, CombineNet, Inc.,
311 S. Craig St., Pittsburgh, PA 15213.

in the ubiquitous setting where there are multiple indistin-
guishable units of an item for sale.

In the largest securities markets where there are multiple
units of each item (e.g., stock) for sale, there usually are liq-
uidity providers (market makerson the NASDAQ and aspe-
cialist on the NYSE) that carry inventory, and guarantee that
trades are possible at essentially any quantity. Therefore, di-
rect matching between buyers and sellers is not absolutely
necessary. However, we argue that if technically possible, it
would be highly desirable to construct market clearing algo-
rithms that directly match buyers and sellers, and do not rely
on an external liquidity provider, for several reasons. First,
most ecommerce marketplaces do not have external liquidity
providers. Second, liquidity providers incur operating cost,
and need to be compensated. This compensation tends to
be paid (implicitly) by the market participants. Third, if the
items that are being traded are not securities, the SEC does
not impose or monitor rules on liquidity-provisioning parties.
Finally, even in markets where the liquidity providers are reg-
ulated, they frequently violate the regulations (the most fa-
mous recent cases are from the NASDAQ).

We study the possibility of algorithms for accomplishing
this in the context of price-quantity curves first, and price-
quantity pairs second. We analyze markets with and without
free disposal of units. We also uncover the complexity impli-
cations of non-discriminatory vs. discriminatory pricing.

2 Auctions with Demand Curve Bids
We consider the auction setting where each bidder submits
a demand curveindicating the quantityq(p) he will accept
at eachunit price p. If his bid is cleared at pricep, he re-
ceivesq(p) units, for a total price ofp �q(p). Recently, several
computational markets have been built that use piecewise lin-
ear[Sandholm, 2000] or step function[Lupien and Rickard,
1997; Sandholm, 2000] demand curves.

We focus mainly on piecewise linear curves because they
can approximate any curve arbitrarily closely, and because
their complexity (in the sense of measuring the length of the
input) can be characterized systematically. In order to keep
our discussion simple, we use a single parameterk to denote
the complexity of the piecewise linear curves. That is,k is
the largestnumber of pieces in any bidder’s demand curve.

We begin with an elementary lemma, which will be used
repeatedly in the following discussion. For now, in order to
keep the discussion simple, let us assume that the seller has
an infinite supply of units to sell. When the number of units
available is finite, the solution follows as an easy corollary of
Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2, as is discussed after those lemmata.
Lemma 2.1 Consider a linear demand curveq = ap + b
subject top; q � 0.
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� If a � 0, then an infinite revenue is achievable.

� If a < 0, then the revenue is maximized at pricep� =

�
b
2a

. The corresponding quantity sold at this price is

q� =
b
2
, and the revenue is� b2

4a
.

PROOF. If the slope is non-negative, the revenue is maxi-
mized by settingp� = 1. The second case is more interest-
ing. The revenue at pricep equalsp(ap + b) = ap2 + bp.
Setting the first derivative with respect top to zero, we get
2ap = �b, which yieldsp� = �

b
2a

. The second derivative is
negative (sincea < 0), so the revenue is maximized at thisp.
The values ofq andp � q follow easily. 2

The demand curve could also have boundaries, meaning
that the bidder expresses his preference by specifying the lin-
ear demand curveq = ap + b but with explicit bounds on
the price. If the curve is restricted to the price range[p1; p2],
wherep1 < p2, we call it abounded linear demand curve.

Lemma 2.2 Consider a bounded linear demand curve,q =

ap+ b, restricted to the price range[p1; p2].

� If a � 0, then the revenue is maximized at pricep� = p2.

� If a < 0, then the revenue is maximized either atp� =

�
b
2a

providedp1 � �
b
2a

� p2, or at that endpoint of
the range[p1; p2] which is closer to� b

2a
.

PROOF. Let us first consider the case of non-negative slope,
a � 0. Whena � 0, we haveq0 > q00 wheneverp0 > p00, and
sop0q0 > p00q00. Thus, the maximum revenue is achieved at
the highest permissible price, which isp2.

When the demand curve has negative slope, Lemma 2.1
tells us that the optimal solution without price boundaries is
p� = �b=2a. If this optimal price is within the range[p1; p2],
then it obviously maximizes the revenue, and we are done.
So, let us now assume thatp� 62 [p1; p2].

p*

q* .
Demand Curve
Bounded.
.

p1 p2

Q
u

an
ti

ty

Unit
Price

Figure 1: Revenue maximization for a linear demand curve
with boundaries.

We consider the effect on revenue of changing the price by
an amount" from the unconstrained optimump� = �b=2a.
(See Figure 1.) Let(p0; q0), whereq0 = q(p), be an arbitrary
point on the linear curveq = ap+b. Sincea is the slope of the
demand curve, we note thatq0�q�

p0�p�
= a: Let " = p0�p� be the

change in the price, and letÆ = q0 � q� be the corresponding
change in the quantity. Then, it follows thatÆ = a". The
revenue at point(p0; q0) is

p
0
q
0

= (p
�
+ ") � (q

�
+ Æ)

= p
�
q
�
+ "q

�
+ Æp

�
+ "Æ

= p
�
q
�
+ "q

�
+ a"p

�
+ a"

2

= p
�
q
�
+ "(b=2) + a"(�b=2a) + a"

2

= p
�
q
�
+ a"

2

In line 4 we used the fact thatp� = �
b
2a

andq� =
b
2
. Since

the demand curve slopea is negative, this shows that a change
of " from the unconstrained optimal pricep� = �

b
2a

reduces
the revenue byjaj"2. Thus, if the price curve is bound to the
range[p1; p2], andp� 62 [p1; p2], the maximum revenue is
achieved at eitherp1 or p2, whichever iscloserto p�. 2

In the preceding discussion, we assumed that the seller has
an unlimited supply of units. When this supply is bounded by
some quantityQ, the optimal solution can be derived easily,
as follows. Of course, a feasible solution exists if and only if
Q � minfq1; q2g. When the slope is positive, the seller sells
minfq2; Qg units. When the slope is negative andQ � b=2,
revenue is maximized atq� = b=2. But if Q < b=2, then the
revenue is maximized atq� = Q.

A piecewise lineardemand curve consists of one or more
bounded linear curves. We do not require the demand curve to
be continuous (i.e., the quantity can “jump” between pieces).
Given a single piecewise linear demand curve bid, we can
use Lemma 2.2 on each linear piece separately to determine
the revenue-maximizing allocation. To lay the groundwork
for our auction-clearing algorithm, we next discuss the prob-
lem ofaggregatingthe demand over multiple piecewise linear
curves.

Demand Curve Aggregation: Consider a set of piecewise
linear curvesf1; f2; : : : ; fn. Theiraggregate curveis a piece-
wise linear functionf : R+

! R+ such thatf(p) is the total
demand at unit pricep. That is,f(p) = f1(p)+f2(p)+ : : :+
fn(p); wherefi(p) is the demand by curvei at unit price
p. For instance, if the demand curves are linear functions
q = aip + bi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, then their aggregate curve is
easily shown to be the linear functionq = (

P
i ai)p+

P
i bi.

Breakpoints of Aggregate Curve: The aggregate curvef
changes only when one of the component curve changes; that
is, the breakpoints off are the union of the breakpoints of the
component curves. Thus, given a set ofn piecewise linear
curves each of which has at mostk pieces, their aggregate
curvef has at mostnk breakpoints.

Givenn piecewise linear curves, we can compute their ag-
gregate curve in timeO(nk log(nk)), as follows, wherek is
maximum number of pieces in any curve. Letz1; z2; : : : ; zL,
whereL � nk, denote the breakpoints of all the component
curves, in sorted order. We scan these breakpoints in right to
left order (decreasing order of price), and determine the linear
aggregate curve between two consecutive breakpoints.

Initially, we compute the linear aggregate function in the
range(zL;1), in O(n) time. Next, as we move to the next
breakpoint, at most one linear piece changes—one piece may
end and another may begin. (If multiple curves begin or end
at the same point, we can enforce an artificial order among
those, and consider them one at a time.) We can update the
linear aggregate by deleting the coefficients of the leaving
curve and adding those of the entering curve, and so each
update takesO(1) time. Thus, the complete aggregate curve
can be determined in timeO(nk), after an initial sorting cost
of O(nk log(nk)).

While the construction just described should be sufficiently
fast for most practical applications, we can build the aggre-
gate curve even faster if only part of the curve is needed.
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Lemma 2.3 Given n piecewise linear demand curves, we
can construct them rightmost pieces of their aggregate curve
in timeO(m logn+ n), wherem = O(nk), and each curve
has at mostk pieces.

PROOF. We maintain a priority queue that stores the “next”
breakpoint (end, begin, or change) of each component curve.
We process events in the order presented by the priority
queue: when we delete a breakpoint from the queue, we
insert the next linear piece (if any) of the same curve. We
initially compute the rightmost piece of the aggregate curve
in O(n) time. After that the aggregate curve is updated at
each event point inO(1) time. Inserting or deleting an event
from the priority queue takesO(log n) time, and so the total
cost to constructm rightmost pieces of the aggregate curve is
O(m logn+ n). 2

2.1 Auctions with Non-Discriminatory Pricing

Say that the seller wants to auction offQ indistinguishable
units of an item. Each of then bidders submits a piecewise
linear demand curve bid. In anon-discriminatoryauction,
the seller determines an optimal pricep� to maximize his
revenue, and every buyer pays the same unit pricep�. (The
number of items received by bidderi is computed using his
demand curve, evaluated at pricep�.)

As Lemma 2.2 shows, if the seller wants to maximize his
revenue, he might not sell all the units. We therefore consider
the auction both with and withoutfree disposal. With free
disposal, the seller may choose to keep some units (because
he can dispose of them for free), but without free disposal, he
must sell all the units.

Theorem 2.4 Consider a single-item, multi-unit auction with
n bidders, each with a piecewise linear demand curve. Under
non-discriminatory pricing, the auction can be cleared so as
to maximize the seller’s revenue in timeO(nk log(nk)) with
or without free disposal, wherek is the maximum number of
pieces in any bidder’s demand curve.

PROOF.

� [Without Free Disposal.] We construct the aggregate de-
mand curve, incrementally from the right, as described
in Lemma 2.3. For each linear piece of the aggregate
curve, we check to see if it intersects the supply line
q = Q. If there is an intersection, then the intersection
point is a feasible solution. Since the goal is to max-
imize seller’s revenue, we want the rightmost (highest
price) intersection. Thus, we can stop the algorithm as
soon as we find an intersection. From this price we can
determine the quantities sold to each bidder, using their
demand curves. (The problem is clearly infeasible when
there is no intersection between the line and the aggre-
gate curve.)

� [With Free Disposal.] In this case, we compute the entire
aggregate curve, since we cannot stop at the rightmost
feasible solution. For each linear piece of the aggregate
curve, we compute the maximum feasible revenue and
keep track of the optimum found so far.

1. If the piece lies entirely above the lineq = Q, no
feasible solution exists for this piece.

2. If the piece is entirely below the line, we take the
solution given by Lemma 2.2. In other words, we
compute the unconstrained optimump� for this lin-
ear curve. Ifp� is within the price bounds of the
piece, we take that solution; otherwise, we choose
the endpoint of the linear piece whose price is
closer top�.

3. If the piece intersects the lineq = Q, we com-
pute the unconstrained optimumq�. If Q > q�,
we take the unconstrained solution; otherwise, we
sellQ units.

Each of the three cases takes constant time to evaluate.
Thus the complexity is dominated by the time to build
the aggregate curve, which isO(nk log(nk)). 2

2.2 Auctions with Discriminatory Pricing
In a discriminatoryprice auction, the seller determines for
each buyerj a distinct unit pricepj with the objective of
maximizing his revenue

P
j pjqj subject to the supply con-

straint
P

j qj � Q. The quantityqj sold to buyerj is de-
termined fromj’s demand curve at pricepj . For a fixed set
of demand curve bids, the seller’s revenue in a discrimina-
tory auction is generally higher (and never lower) than in a
non-discriminatory auction, but the latter offers a stronger no-
tion of fairness among bidders. Discriminatory price auctions
however do offer a weak form ofex antefairness: they are
anonymous in the sense that had two players swapped their
bids, their allocations would also have been swapped.

Intractability under Piecewise Linear Demand Curves
In sharp contrast to a non-discriminatory auction, we show
that clearing a discriminatory auction with piecewise linear
demand curves isNP-Complete. In fact, this complexity
jump occurs even for the simplest piecewise linear demand
curve, astep function.
Step Function Demand Curve: A step function demand
curve is defined by a tuple(pi; qi), indicating a buyer’s will-
ingness to buyqi units at or below the unit pricepi; the buyer
is not willing to buy any units at price strictly greater thanpi.

Theorem 2.5 Consider a single-item, multi-unit auction with
n bidders, each making a step function demand curve bid.
Then the problem of determining a revenue-maximizing allo-
cation using discriminatory pricing, isNP-Complete. This
holds with or without free disposal.

PROOF.

� [With Free Disposal.]
We reduce theknapsack problem to our auction prob-
lem. Letf(s1; v1); (s2; v2); : : : ; (sn; vn); Kg be an in-
stance of the knapsack problem—K is the knapsack ca-
pacity,si andvi, respectively, are the size and value of
item i. The goal is to choose a subset of items of max-
imum value with total size at mostK. We create an
instance of the single-item multi-unit auction using step
function demand curves, as follows. Bidderi places a
step function bid(vi=si; si), meaning he is willing to
buysi units at lot pricevi (or maximum unit pricevi=si),
and no units for a higher price. The total number of units
available isK. Since we are using discriminatory pric-
ing, the goal is to choose a subset of bids maximizing
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the total revenue subject to the total quantity constraint
K. Now, it is easy to see that any solution to the auction
problem is a solution to the knapsack, and vice versa.

� [Without Free Disposal.]
We reduce thesubset sumproblem[Garey and John-
son, 1979] to the auction problem. In the subset
sum problem, we are given a set of integersX =

fx1; x2; : : : ; xng, an integerK, and the goal is to choose
a subset ofX whose elements sum to exactlyK. We
createn bids, where the bidderi places a step function
demand curve bid($1; xi)—that is, the buyer is will-
ing to pay one dollar per unit forxi units, but does not
accept any other quantity. (Actually, the price is imma-
terial in this transformation, so we use a default value
of $1.) The total number of units available isK. It is
easy to see that the auction without free disposal has a
feasible solution if and only if the original subset sum
problem has a solution.

2

Thus, we conclude that even with step function demand
curve bids, or more generally piecewise linear curve bids, the
discriminatory auction becomes intractable.

Polynomial Algorithm for Linear Demand Curves
There is an important case of the discriminatory price auction
for which we can clear the market in polynomial time. This is
the case where all bids aredownward sloping linear demand
curves, that is, in the demand curveq = ap+b, we havea < 0

and b � 0. In other words, the buyer’s demand decreases
linearly as the price increases. We begin by describing the
algorithm for auctions with free disposal. Let us suppose that
the auctioneer hasQ units of the item for sale. Then, the
algorithm has the following steps.

1. LetS = f1; 2; : : : ; ng denote the index set of bids.

2. Compute the unconstrained optimal solution for each bid

independently:(pj ; qj) =

�
�bj
2aj

;
bj
2

�
.

3. If
P

j2S qj � Q, then these unconstrained price-
quantity pairs are the optimal solution.

4. Otherwise, letÆ = minj2S fpjg, and let̀ be the index
of the bid that achieves this minimum.

5. Setp0j = pj + p`, andq0j = ajp
0
j + bj , for j 2 S. That

is, increase each bid’s unit price byÆ, and determine the
new quantity. (Note thatq0j < qj becauseaj is negative.)

6. If
P

j2S q
0
j � Q, then setq�j = qj � ajC, where

C = (
P

j2S bj � 2Q)=(2
P

j2S aj), and stop. This is
the optimal quantity sold to buyerj, at the corresponding
pricep�j = pj�C. (Note that bothaj andC are negative,
and soq�j < qj andp�j > pj .)

7. Otherwise, setS = S � f`g, and go to step 4.

The correctness of the algorithm depends on three facts:
(a) if the unconstrained solution is quantity-infeasible, then
one must increase the unit priceuniformly for all bids, un-
til either the solution becomes feasible or the price becomes
infeasible for some bid,(b) when the price becomes infea-
sible for some bid, that bid receives zero units in the opti-
mal solution, and(c) in the price-interval where the set of
feasible bids remains constant, the formula of line (6) gives

the optimal solution. Due to lack of space, we omit the
proofs of these claims. Instead, we briefly discuss the time
complexity of the algorithm. Step (4) repeatedly chooses a
bid with the next smallest unconstrained optimal pricepj .
In order to facilitate this choice, we initially sort the bids
in increasing order ofpj ’s. The key step is to determine
whether

P
j2S q

0
j � Q. However, it is easy to see thatP

j2S q
0
j =

P
j2S qj+(

P
j2S aj)pl. Thus, we can calculateP

j2S q
0
j in O(1) time, by simply keeping track of the sumsP

j2S aj and
P

j2S qj . These sums only change when a bid
is removed fromS, and can be maintained inO(1) time per
update toS. In summary, once the bids have been sorted, the
total cost of running the algorithm isO(n). We summarize
this result in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.6 Consider a single-item, multi-unit auction with
n bidders, each making a downward sloping linear demand
curve bid. Under discriminatory pricing, the auction can be
cleared so as to maximize revenue inO(n logn) time, with or
without free disposal.1

Remark. For completeness, we now discuss the complex-
ity of clearing absurd types of linear demand curves. If all
the demand curves are upward sloping (the higher the unit
price, the more the bidder will buy), then the optimal solution
is easily obtained (with or without free disposal) by selling
all Q units to the bidder whose demand line intersects the
constant lineq = Q at thehighestunit price. This can be
determined inO(n) time by calculating the intersection point
for every demand line. Next we consider the case where all
demand curves are constant (a = 0), i.e., the bidders do not
care about price. With free disposal, the seller’s revenue can
be maximized inO(n) time by choosing any bidder (whose
quantity is positive, i.e.,b > 0), and charging an infinite price.
Without free disposal, finding a feasible solution (finding a
combination of the constant curves whose quantities sum up
to exactlyQ) is NP-Complete because that is equivalent to
the subset sumproblem. If a feasible solution is found, the
seller can charge an infinite price.

3 Reverse Auctions with Supply Curve Bids
In this section, we consider reverse (or, buyer-based) auctions
using an analog of demand curve bidding. These types of auc-
tions are frequently used for Requests for Proposals (RFPs)
and Requests for Quotes (RFQs). The buyer posts the items
(goods, services, etc.) she wants to purchase, and sellers com-
pete for the business by bidding to sell the items. We assume
that a buyer wishes to acquireQ indistinguishable units of a
certain item, and each seller submits asupply curve bid.

We start by establishing simple properties oflinear supply
curves. As in auctions, we consider two settings: free dis-
posal and no free disposal. Under free disposal, the buyer
is willing to accept more than the desiredQ units if it leads
to lower cost (at worst he can dispose of the extra units for

1When free disposal is not allowed, the only change to the algo-
rithm is this: if the initial unconstrained optimal solution is quantity-
feasible, meaning

P
j2S

qj � Q, instead of stopping, wede-
creasethe price uniformly over all bids, until either the total demand
reachesQ, or some bid becomes infeasible (its price reaches zero).
When a bid becomes infeasible, we remove it fromS and continue.
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free). Without free disposal, the buyer wants exactlyQ units
(or none if the solution is infeasible).

Lemma 3.1 Consider a linear supply curveq = ap+ b sub-
ject top; q � 0. Suppose that the buyer wishes to acquireQ
units of the item.

� If a � 0, then there is a feasible solution if and only if
Q � b. If Q � b, the cost to the buyer is0 with free
disposal, andQ(Q� b)=a without free disposal.

� If a > 0, then the cost of acquiring the items is
maxf0; Q(Q� b)=ag:

PROOF. When the supply curve has non-positive slope, the
maximum number of items that can be purchased isb. Thus,
the trade is feasible if and only ifQ � b. If free disposal
is allowed, the buyer buysb units at price0; without free
disposal, the buyer pays(Q� b)=a per unit.

If the supply curve has positive slope, the price per unit is
increasing with the number of units. Ifb > Q, then the buyer
can buyQ units at zero cost. Otherwise, the buyer purchases
exactlyQ units at the unit cost of(Q� b)=a. 2

Lemma 3.2 Consider a bounded linear supply curve,q =

ap+ b, restricted to the price range[p1; p2], wherep1 < p2.
Suppose the buyer wishes to acquireQ units of the item.

� Without free disposal, a feasible solution exists iffq1 �
Q � q2, and if feasible, the solution has costQ(Q �

b)=a.

� With free disposal anda � 0, a feasible solution exists
iff Q � q1. Setq02 = maxfq2; Qg. If feasible, the so-
lution has costminfp1q1; p

0
2q
0
2g, wherep02 is the price

corresponding toq02.

� With free disposal anda > 0, a feasible solution ex-
ists iff Q � q2, and in that case the solution has cost
maxfp1q1; Q(Q� b)=ag.

PROOF. See Figure 2 for illustration. The first case follows
easily, since the boundaries of the supply curve dictate that
the quantity supplied is in the range[q1; q2]. If Q lies in this
range, the cost equalsQ(Q� b)=a.
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Figure 2: Bounded linear supply curves.

In the second case, since the slope is negative, the maxi-
mum quantity supplied isq1, and so for feasibility, we must
haveQ � q1. Since the buyer admits free disposal, we can
purchase any quantity betweenQ andq1, in order to mini-
mize the cost. We defineq02 = maxfq2; Qg so that the feasi-
ble range of quantity is[q1; q02]. We now invoke the algebra of
Lemma 2.2 to observe that quantityp � q(p) decreases the far-
ther the price deviates fromp� = �

b
2a

. (Recall that we have

a � 0 in this case.) Thus, the cost of acquiring at leastQ units
in the range[q1; q02] is minimized at one of the endpoints of
the range. So, we take the smaller of the two values.

Finally, in the third case, the largest quantity supplied by
the curve isq2, so the feasibility condition checks whether
Q � q2. If Q � q2, then we can setq01 = maxfQ; q1g, and
our cost isp01q

0
1, wherep01 is the price corresponding toq01. 2

3.1 Reverse Auctions with Non-Discriminatory
Pricing

Consider a reverse auction where a buyer wantsQ units of an
item. Each of then sellers submits a piecewise linear sup-
ply curve. In anon-discriminatoryreverse auction, the buyer
determines an optimum pricep� to minimize his cost, and
sellers supply their share of units at pricep�. (The number
of items purchased from selleri is computed using his sup-
ply curve, evaluated at pricep�.) The proof of the following
theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 3.3 Consider a single-item, multi-unit reverse auc-
tions withn bidders, each making ak-piece supply curve bid.
Under non-discriminatory pricing, the auction can be solved
so as to minimize cost in timeO(nk log(nk)) with or without
free disposal.

3.2 Reverse Auctions with Discriminatory Pricing
In a discriminatoryreverse auction, the buyer determines for
each sellerj a distinct pricepj with the objective of mini-
mizing the total cost

P
j pjqj subject to the supply constraintP

j qj � Q. (Without free disposal, the quantity constraint is
an equality.) The problem of clearing such an auction with
piecewise linear supply curves again turns out to beNP-
Complete.

Theorem 3.4 A single-item, multi-unit reverse auction with
discriminatory pricing and piecewise linear (specifically step
function) supply curve bids isNP-Complete to clear so as to
minimize cost (with or without free disposal).

PROOF. The proofwithout free disposalis the same as in The-
orem 2.5. The details of thefree disposalcase are different, so
we discuss that here. We reduce theknapsackproblem to the
reverse auction, but since knapsack is a value-maximization
problem, while the reverse auction is a cost-minimization
problem, we need a minor transformation in between.

Let f(s1; v1); (s2; v2); : : : ; (sn; vn); Kg be an instance of
the knapsack problem—the knapsack has capacityK, and
item i has sizesi and valuevi. Let us create an instance
of the single-item multi-unit reverse auction, as follows.

Bidder i places a step function bid(vi; si), meaning he is
willing to supplysi units at lot pricevi (or at any price higher
thanvi), and no units for a price less thanvi. Let T =

P
i si

be the total number of units in all the bids. We set up the
auction so that the buyer wishes to purchase at leastT � K
units, at minimum possible price. LetS0 be the set of bids
that are winning bids in the reverse auction. Then, we claim
that the remaining bids (thosenot in S0) form a solution to the
knapsack problem. First, since the bids inS0 have a total of at
leastT �K units, the remaining units are at mostK, and so
the solution is knapsack feasible. Second, since the bids inS0

provideT �K units at least possible price, the total price of
the remaining bids is largest possible subject to the knapsack
constraint. Thus, the auction problem isNP-Complete. 2
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In fact, the reverse auction without free disposal isNP-
Completeeven with linear downward sloping supply curves,
unlike the seller auction with linear demand curves which is
polytime solvable (except in the absurd case of constant de-
mand lines and no free disposal), cf. Theorem 2.6.

Theorem 3.5 A single-item, multi-unit reverse auction with
discriminatory pricing and no free disposal isNP-Complete
to clear so as to minimize cost with downward sloping linear
supply curve bids.

PROOF. Consider an instance of the subset sum problem: set
of non-negative integersX = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng, and an inte-
gerK. Corresponding toxi, we create a linear supply curve
q = �p + xi. The subset sum problem has a solution if and
only if the reverse auction without free disposal has a solution
for quantityQ and cost 0. 2

Remark. In the preceding theorem, the price zero is only for
convenience. We can easily truncate the supply curves, for
example atp = 1, to enforce a minimum unit price of one. In
that case, the subset sum has solution if and only if the buyer
can acquire exactlyK units at total priceK.
Remark. With free disposal and downward sloping or con-
stant supply lines (that start atp = 0), the optimal solution is
obtained inO(n) time by accepting all supply lines atp = 0.
If the aggregate quantity is at leastQ, then the solution is
feasible and optimal. Otherwise, no solution is feasible.
Remark. With constant supply lines and no free disposal,
finding a feasible solution to the reverse auction isNP-
Complete because that corresponds to thesubset sumprob-
lem. If a feasible solution exists, and the lines start atp = 0,
then the optimal solution has zero cost (accept atp = 0 each
one of the lines that are part of the feasible solution).
Remark. In reverse auctions, downward sloping supply cor-
responds to quantity discounts. A more common case would
beupward sloping supply, i.e., the higher the price, the more
the supplier is willing to sell. We analyze upward sloping sup-
ply lines in another paper[Sandholm and Suri, 2001], show-
ing clearing complexity ofO(n logn)—the same complexity
asauctionswith downwardsloping demand lines.

4 Price-Quantity Pair Bids
In this section we consider auctions where the auctioneer has
multiple indistinguishable units of one item to sell, and bid-
ders express their preferences viaprice-quantity pairs.

Definition 1 In a price-quantity pairbid (p; q), the bidder
states a pricep 2 Z+ that he is willing to pay forq 2 Z+

units.2 The bid is atomic, meaning it must be accepted as a
whole or rejected—it cannot be accepted fractionally.

Theorem 4.1 (Known) If the seller hasQ units, and each
buyer submits one price-quantity bid, then the problem of
maximizing revenue is equivalent to theNP-Complete knap-
sack problem. It is solvable in pseudo-polynomial time
O(n2V ) [Garey and Johnson, 1979], wheren is the number
of bids andV is the maximum price of any bid. It is approx-
imable within a(1 � ") factor of the optimum in polynomial
timeO(n log

1
"
+

1
"4
) [Lawler, 1976].

2In this section we consider the case wherep is the price for
the entire lotq. If a unit price is stated instead, it can be trivially
converted to a lot price by multiplying byq.

If there is free disposal, the auctioneer can always sell
fewer thanQ units because, at worst, he can dispose of the
extra units for free. On the other hand, for many real goods
there is no free disposal.

Theorem 4.2 If the seller has to sell exactlyQ units (or none
if the instance is infeasible), and each buyer submits one
price-quantity bid, then even finding a feasible solution is
NP-Complete. The problem of maximizing revenue can be
solved optimally in pseudo-polynomial time.

PROOF. Finding a feasible solution isNP-Complete because
the special case wherepi = qi for all i is equivalent to the
subset sumproblem, which isNP-Complete. The problem
can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time using a straightfor-
ward dynamic program. We omit it due to limited space.2

In many settings, a bidder could accept alternative quanti-
ties at different prices. This can be enabled by allowing each
bidder to submit multiple price-quantity bids which are com-
bined withxor.

Theorem 4.3 If a seller can sell at mostQ units, and each
buyer submits a set of alternative price-quantity bids (i.e.,
xor bids), then the problem isNP-Complete. It can be
solved in pseudo-polynomial timeO(n2V L), wheren is the
number of bidders,L is the maximum number of alternative
bids by any buyer, andV is the maximum price of any bid.
The problem can also be approximated within a(1� ") fac-
tor of the optimum inO(nL log

1
"
+

1
"4
) time.

PROOF. NP-Completeness follows from Theorem 4.1 since
each bidder might only submit one price-quantity pair.

We now devise a pseudo-polynomial algorithm. We la-
bel the bidders (arbitrarily),1 throughn. Observe thatnV
is an upper bound on the revenue. LetA(i; v) denote the
smallest number of units that can be sold to bidders in the set
f1; 2; : : : ; ig with total revenue exactlyv.

1. [Initialize: ] Let the alternative price-quantity bids of buyer 1
be(q1; p1) xor (q2; p2) xor : : : (qj ; pj). Set

� A(1; pt) = qt, for t = 1; 2; : : : ; j.
� A(1; v) = 1, for all other values ofv.

2. for i = 2 to n
for v = 1 to nV
A(i; v) =1

if buyeri has bid(q1; p1) xor (q2; p2) xor : : : (qj ; pj),
then

for t = 1 to j
if pt � v then

A(i; v) = min

(
A(i; v);
A(i� 1; v);
qt +A(i� 1; v � pt)

)
else A(i; v) = A(i� 1; v).

This algorithm computes a solution inO(n2V L) time.
This pseudo-polynomial algorithm can be converted to an"-
approximation algorithm with running timeO(nL log

1
"
+

1
"4
)

using the scheme of Lawler[Lawler, 1976]. 2

While xor bids are fully expressive in the sense that they
allow a bidder to express any valuation (mapping from the
number of units to a price), in many cases, a more compact
(and never less compact) representation of the same valuation
can be obtained using theor-of-xors bidding language3. An

3
xor bids andor-of-xors bids were originally introduced

for combinatorial auctions where there are multiple distinguish-
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Market type Linear curves Piecewise
linear curves

Upward constant downward
sloping sloping

Nondiscriminatory O(n) O(n) O(n logn) O(nk log(nk)) �

auction
Discriminatory O(n) fd: O(n) O(n logn) �

NP-Complete�

auction nfd: NP-Complete
Nondiscriminatory O(n logn) O(n) O(n) O(nk log(nk)) �

reverse auction
Discriminatory O(n logn) � fd: O(n) fd: O(n) NP-Complete�

reverse auction [Sandholm and Suri, 2001] nfd: NP-Complete nfd:NP-Complete

Table 1: Summary of our results on clearing supply/demand curves (fd = free disposal, nfd = no free disposal). The nontrivial
results are marked with a “*”.

or-of-xors bid is a bid where multiplexor price-quantity
bids are offered and any number of these can be accepted
(subject to honoring the overall quantityQ):

[(q1; p1) xor (q2; p2) xor : : : (qi; pi)] or

[(qi+1; pi+1) xor (qi+2; pi+2) xor : : : (qj ; pj)] or : : :

[(qk; pk) xor (qk+1; pk+1) xor : : : (ql; pl)]:

Theorem 4.4 If the auctioneer can sell at mostQ units, and
each bidder submits anor-of-xors bid, then the problem
can be solved and approximated with the time complexities
stated in Theorem 4.3, wheren now is the number ofxor-
disjuncts submitted overall, andL is the maximum number of
bids within anyxor-disjunct.

PROOF. We can treat differentxor bids from the same bidder
as coming from different bidders. Since each bidder can be
awarded any number ofor bids, this transformation is sound.
We can thus assume that each bidder has submitted only one
xor bid, and solve the problem using the algorithm described
in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 2

Now, considerXOR bids andor-of-xors bids in settings
where the auctioneer has to sell exactlyQ units. It follows
from Theorem 4.2 that finding a feasible solution (and there-
fore also approximation) isNP-Complete (unlike in the free
disposal setting). The problem can be solved in pseudo-
polynomial time using a dynamic program akin to the ones
above where the auctioneer can keep any of the units (we omit
these due to limited space).

5 Conclusions
Market mechanisms play a central role in AI as a coordina-
tion tool in multiagent systems, and as an application area
for algorithm design. Market mechanisms where buyers are
directly cleared with sellers, and thus do not require an ex-
ternal liquidity provider, are highly desirable for electronic
marketplaces for several reasons. In this paper we studied the
inherent complexity of, and designed algorithms for, clearing
auctions and reverse auctions with multiple indistinguishable
units for sale.

Table 1 summarizes our results on market clearability un-
der demand/supply curves. Note that in non-discriminatory
settings, even when each bidder’s curve is linear, the aggre-
gate curve might not be linear but piecewise linear (because
the bidder’s curves have to be ignored below zero quantity).

able items for sale, and bids can be submitted on combinations of
items[Sandholm, 1999; 2000]

In addition to the results summarized in the table, we be-
lieve that one of the most surprising result of our paper is
the following property of discriminatory auctions: at the un-
constrained optimum, each bidder generally gets a different
price, but interestingly, to accommodate the constraint of lim-
ited supply, each bidder’s price is incrementedequallyfrom
the unconstrained optimum.

When bidders express their preferences with price-quantity
pairs, the market clearing problem is essentially equivalent to
the knapsack problem, and thereforeNP-Complete but solv-
able in pseudo-polynomial time. With free disposal, the prob-
lem admits a polynomial-time approximation scheme, but no
such approximation scheme is possible without free disposal.
We also describe pseudo-polynomial algorithms forXOR bids
andor-of-xors bids, and their polynomial approximability
when free disposal is allowed.

Our NP-completeness results carry over toexchanges
(where the objective is to maximize surplus, i.e., sum of ac-
cepted bids minus sum of accepted asks) directly since auc-
tions and reverse auctions are special cases of exchanges.

Our algorithms help pave the way toward automated elec-
tronic markets without external liquidity providers, but at the
same time, ourNP-Completeness results curtail the space of
automated market designs that are computationally tractable.
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Abstract

We describe two market-inspired approaches to
propositional satisfiability. Whereas a previous
market-inspired approach exhibited extremely slow
performance, we find that variations on the pricing
method with a simplified market structure can im-
prove performance significantly. We compare the
performance of the new protocols with the previ-
ous market protocol and with the distributed break-
out algorithm on benchmark 3-SAT problems. We
identify a tradeoff between performance and eco-
nomic realism in the new market protocols, and
a tradeoff between performance and the degree of
decentralization between the new market protocols
and distributed breakout. We also conduct informal
and experimental analyses to gain insight into the
operation of price-guided search.

1 Introduction

Agents must often engage in activities with complex, inter-
related dependencies. Even finding a satisficing solution for
problems such as resource allocation, scheduling, and pro-
duction in a supply chain is often intractable for a central
problem solver with global knowledge. The problem is fur-
ther complicated when decentralization constraints such as
locality of interest, knowledge, communication, and author-
ity must be respected.

Yokoo and Hirayama [2000], [Yokoo, 2000] formalize
such problems as distributed constraint satisfaction prob-
lems (DisCSPs) and, with others, have designed a variety
of effective algorithms. These approaches are generally dis-
tributed adaptations of centralized algorithms. Recent interest
in market-based approaches to distributed decision making,
and open questions about the computational power of mar-
kets [Shoham and Tennenholtz, to appear], prompted Walsh
and Wellman [2000] to apply a market-based supply chain
formation protocol [Walsh and Wellman, 1998] to a 3-SAT
reduction of the supply chain formation problem, an approach
they called MarketSAT. They found that, although market
prices can guide decentralized search, the approach was im-
practically slow.

In this paper we present alternate, simpler market-inspired
approaches that provide more satisfactory performance, while
respecting well-defined decentralization constraints. We eval-
uate the protocols on benchmark propositional satisfiability
(SAT) problems. As the fundamental NP-complete problem,
formally equivalent to a large class of combinatorial prob-
lems, SAT serves as a convenient problem class on which to
systematically evaluate our protocols.

In Section 2 we introduce two new MarketSAT protocols
with qualitatively different pricing mechanisms. In Section 3
we provide an economic interpretation of the protocols and
discuss the rationality of the assumed agent behavior. In Sec-
tion 4 we convey our understanding of price-guided search
and in Section 5 we show that the protocols are incomplete.
In Section 6 we compare the performance of the new pro-
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tocols with the original MarketSAT and with the distributed
breakout (DB) algorithm [Yokoo and Hirayama, 1996]. We
also perform further experiments to explain the operation of
the protocols. In Section 7 we compare the decentralization
of the MarketSAT protocols relative to distributed breakout.
We conclude in Section 8.

2 MarketSAT Protocols

Following the notation of Walsh and Wellman [2000], we
consider propositional satisfiability problems with variables
U and clauses Q, each containing sets of literals over U
in conjunctive normal form (CNF). A clause is satisfied if
at least one literal in the clause evaluates to T . The prob-
lem is to determine whether there exists a truth assignment
t : U →{T,F} that satisfies each q ∈ Q.

A variable u fails to satisfy a clause q under truth assign-
ment t iff either: (1) t(u) = T , u /∈ q, and ū ∈ q, or, (2)
t(u) = F , ū /∈ q, and u∈ q. A MarketSAT economy consists of
agents representing variable assignments and a set of goods
specifying licenses to fail to satisfy clauses. Agents choose
assignments for their corresponding variables, but must ac-
quire the necessary licenses for their chosen truth assign-
ments. Clearly, q ∈ Q is satisfied under t iff at most |q| − 1
variables in q fail to satisfy q. Hence, we make available
|q|−1 such licenses.1 It follows that a problem is satisfiable
iff all agents can choose assignments such that they can ob-
tain all necessary licenses to support their assignments.

Observe that our notion of failing to satisfy a clause is
equivalent to the notion of a nogood in CSPs, which in SAT
is just a negated clause. MarketSAT could be applied to more
general CSPs by specifying the licenses to correspond to no-
goods, with |q|−1 licenses available for each nogood of size
|q|.

In a MarketSAT protocol, the agents search for a satisfying
solution in a decentralized fashion by negotiating to acquire
the licenses. A market protocol consists of an auction mech-
anism and agent bidding policies. The negotiation for each
license type is mediated by a separate auction. Although the
two new MarketSAT protocols differ in the auction rules and
bidding policies, they share common high-level features. A
MarketSAT protocol iterates through the following steps:

1. Agents select tentative truth assignments and submit
bids to a subset of the auctions corresponding to their
chosen truth assignments.

2. Auctions send price quote messages to the agents indi-
cating the current going prices of the licenses.

The protocol continues until quiescence, a state in which no
agent chooses to update any of its bids or the auctions termi-
nate negotiation according to certain protocol-specific condi-
tions. The auctions allocate their respective licenses to agents
when quiescence is reached. For our empirical studies we
assume synchronous instantaneous communication. Nothing

1In the original MarketSAT implementation [Walsh and Well-
man, 2000], we used a reduction from 3-SAT and made 2 units of
each license available. The existence of |q|−1 licenses for a clause
of size |q| is a straightforward generalization.

in our protocols requires synchrony, but this allows us to fix
certain parameters, focusing our studies.

The present market structure is a simplification of the orig-
inal MarketSAT economy [Walsh and Wellman, 2000] based
on a supply chain formation model [Walsh and Wellman,
1998]. In the original economy, there was a separate agent for
positive and negative assignments of variables. An auction
for each variable mediated the negotiation of the assignment
agents to provide an assignment for the respective variables.
An end consumer bid to acquire an assignment to each vari-
able. Experiments show that the new protocols perform much
faster with the new structure (Section 6).

In the following sections we describe the details of two new
variants of MarketSAT.

2.1 Uniform Pricing
We describe a MarketSAT protocol with uniform pricing
(MS-U) based on the original MarketSAT protocol (MS-O),
but adapted to the present simplified structure. An auction
allows an agent to place a bid to buy a license at a specified
price. An agent may update its bid only if it increases the
price of the bid by at least some publicly known increment δ.
Agents may not withdraw bids.

Given a set of buy bids and |q|−1 units of license g avail-
able (for the right to fail to satisfy a clause q), an auction
reports a price quote comprised two parts: 1) the bid price,
β(g), is the (|q|)th highest price of all bids, and 2) the ask
price, α(g), is the (|q|−1)st highest price of all bids. If there
are fewer than |q| − 1 bids in the auction, the bid and ask
prices are zero. If there are |q|−1 bids in the auction, the bid
price is zero and the ask price equals the price of the lowest
bid. The bid price specifies the price that the winning bidders
would pay if the auction stopped in the current state and the
ask price specifies how much a losing agent must bid in order
to be a winning bidder. The price quote also indicates to a
bidder whether its bid is one of the |q|−1 highest (winning)
bids. In quiescence, an auction allocates its units of license
g according to the (M+1)st price auction rules [Wurman et
al., 1998]—the agents with the |q|−1 highest bids win g and
pay β(g). For the price quotes and final allocation, the auc-
tion breaks ties in favor of earlier received bids, and randomly
between simultaneously received bids.

An agent randomly chooses the initial assignment for its
variable and places bids at price zero for the necessary
licenses. When it subsequently receives price quotes, it
chooses an assignment that minimizes its assignment cost,
defined for an assignment as the maximum of the sum of its
current perceived costs for the licenses needed for that as-
signment, and the previously computed assignment cost. In
the case of ties, the agent keeps its current assignment. An
agent’s perceived cost for license g is β(g) if it is winning,
α(g) if it has not submitted a bid, α(g) if it is both losing and
α(g) > β(g), and α(g)+δ if it is both losing and α(g) = β(g).

After an agent chooses its assignment, it increments by δ
any losing bid it has sent to the auction, if it needs the license
for its chosen assignment. If it hasn’t submitted a bid for
some needed license, it submits a bid at price zero. An agent
does not update its bids if it is winning all the licenses nec-
essary for its current assignment. Observe that if the market
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reaches quiescence in this way, then the agents’ local assign-
ments constitute a globally satisfying assignment.

2.2 Differential Pricing
In this section we describe a MarketSAT protocol with differ-
ential pricing (MS-D). An auction allows an agent to place a
bid to demand either either zero or one units of the license,
without specifying a price. Agents may switch between zero
and one quantity demands without constraint.

An auction may report different price quotes to each bid-
der, depending on the demand for the license. An auction
maintains a nondecreasing premium price for its license. If
the auction has |q| − 1 units of the license available, and the
total demand expressed by the bids is d, then the auction re-
ports price quotes as follows:

• If d < |q|−1, then the auction reports a price of zero to
all bidders.

• If d = |q|−1, then the auction reports a price of zero to
all bidders with demand of one, and reports the premium
price to the single bidder with demand of zero.

• If d > |q|−1, then the auction increases the premium by
one, reports the premium price to one randomly chosen
bidder with a demand of one, and reports a price of zero
to all other bidders with demand of one.

In quiescence, if d > |q|−1, then the auction randomly allo-
cates the license to |q| − 1 agents that bid with demand one
for the license, otherwise it allocates a license to each of the
current bidders with demand one. Each agent that receives
a license pays according the price specified in the last price
quote it received.

An agent randomly chooses the initial assignment for its
variable. When it subsequently receives price quotes, it
chooses an assignment that minimizes the sum of the prices
of licenses as reported by the last price quote, with preference
for its current assignment when the costs are equal. When an
agent is in its initial state, or when it flips its assignment, it
places bids of quantity one for all licenses it needs for the
assignment and places bids for quantity zero for all licenses
necessary for the opposite assignment. When an agent does
not flip its assignment, it resubmits any bid needed for that
assignment and for which it received a premium price quote.
If an agent does not flip its assignment and if received a zero
price quote for all its bids for the assignment, the agent does
not update any of its bids. Observe that if the market reaches
quiescence in this way, then the agents’ local assignments
constitute a globally satisfying assignment. Furthermore, in
this case every agent pays zero for the licenses it receives.

3 Economic Interpretation and Rational
Behavior

The interpretation of the market-inspired protocols in eco-
nomic terms requires a model of agent values under which the
assumed behavior would be plausibly rational. For an agent
a to be willing to participate in these protocols, and hence
be willing to pay money for their allocations, it must obtain
some individual value va from participating in a satisfying so-
lution. An agent obtains no value if it does not participate in a

Initialize the weight of all nogoods to 1
UNTIL current state is solution DO

IF current state is not a local minimum
THEN make any local change that reduces

the total weights of violated nogoods
ELSE increase weights of all currently

violated nogoods
END

Figure 1: The breakout algorithm [Morris, 1993].

satisfying solution. An agent wishes to maximize its surplus
value, which is the difference between the value it obtains and
the total price it pays for the licenses it acquires.

In both protocols, the bidding policies are non-strategic in
that agents do not account for the behavior of other agents.
This assumption may be reasonable in large networks for
which agents have little information about other agent prefer-
ences and behavior.

The bidding policies are myopic and best-response in that
agents always bid to optimize their surplus given the current
price quotes, without speculating about future price changes.
The plausibility of this approach depends on how accurately
the price quotes indicate the prices agents may actually have
to pay for their final allocations. For both protocols, the
price quotes indicate what the agents would pay if the bid-
ding stopped in the current state.

However, the protocols differ significantly in how price
quotes signal future price movements. In MS-U, the non-
decreasing price quotes indicate lower bounds on the amount
that agents would have to pay, providing a basis for agents’
belief in the price quotes. Since prices do not decrease, we
would also expect that, in addition to the agent quiescence
condition specified in Section 2.1, a rational agent would stop
bidding when the total cost of an assignment exceeds va.

In MS-D, agents actually pay nothing for a globally sat-
isfying allocation, and would have positive payments only if
the protocol were to terminate with an unsatisfying alloca-
tion. Thus, unlike in MS-U, we would expect rational agents
to stop bidding only when they reach a satisfying allocation
(as specified in Section 2.2). But this calls into question the
usefulness of the price quotes as meaningful future price in-
dicators. The bidding policies in MS-D would be more plau-
sibly rational if the agents had a reasonable expectation that
the protocol could terminate at any time, for instance if the
auctions terminated negotiations based on a random signal.
Indeed, such a mechanism may be useful both to encourage
desirable behavior and to bound the length of negotiations.

4 Price-Guided Search
Intuitively, market prices indicate the relative global value of
licenses, and agents use the prices to guide their local deci-
sions. The bidding process can be seen as a distributed search
for prices that support a satisfying allocation. In the Market-
SAT protocols, prices are closely analogous to the weights
of nogoods (which correspond exactly to failing to satisfy a
clause) in the breakout algorithm [Morris, 1993], presented
in Figure 1. In breakout, weights are a measure of how often
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the nogoods appear in local minima visited by the algorithm.
The weights thus bias the search away from local minima.

In contrast to breakout, which increases the costs of no-
goods only when the global state is a local minimum, the Mar-
ketSAT protocols increase the prices of licenses in response
to local state. The price of a license increases whenever the
corresponding clause is not satisfied for the current assign-
ment, which can and does occur outside of local minima of
the global state.

The breakout algorithm sequentially flips variable assign-
ments to reduce the global weight of the violated nogoods.
The nogood weights are counted only for clauses that are not
satisfied. In MS-U, because bids cannot be withdrawn, once
a license has an excess demand, it will always have excess
demand, even if the current choices of variable assignments
would indicate that the clause is currently satisfied. Thus
the prices never decrease and agents attribute a cost to a li-
cense even if the clause is satisfied. In contrast, in MS-D an
agent will only attribute a positive cost to a license if either
the license is overdemanded or if flipping its own assignment
would make the license overdemanded (assuming no other
agent would also flip). In this sense, the cost evaluation in
MS-D is closer to the breakout algorithm than in MS-U.

In breakout, current nogood costs are evaluated uniformly
for all variables. In MS-U, an agent distinguishes its cost
evaluation depending on whether it is winning or losing and
assumes that its total cost over all licenses never decreases.
This difference in perceived prices gives extra “friction” to
the currently winning agents because they assume lower
costs, hence are somewhat less likely to swap assignments.
However, this friction is relatively small because agents in-
crease their bids by δonly when they are losing, hence the bid
and ask prices never differ by more than δ. In MS-D, agents
can attribute widely varying costs to a license, with at most
one agent attributing the premium cost and others attributing
a zero cost.

Unlike breakout, variables can flip simultaneously in the
MarketSAT protocols. This could be beneficial to perfor-
mance when agents operate in parallel, if the right flips occur
simultaneously. Yokoo and Hirayama [1996] observed that it
could be detrimental if neighbor variables—those that share
a clause—flip simultaneously, and thus incorporated synchro-
nizing steps into DB to prevent simultaneous neighbor flips.

Of particular concern are simultaneous, satisfying neigh-
bor flips—neighbors simultaneously flipping to satisfy a
clause (e.g., variables x and y simultaneously flipping to T
to satisfy clause (x ∨ y)) which we expect to be prevalent
in the MarketSAT protocols. When neighbor variables si-
multaneously flip to satisfy the same clause, other clauses
may become needlessly unsatisfied. Unlike DB, the Market-
SAT protocols have no explicit mechanism to prevent simul-
taneous neighbor flips, yet we expect the different protocols
to differ in the number of simultaneous, satisfying neighbor
flips. In MS-U, because the bid/ask spread on any license
is small, agents that desire common licenses are likely to
have similar total cost evaluations. Hence, when the price
of a shared license increases, they may be likely to simulta-
neously flip to satisfy the clause. In MS-D, because agents
can attribute widely varying costs to licenses, the cost eval-

uations of neighbor agents are less likely to be close than in
MS-U. We expect this would reduce the number of simulta-
neous, satisfying neighbor flips.

5 Completeness
We can show that MS-U is incomplete using a close variant
of the example that Morris [1993] used to show that the (cen-
tralized) breakout algorithm is incomplete. We assume syn-
chrony, noting that this implies the same for an asynchronous
system. The CNF clauses are: (x̄∨y), (x̄∨ z), (x̄∨w), (ȳ∨x),
(ȳ ∨ z), (ȳ ∨ w), (z̄ ∨ x), (z̄ ∨ y), (z̄ ∨ w), (w̄ ∨ x), (w̄ ∨ y),
(w̄∨ z). Observe that the only solution for the problem as-
signs all variables T or all variables F. Consider the case
when the initial random assignments are t(x) = t(z) = T and
t(y) = t(w) = F . Assume that the random tie breaking occurs
as follows in the first round: x wins (x̄∨ y), y wins (z̄∨ y), z
wins (z̄∨w), and w wins (x̄∨w). Assume that the random
tie breaking occurs as follows in the second round: y wins
(ȳ∨ x), x wins (w̄∨ x), z wins (ȳ∨ z), and w wins (z∨ w̄). In
all subsequent rounds, auction tie breaking is deterministic.
Throughout, all agents flip simultaneously, hence the proto-
col oscillates indefinitely.

With the same SAT instance we used to show incomplete-
ness of MS-U (but with different initial assignments and tie
breakings), our simulation results strongly suggest to us that
MS-O is not guaranteed to converge to a solution. We refrain
from describing a trace of a non-converging run due to the
greater complexity of the agent interactions in MS-O.

We can also show that MS-D is incomplete using Moris’s
exact example. The CNF clauses are: (x∨ y∨ z∨w), (x̄∨ y),
(x̄∨ z), (x̄∨w), (ȳ∨x), (ȳ∨ z), (ȳ∨w), (z̄∨x), (z̄∨y), (z̄∨w),
(w̄∨ x), (w̄∨ y), (w̄∨ z). Observe that the only solution as-
signs all variables T . Consider the initial random assignment
t, such that t(x) = T and all other variables are F . The pre-
mium increases in each of the unsatisfied clauses so long as
they remain unsatisfied, but the choice of which variable in
the clauses pays the premium is chosen randomly. With pos-
itive probability, x can always be the only variable chosen to
pay the premium, in which case it will flip indefinitely and no
other variables will flip.

If the breakout algorithm reaches truth assignment t as de-
scribed in the preceding, it cannot converge to the satisfy-
ing truth assignment [Morris, 1993]. But because MS-D has
variable-specific pricing, it does not necessarily make a flip
when it would be a global improvement, which can delay un-
desirable flips. In fact, MS-D can always converge, with pos-
itive probability, to some satisfying truth assignment t ∗. With
positive probability, an auction for a license corresponding to
an unsatisfied clause will always report the premium price to
some variable x such that t(x) 
= t∗. But then the protocol
would clearly converge to t ∗. We do not know if a similar
result holds for MS-U.

6 Experiments

We compared the MarketSAT protocols with MS-O and
DB using satisfiable (unforced, filtered) uniform random 3-
SAT problems at the phase transition (between 4.26 and 4.3
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clause/variable ratio) from the SATLIB benchmark library2.
This is generally considered the hardest class of 3-SAT prob-
lems to solve [Cheeseman et al., 1991; Mitchell et al., 1992]
and has been used widely to benchmark SAT algorithms.
Note that, to generate hard satisfiable problems, it is impor-
tant to generate problems randomly and filter the unsatisfiable
instances. Forcing the problems to satisfy a particular assign-
ment makes them much easier [Achlioptas et al., 2000].

To bound the computational time, for a problem instance
of n variables, we ran a protocol for at most 1000n rounds.
For MarketSAT, a round is a synchronous bidding round, and
for DB, a round corresponds to a cycle as described by Yokoo
and Hirayama [1996]. Agents participate until they reach qui-
escence (with a satisfying solution), or until the maximum
rounds is reached. We recognize that the artificial limit on
the bidding rounds reduces the plausibility that agents may
use the specified bidding policies (see Section 3), but chose
this approach to consistently compare the performance of the
protocols. We compared these protocols in terms of bid-
ding rounds, which is the best measure of performance when
agents operate in parallel. The performance is summarized
in Table 1. Comparing the protocols from top to bottom,
each subsequent protocol improves by about a factor of two to
seven compared to the previous on all performance measures.

Success Average Median σ
n Ratio Rounds Rounds Rounds

Protocol: MS-O
50 0.40 3.90×104 5.00×104 18.1×103

Protocol: MS-U
50 0.96 6.12×103 1.51×103 1.15×104

75 0.75 2.75×104 1.08×104 3.03×104

100 0.53 6.10×104 8.21×104 4.16×104

Protocol: MS-D
50 1.00 896 250 3.52×103

75 0.98 3.98×103 429 1.17×104

100 0.96 1.04×104 1.50×103 2.34×104

125 0.85 2.74×104 3.65×103 4.45×104

150 0.85 3.69×104 5.94×103 5.45×104

175 0.83 5.37×104 1.63×104 6.68×104

Protocol: DB
50 1.00 234 64.5 829
75 0.99 2.14×103 299 9.40×103

100 0.98 4.26×103 460 1.61×103

125 0.96 9.12×103 1.42×103 2.63×104

150 0.93 1.80×104 1.22×103 4.24×104

175 0.88 2.98×104 2.83×103 5.81×104

Table 1: Performance of protocols with n variables.

We attempted to determine the causes of differing perfor-
mance of the protocols. We believe that the improvement of
MS-U over MS-O is due to the simplified network structure,
since MS-U is otherwise essentially the same as MS-O. One

2http://aida.intellektik.informatik.
tu-darmstadt.de/SATLIB/benchm.html

plausible conjecture for the difference between MS-U, MS-
D, and DB is differing numbers of simultaneous, satisfying
neighbor flips. We predict that an ordering of the protocols
by increasing simultaneous, satisfying neighbor flips would
be the same as by increasing performance.

To test this conjecture we measured the simultaneous, sat-
isfying neighbor flips in both MS-D and MS-U. Also, recog-
nizing that the MarketSAT protocols are much like breakout,
but with simultaneous flips, we modified the breakout algo-
rithm to allow simultaneous flips (with some ad hoc param-
eters to control the number of simultaneous flips and simul-
taneous, satisfying neighbor flips). To gain insight about the
effects of simultaneous, satisfying neighbor flips, we tested
breakout with simultaneous flips (SFB) with varying frac-
tions of such neighbor flips. We also varied the number of
generic simultaneous flips to help distinguish their contribu-
tion to performance from neighbor flips.

Flips Neighbor
Per Flip Flips

Protocol Rounds Flips Round Ratio
MS-U 6.12×103 1.02×104 2.21 0.33
MS-D 896 473 2.02 0.23

DB 234 218 1.41 0
SFB 483 329 1.00 0

403 374 1.66 0
494 390 1.42 0.02
474 413 1.53 0.10
483 432 1.65 0.13
410 340 1.66 0.23
408 468 1.99 0.37

Table 2: Comparison of simultaneous, satisfying flips for 50-
variable problems.

Table 2 shows the average number of flips, flips per flip
round (flips per round in which a flip actually occurred) and
average fraction of simultaneous, satisfying neighbor flips for
MS-U, MS-D, DB, and SFB. As expected, MS-U performs
substantially more simultaneous, satisfying neighbor flips ab-
solutely, and as a fraction of the total flips than does MS-D.
However, the results from SFB do not support the conjecture
that the neighbor flips contribute significantly to the perfor-
mance difference. The performance of SFB does not appear
to be sensitive to, or even monotonic in, the fraction of simul-
taneous, satisfying neighbor flips.

Table 2 suggests an alternate explanation of the perfor-
mance difference between DB and MS-D. For 50-variable
problems, MS-D requires nearly 3.8 times as many rounds
as DB, but only 2.2 times as many flips. We also measured
the number of rounds in which MS-D and DB performed flips
and found found that, in fact, the average number of rounds
in which variables actually flip in MS-D is 316, only 35% of
the average total rounds. The average number of rounds in
which DB performed a flip is 73% of its average total rounds.
Thus it seems that the poor performance of MS-D relative to
DB is due to the extra rounds to required to produce flips.

We conjecture that these extra rounds in MS-D happen be-
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cause auctions randomly reassign the premium price at each
round. Thus the agents’ costs fluctuate randomly, and do not
directly progress every time the premium increases. To ver-
ify this conjecture, we tested a variation of MS-D whereby
pricing is reported as the premium and a fraction b of the pre-
mium (rather than the premium or zero as in MS-D). With
a positive b, an agent’s costs would not fluctuate so heav-
ily from random assignments of the premium cost. We tried
b = 0.1 on 50-variable problems and found that it required
only 509 rounds, 462 flips, and 231 flip rounds. The ratio
of rounds to flip rounds is only 2.2 with b = 0.1, compared to
2.8 for MS-D. Furthermore, although the variant with b = 0.1
outperformed MS-D, the fraction of satisfying neighbor flips
was 0.43—significantly more than in MS-D. This evidence
suggests that difference in performance between MS-D and
DB is largely due to the extra rounds required to produce flips
in MS-D, rather than simultaneous, satisfying neighbor flips.

Appealing to extra, non-flipping rounds does not seem to
explain the relative performance difference between MS-U
and MS-D, as the ratio of rounds to flip rounds is only 1.3 for
MS-U, significantly less than in MS-D. An alternate expla-
nation we propose is that the relatively poor performance of
MS-U is due to the fact that costs continue to be attributed to a
license when its respective clause becomes satisfied (note that
prices are increased only for unsatisfied clauses though). If
the prices do not distinguish between satisfied and unsatisfied
clauses, it would seem that MS-U pricing may not provide
a effective indication of the relative difficulty of satisfying a
clause. In contrast, recall that, in MS-D, when a clause is sat-
isfied, the agents currently demanding the associated license
receive price quotes of zero. Breakout attributes no cost to
satisfied clauses. To test whether attributing costs to satisfied
clauses can be detrimental, we modified the breakout algo-
rithm so that it does just that and found that the algorithm
rarely found satisfying assignments. Of course MS-U did not
perform this poorly, but it does differ from breakout in other
ways, as described in Section 4. Still, our test suggests that
we have identified a significant cause of the relatively poor
performance of MS-U.

7 Discussion of Decentralization

The MarketSAT protocols are highly decentralized in the
sense that agents need only know about and communicate
with auctions for their own licenses (which in turn requires
knowledge about the clauses in which they are contained) and
auctions need only communicate with the agents that partic-
ipate in them. Agents need not communicate with, or even
know the existence of other variables. Similarly, auctions
need not communicate with each other. In DB, an agent must
know in which clauses its variable is contained and must also
communicate with all variables in those clauses. MarketSAT
can operate fully asynchronously. In DB, variables synchro-
nize with their neighbors to detect quasi-local minima and to
ensure that neighbor variables do not flip simultaneously.

In their previous work, Walsh and Wellman [2000] sug-
gested that the highly decentralized nature of MS-O neces-
sarily engenders poor performance. However, our experi-
ments with MS-D suggest that a highly decentralized market-

inspired protocol can perform reasonably well. Indeed, our
experiments with variants on MS-D suggest that further im-
provements can be obtained with the same degree of decen-
tralization. Still, it is an open question whether decentralized
approaches could perform as well as the centralized SAT al-
gorithms. Centralized algorithms can utilize techniques such
as restarts (which contributed significantly to the success of
GSAT [Selman et al., 1992] and subsequent hill-climbing
based algorithms) to help reduce heavy tails in the perfor-
mance distribution. We found that restarts can also signifi-
cantly improve the performance of MS-D. For example, with
10n max flips and 1000 max restarts, MS-D can solve all 175-
variable problem instances within the bound, with average
rounds 2.69×104, median 1.1×104, and σ = 5.00×104. Al-
though restarts could be implemented in a synchronous sys-
tem with cooperating agents it is not obvious how such tech-
niques might be utilized in a distributed, asynchronous sys-
tem. Moreover, we do not have any intuition for an economic
interpretation of restarts.

8 Conclusions
We described two market-inspired protocols for propositional
satisfiability and compared them with the distributed breakout
algorithm. We found that the pricing method can significantly
affect the performance, with the differential pricing protocol
about a half magnitude better than uniform pricing. However,
the differential pricing protocol is less justifiable in terms of
rational economic agent behavior. Although the MarketSAT
protocols we consider perform significantly better than the
original MarketSAT, the less decentralized distributed break-
out algorithm still outperforms the differential pricing Mar-
ketSAT by a factor of three to four.

An informal analysis suggests that the price-guided search
of MarketSAT works because the protocols resemble the cen-
tralized breakout algorithm. We found that the fraction of si-
multaneous, satisfying neighbor flips does not explain the dif-
ference in performance across protocols, but that the perfor-
mance of MarketSAT with differential pricing suffers largely
from the extra rounds needed to produce a flip.

We have identified tradeoffs in terms of runtime per-
formance, decentralization, and the plausibility of assumed
agent behaviors. Understanding these tradeoffs is neces-
sary to make informed engineering decisions about the ap-
propriateness and applicability of alternate decentralized ap-
proaches to a particular problem environment.

The market approach has the benefit of providing a price-
based interface for an agent to evaluate and direct its behav-
ior in the context of its broader decision making. To better
understand and further develop market approaches to com-
plex coordination problems, we must explicitly incorporate a
model of the agents’ economic motivations in the context of
the problem to be solved. Future work should also include a
deeper analysis of rational agent behavior.
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Abstract

Generalized Vickrey mechanisms have received wide atten-
tion in the literature because they are efficient and strategy-
proof, i.e. truthful bidding is optimal whatever the bids of
other agents. However it is well-known that it is impossible
for an exchange, with multiple buyers and sellers, to be effi-
cient and budget-balanced, even putting strategy-proofness to
one side. A market-maker in an efficient exchange must make
more payments than it collects. We enforce budget-balance as
a hard constraint, and explore payment rules to distribute sur-
plus after an exchange clears to minimize distance to Vickrey
payments. Different rules lead to different levels of truth-
revelation and efficiency. Experimental and theoretical anal-
ysis suggest a simpleThreshold scheme, which gives surplus
to agents with payments further than a certain threshold value
from their Vickrey payments. The scheme appears able to ex-
ploit agent uncertainty about bids from other agents to reduce
manipulation and boost allocative efficiency in comparison
with other simple rules.

Introduction
The participants in an exchange, or agents, can submit both
bids, i.e. requests to buy items for no more than a bid price,
andasks, i.e. requests to sell items for at least an ask price.
Exchanges allowmultiplebuyers to trade withmultiplesell-
ers, with aggregation across bids and asks as necessary to
clear the market. An exchange might also allow agents to
express logical conditions across bundles of different items;
for example, an agent might want to buy “A andB”, or
sell “A andB, or C”. Following the literature on combi-
natorial auctions (Rothkopfet al. 1998; de Vries & Vohra
2000) we call this acombinatorial exchange. Applications
of combinatorial exchanges have been suggested to excess
steel inventory procurement (Kalagnanamet al. 2000) and
to supply chain coordination (Walshet al. 2000).

The market maker in an exchange collects bids and asks
and clears the exchange by computing: (i) a set of trades,
and (ii) the payments made and received by agents. In
designing a mechanism to compute trades and payments
we must consider the bidding strategies of self-interested
agents, i.e. rational agents that follow expected-utility max-
imizing strategies. We take as our primary goal that of
allocative-efficiency: to compute a set of trades that maxi-
mize value. In addition, we require:

Copyright c 2001, American Association for Artificial Intelli-
gence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

–individual-rationality(IR), or voluntary participation, such
that all agents have positive expected utility to participate.
– budget-balance(BB), such that the exchange does not run
at a loss.

Another useful property isincentive-compatibility(IC),
which states that truthful bidding (submitting bid and ask
prices equal to an agent’s value) forms a Bayesian-Nash
equilibrium. In other words, every agent can maximize
its expected utility by bidding its true values, given that
every other agent also bids truthfully. A stronger condi-
tion is strategy-proofness, such that truthful bidding is op-
timal whatever the bids of other agents. Strategy-proofness
is useful computationally because agents can avoid game-
theoretic reasoning about other agents.

Unfortunately, the well-known result of Myerson & Sat-
terthwaite (1983) demonstrates thatno exchange can be
efficient, budget-balanced (even in the average-case), and
individual-rational. This impossibility result holds with
or without incentive-compatibility1, and even in Bayesian-
Nash equilibrium. Instead, one must:
(a) impose BB and IR, and design a fairly efficient but
incentive-compatible (or perhaps strategy-proof) scheme.
(b) impose BB and IR, and design a fairly efficient and fairly
incentive-compatible scheme.

We follow (b), and design a mechanism for combinatorial
exchanges (with multi-unit and regular exchanges as spe-
cial cases) that promotes reasonable truth-revelation and rea-
sonable allocative-efficiency. The mechanism computes the
value-maximizing allocation given agent bids, and computes
payments to reduce the utility for non-truthful bidding.

Earlier authors (Myerson & Satterthwaite 1983; McAfee
1992; Barbera & Jackson 1995) have followed approach (a),
deliberately computing allocations that are inefficient for
truthful bids from agents to achieveincentive-compatibility
or strategy-proofness. We do not believe their schemes ex-
tend easily to combinatorial problems. Furthermore, we be-
lieve that our scheme is particularly useful with bounded-
rational agents with incomplete information about other
agents, because such agents are unable to fully exploit the
“holes” for manipulation that remain in our designs.

A Vickrey-Based Payment Scheme
Our particular approach takes the Vickrey payment scheme,
and adapts it to make it budget-balanced. Without the prob-

1As it must, by the revelation principle.
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lem of BB, Vickrey payments support an efficient, IR, and
strategy-proof exchange.

We interpret Vickrey payments as an assignment of dis-
counts to agents after the exchange clears. BB is achieved so
long as the market maker distributes no more than the avail-
able surplus when the exchange clears. The pricing problem
is formulated as an optimization problem, to compute dis-
counts to minimize the distance to Vickrey discounts. We
derive the payment schemes that correspond to optimal so-
lutions to a number of different distance functions.

Theoretical and experimental analysis compares the util-
ity to an agent for misstating its value in bids and asks in
each payment scheme across a suite of problem instances.
The results, both theoretical and experimental, make quite
a compelling argument for a simplethreshold payment
scheme which provides discounts to agents with payments
more than a threshold distance than their Vickrey payments.

The Threshold rule increases the amount by which an
agent with a large degree of manipulation freedom must
adjust its bid to have a useful effect on the price it finally
pays, while leaving unaffected the manipulation properties
for agents with a small degree of manipulation freedom.
The effect is to reduce manipulation and boost allocative-
efficiency in comparison with other schemes.

Let us introduce an example problem, that we will return
to later in the paper.

Example. Suppose agents 1, 2, 3, 4. Agents 1 and 2 want
to sellA andB respectively, with valuesv1(A) = $10 and
v2(B) = $5. Agents 3 and 4 want to buy the bundleAB,
with valuesv3(AB) = $51 andv4(AB) = $40. The effi-
cient allocation is for agents 1 and 2 to trade with agent 3,
for a net increase in value of $36.

The mechanism design problem is: given bid and ask
prices forA, B andAB from the agents, what trades should
take place and what payments should be made and received?

Vickrey Based Surplus Distribution
The market maker in an exchange has two problems to solve:
winner determination, to determine the trades executed, and
pricing, to determine agent payments. A common goal in
winner-determination is to compute trades that maximize
surplus, the difference between bid prices and ask prices.2

These trades implement the efficient allocation with truthful
bids and asks.

The pricing problem is to determine agent payments when
the exchange clears. In this section we describe an ap-
plication of the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves pricing mechanism
(Vickrey 1961; Clarke 1971; Groves 1973) to an exchange,
which often fails BB. The presentation is for a combinato-
rial exchange, in which agents can bid and ask for bundles
of items and express logical constraints, e.g. “exclusive-or”
and “additive-or” constraints, across bids and asks.3

2The payment schemes presented in this paper are also applica-
ble with any (ex antefixed) constraint on feasible trades; e.g. any
level of aggregation in matching trades, or side constraints, e.g. on
the volume of trade or degree of dominance by a single agent.

3Vickrey payments in exchanges for homogeneous items, with
and without multi-unit bids can be derived as special cases (Wur-

Computing payments in a Vickrey-based exchange also
requires solving a number of winner-determination prob-
lems, once without each agent that trades. Winner-
determination is NP-hard for general combinatorial ex-
change problems and intractable as problems become large.
However, our current focus is on the incentive proper-
ties of novel Vickrey-based payment schemes. Tractable
winner-determination is not our present concern. This noted,
the payment schemes proposed are immediately applicable
to tractable special cases of combinatorial exchanges (see
Kalagnanam et al.) Future work should explore the ef-
fect of layering our schemes on top of approximate winner-
determination algorithms.

We first define the Vickrey payments in an exchange, and
then argue that the failure of BB is quite pervasive with Vick-
rey payments in exchanges.

Vickrey Payments

Let L denote the set of agents andG = fA;B;C; : : : g de-
note the set of items. We need notation for atrade; let
Tl 2 f�1; 0; 1gjGj denote anindicator vectorfor a trade,
such that agentl buys itemsfx j Tl(x) = 1; x 2 Gg and sells
itemsfx j Tl(x) = �1; x 2 Gg. LetT = (T1; : : : ; TjLj)
denote a complete trade between all agents.

Bids and asks define areportedvalue,v̂l(Tl) for a trade
Tl, comprising buys and sells. Bids indicate positive value
for buying a bundle of items, while asks indicate negative
value for selling a bundle of items. For example, if agent
1 submits bid(AB; 10) and ask(C; 5), thenv̂1([1; 1; 0]) =
10; v̂1([0; 0;�1]) = �5; v̂1([1; 1;�1]) = 5. The values for
other trades are constructed to be consistent with value�1
for selling anything other than itemC, zero value for buying
S � fABg, and no additional value for buying more than
bundleAB.

LetT� denote the value-maximizing trade, given reported
values,v̂l(Tl), from each agent, with total surplusV � =P

l v̂l(T
�
l ). Trades must befeasible, so that supply and

demand is balanced, given a model of aggregation. Also,
let (V�l)� denote surplus from the value-maximizing trade
withoutbids (or asks) from agentl.

By definition, the Vickrey payment to agentl is computed
as:

pvick;l = (V�l)
� � V �

�l

whereV �
�l is the value of tradeT� to all agents except agent

l, i.e. V �
�l = V � � v̂l(T

�
l ). Negative paymentspvick;l < 0

indicate that the agentreceivesmoney from the exchange
after it clears.

We can express an agent’s Vickrey payment as a discount,
�vick;l, from the payment,̂vl(T �l ), the agent would make
given its bid and ask prices; i.e.pvick;l = v̂l(T

�
l )��vick;l,

where theVickrey discountis computed as:

�vick;l = V � � (V�l)
�

The Vickrey discount is always non-negative, representing
smaller payments by buyers and higher payments to sellers.

manet al. 1998).
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Economic Properties. Vickrey payments are IR, because
V � � (V�l)

� by a simple feasibility argument, and also
strategy-proof. The proof of strategy-proofness is omitted
due to lack of space, but closely follows standard Vickrey
proofs, for example see Varian & MacKie-Mason (1995).
However, BB will often fail in an exchange, as we show in
the next section.

Vickrey Budget-Balance: Success & Failure
Now that we have defined Vickrey payments in a combina-
torial exchange, let us outline some cases in which BB is
achieved and some cases in which BB fails. We will see
that budget-balance failure is quite pervasive with Vickrey
payments in exchanges.

Standard Exchange. First, consider a standard exchange
with bids and asks for single units of a homogeneous item.
In this case the exchange is cleared by sorting bids in order
of decreasing price and asks in order of increasing price.
Bids are matched with asks while the bid price is greater
than the ask price. It is well known that Vickrey payments
are not BB in this environment.

Let p0bid denote the smallest successful bid andp�1bid de-
note the largest unsuccessful bid. Similarly, letp0ask de-
note the largest successful ask andp�1ask denote the small-
est unsuccessful ask. In the Vickrey scheme, every win-
ning seller receives paymentpvick;sell = min(p0bid ; p

�1
ask ),

whatever its own ask price, and every winning buyer pays
pvick;buy = max(p0ask ; p

�1
bid), whatever its own bid price.

The following condition is required for BB:

Claim 1. Budget-balance is achieved in a simple exchange
for homogeneous items and single-item bids and asks if and
only if one (or more) of the following conditions hold: (1)
p0bid = p0ask ; (2) p0bid = p�1bid ; (3) p0ask = p�1ask .

Proof sketch.BB holds if and only ifmax(p0ask ; p
�1
bid) �

min(p0bid ; p
�1
ask ), leading to cases: (1)p0ask � p�1bid and

p0bid � p�1ask ; (2) p0ask < p�1bid and p0bid � p�1ask ; (3)
p0ask � p�1bid andp0bid > p�1ask .

In other words, either one or more of the supply or de-
mand curves must be “smooth” at the clearing point, with
the first excluded bid at approximately the same bid price as
the last accepted bid,or the winning bid and ask prices must
precisely coincide. Thus, we cannot expect BB with Vickrey
payments even in a standard (non-combinatorial) exchange
except in special cases.

Combinatorial Exchange As an example of BB failure,
consider that agents submit truthful bids in the earlier exam-
ple; i.e. asks (A, $10), (B, $5) and bids (AB, $51), (AB,
$40). V � = 51 � 10 � 5 = 36, (V�1)� = (V�2)

� = 0,
(V�3)

� = 25, and(V�4)� = 36. Agent 1’s Vickrey pay-
ment is -10 - (36 - 0) = -46, agent 2’s is -5 - (36 - 0) = -41,
agent 3’s is 51 - (36 - 25) = 40. The exchange runs at a loss
of $47 to the market maker.

One-Sided Vickrey-Payments First, a positive special-
case. Claim 2 gives a sufficient condition for BB in the
special-case that Vickrey discounts are only allocated to

agents on one-side of an exchange, i.e. to all buyers or to
all sellers (but not to buyers and sellers).

We defineaggregationon the sell-side as when bids from
multiple buyers can be combined to match an ask from a
single seller, and aggregation on the buy-side as when asks
from multiple sellers can be combined to match a bid from
a single buyer.

Claim 2. Budget-balance holds if Vickrey payments are im-
plemented on one-side of an exchange, and when that side
has no aggregation.

Proof sketch. Simple, just show that this BB holds for
each “cluster” of trading agents, and therefore for the entire
exchange.

Bilateral matching is a special-case, with no aggregation
on either side; i.e. Vickrey payments are budget-balanced
if implemented for at most one agent in each trade, for
example with trades cleared at either the ask price (buy-
side strategy-proofness) or the bid price (sell-side strategy-
proofness). Similarly, the single-item Vickrey auction is a
special case (and strategy-proof to buyers but not the seller).

The Generalized Vickrey Auction (GVA) is the VCG
mechanism for a combinatorial auction, in which there is
a single seller and sell-side aggregation. The GVA is BB
because the buyers, but not the seller, receive Vickrey pay-
ments. The auctioneer simply collects the total payment
made by the buyers and passes it on to the seller. As such the
GVA is strategy-proof for buyers but not for the seller. An-
other problem is that the seller can sometimes receive less
than her ask price. Consider a seller with an ask price of
(AB, $10) and bids of (A, $8) and (B, $8) from different
buyers. Each buyer receives Vickrey discount $6 and pays
$2, but the seller needs at least $10.

One-to-N models We can state a general negative result
for Vickrey payments to all agents (buyers and sellers) in a
combinatorial auction.

Claim 3. Budget-balance fails with Vickrey payments to all
agents in a combinatorial auction except in the case that no
buyer requires a Vickrey discount.

Proof sketch. Simple, just show that the seller extracts
all of the surplus as its Vickrey discount.

Intuitively, BB fails in this case unless the marginal value
contributed by each buyer is zero, i.e. unless the surplus
in the exchange is the same with any one of the buyers re-
moved.

Budget-Balanced Payment Rules
In this section we take BB and IR as hard constraints and
propose methods to distribute surplus when an exchange
clears to minimize the distance between discounts and Vick-
rey discounts. The choice of distance function has a distri-
butional effect on the allocation of surplus and changes the
incentive-compatibility properties of the exchange. In a later
section we demonstrate useful truth-revelation properties for
the Vickrey-based schemes.

We do the following:
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� Formulate the pricing problem as a mathematical pro-
gram, to minimize the distance to Vickrey payments with
BB and IR as hard constraints.

� Introduce possible distance functions and construct corre-
sponding budget-balanced payment schemes.

� Present a theoretical analysis of each payment scheme in
a simple bidding model.

Mathematical Programming Model
We formulate the pricing problem as a linear program, to as-
sign surplus to agents to minimize distance to Vickrey dis-
counts. LetV � denote the available surplus when the ex-
change clears, before any discounts, andL� � L denote the
set of agents that trade. Each agent may perform a number
of buys and sells, depending on its bids and asks of other
agents. We compute discounts� = (�1; : : : ;�L) to min-
imize the distanceL(�;�vick) to Vickrey discounts, for a
suitable distance functionL .

min
�

L(�;�vick) [PP]

s.t.
X
l2L�

�l � V � (BB)

�l � �vick;l ;8 l 2 L� (VD)

�l � 0 ;8 l 2 L� (IR)

Constraint (BB) gives worst-case (or ex post) budget-
balance, such that the exchange never makes a net payment
to agents. We might also substitute an expected surplus
V � for V � and implement average-case (or ex ante) budget-
balance. Constraints (IR) ensure that truthful bids and asks
are individual-rational for an agent, with a worst-case (or ex
post) non-negative expected utility. Constraints (VD) ensure
that no agent receives more than its Vickrey discount.4

In addition to the standardL2 and L1 distance met-
rics, we also consider the following functions: (a)
LRE(�;�vick) =

P
l

�vick;l��l

�vick;l
, a relative error function;

(b) L�(�;�vick) =
Q

l

�vick;l

�l
, a product error function;

(c) LRE2(�;�vick) =
P

l

(�vick;l��l)
2

�vick;l
, a squared relative

error function; (d)LWE(�;�vick) =
P

l�vick;l(�vick;l �
�l), a weighted error function. TheL1 metric provides no
distributional information.

We drop agents with�vick;l = 0 from all models, and
simply set�l = 0 for these agents.

Payment Rules Rather than solving problem [PP] di-
rectly, we can compute an analytic expression for the family
of solutions that correspond to each distance function. Each
family of solutions is a parameterizedpayment rule. For ex-
ample, theThresholdrule, �l = max(0;�vick;l � C) for
some parameterC � 0, solves [PP] for theL2 distance met-
ric. For largeC, Threshold allocates small, or no, discounts,
while forC = 0 Threshold allocates Vickrey discounts.

To understand the construction of Threshold fromL2 con-
sider the simplest case, when constraints (VD) and (IR) are

4The (VD) constraints are not redundant for certain distance
metrics, such as theLRE(�) metric.

Distance Function Payment Scheme Discount Definition
L2, L1 Threshold max(0;�vick;l � C)

LRE Small �vick;l if �vick;l � C
LRE2 Fractional ��vick;l

LWE Large �vick;l if �vick;l � C
L� Reverse min(�vick;l; C)
- No-Discount 0
- Equal D

Table 1:Distance Functions and Payment Schemes.

Rule Vick Equal Frac Thresh Reverse Large Small
Agent 1 -46 -22 -25.6 -28 -22.5 -46 or -10 -35 or -10
Agent 2 -41 -17 -20.6 -23 -17.5 -5 -41 -5 -30
Agent 3 40 39 46.2 51 40 51 51 40 40

Table 2:Payments with Different Rules in the Simple Problem.

not binding, and perform Lagrangian optimization. Drop-
ping the outer square root from theL2 metric and introduc-
ing Lagrange multiplier� � 0, we havemin

P
l(�vick;l �

�l)
2 + �(

P
l�l � V �). Now, computing first derivatives

w.r.t.�l and setting to zero, we have�2(�vick;l��l)+� =
0 for all l.5 Solving, this equates the distance to Vickrey dis-
counts across all agents,�vick;1 � �1 = �vick;2 � �2 =
: : : , and with budget-balance we find�l = �vick;l �
(
P

l0 �vick;l0 � V �)=jL�j. This is the Threshold rule with
parameterC = (

P
l�vick;l � V �)=jL�j = �=2.

Table 1 tabulates the payment rules for each distance func-
tion, and also includes theEqualrule which is not Vickrey-
based but divides surplus equally across all agents, and the
No-Discountrule (see also Figure 1). Each payment rule is
parameterized withC�0, except forFractional, which has
parameter0� �� 1. The parameters that give BB in each
scheme can be easily computed from Vickrey discounts and
available surplus.

Example. In Table 2 we compare the payments made with
each payment scheme in our simple problem. Notice that
neither the Large or Small schemes provide useful guidance
about how to distribute the discount across the two sellers,
this depends on how the tie is broken.

Theoretical Analysis
In this section we develop simple analytic results for the
amount of manipulation an agent will perform with each
payment scheme. The model permits tractable analysis, and
proves interesting both for the insight it provides and for the
close correspondence that we find with later experimental
results for combinatorial exchange problems.

We choose to analyze an exchange in which bids and asks
are forsingle items. Later, in our experimental analysis we
compare the payment schemes in combinatorial problems.

For buyers (the analysis is symmetric for sellers):
(1) Every agentl has valuevl for a single item (drawn
from some distributionFl(v)) and chooses to manipulate by

5First-order conditions are necessary and sufficient for optimal-
ity in this problem because the Hessian is positive definite.
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Figure 1:Bid pricebl (x-axis) against adjusted bid pricebl ��l

(y-axis) in each payment scheme. Agent valuev, highest outside
bid x, Payment scheme parametersC, �, D.

�l � 0, and bidbl=vl��l.
(2) The maximum bidxl from another agent for the item,
or ask price (whichever is higher), is uniformly distributed
aboutvl, i.e. xl�U(vl��; vl+�) for some constant,�>0.
(3) The average surplus available to the market maker when
the exchange clears is�� per-agent, for some constant� > 0
that defines the amount of surplus.
(4) In equilibrium, the market maker selects a parameter
(e.g. C) for the payment scheme to achieve average-case
budget-balance. Payment rules are computedbeforeagents
bid, and the parameters are known to bidding agents.

Agentl has a quasi-linear utility function,ul=vl� p, for
submitting the highest bid wherep is its payment to the ex-
change, i.e.p = bl ��l. Figure 1 illustrates each payment
rule in this simple model, plotting bid pricebl against ad-
justed pricebl � �l; e.g., in Vickrey the agent pays onlyx
for any bidbl � x, in Threshold the agent paysbl = x+ C
for bl � x+C, andbl for x � bl < x+C, given parameter
C, etc.

For each payment scheme we determine: (a) an agent’s
optimal bidding strategy as a function of the parameters of
the rule, e.g.C or �; and (b) the equilibrium parameteriza-
tion of the rule, e.g. value forC, that leads to budget-balance
given that agents follow this optimal bidding strategy. The
analysis leads to a relationship between theavailable sur-
plus and the degree of manipulationfor each payment rule
(see Figure 4).

One can be critical of our assumptions. We leave un-
defined both the valuation distribution functionsFl(v) and
the distribution that defines the item an individual agent
values. It is quite likely that there are noFl(v) that are
consistent with our assumption of a uniformly distributed
second-highest bid in equilibrium. In addition, we adopt
average-case budget-balance and compute payment rules be-
fore agents bid, but ignore any effect that rules have on sur-
plus via agents’ bidding strategies.

However, we believe that this analysis has significant
value. Its main success is that it clearly demonstrates the
effect that different types of budget-balanced Vickrey-based
payment rules can have on agent manipulation. We leave a

full equilibrium analysis for future work.

Graphical Intuition. Manipulation has two effects on the
expected utility for an agent: (i) the probability of the ad-
justed bid being accepted decreases, and (ii) the total utility
if the bid is accepted can go up because the agent’s payment
might be reduced. Payment rules change (ii) but not (i), and
in turn effect agents’ bids and the efficiency of the exchange.

In Figure 2 we plot theutility for a particular bid,b =
v��, as the value of the outside bidx varies, for payment
schemes Vickrey, No-Discount, Threshold and Fractional.
Each subplot is for a single scheme, with individual curves
corresponding to different bids.6
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Figure 2:Utility of bids b = v� � with � = f0; 0:3; 0:5g, v = 1,
as the best outside bidx varies between0 and 1. C = 0:4 in
Threshold, and� = 0:5 in Fractional.

In the Vickrey scheme a lower bid reduces the agent’s ex-
pected utility because it decreases the probability of success
without increasing the utility of a successful bid. In compar-
ison, with no discount the agent gains utility on all success-
ful bids by the amount of deviation from truthful bidding.
In the Threshold scheme a lower bid only reduces the price
paid for a limited range of outside bids (closer thanC to the
bid price), while in the Fractional scheme a lower bid re-
duces the price paid on all successful bids (but by less than
in the No Discount scheme).

Making our assumption about the distribution ofx around
an agent’s valuevl, we can compute the expected utility for
different levels of manipulation under each scheme as the
area under a particular curve in a plot like Figure 2.7 The
expected-utility maximizing bid corresponds to the curve
with maximum area. In Figure 3 we plot the expectedgainin
utility (in comparison with truthful bidding),Eu(�)�Eu(0),
for bid b = v� � in each payment rule. Rule parameters are
set to give BB with surplus� = 0:1 at optimal agent strate-

6Although not plotted here, the curves for Equal are similar to
the No-Discount case (except shifted higher in utility by a constant
amount), and Large is similar to Threshold.

7It is at this stage that an equilibrium analysis would need to
use a derived expression for the distribution ofx.
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Figure 3: Expected Gain in Utility for different bidsb = v � �
under each payment scheme, with rule parameters set to give BB
with surplus� = 0:1.

gies. Notice that the level of manipulation,��, that maxi-
mizes the agent’s gain in utility is smallest in the Threshold
scheme for this value of surplus.

The results (below) show that the Large and Threshold
rules perform well in this model, and lead to the following
intuitive remarks about payment rules (see Figure 1):
1. A large flat section for bids close to the agent’s true value
is useful, i.e. with adjusted bid price independent of the
agent’s bid price.
2. Nowhere should the adjusted bid price be greater than the
agent’s bid price (for IR with truthful bidding), which con-
strains the line to lie to the right of the “no-discount” line.
3. It is more important to implement the flat section for val-
ues,v, far from the highest outside bid,x, than values close
to the highest outside bid (i.e.Large rather thanSmall),
because manipulation is already more risky for true values
close tov than far fromx.8

It is useful to think about the “degree of manipulation
freedom” available to an agent, which in this simple single-
bundle model is the difference between an agent’s valuev
and the highest outside bidx. In general, this is simply mea-
sured by the Vickrey discount to an agent that bids truth-
fully, i.e. the amount by which it could have reduced its bid
price and still participated in the same trades. The Large and
Threshold schemes are effective because they make manipu-
lation more difficult and less useful for an agent with a large
degree of manipulation freedom, while leaving the ability to
manipulate of agents with a small degree of manipulation
freedom unchanged. This is a good incentive strategy be-
cause it attacks the “low risk” manipulation opportunities,
but leaves the “high risk” opportunities. Agents are uncer-
tain about the bids from other agents and always run the risk
of bidding too low and forfeiting a profitable trade.

Results. Table 3 summarizes the analytical results, giving
an agent’s optimal bidding strategy,��, as a function of the
parameter in each scheme, and the expected discount per-

8Note that in terms of efficiency the picture is mixed. While we
can stand more manipulation from agents with large values com-
pared tox, without changing the trades that we implement, if the
bids from those agents does change the final implementation the
effect on efficiency is likely to be quite large.

Rule Optimal Manipulation,�� Expected Discount
No-Discount �=2 0

Vickrey 0 �=4

Fractional max
h
0;
�
1��
2��

�
�
i

min
h
�=4; ��

4(2��)2

i

Threshold min [C; �=2] max
h
0; (��2C)

2

4�

i

Equal ��D
2

D(�+D)
4�

Small max [0;min (�=2; � � C)] min
�
�=4; C2=4�

�
Large 0, ifC � �=

p
2 �C2=4� + �=4, if C � �=

p
2

�=2, otherwise 0, otherwise
Reverse max

�
0; ��C

2

�
min [�=4; C=4]

Table 3:Analytical results.
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Figure 4:Optimal agent manipulation,��(�), (as a proportion of
�) under each payment scheme as the amount of available surplus
increases from 0 to�=2 per-agent.

agent given that optimal strategy.9 We present an example
derivation, for the Threshold rule, below.

In Figure 4 we enforce BB, computing parameters in the
payment schemes to set the expected discount equal to sur-
plus��, and plot the equilibrium manipulation performed in
each payment scheme as the amount of surplus varies. The
Vickrey payment scheme can be implemented with surplus
�=4 per-agent, so all schemes except Equal and No-Discount
prevent manipulation completely for� � 0:25. For smaller
amounts of surplus the market maker is forced to deviate
from Vickrey, and move left in Figure 4. At� = 0 no
schemes can provide any discount, and the agent manipu-
lates by�=2.

First, notice that the simple minded Equal scheme ap-
pears to have bad incentive properties. In fact, the Threshold
method dominates all other schemes in this model except
Large. Large has an interesting bad-good phase transition
at � = 1=8, and can prevent manipulation completely for
1=8 � � � 1=4 even though agents with small Vickrey dis-
counts might have benefited from manipulation with hind-
sight. Agent uncertainty coupled with the risk of bidding too
low and either falling from the flat section or under-bidding
the highest outside bid lead agents to bid truthfully.

9It is useful to confirm that all expressions reduce to that for the
Vickrey and No-Discount rules at extreme parameter values (e.g.
� = f0; 1g in Fractional,C = f0; �=2g in Threshold, etc.)
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Example Derivation: Threshold Rule. Each agent re-
ceives discountmax(0; b� (x + C)), for some constant
C > 0. The agent’s utility given bidv � �, valuev, highest
outside bidx, and ThresholdC, is computed as:

u(v��; v; x; C) =
(

v�(x+ C); if v�� � x+ C
v�(v��); if x+ C > v�� � x
0; otherwise

Assume thatC � �, so that the agent will receive a dis-
count for some choice of� < �. Consider three cases.
Case (1), � � ��C. The expected utility for bid� givenC,
EU(�; C) is:

v���CZ
x=v��

[v�(x+ C)]f(x)dx +

v��Z
x=v���C

[v�(v��)]f(x)dx +

v+�Z
x=v��

0f(x)dx

=
(����C)

2�
(v�C)� 1

4�

�
(v���C)2�(v��)2�+ �

2�
(� + C��)

In case (2), ��C<���,EU(�; C) =
v��R

x=v��

[v�(v��)]f(x)dx =

�(���)=2�. In Case (3), � < �, thenEU(�; C) = 0. ¿From
this, the agent’s optimal bidding strategy, denoted��(C), by
differentiation w.r.t.� and case analysis, is:

��(C) = min [C; �=2]

The discount to the agent for bidb = v� � is: �(v �
�; v; x; C) = max [0; v���(x+ C)]. The expected dis-
count, first in the case that� � � � C, is:

E�(�; C) =

v���CZ
x=v��

[v � ��(x+ C)]f(x)dx

= (v � � � C)
(� � � � C)

2�
� 1

4�

�
(v � � � C)2�(v � �)2

�
or E�(�; C) = 0 in the case� > ��C. Substituting
for the agent’s optimal bidding strategy��(C) we have:

E�(��(C); C) = max
h
0; (��2C)

2

4�

i
. Now, with per-agent

surplus�� and budget-balance, such thatE��(C) � ��,
the exchange should setC�(�) = min

�
0; �4

�
2�p16� ��

to minimize manipulation.

Experimental Analysis
In this section we provide an experimental analysis of the
payment schemes in a set of combinatorial problem in-
stances. Agents are either buyers or sellers, and values
are assigned to agents forbundlesfollowing the Random,
Weighted Random, Decay, and Uniform distributions from
Sandholm (1999), adapted in this case to a combinatorial
exchange. Each agent submits bids (asks) for multiple bun-
dles, with exclusive-or constraints across bids (asks). We
test problems with 5, 10, and 20 agents, a total of 100 bids
and asks (evenly distributed across agents), 50 goods, and
with different proportions of buyers and sellers.10

10Results are averaged over 80 problem instances, for numbers
of Buyer/Sellers2 f5=5; 7=3; 2=3; 4=1; 10=10; 15=5g.
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Figure 5: Average Single-Agent Gain in Utility from manipula-
tion byy% (vs. truthful bidding), in a system in which every other
agent manipulates byy%. Problem size: 5 buyers/5 sellers.

In our theoretical model we adopted average-case budget-
balance to make the analysis tractable. We now revert to
the more natural worst-case (or every-time) budget-balance
in which the market maker distributes exactly the available
surplus every time the exchange is cleared. Payment rules
are now computedafterbids are received.

We perform a limited strategic analysis. First, we assume
that the strategy of agentl is to adjustall its bids and asks by
the same fractional amount,yl %, i.e. submitting bid prices
yl% below value and ask pricesyl% above value. Second,
we look for asymmetricNash equilibrium in which every
agent follows the same strategy, for somey%. Finally, we
compute anapproximationto this equilibrium for computa-
tional tractability. We compute the average utility gain to a
single agent for 0% vs.y% manipulation, given that every
other agent manipulates byy%, and determine the amount
of manipulation,y�, that maximizes this utility gain. We as-
sume that this is also the optimal strategy for an individual
agent against a population of agents withfixedstrategiesy�,
and therefore the Nash equilibrium.11

Given this, we read off the symmetric Nash equilibrium
under a particular payment rule as the peak of a plot such as
that in Figure 5, which plots the gain in utility for strategy
y% vs. 0% in a system in which every agent follows strat-
egyy%, in this case for the 5 buyers/5 sellers problem set.
In this case, notice that the equilibrium manipulation level
in Large and Threshold is less than under the other rules,
in this case around 10% and 20% in Large and Threshold,
compared with 30%, 40% and 50% in Fractional, Equal and
No-Discount. In addition, the amount of utility gain in Large
and Threshold is much less than in the other schemes.

In Table 4 we summarize the results of experiments across
all problem sets. We compare: the average utility gain, and
the correlation with Vickrey discounts, at manipulation lev-
els of 10%, 20% and 30% in each scheme; and the average
optimal degree of manipulation by agents in each scheme,

11One benefit of this technique is that we have a method to mea-
sure the degree of manipulation even when there is in factno sym-
metric pure Nash equilibrium.
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No-Discount Vickrey Small Frac
Utility Gain 0.799 -0.195 0.479 0.211
Correlation 0.053 1.0 0.356 0.590

Manipulation,�� 48 0 48 32
Efficiency (%) 58 100 58 78

Threshold Equal Large Reverse
Utility Gain 0.110 0.516 0.029 0.337
Correlation 0.543 0.356 0.176 0.522

Manipulation,�� 22 46 18 44
Efficiency (%) 86 62 88 64

Table 4: Experimental results. Utility gain and Correlation with
Vickrey discounts computed for manip. 10%, 20% and 30%, and
averaged over all problem instances (for 5–20 agents).

and the corresponding allocative efficiency. The allocative
efficiency in the Large and Threshold schemes is consider-
ably higher than in the other schemes.

Discussion
The partial orderingfLarge, Thresholdg� Fractional�Re-
verse� fEqual, Smallg from the experimental results is re-
markably consistent with the results of our theoretical anal-
ysis. Although the Large scheme generates slightly less ma-
nipulation and higher allocative efficiency than Threshold,
the correlation between discounts and Vickrey discounts is
much greater in Threshold than Large. An agent’s discount
in Large is very sensitive to its bid, and we expect Large
to be less robust than Threshold in practice because of this
all-or-nothing characteristic.

As discussed earlier, we have made a number of assump-
tions, both in the analytic models of agent manipulation
and also in the manipulation structure considered experi-
mentally. In addition to understanding the effects of these
assumptions, in future work we would also like to: quan-
tify worst-case and average-case utility gains from manipu-
lation in each payment scheme, given a particular amount of
surplus; and deriveoptimalpayment schemes, for example
minimizing worst-case gains from manipulation. One av-
enue is to ask how bad would the efficiency get if every agent
was perfectly informed about the other agents, and followed
a best-possible bidding strategy given the payment rules. Fi-
nally, we suspect that stochastic payment rules might prove
to have interesting incentive properties.

Conclusions
We constructed budget-balanced payment schemes to min-
imize different distance functions to Vickrey payments,
and showed analytically and experimentally that a simple
Threshold rule has better incentive properties than other pay-
ment schemes. The effect of the payment scheme is to im-
plement a distribution of manipulation-preventing discounts
across a population of agents to exploit an agent’s inherent
uncertainty about bids from other agents and the degree to
which manipulation can be useful. The Threshold rule in-
creases the amount by which an agent with a large degree
of manipulation freedom must adjust its bid to have a useful
effect on the price it finally pays, while leaving unaffected

the manipulation properties for agents with a small degree
of manipulation freedom.

Finally, we note that the schemes outlined here can also
allow a market maker to make a small profit by taking a
sliver of budget-balance, or used in combination with a par-
ticipation charge to move payments closer to Vickrey pay-
ments.
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Abstract

The Continuous Double Auction (CDA) is the
dominant market institution for real-world trading
of equities, commodities, derivatives, etc. We de-
scribe a series of laboratory experiments that, for
the first time, allow human subjects to interact
with software bidding agents in a CDA. Our bid-
ding agents use strategies based on extensions of
the Gjerstad-Dickhaut and Zero-Intelligence-Plus
algorithms. We find that agents consistently ob-
tain significantly larger gains from trade than their
human counterparts. This was unexpected because
both humans and agents have approached theoret-
ically perfect efficiency in prior all-human or all-
agent CDA experiments. Another unexpected find-
ing is persistent far-from-equilibrium trading, in
sharp contrast to the robust convergence observed
in previous all-human or all-agent experiments. We
consider possible explanations for our empirical
findings, and speculate on the implications for fu-
ture agent-human interactions in electronic mar-
kets.

1 Introduction
We envision a future in which economically intelligent and
economically motivated software agents will play an essential
role in electronic commerce. Among the present-day glim-
merings of such a future are simple bidding agents offered
by auction sites such as eBay and Amazon and by third-party
bidding services such as eSnipe1, pricebots such as buy.com
that automatically undercut the competition, and shopbots
such as DealTime that minimize the total cost of a bundle
of goods by partitioning it across one or more vendors, taking
shipping cost schedules into account. It is natural to expect
continued growth in the variety and sophistication of auto-
mated economic decision-making technologies such as these.
In addition, we anticipate the emergence of an even larger and
more diverse class of agents for which economic decision-
making capabilities are still essential, but ancillary to the pri-
mary function of providing information goods and services

1eSnipe automates a common practice among eBay bidders of
waiting until a few seconds before an auction’s close to place a bid.

to humans or other agents [Kephart et al., 2000]. (Through-
out this paper we use the term “agent” to refer exclusively
to a software agent, as opposed to a human economic agent.)
Whether their main business is ontology translation, match-
making, network service provision, or anything else, these
agents will charge a fee for their goods or services, and will
negotiate both as buyers and as sellers with other agents. Thus
they will have to be economically intelligent, capable of mak-
ing effective decisions about pricing, purchasing, or bidding.

If this vision is to be realized, then it must be demonstrated
that, within their domain of application, agents can attain a
level of economic performance that rivals or exceeds that of
humans on average, without introducing undue risk. Other-
wise, people would not entrust agents with making economic
decisions.

The purpose of this paper is to provide such a demon-
stration. Through a series of controlled laboratory exper-
iments in which humans and agents participate simultane-
ously in a realistic auction (a Continuous Double Auction,
or CDA), we show that software agents can consistently ob-
tain greater gains from trade than their human counterparts.
In a sense, this work can be viewed as another chapter in
the venerable AI tradition of human vs. machine challenges.
Already, machine supremacy has been demonstrated in two-
player games such as backgammon, checkers, and chess, and
a serious attack is now being made on games such as bridge
and poker [Schaeffer, 2000], in which there are slightly more
than two players who play in a well-defined sequence. In
contrast, the number of players in the CDA is typically much
greater (we limit it to 12 in this report), and the moves by indi-
vidual players are completely independent and asynchronous.
These and other features make game-theoretic analysis of the
CDA intractable. Another notable difference is that the suc-
cessful demonstration of machine superiority in the CDA and
other common auctions could have a much more direct and
powerful financial impact—one that might be measured in
billions of dollars annually.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the
CDA and discusses the relationship of our work to previous
studies by economists and computer scientists. Section 3 pro-
vides a brief overview of the technological infrastructure used
in the experiments. Section 4 describes the agent environ-
ment and the individual agent strategies. Section 5 provides
details of the market rules and experimental parameters, and
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section 6 presents the results for two different agent strate-
gies. We conclude with a brief summary and discussion of
implications and future directions in section 7.

2 Background on the CDA
Our laboratory study of economic interactions between
agents and humans utilizes a simplified model of a Contin-
uous Double Auction (CDA) market. The CDA is one of
the most common exchange institutions, and is in fact the
primary institution for trading of equities, commodities and
derivatives in markets such as NASDAQ and the NYSE. In
the CDA, there is a fixed-duration trading period, and buy
orders (“bids”) and sell orders (“asks”) may be submitted at
any point during the period. If at any time there are open bids
and asks that are compatible in terms of price and quantity
of good, a trade is executed immediately. Typically, an an-
nouncement is broadcast immediately to all participants when
orders are placed or trades are executed.

In our model CDA, multiple units of a single hypothetical
commodity can be bought or sold. Participants are assigned a
fixed role of either Buyer (only submits bids) or Seller (only
submits asks). There are several periods of trading; at the start
of each period, participants are given a list of “limit prices”
(values for Buyers and costs for Sellers) for each unit to be
bought or sold. The limit prices are held constant for several
periods and periodically shifted by random amounts to test
responsiveness to changing market conditions. Each partic-
ipant’s objective is to maximize “surplus,” defined as (limit
price - trade price) for buyers and (trade price - limit price)
for sellers.

The assumptions of fixed roles and fixed limit prices con-
form to extensive prior studies of the CDA, including exper-
iments involving human subjects [Smith, 1962; 1982] and
automated bidding agents [Cliff and Bruten, 1997; Gjerstad
and Dickhaut, 1998]. Under such assumptions, a market con-
sisting of rational players will eventually converge to steady
trading at an equilibrium price p�, at which there is a bal-
ance between Supply (the total number of units that can be
sold for positive surplus) and Demand (the total that can be
bought for positive surplus). For each participant, one can
define a theoretical surplus as the total surplus that would
be obtained if all units traded at p�. One can also define
a participant’s efficiency � as the ratio of actual surplus to
theoretical surplus. In human subject studies [Smith, 1962;
1982], convergence close to equilibrium was found within
several periods, with the approach towards p� exhibiting a
“scalloped” shape (i.e., a decelerating curved trajectory) of
progressively smaller amplitude in each successive period.
Robust convergence to equilibrium was also found in ho-
mogeneous populations of agents [Cliff and Bruten, 1997;
Gjerstad and Dickhaut, 1998], with smaller-amplitude scal-
lops than in the all-human experiments. Both all-human
and all-agent CDA studies claimed very high population effi-
ciency, ranging between 0.95 and 1.0.

Our work differs from prior CDA studies in two significant
ways. First, we are interested in studying and understand-
ing interactions between agent and human bidding strategies.
Second, we focus primarily on measuring and understanding

the performance of individual agents, instead of global mea-
sures of aggregate market behavior. As agent designers, we
would like to understand the principles by which robust bid-
ding strategies can be designed that perform well against both
human and computerized opposition. Our focus on competi-
tion in heterogeneous bidder populations is similar to that of
the agent vs. agent competition held at the Santa Fe Dou-
ble Auction Tournament (SFDAT) [Rust et al., 1992]. The
SFDAT was an intrinsically discrete-time auction, with non-
persistent orders, synchronized bidding of all agents at ev-
ery time step, and a coarse time step size deliberately cho-
sen to allow all agents enough time to calculate and place
their bids. Thus the conclusions may not apply to trading in
normal real-time CDA markets. Another market-based tour-
nament for bidding agents, the Trading Agent Competition
(TAC) [Wellman et al., 2001] was held in conjunction with
ICMAS-00. This competition was much more realistic in de-
sign, and required the agents to simultaneously participate in
multiple markets, each of which required a different bidding
strategy. Our study incorporates a degree of realism in mar-
ket dynamics and messaging/communication similar to that
of TAC, while preserving a classical CDA design. This al-
lows both agents and humans to participate, as well as facil-
itating comparisons with prior all-human and all-agent CDA
studies.

3 Overview of the Experiments

For our experiments with humans and agents, we developed
a hybrid system that combined GEM, a special-purpose dis-
tributed system for experimental economics developed by
members of the IBM Watson Experimental Economics Lab-
oratory (WEEL), with Magenta, a prototype agent environ-
ment developed at IBM Research. The hybrid configuration
is illustrated in Figure 1.

A real-time, asynchronous CDA was administered by a
GEM auctioneer process running on a Windows NT work-
station, which communicated with all bidders and executed
trades when appropriate. To ensure that agents and humans
could interact seamlessly with one another, and that there
would be no subtle bias in their treatment, humans and agents
used the same set of messages to communicate with the GEM
auctioneer. Each human bidder was given a Windows NT
workstation running a GEM client process that interpreted
messages from the GEM auctioneer, and encoded messages
to be sent back to it. This GEM client offered a GUI that
permitted its user to view the order queue, the trade history,
and his/her assigned parameters. It also permitted the user to
enter bids or asks. Each Magenta bidder agent participated
in the auction through a modified version of the GEM client
that forwarded messages via TCP/IP to a UNIX workstation
running the Magenta environment and the agents themselves.
Each agent received messages forwarded to it by its modified
GEM client. Whenever it wished, the agent could send mes-
sages to its GEM client, which forwarded them as quickly as
possible to the GEM auctioneer. Thus the Magenta agents
and the human bidders had access to identical streams of data
from the auctioneer, and the auctioneer could not distinguish
orders placed by humans from those placed by agents.
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Figure 1: Hybrid GEM-Magenta configuration. At the left is the GEM system, showing a GEM auctioneer communicating
with a set of GEM clients. Each GEM client either presents a GUI to a human trader or communicates via TCP/IP with one
of the Magenta bidding agents shown at right. Also at right is an expanded view of an agent’s architecture, showing the three
internal modules described in the text and sketching the control flow within the Brain module.

4 Agents for the CDA

4.1 Agent environment and architecture

The bidder agents were implemented on top of Magenta,
which provides messaging, naming, and directory services,
and supports both one-shot messaging and conversations
(correlated sequences of messages). Each bidder agent con-
tained a MessageHandler module, a Bookkeeper module, and
a Brain module, all of which were specifically tailored for the
CDA.

The MessageHandler was responsible for formatting and
sending outgoing messages, and for receiving and parsing in-
coming messages. Incoming messages included initialization
information, notifications of bids and asks placed by other
agents, of trades, and of time remaining in an auction period.
Upon receipt of a message, the MessageHandler would parse
it and take an appropriate action, such as handing the record
of the bid, ask, or trade to the Bookkeeper module.

The Bookkeeper maintained the agent’s internal represen-
tation of the market state (e.g., the history of orders and
trades, current open orders, time remaining in the period, etc.)
and of the agent’s internal state (e.g., orders the agent had
placed, the agent’s inventory and available funds, etc.).

The Brain module was responsible for placing bids and
asks. Each Brain placed orders on its own thread of execu-
tion, with its own activation schedule. Each Brain contained
a module for a bidding strategy that determined order parame-
ters based on the information stored in the Bookkeeper, and a
timing module that governed the circumstances under which

the brain’s execution thread would wake up, apply the bid-
ding strategy and (possibly) place an order. Outgoing order
messages were formatted and sent back to the GEM client by
the MessageHandler. Optionally, the timing module would
awaken the brain’s execution thread whenever a trade oc-
curred and/or when a particularly attractive bid or ask was
placed by another player.

4.2 Agent strategies
The Magenta bidding agents face the following task in a live
auction: given the time remaining T in the trading period, a
number N of tradeable units, a vector ~L of N limit prices
(one for each unit), and the history H of previous activity in
the market, calculate an order time � and a price p.

The timing of orders was governed by a simple heuristic
based on a sleep-wake cycle. The sleep time was set to a fixed
interval of s seconds, with small random jitter �(0 � 25)%
added. In our experiments, “fast” agents were defined by set-
ting s = 1 and by permitting wakeup on all orders and trades.
“Slow” agents were defined by setting s = 5 and allowing
wakeups only on trades. When an agent wakes up, it com-
putes an order price using its pricing algorithm. The agent
will then submit the order, provided that the computed price
is compatible with the market rules and its understanding of
the current market conditions. If the agent currently has an
open order, the order will be a replacement order; otherwise
it will be a new one.

The pricing algorithms employed in these experiments are
based on algorithms originally introduced for simpler ver-
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sions of the CDA that lacked a persistent order queue, and
made assumptions about market dynamics that are inconsis-
tent with the notion of real-time, independent agents. We now
describe modifications that we made to these algorithms to
tailor them to our version of the CDA.

Zero-Intelligence-Plus (ZIP) Strategy
Cliff [Cliff and Bruten, 1997] proposed an algorithm called
“Zero-Intelligence-Plus” (ZIP) to explore the minimum de-
gree of agent intelligence required to reach market equilib-
rium in a simple version of the CDA. The market dynamics
studied in [Cliff and Bruten, 1997] were unrealistic in that
there was no explicit notion of time, no definite period length,
and no persistent orders: submitted orders were either traded
or removed instantaneously. We have modified ZIP to func-
tion in a real-time market with a definite period length and
persistent open orders. The primary modification has to do
with outbidding or undercutting existing orders. This now
happens when orders remain open for a certain amount of
real time without being traded. Our modifications turn out to
be related to those independently proposed by Preist & van
Tol [Preist and van Tol, 1998].

In our ZIP implementation, each agent maintains a vec-
tor of internal price variables ~p; the i-th component of ~p, pi,
is used to set the order price when trading the i-th unit. At
the start of trading, ~p is initialized to random positive-surplus
values, and is adjusted during the period according to the ob-
served trading action.

When a trade occurs at trade price pT , each pi is adjusted
by a small random increment in the direction of pT . If the
adjustment is in the direction of increasing profit margin (i.e.
raising pi for sellers and lowering pi for buyers), the change
is always made regardless of whether or not the i-th unit has
already been traded. However, for adjustments in the direc-
tion of decreasing profit margin, the change is made only for
units that are “active,” i.e., have not yet been traded. The size
of the adjustment is proportional to a learning rate parameter,
similar to that used in Widrow-Hoff or in back-propagation
learning. The difference between pi and pT is also stored for
use at the next trade, when a further adjustment in the same
direction is made, proportional to a separate “momentum” pa-
rameter. This is analogous to the use of momentum to speed
up convergence in back-propagation learning.

If a sufficiently long time has passed without a trade taking
place (1.0 seconds in our implementation), ZIP buyers and
sellers adjust pi in the direction of improving upon the best
open competing bid or ask, if the i-th unit is still active. Fi-
nally, there is a global constraint that each pi must always
correspond to non-negative agent surplus, i.e. it must always
be below the buyer’s value, or above the seller’s cost.

In all-agent tests, we find that homogeneous populations
of ZIP traders achieve robust convergence to theoretical equi-
libria with high efficiency. Depending on the precise market
rules and initial conditions, efficiencies ranging from 0.980 to
0.999 have been obtained with this strategy.

Gjerstad-Dickhaut (GD) Strategy
Gjerstad and Dickhaut [Gjerstad and Dickhaut, 1998] intro-
duced a more sophisticated trading algorithm for buyers and
sellers in the CDA, which we shall term “GD”. They showed

via simulation that a homogeneous population of such agents
could attain high allocative efficiency and rapid convergence
to the theoretical equilibrium price. A GD agent constructs
an order and trade history H , consisting of all orders and
trades occurring since the earliest order contributing to the
M th most recent trade. From the history H , a GD buyer or
seller forms a subjective “belief” function f(p) that repre-
sents its estimated probability for a bid or ask at price p to be
accepted. For example, for a seller,

f(p) =
AAG(p) +BG(p)

AAG(p) +BG(p) + UAL(p)
; (1)

where AAG(p) is the number of accepted asks in H with
price � p, BG(p) is the number of bids in H � p, and
UAL(p) is the number of unaccepted asks in H with price
� p. Interpolation is used to provide values for f(p) for
prices at which no orders or trades are registered in H . The
GD agent then chooses a price that maximizes its expected
surplus, defined as the product of f(p) and the gain from trade
at that price (equal to p � l for sellers and l � p for buyers,
where l is the seller cost or buyer value). Thus the algorithm
does not require the knowledge or estimation of other agents’
costs or valuations.

The original GD algorithm was developed for a market in
which there was no queue, i.e. old bids or asks were erased
as soon as there was a more favorable bid/ask or a trade. In
our version of the CDA, unmatched orders can be retained in
a queue, and therefore the notion of an unaccepted bid or ask
becomes ill-defined. We addressed this problem by introduc-
ing into the GD algorithm a “grace period” �g . Unmatched
orders were not included in H unless at least the grace period
�g had passed since that order had been placed. Another mod-
ification to GD addressed the need to handle a vector of limit
prices, since the original algorithm assumed a single trade-
able unit.

We also found empirically that the original GD algorithm
could behave pathologically, particularly for “fast” agents,
which placed orders whenever an order or trade had been
placed in the market. This often resulted in rapid bursts of
orders and trades. If the last 2M orders resulted in M suc-
cessful trades, then there were no unsuccessful orders in the
historyH . Laboring under the false assumption that any price
would be accepted, the agents would then place absurdly low
bids or high asks, gradually lowering them until trades finally
began to occur once again, often in another burst. This cycli-
cal behavior was associated with high trade price volatility.

To greatly reduce the chances of this occurring, we used a
softer form of history truncation. All of the simple tally terms
in Eq. 1 (and the analogous expression for buyers) were re-
placed by weighted sums that placed exponentially more em-
phasis on events that occurred most recently, and the trunca-
tion parameter M was increased to a much larger value. As
hoped, soft truncation led to more sensible and stable pricing.
It allowed the desired responsiveness to recent events, but
also permitted information from old events to be used when-
ever there was insufficient information from recent events.

Homogeneous populations of modified GD agents also
achieve robust convergence to equilibrium, with efficiencies
comparable to those obtained by ZIP agents.
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5 Experimental setup
Our experiments used the following CDA market rules:

1. The “NYSE” spread-improvement rule was in effect, re-
quiring that new bids be priced higher than the current
best bid (and the equivalent for asks). This conforms to
prior CDA studies and is believed to facilitate conver-
gence to equilibrium.

2. All orders were for a single unit only, and a player could
have at most one open order. This was meant to simplify
the task for both agents and humans, and again conforms
to prior CDA studies.

3. Submitted orders remained open until they were traded
or the period ended.

4. Submitted orders could be modified (subject to the
NYSE rule), but not withdrawn.

5. Trades occurred when the best bid and best ask matched
or crossed in price. If they crossed (i.e., bid price ex-
ceeded the ask price), the trade price was the price of the
order submitted first.

6. At the start of each period, players were given a fresh
supply of cash or commodity.

Each player was given a list of 8-14 limit prices for the
units to be traded, arranged in order from most to least valu-
able (i.e., the buyer values decreased and the seller costs in-
creased). Roughly half of the players’ units were tradeable for
positive surplus at equilibrium. The limit prices were gener-
ated from a base set of three linear schedules in which each
successive unit increased in cost or decreased in value at a
constant rate. These rates varied in the three schedules; how-
ever, the total theoretical surplus was designed to be about the
same in each. Each human had an agent counterpart with the
same role and the same limit prices, and hence the same the-
oretical surplus. The total theoretical surplus was designed to
split about evenly between buyers and sellers.

An experiment consisted of 15-16 trading periods of 3 min-
utes each. Every 4-5 periods, each player’s limit prices were
changed by rotating the three limit price schedules (e.g., seller
A received seller B’s previous schedule, B received C’s, and
C received A’s) and adding or subtracting a constant value to
all limit prices, so as to change the equilibrium price.

Our target configuration for the experiments consisted of 6
agents and 6 humans2, both split evenly between buyers and
sellers. In each experiment, all agents used the same bidding
strategy—either ZIP or GD—and were all either the “Fast”
or “Slow” variant. Human subjects in four experiments were
undergraduates from local colleges; in two others, they were
employees of IBM Research. Before the start of each exper-
iment, subjects received instruction on the auction rules and
the profit objective, and practiced using the GUI. No discus-
sion of bidding strategies was given. Subjects were told they
would receive cash payments proportionate to profits earned
in the auction; the conversion factor was set so that the ex-
pected payouts were � $50� 60 per player.

2In some experiments, one or more of the scheduled subjects
failed to appear, resulting in an asymmetric market with more agents
than humans.

6 Experimental results
Table 1 summarizes the results of the six agent-human CDA
experiments. Several noteworthy findings were obtained.
First, there were significant interactions and trades between
agents and humans, even though the agents were potentially
much faster. Roughly 30% or more of all trades were be-
tween agents and humans. This is a reasonable fraction of
the naive expectation of 50% if any trade partner (agent or
human) is equally likely, and shows that the laboratory mar-
kets did genuinely test agent-human interactivity, as opposed
to merely creating two non-interacting sub-markets operating
on different time scales.

Second, when considered as a group, the agents outper-
formed the humans in all six experiments: the total surplus
obtained by agents was on average � 20% more than the to-
tal human surplus. This was true for both fast and slow agent
populations, showing that speed was not the sole factor ac-
counting for the agents’ edge in performance. In terms of av-
erage efficiency, agents in aggregate tended to achieve greater
than 100% efficiency, which necessarily implies that they
were exploiting human errors or weaknesses. Humans, on
the other hand, tended to score in the range of� 0:92� 0:96,
and on two occasions they did much worse. To check our
market design, we ran a baseline experiment in which all 12
traders were human, measuring an efficiency of 0.96, which
is consistent with what is typically found in all-human CDA
experiments. The fact that humans play better against other
humans than they do against agents corroborates the evidence
that, as a group, the agents are stronger players.

Third, as in prior all-human CDAs, human performance
tended to improve during the course of an experiment, as the
subjects became more familiar with the GUI and the market
behavior, and got a better idea of how to execute a good bid-
ding strategy. Nevertheless, we still found a consistent edge
in agent surplus over human surplus by about 5 � 7% in the
final periods of each experiment.

Finally, although it is not documented in Table 1, our agent-
human markets tended to have a lopsided character in which
either buyers consistently exploited sellers, or vice versa. The
previously-described scalloping behavior was observed to be
more pronounced and longer-lasting than in prior all-human
or all-agent CDAs. This will be discussed in detail in Sections
6.1 and 6.2, which examine two specific experiments with
different agent bidding strategies (Fast GD and Slow ZIP),
yielding distinctly different market dynamics.

6.1 Fast GD Agents vs. Humans
Figure 2 shows the trading activity in experiment Oct25,
which was conducted over 16 periods divided equally among
four phases with shifts in limit prices. In each period, the time
series of trades tends to show scalloping, as trade prices con-
verge towards the equilibrium price p�. Such scalloping was
not observed in agent-only CDA experiments with GD Fast
(or Slow) agents. In this experiment, the buyers were able to
extract more surplus from the market than the sellers as most
trades occurred below p�, a fact that is also reflected in the
average efficiency measures. However, the differences in sur-
pluses (and efficiencies) between the two sides of the market
shrank over time, due to improving overall market efficiency,
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Figure 2: Trade price vs. time for experiment Oct25 with 6 GD fast agents and 6 humans. The vertical dashed lines indicate
the start of a new trading period. The 16 trading periods were divided into four phases, each with its own set of limit prices. In
each phase, p� is shown by the horizontal dashed lines. Trades between two agents are shown with open circles, between two
humans with open squares, and between an agent and a human with solid circles. The labels AB, AS, HB, and HS refer to the
average efficiency of Agent Buyers, Agent Sellers, Human Buyers, and Human Sellers, respectively.

which we attribute to human improvement during the course
of the experiment. Note that in all four phases, the agent buy-
ers and the agent sellers are able to extract more surplus than
their human counterparts.

Figure 2 also shows that most of the lowest-priced trades,
occurring well below p�, were between agents and humans.
An inspection of experimental records reveals that these
trades were mostly between human sellers and agent buyers.
Apparently the human sellers were consistently offering ex-
cessively low asks, and the agent buyers were able to pounce
on such mistakes more quickly than their human counterparts.

6.2 Slow ZIP Agents vs. Humans
Figure 3 shows the trading activity in the third phase of ex-
periment Oct24a with 6 ZIP slow agents and 6 humans. The
figure shows several interesting features. First, pronounced
and repeated scalloping in trade prices is evident, with buyers
extracting much more surplus than sellers. This is surprising
since such large scalloping is not seen in markets with only
ZIP agents. Second, in each period, trades typically tended to
occur first between agents, then between agents and humans,
and finally between humans. Third, although the agents as
a group outperformed the humans, agent sellers actually ob-

tained less surplus than human sellers.
Subsequent interviews with human subjects helped to ex-

plain the behavior and ultimately reveal a weakness in the ZIP
strategy. It turned out that two of the human sellers in this ex-
periment consistently followed a ‘fixed-profit-ratio’ strategy,
that is, their asking price for each unit was a fixed percent-
age greater than its cost. These sellers repeatedly submitted
asks at prices much lower than p� and most often, agent buy-
ers quickly accepted such offers. Having traded their units
at extremely low prices, the ZIP buyers ignored subsequent
trades at higher prices, and maintained very low bid prices at
the start of the next period. The resulting bid-ask spread at
the start of each period was centered well below p�, and once
the human sellers made a few low-priced sales, the ZIP sell-
ers, which were waking up on trades, began quickly dumping
their inventory at very low prices. Hence we attribute the un-
usual market behavior, and the performance ranking of the
agent and human traders, to a set of odd interactions between
the ZIP strategy and a specific non-optimal human strategy.

To test our hypothesis, we performed separate all-agent ex-
periments with a fixed-profit-ratio agent in a population of
only ZIP agents. The resulting dynamics exhibited large scal-
lops in trade prices similar to those in Figure 3. We also
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Experiment Agent Human
ID # Periods # Trades Interaction Strategy Surplus Efficiency # Traders Surplus Efficiency
Oct17 15 412 0.38 GD Fast 11058 1.016 5 6991 0.927
Oct18 15 504 0.29 ZIP Fast 11069 1.028 6 7023 0.652
Oct23 16 320 0.33 GD Fast 10495 0.999 3 4582 0.965
Oct24a 16 455 0.48 ZIP Slow 10696 1.032 6 9490 0.916
Oct24b 9 261 0.42 GD Fast 6808 1.026 6 6353 0.958
Oct25 16 433 0.49 GD Fast 12159 1.052 6 9708 0.840

Table 1: Summary of the six agent-human CDA experiments. For each experiment, the table presents: the number of trading
periods, the total number of successful trades, the fraction of trades between agents and humans, the bidding strategy employed
by all six agents, the number of human traders, and the aggregate agent and human performances in terms of total surplus
accumulated over the entire experiment and the average efficiency.
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Figure 3: Trade price vs time for experiment Oct24a with 6
ZIP slow agents and 6 humans. Trading activity in periods
9-12 (out of 16 total) is shown. Other details are similar to
those in Figure 2.

implemented a modification to the ZIP strategy that is more
reluctant to lower its profit margin based on where trades oc-
curred in the last period. Preliminary results show that the
modified ZIP agents retain high efficiency and are not easily
misled by the fixed-profit-ratio agent.

7 Conclusion
Given the simplicity of our agent bidding strategies, we are
encouraged by the results of these first-ever tests against
human subjects. (We remark that, while substantial agent-
human interactions have already occurred in financial mar-
kets, such interactions have an unknown and uncontrolled na-
ture.) Our agents make relatively simple time-independent
price calculations, based on established algorithms, and their
timing decisions are equally simple, yet they are able to out-
perform non-expert human subjects by a clear margin. It
would be interesting to test our bidding agents against a
higher caliber of human opposition, e.g., professional equi-
ties or commodities traders. We suspect that such opponents
would uncover weaknesses in the agent strategies, and that
this would eventually lead to significant algorithmic improve-

ments in the strategies. We are optimistic that CDA strategies
can be improved to the point where they outperform all hu-
man opposition by making better price inferences based on
market history, and by taking time remaining into account in
pricing and timing decisions.

Several aspects of the market behavior in our experiments
differed from prior studies of all-agent or all-human traders.
Convergence to equilibrium in our experiments was gener-
ally slower than in prior studies, and in two experiments,
there was no evidence of convergence by the end of the ex-
periment. We observed scalloped price trajectories that were
more pronounced and longer lasting than seen previously.
Also, our markets tended to be much more lopsided (either
buyers systematically exploiting sellers, or vice versa) than
in earlier studies. Such novel market phenomena merit fur-
ther investigation: they might be due to specifics of our mar-
ket design, or they may be more general outcomes of agent-
human interactions. Hence it will be important to conduct
further agent-human experiments in other types of markets,
possibly including greater complexity and real-world detail.
Candidates include combinatorial auctions, TAC-type mar-
kets [Wellman et al., 2001], and more realistic models of fi-
nancial markets. The development and deployment of effec-
tive automated trading strategies in such markets would have
immense practical importance, and could mark the beginning
of a large-scale introduction of economic software agents into
the world economy [Kephart et al., 2000].

While our results are preliminary, some aspects of our find-
ings may be indicative of what one can expect to occur more
generally as economic software agents are developed for real-
world markets. We suspect that, in many real marketplaces,
agents of sufficient quality will be developed such that most
agents beat most humans. A significant component of their
advantage will come from their ability to initiate actions, and
to react to market events, much faster than humans. As a re-
sult, there will be significant economic incentive for humans
to employ agents to act on their behalf. Then the competition
between agents and humans will evolve into a competition
among agents.
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Abstract

As AI systems make their way into the mainstream
of interactive applications, usability becomes an in-
creasingly important factor in their success. A wide
range of user interface design guidelines have been
developed for the direct manipulation and graphical
user interface conventions of modern software. Un-
fortunately, it is not always clear how these should
be applied to AI systems. This paper discusses
a visualization assistant, an e-commerce simula-
tion domain we have applied it to, and the guide-
lines we found relevant in the construction of its
user interface. The goal of this paper is to explain
how an interactive system can incorporates search-
based intelligent behavior while still respecting
well-established rules for effective user interaction.

Keywords: user interfaces, expert systems, simulation

1 Introduction
Designing a good user interface may appear to be straight-
forward, especially with the help of a user interface builder,
but this ease is deceptive. The construction process involves
much more than adopting the surface conventions of graph-
ical user interfaces, mapping inputs to menus and type-in
boxes, outputs to icons and related graphics. Good graphi-
cal user interfaces also follow heuristic guidelines that govern
almost every aspect of design, from the manipulation proper-
ties of widgets to the decomposition and organization of tasks
to the overall visual layout of an interface [Dix et al., 1998].
Determining how a general guideline should be applied in any
given situation is notoriously difficult.1

This is a newly important issue for AI, as search-based
techniques find their way into conventional interactive ap-
plications. Interactive AI systems usually depend on direct
manipulation in some form, by virtue of their integration
into modern software environments. Direct manipulation sys-
tems rely on continuous representation of objects of interest,

1Even commercial applications sometimes suffer from serious
usability problems; examples are found in textbooks (e.g. [Dix
et al., 1998]), popular works (e.g. [Raskin, 2000]), and on-
line (e.g. http://www.iarchitect.com/mshame.htm),
as well as in the technical literature (e.g. [Thimbleby, 2000]).

physical actions or labeled button presses for commands, and
rapid, incremental, reversible operations with visible feed-
back [Shneiderman, 1998].

Unfortunately, intelligent behavior sometimes makes de-
mands on the interaction process that do not naturally fit into
a direct manipulation framework [Shneiderman and Maes,
1997]. AI systems have traditionally treated interaction with
a user as a kind of communication. In contrast, direct ma-
nipulation relies on what Hutchins calls model world interac-
tion [Hutchins, 1989]: the interface provides an environment
and a set of tools that the user directly applies to reach a prob-
lem solution. More concisely, the user acts through a direct
manipulation interface, rather than talks to it. The difference
between the communication and model world paradigms is
more than skin deep, in that what constitutes an effective set
of rules for interaction under one paradigm may be drastically
inappropriate under the other. For example, in a collaborative
problem-solving process, it is common for agents to negotiate
about the appropriate means to solve a problem. In contrast,
tools do not negotiate with their users; they simply perform
their assigned tasks. If the effectiveness of an interactive sys-
tem depends on simple tools that give the user predictable,
consistent behavior, then redesigning the tools so that they
can communicate and negotiate with the user about their use
is likely to degrade the overall usability of the system.

This is not to say that agents cannot behave as tools, or
that tools cannot be extended to incorporate some agent-
like behavior (e.g. [Anderson et al., 2000; Horvitz, 1999;
Lieberman, 1995; Maes, 1994]). On the contrary, we be-
lieve that the line between agents and tools will continue to
blur. A key issue in this evolution is whether we understand
the differences in user interaction that the agent-based and
tool-based approaches require. With this understanding we
can make better decisions about how conventional user inter-
face guidelines should be adapted to unconventional (from a
human-computer interaction perspective) application proper-
ties, such as a reliance on search.

This paper lays out a set of design guidelines for incorpo-
rating a search process into a conventional direct manipula-
tion interface. We describe several design principles from the
HCI literature and work out their general implications for sys-
tems that provide intelligent assistance through search. We
further discuss how these implications affect the design of a
search-based system for visualization.
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Figure 1: ICMAS ’00 TAC data visualization (in grayscale), with agent ID! color, price! height, quantity! width

2 A visualization domain

We begin with a example, using a problem domain that illus-
trates our motivation as well as producing results of general
interest in AI. ViA is an intelligent assistant for building sci-
entific visualizations. Scientific visualization is the conver-
sion of collections of strings and numbers, or datasets, into
images that allow viewers to perform visual exploration and
analysis. Very large datasets with millions of data elements
representing multiple independent data attributes are not un-
common. The challenge is to design methods that present
some or all of this information simultaneously in a single dis-
play, without overwhelming a viewer’s ability to make sense
of the resulting images. The choice of which visual features
to use (e.g. color, size, or contrast) to represent each data at-
tribute is called a data-feature mapping. ViA takes as input a
dataset, a short description of the dataset’s properties, and a
set of viewer-defined analysis tasks, and produces as output a
set of appropriate data-feature mappings.

One current testbed application, the Trading Agent Compe-
tition,2 illustrates the goal of ViA. The TAC is a simulated e-
commerce auction environment run on the Michigan Internet
AuctionBot platform.The AuctionBot is a TCP-based auction
server that implements numerous types of auction rules. This
allows the simulation of a wide variety of market games. In-
telligent auction agents are designed and tested within these
markets to study different buying and selling strategies.

During the TAC, each agent acts as a “travel advisor”
whose goal is to assemble a travel package for eight fictitious
customers. A travel package consists of a round-trip flight
from TACtown to Boston, a hotel reservation, and tickets to
entertainment events (a baseball game, the symphony, and the
theater). Customers specify preferences for the different as-

2http://tac.eecs.umich.edu

pects of their trip: which days they want to be in Boston, the
type of hotel they prefer (economy or luxury), and the enter-
tainment events they want to attend. Obvious dependencies
must be met; for example, customers need hotel rooms for
the duration of their trip, and can only attend entertainment
events during that interval. The goal of the agent is to max-
imize the total satisfaction of its customers (i.e., the sum of
their utility functions).

ViA was used to identify effective real-time visualizations
for agent activity in a TAC run during the ICMAS ’00 con-
ference. Five separate attributes were selected by hand for
visualization: the time, auction ID, agent ID, price, and quan-
tity for every bid made during the simulation. time and auc-
tion ID were used to define a bid’s x and y-position on a
two-dimensional grid. Perceptual texture elements (or pex-
els [Healey and Enns, 1999]) that vary in their color (com-
bined hue and luminance), height, density, and regularity of
placement were used to represent the remaining attributes:
agent ID, price, and quantity.

TAC competitors, acting as domain experts, assigned nor-
malized importance weights of 1 (very important) to agent
ID, and 0.5 (somewhat important) to quantity and price. They
also defined the analysis tasks (searching for specific agents,
identifying price boundaries, and estimating the relative fre-
quency of particular quantities) they wanted to perform. ViA
automatically identified additional properties like the spatial
frequency and value range of each attribute in the dataset.
This application-independent information is used together
with a collection of perceptual guidelines to select the map-
pings that are most appropriate for TAC visualizations.

Based on dataset properties and viewer-imposed restric-
tions, ViA produced several perceptually salient visualiza-
tions. Figure 1 shows a modified version of a ViA-generated
mapping, with agent ID! color, price! height, and quan-
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tity ! width. Rectangular towers are used to represent each
bid made during the game. time and auction ID define a
tower’s location on the underlying grid. Time increases from
left to right along the horizontal axis. Each row corresponds
to a separate auction. A tower’s color, height, and width show
the bid’s agent ID, price, and quantity, respectively. Differ-
ent colors identify bids by different agents. Buy bids lie above
the grid, while sell bids lie below the grid; a higher buy (or
sell) price increases the height of the tower. Bids for larger
quantities produce wider towers. Simultaneous bids made by
an agent in a particular auction are displayed as a horizontal
row of towers in the appropriate grid cell (each with its height
and width defined by the particular bid’s price and quantity).
Bids made by different agents at the same time in the same
auction are shown as rows of towers drawn on above another
in a common cell. This arrangement uses spatial density to
represent the level of bid activity at different locations in the
game.

Many aspects of the agents’ strategies and game play can
quickly be identified using such visualizations. For example:

1. Some agents periodically made very low buy bids for ho-
tel rooms to ensure the hotel auctions “stay alive” (hotel
auctions automatically close after a period of inactivity).

2. Most agents deferred purchasing hotel rooms and airline
tickets until just before the simulation ended, judging
there was no advantage to early purchase (particularly
for hotel rooms, where attempts at early purchase can
drive up the final price).

3. If hotel rooms for a given customer cannot be found, the
customer’s entire trip is canceled, and the agent is penal-
ized the cost of any airline and entertainment tickets they
may have purchased on the customer’s behalf. Some
agents estimated the marginal cost c of this penalty, then
made late bids for hotel rooms at a buy price of c. These
agents decided that paying c for a hotel room was no
worse than paying a penalty of c for unused airline and
entertainment tickets. More importantly, there is a good
chance that the hotel rooms will sell for less than c. If
this happens, the agent will make a profit relative to the
scenario of not securing the hotel room.

ViA casts scientific visualization as a straightforward
search problem: finding a mapping between dataset attributes
and visualization features that respects dataset and user con-
straints. ViA’s exploration, at its core, is an incremental best-
first search. The evaluation function is composed from the
results of a set of critics. A critic exists for each visual fea-
ture available for use in a mapping (e.g. a hue critic, a height
critic, and so on). The critic examines the data attribute as-
sociated with its visual feature, and reports on its perceptual
correctness [Healey and Enns, 1999]. Critics also generate
search operators for improving particular associations. ViA
uses the critics’ results to compute an overall evaluation of its
current mapping, and to extend the search in the direction of
modifications that should produce better mappings.

Our discussion up to this point has skirted the issue of user
interaction. Even for the TAC domain, which poses a very
small problem in computational terms, the design of an inter-
face for ViA must address a number of nontrivial questions.

How can user preferences be taken into account to guide the
search process? What kind of incremental feedback should
the system provide, for lengthy processing times? Should the
user see all of the solutions ViA generates, or only the best?
Answers are provided in the HCI literature, but require inter-
pretation to be applied correctly.

3 Interaction design for an AI system

The HCI literature contains dozens of general principles for
user interface design, leading to thousands of detailed guide-
lines. For example, Smith and Mosier produced an early set
of over 900 guidelines for text-based interfaces [Smith and
Mosier, 1986]. The sophisticated user interfaces of Mac-
intosh and Windows systems are driven by a small set of
high level principles, including metaphor, direct manipula-
tion, user control, and consistency, that expand to much more
detailed guidelines. We draw on a recent concise summary
of concepts due to Dix et al [1998]. The category of learn-
ability in an interface includes predictability, synthesizabil-
ity, familiarity, generalizability, and consistency. Flexibility
includes dialog initiative, multi-threading, task migratability
(i.e., from the user to the system, and vice versa), substitutiv-
ity of input and output forms, and customizability. Robust-
ness includes observability, recoverability, responsiveness,
and task conformance. Some of these concepts are applica-
ble to all user interfaces. Those we consider in this section
pose some novel requirements that we have not seen explic-
itly compiled and discussed in the AI or HCI literature.

Let’s consider a hypothetical interactive AI system, a gen-
eralization of the ViA system, to see how these guidelines
should be interpreted. The system is given a problem that it
must solve through search. Its evaluation function, while ac-
curate to an approximation, is incomplete; the search process
requires input from the user to reach the best results (e.g., pre-
fer this data-feature mapping to that, due to domain-specific
interpretations of color.) This means that the system must
show the user some representation of the state space, in order
to elicit feedback and guidance. This interaction requirement
in turn means that a significant part of the system’s design
must be devoted to managing interaction with the user. Un-
like conventional applications, an AI system takes actions that
are determined as much by the properties of the state space as
by the actions of the user. The interaction is thus more likely
to be opportunistic, less likely to be predictable with respect
to the type of information exchanged, the duration of the en-
tire task, how control of initiative shifts between the system
and the user, and related properties.

Given this broad description, we now turn to an interpreta-
tion of the usability concepts listed above, organized into four
broad areas. Following these guidelines generally improves
conventional interfaces; we show how they can be applied to
interactive AI systems.

Incremental processing is an important property for an in-
teractive AI system, if for no other reason than that the user
must be given some opportunity to contribute to the problem
solving process. This general point has several related com-
ponents.
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Responsiveness. An interface is responsive when the re-
sponse times of its operators match the user’s expecta-
tion. Some (though not all) usability studies have found
that consistency in response time is preferable to raw
speed [Myers, 1985]. For example, users will gener-
ally prefer a constant response time (i.e. search duration)
of, say, five seconds, to responses with a mean time of
four seconds but varying between zero and eight sec-
onds. For a search-based system, this suggests a design
that combines anytime processing with continuous com-
puting concerns [Horvitz, 1997].

Task migratability. Task migratability is supported when
problem solving responsibility can be handed off from
the user to the system, and vice versa. This suggests that
the system and the user should have access to a com-
mon set of search operators (though user operators will
often be abstractions or compositions of system opera-
tors.) This kind of facility is supported, for example,
by scripting and end-user programming in conventional
software, and by some systems for programming by ex-
ample (PBE) [Lieberman, 2001]. Migratability is im-
paired if a search-based system can reach states that the
user cannot reasonably evaluate, or if the user would like
to override specific system behavior but cannot.

Observability implies that the user is able to infer internal
properties of the system’s state from its external repre-
sentation. An important aspect of observability in an AI
system is making clear the “maturity” of a solution. The
pitfall to avoid is the system prematurely focusing the
user’s attention on an early solution that is likely to be
superseded by a later incompatible solution. This can be
viewed from the system side as a search horizon issue,
from the user side as a potential anchoring problem.

Dialog initiative. An interface respects dialog initiative
when problem-solving initiative can shift between the
system and the user to follow the task. As with task mi-
gratability, mixed dialog initiative should be supported
by presentation of information at an appropriate level of
detail for the user to make a meaningful contribution.

Adaptation refers to the dynamic adjustment of the system’s
behavior to the user’s actions. This adaptation can occur at
the direction of the user or automatically.

Customizability entails that an interface be adaptable to
the abilities and needs of the user. This kind of cus-
tomization, for a search-based system, can be thought
of as modification of preferences that influence the sys-
tem’s operational characteristics. Candidates for cus-
tomization include the number of states incrementally
searched, and the number of potential solution states re-
tained and presented.

Search adaptation is a more important point. Suppose that
the system presents the user with the current best state
si, as determined by its evaluation function f . The user
reviews this information and decides that a modification
is appropriate, leading to a state si+1 that the system has
already considered internally and given a lower value.
When the system resumes its search, it must modify f

or some state property to avoid again indicating that si
is a better solution. A further useful capability is gener-
alization of the differences between si and si+1 to sup-
port comparisons of other states that have not yet been
evaluated or presented; some PBE systems have this ca-
pability.

Coherence. Although direct manipulation systems tend to
support a style of interaction in which operator sequences are
short and goals interact as little as possible, an incremental
search process necessarily involves maintenance of context
between exchanges with the user.

Predictability and consistency are two important aspects
of coherence. An interface is predictable when a user
can determine, from a specific operation in a given
state, what the consequences will be. Consistency pro-
motes predictability. Direct manipulation systems tend
to present a comprehensive visual environment to the
user, with the assumption that the user can judge rele-
vance better than the system. In an incremental search,
a system might reserve some information that is simul-
taneously less likely to change and less likely to be im-
mediately relevant. Instead of giving the user a complete
representation of the best n states, for example, the sys-
tem might limit its display to a few selected properties,
leaving itself “wiggle room,” space to maneuver.
A related issue deals with predictability in response to
user actions. To continue the search adaptation example,
suppose that the user has selected a specific operator p
to improve state si, and that p has been effective in the
past, but this time it is not. If the reason for this is not ap-
parent (an observability issue), the user’s confidence in
the effectiveness of p or the system’s evaluation function
may suffer. Additional explanation may be warranted to
improve predictability.

Support for user orientation. One of the difficulties implied
in the foregoing discussion is that of managing interaction
between the system and the user, such that each party can
make real contributions. Many of these difficulties can be
understood in terms of user orientation during a navigation
process [Kim and Hirtle, 1995].

Reachability between states in an interface generalizes the
idea of recoverability; it implies that from any state, any
other state can be reached, in particular non-error states
from error states. For an intelligent interactive system
this goes beyond the completeness of a search algorithm.
In addition it means that the user can recall and re-visit
past states, to review and re-evaluate earlier decisions.
Navigational support (e.g. generation of landmarks) can
improve orientation for this task.

Synthesizability can be understood as the ease with which
the user can form a conceptual model of the problem-
solving process. In an interactive AI system, part of syn-
thesizability means that the system partitions the state
space so that the user can grasp individual portions more
easily. In navigation terms, this kind of synthesizability
is supported by region differentiation.
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Property ViA mechanism
Responsiveness Response time tailored to platform
Dialog initiative User controlled incremental search
Task migratability External availability of operators,

executable between search epochs
Customizability User-editable preferences for search

step size and filtering of results

Table 1: Usability properties in ViA search

Property ViA mechanism
Predictability Clustering and filtering of best

states; presentation of partial state
information

Synthesizability Allowing user to explore “nearby”
and “distant” solutions of compara-
ble value, with region partitioning
by windows

Observability Progress messages and navigation
support

Reachability Navigation support

Table 2: Usability properties in ViA presentation

4 Interaction with ViA
In the user interface to ViA we are exploring the implications
of these guidelines. A functional prototype is shown in Fig-
ure 2, with an intermediate step in the search for data-feature
mappings visible. (This section describes a weather dataset
rather than the TAC dataset, which is too small to exercise
some of the capabilities of the interactive system.) ViA’s in-
terface design accounts for most of the concerns identified
in Section 3, although not with complete generality. Rele-
vant design features can be divided into those that affect the
search directly, as summarized in Table 1, and those that af-
fect presentation and user interaction, as shown in Table 2.
These design features will appear to be straightforward, even
obvious, for the most part, but it is surprising how often they
are neglected in interactive AI systems; hence the need for
guidelines.

ViA’s search is incremental, with a default but editable re-
sponse time of about a second. The search step size is com-
puted automatically when the user loads an initial dataset de-
scription, by running the critics on the dataset to gain timing
estimates for the current platform. The user can incrementally
modify the mappings that the system returns; these editing
capabilities provide most of the functionality of ViA’s search
operators.

In ViA’s domain, a search usually produces several candi-
date solutions with essentially equal evaluation results. The
system maintains a list of the best (n = 20) solutions it has
encountered in its search, and performs a simple clustering
on the contents of the list at the end of each search epoch. If
a cluster is found among the top-ranked solutions in which
the majority of attributes are assigned to the same features,
then the remaining, differing assignments are stripped out and
only the common assignments of the solutions are presented.
This capability is intended to focus the user’s attention on the

Figure 2: ViA user interface

more influential assignments; whether the filtering occurs at
all, however, is under user control.

ViA’s search can be directed toward solutions that are near
the currently displayed mapping, or those that are distant.
When the user chooses to search nearby solutions, the sys-
tem selects the best solution it finds that is nearest to the so-
lution most recently presented. Distant solutions are handled
by selecting farthest solution among the top candidates. This
organization of search results is a compromise between show-
ing all promising solutions at once and showing them one at
a time in an arbitrary order. The nearby/distant distinction al-
lows the user to conceptually organize the space of mappings
into distinct regions during its traversal. Toward this end, a
distant solution operation generates results in a new window,
to create a new visual “context” for the search. As another
navigational aid, the user can bookmark or discard individual
solutions to impose further structure on the space.

A global search overview shows all of the presented solu-
tions, across all nearby and distant searches. Currently the
overview information is presented as text in outline form, but
the intention is to build an annotated graphical representation
of the search space, to show the non-linear paths that the user
may have taken through it. Other areas of incomplete or miss-
ing functionality include the adequacy of explanations pro-
vided to the user (explanations currently only describe critic
results and the number of states searched), the completeness
of the set of search operators available to the user (discretiza-
tion and task removal operators are missing), and functional-
ity related to search adaptation.

The interface that has resulted from our work supports a
more flexible, less burdensome interaction with the search
component of ViA than is provided by conventional means
(e.g., interaction through a command line, within a text edi-
tor, or through a simpler graphical interface dialog.) As with
many systems in the intelligent user interfaces and HCI liter-
ature, however, the interactive aspects of ViA outlined above
have not been evaluated in a formal sense. The application
discussed here should not be treated as validation of ViA’s in-
terface design. Rather, our examples act as illustrations and
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an early means of formative evaluation. Evaluating a user
interface of any complexity is an extensive undertaking and
remains yet to be done for ViA.

5 Discussion
Our work is partly inspired by earlier work on interface soft-
bots, which operate through the user interface of an appli-
cation, rather than a programmatic interface [St. Amant and
Zettlemoyer, 2000]. Interface softbots are motivated by a
claim that characteristic properties and behaviors of a graphi-
cal user interface can be exploited by planning agents, due to
a similarity between planning assumptions and user interface
guidelines [St. Amant, 1999]. In this paper we take a more
conventional route in showing how such interface guidelines
can be applied to improve interactive AI systems.

Otherwise, usability for interactive AI systems has been a
small but active area of research [Hendler and Lewis, 1988;
Höök, 2000; Kaasinen, 1998]. Horvitz provides a represen-
tative study, presenting a set of principles for mixed-initiative
user interfaces [Horvitz, 1999]. As is commonly the case,
these extend beyond conventional guidelines for direct ma-
nipulation systems, encompassing such issues as social be-
havior and the explicit use of dialog. Our intention is not
to describe new guidelines for new technology, but rather to
clarify how new techniques can be fit into an existing interac-
tion paradigm, and to explain how existing guidelines apply.
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Abstract

Models of computer users that are learned on the
basis of data can make use of two types of informa-
tion: data about users in general and data about the
current individual user. Focusing on user models
that take the form of Bayesian networks, we com-
pare four types of model that represent different
ways of combining these two types of data. Models
of the four types are applied to the data of an ex-
periment, and they are evaluated according to the-
oretical, empirical, and practical criteria. One of
the model types is a new variant of the AHUGIN
method for adapting the probabilities of a Bayesian
network while it is being used: Differential adap-
tation is a principled way of determining the speed
with which each aspect of a network is adapted to
an individual user.

1 Introduction
Machine learning techniques are being used increasingly in
the development of interactive systems that adapt to individ-
ual users. Two contrasting approaches can be distinguished:

Learning general user models: A system processes ob-
servations acquired from a sample of users so as to
learn a model that applies to users in general (see, e.g.,
[Walker et al., 2000]).
Learning individual user models: While a user

�
is op-

erating a system � , � processes observations about
�

so as to learn a model of this particular
�

(see, e.g.,
[Segal and Kephart, 1999]).

Each of these types of learning has its own typical benefits,
which will be discussed later in this paper. A natural strategy
is to combine the advantages of general and individual mod-
els: Learn a general user model which can be applied to a new
user; adapt the model to each user during the interaction.

�
This research was supported by the German Science Foundation

(DFG) in its Collaborative Research Center on Resource-Adaptive
Cognitive Processes, SFB 378, Project B2 (READY). The exper-
iment described in Section 2 was conducted in collaboration with
Barbara Großmann-Hutter, Christian Müller, and Ralf Rummer. The
suggestions of the three anonymous reviewers led to significant im-
provements. The first author is currently at DFKI, Saarbrücken.

One broad approach that applies this strategy is collabo-
rative filtering, which has been applied widely in systems
that recommend products (such as CDs) to users (see, e.g.,
[Herlocker et al., 1999]). Here, the “general model” is essen-
tially just the database of ratings (or other actions) that have
been contributed by users so far. A system could predict how
a given user

�
will rate a given object simply on the basis of

this general model, by computing the average of all ratings
given for that object. Instead, of course, collaborative filter-
ing systems usually make individualized predictions that are
based on the ratings of a subset of users who are especially
similar to

�
.

Although collaborative filtering systems have been highly
successful, there are some application scenarios in which it is
desirable to learn a more interpretable type of user model, in
which causal relationships among variables are represented
explicitly. For example, a system � may need to predict how
the behavior of the user

�
will be influenced by particular

contextual factors; or it may need to make uncertain infer-
ences about unobserved contextual factors on the basis of

�
’s

behavior. Collaborative filtering is less straightforwardly ap-
plicable to this type of problem than another popular type of
model: Bayesian networks (BNs).1

The main issue addressed in the present paper is: How can
systems that employ Bayesian networks to model users most
effectively exploit data about users in general and data about
the current individual user?

Our investigation makes use of data from a controlled ex-
periment.

2 Brief Description of Experiment

We begin by briefly summarizing the methods and results of
the experiment (see [Müller et al., 2001] for a more complete
account). The experimental environment simulated on a com-
puter workstation a situation in which a user is navigating
through a crowded airport terminal while asking questions to
a mobile assistance system via speech. In each trial, a picture
appeared in a corner of the computer screen, and the subject
was to introduce and ask a question related to the picture (e.g.,

1Explanations of Bayesian networks can be found in many
sources, including the classic book by Pearl [1988]. An early survey
of their application to user modeling was given by Jameson [1996].
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“I’m getting thirsty. Will it be possible to get a beer on the
plane?”).

Two independent variables were manipulated orthogo-
nally:

TIME PRESSURE?: Whether the subject was instructed (a)
to finish each utterance as quickly as possible or (b) to
create an especially clear and comprehensible utterance,
without regard to time.
SECONDARY TASK?: Whether or not the subject was re-
quired to “navigate” through the terminal depicted on the
screen by pressing arrow keys in order to move the cursor
on the screen, avoiding obstacles in the process.

In each of the 4 ( ����� ) conditions, each of the 32 sub-
jects produced 20 utterances. There are therefore 80 “obser-
vations” of each subject.

The subjects’ speech input was later coded semi-
automatically with respect to a wide range of features, in-
cluding pauses, length, quality of content, and various types
of disfluency. For the present study of learning methods, we
selected a representative subset of four speech-related vari-
ables:

ARTICULATION RATE: The number of syllables articulated
per second of speaking time, not including silent pauses.
NUMBER OF SYLLABLES: The number of syllables in the ut-
terance.
DISFLUENCIES: A binary variable that takes the value
“True” when any one of four types of disfluency (e.g.,
starting a sentence but failing to complete it) is present in
the utterance.
SILENT PAUSES: The total duration of the silent pauses in
the utterance, relative to the length of the utterance in
words.

The practical relevance of this experiment lies mainly in
the prospect that a mobile assistance system could interpret
the features of a user’s speech to make inferences about

�
’s

current psychological state ([Müller et al., 2001]). In addi-
tion, there are situations in which it can be useful for � to
be able to predict particular features of

�
’s speech in a given

situation—for example, so as to determine whether to request
input via speech or via another modality.

3 Method and Model Types
The basic BN structure used for the models developed for the
experiment is shown in the top two rows of Figure 1. We wish
to simulate a situation in which a system � is interacting with
a user

�
in this experimental situation and obtaining succes-

sive observations about
�

. We will introduce four types of
model, each of which will be tested according to the same
procedure, which is shown in Table 1.

The characteristics of the four model types are summarized
in Table 2; some further comments follow:

The general model is learned from the experimental data
via the usual maximum-likelihood method for learning fully
observable Bayesian networks (see, e.g., [Buntine, 1996]):
The estimate of each (conditional) probability is computed
simply in terms of the (relative) frequencies in the data. Dur-
ing the application to an individual user, the model is not
adapted further: Essentially, a fresh copy of the model is used

TIME 
PRESSURE? 

(2) 

SECONDARY 
TASK? 

(2) 

ARTICULATION 
RATE 

(4) 

NUMBER OF 
SYLLABLES 

(4) 

DISFLUENCIES 

(2) 

SILENT PAUSES 

(4) 

BASELINE FOR 
ARTICULATION 

RATE 
(4) 

BASELINE FOR 
NUMBER OF 
SYLLABLES 

(4) 

BASELINE FOR 
DISFLUENCIES 

(4) 

BASELINE FOR 
SILENT PAUSES 

(4) 

Figure 1. Basic BN structure used for the comparison of
models.
(The four variables in the bottom row are included only in the para-
metrized model. The number in parentheses for each variable is the
number of states of that variable.)

for the prediction of each observation.
The parametrized model is initially learned in the same

way as the general model, except that the four parameter
variables shown in the bottom row of Figure 1 are included.
Each of these variables represents the mean value of the cor-
responding variable above it for the user in question.

The adaptive model makes use of the AHUGIN (“adap-
tive HUGIN”) method that was introduced by Olesen et al.
[1992]. In contrast to the parametrized model, there is no ex-
plicit representation of the dimensions along which users may
differ. Instead, the probabilities in the conditional probability
tables (CPTs) of the BN are adapted whenever a new observa-
tion is processed. In this way, a great variety of individual dif-
ferences can be adapted to, without any need for the designer
of the BN to anticipate the nature of these differences. One
question that arises in the application of the AHUGIN method
concerns the speed with which the CPTs should adapt to the
individual user. One simple approach, which is frequently
used in other contexts, is to specify for the entire BN a single
parameter, called the equivalent sample size (ESS); the ESS
essentially represents the extent of the system’s reliance on
the initial general model, relative to the new data that will be
obtained for each user. As we will see below, it is in gen-
eral not obvious a priori what the most appropriate ESS for a
given BN is. Moreover, the optimal value of the ESS can be
quite different for different parts of the BN; in the context of
our experiment, we may need a different ESS for each com-
bination of a speech variable (e.g., NUMBER OF SYLLABLES) and
an experimental condition. One original contribution of this
paper is a principled method of estimating the optimal ESSs
on the basis of the data collected with previous users. Appli-
cation of this method yields a BN in which the various parts
of the variables’ CPTs adapt at different rates to each new
user; hence the name differential adaptation. This method is
described in detail in the Appendix.

The purely individual model is simply learned entirely on
the basis of data from the current subject. So that some sort of
inference can be performed right from the start, each CPT is
initialized with uniform distributions. But as soon as the first
observation for a given configuration of the values of the par-
ent variables TIME PRESSURE? and SECONDARY TASK? has been
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Initial model 
• A BN defined in the way specified 

for type T (see Table 2) on the basis 
of the data from the other subjects 
in the experiment 

Preparation of the test data 
1. Determine a single random 

ordering of the 80 experimental 
stimuli, to be employed for all 
users 

2. For each individual user U, select 
the 80 observations for U 
according to this ordering 

Testing the model for a single user U with respect to a 
variable V 
For each observation O in the set of observations for U, 
1. Derive a belief about O: 

• Instantiate all variables for O other than V 
• Evaluate the BN to arrive at a belief regarding V 

2. Determine the quadratic loss of the derived belief with 
respect to the actual value of V 

3. Learn from the observation: 
• Use the values of all of the variables for the observation O 

to adapt the model, in the way specified for this type of 
model (see Table 2) 

Presentation of results 
• In each curve in a graph, the 

quadratic loss for each observation 
is aggregated over all subjects in 
the experiment 

• Moreover, each value plotted is the 
mean quadratic loss for a block of 8 
observations 
Otherwise, sharp random 
fluctuations from one observation 
to the next would make it difficult 
to recognize general trends visually 

Table 1. Procedure for evaluating the learning (if any) and performance of a model of type T.

Learning From Previous Users Adaptation During Use by the 
Current User 

General Model 
Learned on the basis of all 
observations of other subjects in 
the experiment, with no 
variables for individual 
parameters 

No adaptation during use 

Parametrized Model 
Learned on the basis of all 
observations of other subjects, 
with variables for individual 
parameters 

The BN is built up as a dynamic 
BN, a new time slice being 
created for each observation; 
parameter nodes are updated as 
static nodes 

Adaptive Model 
Individual models are learned 
for the other subjects as with the 
purely general model; 
on the basis of these models, an 
initial model for U is created 
that includes an equivalent 
sample size (ESS) for each 
configuration of values of parent 
variables in each conditional 
probability table (CPT) 

After each observation, the CPT 
entries for the instantiated 
configurations of values of 
parent variables are updated 
according to the AHUGIN 
algorithm, using the ESS 
computed for that configuration 

Individual model 
No prior learning: In the initial 
model for U, for each parent 
configuration in each CPT the 
probabilities are uniformly 
distributed and a minimal ESS 
of .0001 is specified 

Adaptation is done as for the 
adaptive model, but the same 
minimal ESS is used for all 
parent configurations 

Table 2. Overview of the four model types compared.

obtained, the initial model has essentially no further impact
on the corresponding part of the CPT in question.

4 Results
We will now look at the results for these four models for each
of the variables in the experiment. We first consider the four
dependent variables in the second row of Figure 1, which
need to be predicted by the model. Then we turn to the two
independent variables in the top row. The derivation of a be-
lief about one of these variables is essentially a classification
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Figure 2. Prediction accuracy for ARTICULATION RATE.
(Higher values of quadratic loss represent lower accuracy.)

task for the system: On the basis of an observation, the sys-
tem attempts to assign

�
to a given experimental condition.

4.1 Predicting a Variable With Simple Individual
Differences

The results for the general model for the variable ARTICULA-

TION RATE are shown by the solid thick curve in Figure 2. First,
note that the only reason why this curve is not a straight hor-
izontal line is that there is considerable random fluctuation in
the quadratic loss variable; so there is no point in trying to
interpret the individual zig-zags in the curves for the general
model.

It is meaningful, on the other hand, to compare the overall
performance of the general model with that of the parame-
trized and the adaptive models. As with all other comparisons
that follow, we will use simple sign tests that take into account
only the last 24 observations (3 blocks in the figures).2 Each
of these models performs consistently better than the general

2A test like this reflects how likely it is that a difference between
the two curves in question would be found if we made the same
comparison again, under the same circumstances and with the same
subjects. It does not warrant a generalization to other subjects, tasks,
models, etc.
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Figure 3. Prediction accuracy for NUMBER OF SYLLABLES.

model during the last 24 observations (�
	�� �� ). This fact
is understandable given that stable individual differences in
articulation rate are known to exist. For this variable, the pa-
rametrized and the adaptive models perform very similarly.

The curve for the individual model shows a pattern that
we will see to be typical: At first, the predictions are very
inaccurate, as would be expected given that they are initially
based on an arbitrary set of probabilities. But after about 30
observations the individual model does as well as the general
model; and during the last 24 observations it is somewhat
better (��	�� �� ).

4.2 Predicting a Variable With More Complex
Individual Differences

It is likewise generally known that people differ in their ver-
bosity: the amount that they say in any given situation. Fig-
ure 3 shows the results for the variable NUMBER OF SYLLABLES.
The individual differences are apparently even more impor-
tant than for ARTICULATION RATE: The individual model catches
up with the general model in the third block, and by the last
three blocks it is tied for first place.

Moreover, the adaptive model significantly outperforms
the parametrized model (��	�� �� for the last 24 observations).
Figure 4 helps to explain this advantage by displaying the
accuracy levels for each of the four experimental conditions
(without showing the time course of learning). The figure
shows that the superior performance of the adaptive model
occurs in just one of the four experimental conditions: Q � , in
which subjects were instructed to produce high-quality utter-
ances without having to navigate. Some subjects responded
to this condition by creating elaborate, lengthy formulations,
while others simply aimed to increase the clarity of an utter-
ance of normal length. It is understandable that these indi-
vidual differences should be hard to predict in terms of a sin-
gle dimension of “verbosity”, which is what the parametrized
model has to use. The ability of the adaptive and individ-
ual models to learn

�
’s behavior in each individual condition

proves to be an advantage here. Note also that the ESS em-
ployed for the condition Q � is lower than that for the other
conditions. In effect, the system has noticed that people re-
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Figure 4. Prediction accuracy for NUMBER OF SYLLABLES for
each experimental condition.
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Figure 5. Prediction accuracy for DISFLUENCIES.

spond very differently to this condition with respect to this
variable and that it should therefore base its model largely on
what it observes in the individual

�
’s behavior.

4.3 Predicting Low-Frequency Behaviors
The variable DISFLUENCIES (Figure 5) is an example of a vari-
able for which there is little to be gained through adaptation to
the individual user. On the average, only about 1 utterance in
8 contains one or more of the disfluencies in question. Conse-
quently, it is inherently difficult for a system, given a limited
number of observations, to acquire a model of a user’s ten-
dency to produce disfluencies which is better than the general
model—even though stable differences among users might be
found, given enough data. This fact is shown by the strong
similarity of all four curves during the last few blocks of ob-
servations.

Measurable SILENT PAUSES (Figure 6) within an utterance
are also rather infrequent events, occurring only about once
in every 5 utterances overall. Still, the parametrized model
does manage to outperform the general model here (����� �� ).
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Figure 6. Prediction accuracy for SILENT PAUSES.

4.4 Inferring the Experimental Condition

Figure 7 shows the results for a classification task: Instead of
predicting a particular aspect of

�
’s behavior, � has to infer

whether
�

was working under time pressure or with an em-
phasis on quality, given the features of one of

�
’s utterances

and knowledge of the value of the other independent variable
(SECONDARY TASK?).

The pattern of relative accuracy shown in the figure is
somewhat inconsistent with the pattern shown in the previ-
ous figures:

The individual model never catches up with the other
models in terms of accuracy, whereas it had done so for
each of the prediction tasks.
The parametrized and adaptive models do not show a
very clear advantage over the general model (����� ��
and ������� � , respectively)—although one might have
expected such an advantage, given that these models per-
formed clearly better in the prediction of two of the four
speech variables (ARTICULATION RATE and NUMBER OF SYL-

LABLES).
For classification with regard to SECONDARY TASK? (Fig-

ure 8), there are no reliable differences at all except that
the individual model is much worse than the others through-
out. This particular classification task—determining on the
basis of a single utterance whether the subject is navigat-
ing or not—is very difficult, with performance being at best
marginally above the chance level (which corresponds to a
quadratic loss of 0.5).

These results remind us of the general point, argued by pre-
vious authors, that there is not necessarily one best model for
a given set of data. For example, Friedman et al. [1997] dis-
cuss the reasons why a BN that is optimal with respect to
some general accuracy criterion may perform suboptimally
on classification tasks; and they propose methods for optimiz-
ing the classification accuracy of a learned BN. Greiner et al.
[1997] have argued more generally that learning should take
into account the specific queries that a BN is intended to an-
swer.
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Figure 7. Classification accuracy for TIME PRESSURE?.
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Figure 8. Classification accuracy for SECONDARY TASK?.

5 Discussion

5.1 Overall Comparison of Model Types

Table 3 summarizes the points that have been made in the pre-
ceding sections about (a) the theoretical strengths and weak-
nesses of the four model types, (b) the empirical results for
them that were obtained in our experiment, and (c) practical
considerations that may be equally important for the choice
of a type of model.

The empirical results do not appear to depend on spe-
cific properties of this one experiment: When we performed
the corresponding analyses for a quite different experiment
(described in [Jameson et al., 2001]), a very similar pattern
emerged: In particular, for each of the categories of variables
discussed in the subsections of the previous section, there was
at least one variable in the other experiment that fell into that
category and yielded similar results with regard to the perfor-
mance of the four model types.

Regarding the empirical results: Although the parame-
trized and adaptive models perform best overall, the general
and individual models each show competitive performance
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Theoretical Considerations Empirical Results Practical Considerations 

General Model 
− Individual differences are never taken 
into account 

− Out-performed in the long run by the 
parametrized and adaptive models, except 
where individual differences are small or 
very hard to learn; and sometimes by the 
individual model 

− Ample prior data required 
+ No overhead for run-time adaptation 

Parametrized Model 
+ Knowledge about the nature of 
individual differences can be represented 
explicitly 
− Many parameters may be required if  
individual differences are complex 

+ Generally better than the general and 
individual models and competitive with 
the adaptive model 
− Somewhat poorer than the adaptive or 
even the individual model when 
individual differences are complex 

− Ample prior data required 
− Dynamic Bayesian networks can raise 
complexity problems 
+ Parameters can be shared with other 
user models 

Adaptive Model 
+ Specific parts of the model are adapted 
at different rates in a principled manner 
+ Permits smooth transition from a 
general model to an individual model 
− The number of degrees of freedom for 
the learning may be unnecessarily high, 
relative to the paramaterized model, so 
that learning is unnecessarily slow 

+ Generally good performance, especially 
on prediction tasks with complex 
individual differences 

− Ample prior data required 
+ No prior explicit knowledge about 
individual differences required 
− The adaptation mechanism must be 
invoked repeatedly during system use 

Individual model 
− Since no use is made of prior 
knowledge or data, inference is likely to 
be very inaccurate during the initial phase 
of use 
+ There is no bias against entirely 
unexpected patterns of behavior 

− Very poor performance during some 
initial phase of use 
− The phase of poor performance is 
especially long for classification tasks 
+ Good ultimate prediction performance 
where behavior is highly idiosyncratic 

+ No prior knowledge or data required 
− The adaptation mechanism must be 
invoked repeatedly during system use 

Table 3. Overview of the strengths and limitations of the four model types.

under certain conditions. Consequently, one of these models
may be turn out to be the most suitable one when these condi-
tions are met and the practical considerations favor the model
in question.

The use of Table 3 to select a model type for a given appli-
cation scenario is made more difficult by the fact that some
of the conditions mentioned (e.g. “individual differences are
complex”) refer to properties of the data that may or may not
be known a priori. It may therefore be necessary to test two
or more types of model empirically on data from the domain
in question before arriving at a decision. Even in these cases,
Table 3 should be helpful in that it calls attention to the key
considerations and the most promising model types.

5.2 Novel Aspects of the Differential Adaptation
Method

The most salient features of the method of differential adap-
tation are the following:

1. It leverages data about previous users not only to learn
an initial general user model but also to learn how fast
the various aspects of this model should adapt to each
new individual user.

2. It does so without requiring the explicit representation
of dimensions along which individual users may differ,
as is the case with parametrized models.

As another example of a scenario in which this method
might be useful, consider the system Syskill & Webert
([Pazzani and Billsus, 1997]), which predicts whether a given
web page will be interesting to the current user. In the
main version of the system, the user model consists essen-
tially of a set of probabilities for each word ! in a set
of relevant words: �#" W is present $ page is interesting % and
�&" W is present $ page is uninteresting % . Pazzani and Billsus
note that it can take inconveniently long for the system to
learn the necessary probabilities solely on the basis of

�
’s

page ratings, and they propose solutions to this problem. In
accordance with the basic idea of differential adaptation, this
problem could be dealt with as follows: For each word ! ,
the system would derive a prior expectation (more precisely,
a beta distribution), for �#" W is present $ page is interesting % on
the basis of the data of other users, through the procedure
described in the Appendix, along with a corresponding ex-
pectation for �&" W is present $ page is uninteresting % ; and these
expectations would be used and updated as in the tests de-
scribed above. This method might be especially useful in the
case of words that (a) occur infrequently but (b) exhibit simi-
lar probabilities for most users.

6 Summary of Contributions
As the learning of user models for adaptive systems becomes
more widespread, increasing attention will be devoted to the
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Figure 9. Comparison between the differential adaptation
method and the use of fixed ESSs.
(The solid line shows the results for the adaptive model which were
shown in Figure 4; The dashed lines show the results for models
using fixed ESSs of 1, 5, 10, and 20, respectively, with the length of
the dashes reflecting the ESSs.)

goal of making optimal use of the available data. Focus-
ing on models that take the form of Bayesian networks, this
paper has (a) systematically compared, with regard to sev-
eral criteria, four representative ways of exploiting data about
users in general and/or individual users; and (b) introduced a
variant of the AHUGIN adaptation method called differential
adaptation, which represents a principled way of determining
the speed with which the various aspects of a general model
should be adapted to an individual user.

A Appendix: The Differential Adaptation
Method

As was noted in Section 3, the simplest type of adaptive
model that can be realized with AHUGIN is one in which a
single equivalent sample size (ESS) is specified for an entire
BN. Figure 9 illustrates the limitations of this method: The
solid line, which is repeated from Figure 4, shows the predic-
tive accuracy of the adaptive model that used the method of
differential adaptation; recall that this model computed and
used the four ESSs shown under the x-axis, one for each ex-
perimental condition for the variable NUMBER OF SYLLABLES.
Each of the dashed lines shows the results for a model that
used a constant ESS of 1, 5, 10, or 20, respectively. The re-
sults for the ESSs of 1, 10, and 20 are noticeably worse than
those for the ESS of 5 and for differential adaptation; that is,
the choice of an ESS really does make a difference. The fact
that the accuracy for the ESS of 5 is only slightly worse than
that for differential adaptation is not surprising, given that the
ESSs computed by differential adaptation are fairly close to 5.
The main contribution of the differential adaptation method
here is to compute the right general level of the ESSs auto-
matically, avoiding the need for trial and error on the part of
the designer of the BN. Differential adaptation also gains a
bit of additional accuracy by computing a different ESS for
each experimental condition, in particular choosing a lower

value for the condition “Q–”, in which individual differences
are especially large (cf. 4.2).

Similarly, for each of the other variables examined in this
experiment and the experiment mentioned in 5.1, differen-
tial adaptation consistently performed at least as well as the
best fixed-ESS model, deriving ESSs ranging from 12.9 to es-
sentially 0. The differences from the fixed-ESS models were
in most cases smaller than those shown in Figure 9. Still,
since differential adaptation is computationally quite straight-
forward (see below), there appears to be no reason not to use
it whenever it is applicable.

The rest of this Appendix explains in more detail the dif-
ferential adaptation method and the relevant aspects of the
AHUGIN adaptation facility.3

Suppose that a variable ' has ( possible states. To sim-
plify notation, all mathematical expressions that follow refer
to one particular configuration ) of states of the parent vari-
ables of ' . For this configuration, there are ( probabilities
�+* in the conditional probability table (CPT) for ' . In addi-
tion to storing these ( probabilities, AHUGIN maintains for
each ) a Dirichlet distribution (see, e.g., [Heckerman, 1995,
Section 2]; [Olesen et al., 1992]) that represents the system’s
current expectation concerning the true vector of probabilities
of which �,* are simply the current estimates. The parameters
of each such Dirichlet distribution are as follows:

a vector of ( means -�* ;
an equivalent sample size (ESS, denoted in the formulas
as . ).

The means -/* are numerically identical to the ( CPT en-
tries �,* , but it will be helpful to denote them with -/* when
we are viewing them as parameters of the Dirichlet distribu-
tion.

Whenever a new observation is obtained in which the con-
figuration ) of states of ' ’s parents is realized, . is incre-
mented by 1 and the - * are updated according to the usual
method for Dirichlet distributions.

In the context of learning user models, the AHUGIN algo-
rithm gives us the opportunity to specify a Dirichlet distribu-
tion for each configuration ) of states of parent variables of
each CPT in a BN for a new user

�
. This opportunity can be

exploited as follows if we have complete data from 0 other
users:

1. Learn 0 separate BNs from the data, one for each pre-
vious user, using the standard maximum likelihood method
for learning fully observable BNs with known structure (see,
e.g., [Buntine, 1996]).

2. For each configuration ) of states of parent variables of a
variable ' , each learned BN 1 yields a vector of empirically
determined conditional probabilities �,1 * . These 0 vectors
can be viewed as a sample of vectors upon which we can base
our expectation concerning the corresponding vector that we
will obtain for a new user after collecting a lot of data on that
user.

The question now is how we can represent this expectation
as an initial Dirichlet distribution with ( dimensions, as is re-

3See Olesen et al. [1992] for a much more complete description
of AHUGIN, which is now available as part of the HUGIN software
package (see http://www.hugin.com).
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quired by the AHUGIN method. Olesen et al. [1992] describe
a straightforward method for specifying a Dirichlet distribu-
tion that comes close to matching a given distribution that is
specified in another way. First, the ( means of the Dirichlet
distribution should match the means of the original distribu-
tion exactly. In our case, this implies that each initial mean
- * should be defined as follows:

-�*2�
354

176&8 � 1 *
0 � (1)

That is, each -/* is simply the mean of the 0 CPT entries
from the existing BNs.

Ideally, each of the ( variances 9�* of the Dirichlet dis-
tribution should match the variance of the corresponding 0
existing CPT entries. In general this goal will be unattain-
able, since there is only one degree of freedom available for
determining the variance of the Dirichlet distribution, namely
the ESS . . Olesen et al. [1992] propose choosing the ESS so
that the (weighted) average of the variances of the Dirichlet
distribution (denoted with 9 ) equals the weighted average of
the variances of the original distribution. Given the formula
for the variance of one dimension of a Dirichlet distribution,

9 * � -�*:";�<�=-�*7%
.?>@� A (2)

we have the following formula for the weighted average vari-
ance:

9B�
35C

* 6&8 -ED* ";�F�G- * %
.H>I� � (3)

Solving for . , we obtain:

.J�
3 C

* 6#8 -�D* "K�<�G-�*L%
9 �M��� (4)

To obtain the appropriate ESS, we need only to replace 9 in
this formula with 9:N , the computed average of the ( variances
in the empirically obtained CPTs. Each of these ( variances
9ON* is given by the formula

9 N* �
354

176&8 "P�Q1 * �G- * %KD
0 A (5)

since -�* has already been computed as the mean of the cor-
responding �+1 * .

To compute the weighted average variance, we can like-
wise use as weights the values - * :

9 N �
CR
* 6&8

- * 9 N* � (6)

Putting it all together, the most appropriate ESS can be
computed directly from the original CPT entries � 1 * and the
corresponding means - * as follows:

.J� 0 3@C
* 6#8 -�D* "K�F�G-�*L%3 C

* 6#8 -�* 3 4
176&8 "P� 1 *S�=-�*7% D

�M��� (7)
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Abstract
A component-based generic agent architecture for
multi -attribute (integrative) negotiation is introduced
and its application is described in a prototype system
for negotiation about cars, developed in co-operation
with, among others, Dutch Telecom KPN. The
approach can be characterised as co-operative one-to-
one multi -criteria negotiation in which the privacy of
both parties is protected as much as possible.

1  Introduction
In [Gutman and Maes, 1998] the difference between
competiti ve and co-operative negotiation is discussed.
Guttman and Maes state that the competiti ve negotiations
in retail markets are unnecessaril y hostile to customers and
offer no long-term benefits to merchants. Essentiall y, in
competiti ve negotiations the merchant is pitted against the
customer in price-tug-of-wars. Based on [Forrester, 1997],
in [Gutman and Maes, 1998] it is concluded that merchants
often care less about profit on any given transaction and
care more about long-term profitabilit y, which implies
customer satisfaction and long-term customer relationships.
Their analysis makes a strong case for co-operative
negotiation for the retail market:

“ ...the multi -attribute utilit y theory (MAUT) [Keeny and Raifa,
1976], can help customers make complex buying decisions
taking into account multiple factors including merchants’
unique added value (e.g., extended warranty options, deli very
options, etc.).”

Their argument is supported by [Rosenschein and Zlotkin,
1994], which makes clear that co-operative negotiation can
be described as a non-zero-sum game where, as the values
along multiple dimensions shift in different directions, it is
possible for all parties to be better of. Thus co-operative
negotiation is a win-win type of negotiation.

The Consumer Buying Behaviour Model (CBB) (see
[Gutman and Maes, 1998]) consists of six main stages:
Need Identification, Product Brokering, Merchant
Brokering, Negotiation, Purchase and Delivery, and Service
and Evaluation. The model discussed in this paper

addresses the first four of these stages, where the product
brokering is an integrated part of the entire brokering
process and overlaps with the need identification. This is in
line with normal procedures, as “CBB stages often overlap
and migration from one to another is sometimes non-linear
and iterative” . The buyer contacts the broker agent, the
broker agent provides the buyer with forms in order to
determine the wishes of the buyer. Then the broker matches
products and suppliers against the wishes of the buyer
presenting him with the best three options. The buyer can
then select one of these proposals. A special buyer
representative agent negotiates with the representative
agent of the supplier to obtain the best configuration of the
selected option. The different attributes of the object under
negotiation, the possible values for each of those attributes,
and the different wishes (profiles) of consumer and
provider, allow for co-operative negotiation: co-operative
negotiation can be seen as a decision-making process of
resolving a confli ct involving two or more parties over
multiple interdependent, but non-mutually exclusive goals;
cf. [Lewicki et al., 1997].

The multi -agent system in which the negotiation agent
can be and has been applied consists of the following types
of agents: Human Buyers, Human Dealers, Buyer
Representative agents, Dealer Representative agents,
Broker agent. Moreover, to model retrieval of information
from databases, a number of components is used; one of
them is the External World from which Buyer
Representative agents can retrieve third party information
(consumer organisations li ke the AA of the US and the
Dutch ANWB). Furthermore, specific Dealer-dependent
Dealer Databases for all Dealers are included, from which
the Dealer Representative agent can retrieve information
about the cars offered by that particular Dealer. Because of
space limitation, this paper focuses on the negotiation
process within this overall architecture. The generic agent
architecture for multi -attribute negotiation was designed
and formally specified using DESIRE, as a refinement of
the Generic Agent Model GAM [Brazier et al., 2000].

In this paper, in Section 2 the most sophisticated
component within the agent architecture, Cooperation
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Management, which models the negotiation process, is
described in more detail. In Section 3 the prototype system
developed on the basis of the agent architecture is
discussed; example results are shown. Section 4 concludes
the paper by a discussion.

2  The Negotiation Model
In multi-attribute negotiation a bid has the form of values
assigned to a number of attributes. For example, if the
negotiation is about cars, and the relevant attributes are cd

player, extra speakers, airco, tow hedge, price, then a bid consists of
an indication of which CD player is meant, which extra
speakers, airco and tow hedge, and what the price of the bid
is. In the current section the generic negotiation model is
described; for instantiations, see Section 3.

To assess a bid of the other party, it is important to have
evaluation methods. Evaluation can be done at two levels:
the level of each of the specific attributes (attribute
evaluation), and the level of the bid as a whole (overall bid
utility). Taking this into account, some characteristics of
the multi-attribute negotiation model presented here are:

• explicit reasoning about the negotiation strategy and
co-ordination of the negotiation process

• evaluation of a bid takes into account both the
attributes separately and the overall utility of the bid

• planning of a new bid takes into account both the
overall utility level and the level of attributes separately

In particular, in the model it is possible to work on two
levels: the level of the overall bid, and the level of each of
the attributes separately. The negotiation model has been
specified as a compositional structure within the component
Cooperation Management of GAM [Brazier et al., 2000].
Globally speaking, the process runs as follows:

• For each negotiation round, first evaluations of the
attributes of the previous bids are determined.

• Then these evaluations are aggregated into overall
utilities of these previous bids.

• Next, it is determined which concession step is made
for the next bid, expressed in terms of the overall
utility; this provides a target utility.

• To obtain the next bid, given the target utility, first
according to some distribution over attributes, target
attribute evaluation values are determined (chosen in
such a manner that they aggregate exactly to the target
utility)

• Finally, for each of these target attribute evaluation
values, an attribute value is chosen that has an
evaluation value as close as possible to the target
evaluation value for the attribute.

In the last step, if only discrete attribute values exist, it may
be the case that the target utility is not reached. However, if
at least one of the attributes has continuous values, then this
attribute can be chosen to compensate for differences that
are created due to the mapping to discrete values for the
other attributes. In our application, the price attribute is
such a continuous attribute, and chosen to compensate for
differences. In this manner bids are created that exactly
match the target utilities. To realise the compositional
process structure sketched above, at its top level the
component Cooperation Management is composed of the
five components in Figure 1: Negotiation Coordination,
Attribute Evaluation, Bid Utility Determination, Utility
Planning, and Attribute Planning. Each of these
components is discussed in more detail.

bid utility 
determination

utility 
planning

attribute 
evaluation

negotiation 
coordination

attribute  
planning

cooperation management

Figure 1  The Multi -Attribute Negotiation Model

2.1  Negotiation Coordination
Within the component Negotiation Coordination the
negotiation process state is analysed (component Process
Analysis) and the process is controlled (component Process
Control). Process Analysis determines which of the
following are true and which are false:

a) Repetition of steps takes place: steps without enough
progress (depending on the impatience factor (π) which
specifies the acceptable number of steps in which
nothing changes)

b) A utility gap (larger than some threshold ω) remains;
i.e., a significant difference between the utilit y of the
own bid and that of the other agent's bid.

c) A configuration mismatch (larger than some threshold
ν) remains between the own bid and the other agent's
bid.

Here a configuration mismatch means that for at least one
attribute, between the two values (in the two bids) a
significant difference exists. Depending on the outcome of
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the analysis within component Process Control the
following actions can be decided upon:

1. Start a next negotiation round

2. Contact the user to discuss whether the concession
factor (γ) can be changed.

3. Contact the user to discuss whether the configuration
tolerance (τ) can be changed.

4. Communicate to the user that an agreement has been
reached.

5. Communicate to the user that the negotiation has
failed (only when the user is unwilli ng to change the
characteristics).

Action Repetition Utility gap Config. Match

next round No No

discuss concession factor Yes Yes No

discuss config. tolerance Yes No No

report success No Yes

report failure Yes No

Table 1 Action decision table

2.2  Attribute Evaluation
Evaluation of the attributes is made on the basis of the
evaluation functions that are part of the user profile
maintained within component Maintenance of Agent
Information of the agent. Component Attribute Evaluation
evaluates the attributes of available objects based on the
preferences of the user represented by the agent.

The evaluation functions either have a table form or
another specific function description. A table form is used
for discrete attributes such as accessories. Specific function
descriptions are used for continuous attributes such as
mileage or price. The form of specific function descriptions
are of a type such as ‘ linear’ , or ‘uphill ’ . For the attributes
for which a specific (non-table) type of evaluation function
is given, depending on this type, knowledge is specified to
obtain the object evaluations.  Currently, only specific
function types are used that consist of linear parts, cut off
between 0 and 1: linear function, normal distribution
function, downhill function, uphill function.

If desired, in all evaluations and utiliti es, the model
supports that two aspects can be modelled separately and
integrated: ease evaluation and ease utility EU and
financial evaluation and financial utility FU. The latter
aspect covers the financial rationalit y in the agent’s
behaviour. The former aspect models all other aspects
within the decision making such as a resistance against
more complicated transactions (even if in terms of
economic gain they are more favourable). The balance
between these two aspects within the overall evaluations is

defined by the financial rationality factor ρ. If this factor is
1, then only the financial utilit y is taken into account
(completely financiall y driven), if it is 0, only the ease
utilit y (completely ease driven). Any factor in between 0
and 1 defines the relative weight of the economic aspect
compared to the ease aspect in the decision making. For
example, for a certain accessory the financial aspect of the
evaluation value is the cost it takes to provide it (both the
price of the accessory and the cost of installi ng it).

2.3  Bid Utility Determination
Within the model, the utility UB of a bid B is taken as a
weighted sum of the attribute evaluation values EB,j for the
different negotiant attributes denoted by j.

UB = Σj  w j  E B, j   

Here the weights w j are relative importance factors based on
the importance factors pk for the different attributes:

w j = p j / Σk p k

If a financial utilit y is used separately, then the above utilit y
(called the ease utility EUB) is determined on the basis of all
attributes except price. Financial utility FUB is based on the
financial balance gB for a given bid B:

gB = pB -  b -  aB

where b denotes the basic costs (the cost of the object
without additional accessories) and aB denotes the
additional costs of bid B, and pB price within bid B.

aB  =   Σ j FEB, j

that is based on the financial evaluations (FEB,j) of the
values of the different attributes j. However, to be able to
relate FUB to the ease utilit y EUB, FUB  is the normalisation of
the financial balance to a number between 0 and 1:

FUB, j = gB / δb

The fraction δ is the fraction of the basic cost that is
maximally additionally (to be) earned (e.g. 0.3, a maximum
margin of 30%). Some notes can be made.

• The financial utilit y FU is defined on the interval
between 0 and 1 in such a manner that financial utilit y
1 means cost price plus maximal margin (b + δb +  aB).

• Let B0 be the initial bid of the seller, then by taking
price pB0 = b + δb +  aB0, the financial utilit y of this bid is

       FUB0 = (pB0 - b - aB0) / δb = 1.

• By setting δ properly, the seller makes sure that (s)he is
not asking unrealistic prices.

• The financial utilit y is defined on the interval between
0 and 1 in such a manner that FUB = 0 implies pB = b  +

aB, i.e., the cost price. So, if a buyer makes a bid B with
pB < b  +  aB, then FUB < 0 from the perspective of the
seller.
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On the basis of the ease utilit y and the financial utilit y, the
overall utility is determined as a weighted sum. Here the
weights are based on the financial rationalit y factor ρ (part
of the dealer profile).

UB   =  ρ FUB +   (1 - ρ) EUB

2.4  Utility Planning
For determination of the target utility TU the following
formula is used within the model:

TU  = UBS +  CS

with UBS the utilit y of the own bid, and the concession step
CS determined by

CS  =  β (1 - µ / UBS) (UBO - UBS)

where UBO is the utilit y of the other agent’s bid. In this
formula the factor UBO - UBS expresses the current utility gap.
The factor (1 - µ / UBS) expresses that the concession step will
decrease to 0 if the UBS approximates the minimal utilit y µ.
This ensures UBS ≥ µ. The factor β stands for the negotiation
speed. The minimal utilit y is taken as µ =  1  -   γ with γ the
concession factor, expressing a measure in how far
concessions can be made. Determination of the target utilit y
can also address the ease and financial aspect separately
(indicated by E or F added to the parameters). For each of
these aspects the same model is used. For example, for the
ease aspect the following  formula is used:

TEU  =  EUBS +  ECS,     with

ECS  =  βE (1 - µE / EUBS) (EUBO - EUBS)

In this formula βE is the negotiation speed factor for the
ease part, and µE is the minimal ease utilit y. Similarly, for
the financial aspect the target utilit y is:

TFU  =  FUBS +  FCS,  with

FCS  =  βF (1 - µF / FUBS) (FUBO - FUBS)

The speed factors βE for ease and βF  for financial parts are
based on the negotiation speed factor β and the financial
rationalit y factor ρ as follows

βE  =   (1 - ρ) β       βF  =   ρ β

The minimal ease utility is taken as µE  =   1  -   γ. The
minimal financial utilit y is taken as µF =  ε / δ where ε is the
minimal financial margin. The explanation is as follows. If
the minimal margin is achieved, then the price minP is

minP  =  ε b  +  b  +  aB

Given minP, the minimal acceptable financial utilit y can be
calculated as follows:

     µF      =  (minP - b - aB) / δ b   =   ε b /  δ b   =   ε  /  δ

For example, if δ = 0.2 (20%) and ε = 0.1 (10%), then µF = 0.5,
i.e., the dealer is not willi ng to sell with a financial utilit y
lower than half of its maximal financial utilit y (based on
the maximal margin); a financial utilit y of 0 means selli ng

against the cost price, i.e., no margin at all , a financial
utilit y of 1 means selli ng with a margin of 20% on the cost
price.

2.5  Attribute Planning
The Attribute Planning process uses as input the target
utilit y and determines as output the configuration for the
next (own) bid in the following two main steps:
• First, within the component Target Evaluation

Determination, for each attribute a target evaluation is
determined.

• Next, given these target evaluations per attribute, within
the component Configuration Determination, a
configuration for the next bid is determined.

Target Evaluation Determination
Target evaluations per attribute TEj are determined in the
model in two steps. First a basic target evaluation per
attribute BTEj is determined in such a way that Σ j w j BTEj =

TU. Then the target evaluations TEj are combinations of the
BTEj with the evaluations of the attributes in the bid of the
negotiation partner. The basic target evaluation per
attribute BTEj is determined according to the following
format:

BTE j  =  EBS, j +  (αj / N) (TU  - UBS)

Here the αj can be chosen arbitraril y, and N is a
normalisation factor. Factor N is defined as the weighted
sum of the α’ s with the relative importance factors as
weights: N   = Σ j w j αj. Due to this normalisation factor, the
utilit y determined as a combination of the target evaluations
leads to exactly the target utilit y:

Σ j w j BTEj  = Σ j w j (EBS, j +  (αj / N) (TU  - UBS))

= Σ j w j EBS, j +  Σ j w j (αj / N)  (TU  - UBS)

= UBS + 1/N  Σ j w j αj  (TU  - UBS)

= UBS + 1/N *N*(TU  - UBS)

= TU

The choice for the α’ s is made as: αj = (1 - w j) (1 - EBS, j). The
first factor expresses the influence of the user’s own
importance factors (similar to the choice made in [Benn, et
al., 1999]); the second factor takes care that the target
evaluation values remain scaled in the interval between 0

and 1. Besides the influence on the target attribute
evaluations as described, also a concession to the
opponent’s attribute evaluations is made. This depends on
the configuration tolerance τ, as follows:

      TEj  =       (1 - τ) BTEj +   τ EBO, j

If the configuration tolerance is 0, then only the user’s
importance factors are taken into account. If the
configuration tolerance is 1, then with respect to the
configuration maximal concession to the negotiation
partner is made.
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Configuration Determination
To determine a configuration for the next bid the following
three steps are made.

• First, for each  attribute, given the target evaluation,
attribute values are determined with an evaluation that
is as close as possible to the target evaluation value.

• Next, a partial configuration (price attribute not yet
fill ed) is determined based on these closest values.

• Finally, to complete the configuration for the next bid,
also the price attribute value is determined.

The partial configuration is selected from the closest
attribute values. If more than one choice with closest value
is possible, then, if it is among the options, the value in the
opponent’s bid is chosen, otherwise the choice is made in a
random manner. The partial configuration is completed by
determining the price attribute value in such a manner that
the overall target utilit y is achieved.

Within the Dealer Representative agent a simple
possibilit y would be to take the target financial utilit y as the
aim to be achieved. However, due to the discrete values of
the accessory attributes, the ease utilit y will probably not be
exactly achieved. The choice has been made that this
difference is compensated in the financial utilit y. For
example, if the ease utilit y of the partial configuration is
lower than the target ease utilit y, then the Dealer
Representative agent aims at a financial utilit y which is (in
proportion) higher than the target financial utilit y.

First the ease utilit y of the partial configuration is
determined. Next the financial utilit y that has to be
achieved (AFU) is determined, as the (weighted) difference
between overall target utilit y and the reali sed ease utilit y:

AFU  = TU  -  (1 - ρ) UP, E / ρ

where UP, E is the ease utilit y of the partial configuration P.
Finall y, the price attribute value is determined, as the sum
of all costs and the fraction of the maximum margin given
by the financial utilit y aimed for:

price = b + aP + AFU δ b

3  Implementation: Example
A trace was generated on the basis of the data presented in
the Tables 2 to 5. In these tables, “buyer representative” is
abbreviated to BR, similarly DR stands for dealer
representative. Basic negotiation parameters are depicted in
Table 2 above. The buyer representative only uses the (ease)
evaluations and utiliti es; therefore, the special financial
factors are not applicable in Table 2. In Table 3 the
importance factors are depicted. In Table 3, for the dealer
representative the price attribute has no value, since it is
only part of the financial utilit y function. Within financial
terms the importance factors are irrelevant.

Negotiation parameter BR DR

negotiation speed β 0.5 0.4

impatience factor π 4 4

configuration gap size in price ν 250 200

utility gap size ω 0.02 0.02

concession factor γ 0.5 0.9

configuration tolerance τ 0.5 0.9

financial rationality factor ρ not applicable 0.5

minimal financial margin ε not applicable 0.1

maximal financial margin δ not applicable 0.3

Table 2  Negotiation parameters in the example

(Ease) Importance factor BR DR

cd 0.8 0.6

extra speakers 0.8 0.2

airco 0.2 0.2

tow hedge 0.3 0.9

price 0.5 not applicable

Table 3  Importance factors   pk

In Table 4 below the evalution descriptions for the different
attributes are depicted.

Evaluation description for  cd player BR DR

good 1 0.58

fairly good 0.8 0.6

standard 0.75 0.7

meager 0.7 0.3

none 0 0.65

Evaluation description for extra speakers BR DR

good 1 0.2

fairly good 0.95 0.8

standard 0.9 0.9

meager 0.2 0.2

none 0 0.85

Evaluation description for airconditioning BR DR

good 0.97 0.9

fairly good 0.98 0.85

standard 0.99 0.2

meager 1 0.2

none 0 0.89

Evaluation description for tow hedge BR DR

good 0.97 0.6

fairly good 0.98 0.7

standard 0.99 1

meager 1 0.2

none 0 0.65

Evaluation description for price BR DR

function form downhill not applicable

critical value 16000 not applicable

steepness -0.00015 not applicable

Table 4  Evaluation descriptions for the attributes
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Furthermore, the dealer representative also needs the
financial evaluation descriptions for the different
accessories and it needs to know the basic costs of the car
under negotiation (in this case the basic costs are 13000).
The dealer representative’s financial evaluation
descriptions are depicted in Table 5 below.

Accessory good fairly
good

standard meager none

cd 700 600 500 300 0

extra speakers 500 400 300 200 0

airco 2000 1700 1500 1200 0

tow hedge 500 400 300 200 0

Table 5  Financial evaluation descriptions for dealer

A trace of the negotiation process is depicted in the Tables
6 and 7 below. The buyer representative’s bid, his opinion
of his bid and his opinion of the bid of the dealer
representative in the previous round are presented in Table
6 below.

BR round 1 2 3 4 5 closing:12

bid

price 16000 16979 17595 17765 18187 18723

tow hedge meager meager meager meager meager meager

airco meager meager meager meager meager meager

extra
speakers

good good good good good good

cd player good good good meager good good

utility

own 1 0.879 0.802 0.759 0.727 0.661

DR’s 0.514 0.524 0.585 0.572 0.593 0.642

Table 6  Example negotiation process from buyer perspective

The dealer representative’s bid, his opinion of his bid, and
his opinion of the bid of the buyer representative in the
same round are presented in Table 7 below.

DR round 1 2 3 4 5 accept:12

bid

price 19777 19703 18921 19449 19282 18877

tow hedge good meager meager meager meager meager

airco meager meager meager meager meager meager

extra
speakers

good good good good good good

cd player standard standard none good good good

utility

own 0.796 0.731 0.687 0.654 0.633 0.581

BR’s 0.211 0.337 0.416 0.447 0.494 0.561

Table 7  Example negotiation process from dealer perspective

Note that the price attribute is monotonicall y increasing for
the buyer' s bids, but for the dealer' s bids it does not
monotonicall y decrease: from round 3 to 4 it increases
(appearantly to compensate for a change in the CD player
attribute from ' none' to ' good' ). The overall utiliti es
attributed to the own bids for both buyer and dealer are
monotonic, as may be expected from the negotiation model.
However, this may not be true for the utilit y attributed by
one of the parties to the other party' s bid. Actuall y, from the
perspective of the buyer, the dealer bid is getting a lower
utilit y in round 4. What is perceived as a concession from
one party' s perspective can provide a worse bid in the
perception of the other party.

Note that the values in round 12 are such that, to the
buyer representative’s opinion, the utilit y gap has
disappeared, and also the configuration gap is gone. The
buyer representative, therefore, concludes after round 12
has been completed (that is: the dealer representative’s
reaction to his bid in round 12 has been received) that a
match has been found, and asks the buyer he represents
permission to close the deal instead of continuing with
round 13. Given the permission of his user, the buyer
representative does not call out round 13, but sends to the
dealer representative an acceptance of the previous bid of
the dealer representative. The dealer representative now
also asks his user (the dealer) to close the deal. Given
permission, the dealer representative finishes the deal with
an acceptance.

Initiall y, the dealer asked 17,290 for the car without any
accessories. For him, this would be ideal, scoring a 30%
gain on the car. However, this bid is unacceptable to the
buyer, who starts to negotiate. The agents quickly converge
on the preferred values for tow hedge, airco, extra speakers,
and cd-player, but hagle a few rounds over the price. In the
final round, the buyer accepts the offer of the dealer having
a car with a meager tow hedge, meager airco, good extra
speakers, and good cd-player for 18,884 guilders. Based on
the consumer organisations prices for such accessories, the
buyer payed 2,600 for accessories, and therefore, 16,284 for
the car without accessories. This means that the buyer was
able to negotiate a reasonable price for himself. From the
dealer' s point of view the deal is reasonable as well . He was
able to sell a good CD player which he had in stock, and
although he had to order the other accessories, the price
still gives him a profit of 3,284 (= price – basiccost – sum
of accessories = 18,884 – 13,000 – 2,600). This corresponds
to a financial utilit y of 0.84 = profit / max financial margin
* basiccost = 0.3 * 13,000). The reason that his total utilit y
is lower (0.581) is due to the low ease utilit y (it takes him
rather some work to do equip the car). All i n all , both are
satisfied.
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4  Discussion
In [Gutman and Maes, 1998] a number of criteria and
benefits are discussed of some different approaches to
negotiation. For example, in the competitive negotiation
system Kasbah three negotiation strategies are mentioned:
anxious (linear increase of bids over time), cool-headed
(quadratic), and frugal (exponential). In the model
presented here, these strategies can be used to determine the
negotiation speed. Another important issue discussed in
[Gutman and Maes, 1998] is the argument for co-operative
negotiation that merchants often care less about profit on
any given transaction and care more about long-term
profitability, which implies customer satisfaction and long-
term customer relationships. That argument supports the
importance of the following factors in our model for
negotiation: configuration tolerance (consumer
satisfaction), concession factor (profit), minimal financial
margin (profit), and financial rationality (profit).
Furthermore, the remark that co-operative negotiation is a
win-win type of negotiation is supported by our model in
that consumers and providers both have an extensive multi-
attribute profile (importance factors, evaluation
descriptions) that influence the outcome of the negotiation
aiming to satisfy both parties.

A main difference of our work to the work described in
[Benn et al., 1999] is that in our approach it is possible to
specify heuristics both for the overall utilities and for
separate attributes (with their values and evaluations). In
their approach no overall view is made; a compensation
matrix is used to compensate a concession in one attribute
by other attributes. In our approach it is possible to decide
about the overall concession (in terms of the overall utility)
in a negotiation step, independent of specific concessions
for separate attributes. Moreover, in their approach a neural
(Hopfield) network is used to find the compensations for
attributes by an approximation process. In contrast, our
approach uses explicit knowledge to determine the
attributes of a new bid, which makes it more transparent
and better explainable.

In [Sierra, et al., 1998] an argumentation-based
approach to negotiation is put forward. One of the issues
that was left open is how the argumentation-based approach
relates to utilities. This is in contrast to our approach where
utilities play a main role.

Both a design description, formally specified in
DESIRE, and a prototype implementation of the
architecture has been constructed and tested by a group of
users. Due to the various parameters making up a very
detailed profile, the multi-attribute negotiation architecture
for agents that is presented in this paper is more flexible
with respect to user preference modelling than the existing
approaches. A drawback may be, however, that to acquire
such a detailed profile users may need some patience. An

issue for further research is to develop automated support
for this acquisition process, for example, on the basis of
information acquired by monitoring the user.

The model respects the privacy of both parties (since
profile information is kept local) and still is capable of
adjusting to the profile of the opponent if such is desired by
the user. The model allows for flexible heuristics both for
the overall utilities and for the attribute evaluations. An
issue for further study is how relationships between
evaluations of different attributes can be exploited, for
example to express that a buyer only has a high evaluation
value for speakers if a CD player is present.
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Abstract

This paperdescribesthe MASHGREEN DM proto-
type following threegoals: 1) The identification
and implementationof the tasksrelatedto urban
traffic control thatusedeepreasoningmechanisms
as main tools for their resolution. The chosen
model for explaining urbantraffic behaviour is a
qualitative model,which includesamongits main
featurestheir low temporaland spatial computa-
tional costs. 2) The definition of a functional ar-
chitecturewith soft real time constraintsthat inte-
gratesthedevelopedtasks.A specilizedcomponent
namedagent,composedby four functional mod-
ules executesevery task. Thesemodulesare the
following ones: communicationprotocols,meth-
ods (agentspecilization),dataspaceand control.
This architectureverifiesthat theexecutionperfor-
mancesof everyagentarenot compromisedby the
inclusion of new agentsin the system,or by the
interactionsdue to the active systemagents. 3)
Theimplementationof aprototypein ahighperfor-
mancecomputationalarchitecture,a Beowulf com-
putersystem.

1 Intr oduction
In the last two decadestherewasa broadinterestin the re-
searchanddevelopmentof new methodsandtools suitedto
Intelligent Traffic Systems(ITS). However, the amountof
public fundsdevotedto this actionhasbeencontinually re-
duced. The main reasonis that a small numberof enter-
prisesdominatethemarketof UrbanTraffic ControlSystems
(UTCS).CurrentUTCS (including both, softwareandhard-
warecomponents)areclosedsystemsin the sensethat they
belong to the enterprisesthat sell them. The cities which
adoptthesesystemshavetheirtraffic operationalenlargement
possibilitiesseriouslyconstrainedby high economiccost.

Nevertheless,the greatdevelopmentin the telecommuni-
cationsand information technologiesarea, is promoting a
changeof mentalityaboutthedevelopmentof new ITS. This
changeis beingusedby the EuropeanUnion to try to open
themonopoliesto thecompetence,asmuchin infrastructure
supplyasin theprovisionof services.

In theUSA theWorkshop in Support ADVANCED TRAF-
FIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (ATMS) heldin Florida,May
of 1999(fundedby theUS Department of Transportation and
theFederal Highway Administration) pointedout thecurrent
trendsin thedevelopmentof new ATMS:� The developmentof traffic modelsandthe correspond-

ing copyright of the software used to programming
them.Thisdevelopmentinvolvestheuseof qualitypub-
lic software(mainlyFree Software Foundation software)
to programmingexisting andnew traffic models.� Theapplicationof modelsto dealwith lostof significant
datato helptraffic decisiontaken. It is importantto con-
tinue the researchon traffic flow anddatafusion from
differentkindsof traffic sensors.� The developmentof modelsandalgorithmsfor dealing
with realtimecharacteristics.It mustbeidentifiedwhich
are the real-timeoperative constraintsrelatedto every
taskin ATMS.� The searchof modelsto perform dynamicsettingsof
traffic signals.It is proposedto developadvancedtraffic
modelsrelatedto realtime traffic surveillanceandauto-
maticincidentdetection.

In orderto follow thesetrends,theMASHGREEN DM proto-
type(A MultiAgentSystemfor HelpinG uRbantraffic dEcision
takEN usingDistributedMemory)prototypeis developedand
describedin this paper. The organizationof this paperis as
follows. Section2 describestheAI architecturesthatarebe-
ing appliedto traffic control.An urbantraffic deepreasoning
mechanismis exposedasa basictool to dealwith theabove
mentionedtrendsin ATMS. In section3, the main features
of theMASHGREEN DM prototypeareexposed,includingthe
definitionof anabstractarchitecturesuitedto their agents.In
section4 theimplementationandthemainresultsof theexe-
cutionof this softwareprototypein a Beowulf clustersystem
is exposed.Thepaperfinisheswith themainresultsachieved.

2 AI Ar chitecturesin UTCS
CurrentUTCSaregenerallycomposedof two layers.A first
layerusesquantitativemodels,dataandalgorithms.A second
layerusesintensively thecontrolengineerexperience.Given
the complexity and the big sizeof the domainof the urban
traffic control problem,the supervisionandactionsof these
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engineersmustbecontinuouslyprovided.Therefore,thetwo
layers� UTCSareinsufficient for achieving an adequatecon-
trol [Bell et al., 1991]. Thisanalysishasledto severalauthors
to introduceknowledgebasedsystems(KBS) in the UTCS
architecture[ForasteandScemama,1986;Bell et al., 1991;
Ambrosinoet al., 1997].

Theprototypesdevelopedup to now have beeninfluenced
by two factors: the experiencelearnedin the implementa-
tion andevaluationof previous prototypes(consideringthe
technologiesusedto managethe functionality of the system
aswell astheknowledgerepresentationused)andthebroad
availability of fasterand cheapercomputers(therefore,the
responsescan be given early and it is possibleto add new
capabilitiesto theprototype).

The first KBS applied to traffic control (like the SAGE
system[Forasteand Scemama,1986]) have a shallow rea-
soningmechanism,that is big setsof cause/effect rules im-
plementedin a classicalfunctional architectureof produc-
tion systems.This kind of knowledgerepresentationis very
fragile. The cause/effect rules typically reflect empirical
associationsderived from experience,rather than a theory
of how the device under diagnosisactually works [Jack-
son, 1990]. Therefore,several authorsproposedthe inte-
gration of a model of urbantraffic behaviour in the proto-
types,i.e. theintegrationof a deepreasoningmechanismfor
urbantraffic [Morenoet al., 1993;Ambrosinoet al., 1997;
Irgenset al., 1997].

ThesecondgenerationKBS integratea deepmodelto ex-
plain the behaviour of the system. Besidesit, they usu-
ally adoptfunctionalcollaborative architecturesto integrate
their components.The Blackboardarchitecture[Carver and
Lesser, 1994] wasusedin theIntelligent UTCS prototypede-
velopedundertheDRIVE I & II Europeanstrategic programs
[Ambrosino et al., 1997]. Nevertheless,theseprototypes
were developedand implementedusing conventionalcom-
puters(althoughtheunderlyingtheoryonblackboardsystems
wasto usea sharedmemorymultiprocessorcomputer).This
wasduebecause,althoughtherewerea broadavailability of
sharedmemoryparallelcomputers,thetoolsneededfor pro-
grammingthemwerenot evolved at the samerate. Due to
the greateffort to develop bettersharedmemoryprogram-
ming tools,thedistributedsystemsweregettingmoresignifi-
cancebecausetheir lower economiccost,their performances
closeto thesharedmemoryparallelcomputersandthewide
availability of publicdomaintools,asMPI, for programming
them.

Moreover, theprototypesbasedonblackboardmodelshave
a strongdependency of every componentwith respectto the
rightnessandintegrity of theinformationstoredin theblack-
board,as much as its greatgenerality, what is its strength
andweakness,i.e. it is very difficult to forecastthe execu-
tion sequenceof their components.Therefore,it is neededa
new functionalcollaborative architectureto reducein a sig-
nificanceway the result anddatadependency on execution
amongtheirmaincomponents.

Themultiagentarchitecturefulfills theseneeds.TheKITS
system[Irgenset al., 1997] implementsanarchitecturecalled
Supervised Cooperative Agents built onfeaturesof theIUTCS
prototype.Thekey point introducedin theKITS systemis to

split theurbannetwork in differentareas.Everyareais com-
posedof a setof elements.Thesetof elementsof eacharea
requiresa commonanalysisandoperationprocess,i.e. it is
anenvironmentbasedarchitecture.Eachareais managedby
a differentagent.Theprototypeexposedin this paperusesa
differentapproach.Every agentis ableto seethe whole ur-
bannetwork. A veryreliableandfastdeepmodelreasoningis
usedto understandtheevolutionof theurbantraffic. Commu-
nicationamongagentsareperformedto shareknowledgeand
controlactions.Thenext subsectionsexposethedeepknowl-
edgereasoningmodelusedandits applicationsoncomputing
severalurbantraffic controloperations.

2.1 The DeepReasoningModel

The main idea behindits definition is to model the spatio-
temporalfluctuationsin traffic levels by defininga discrete
qualitative space.Every point with the samedensityof ve-
hiclesdefinea qualitative region. The spatio-temporallimit
that divide two adjacentregionsis representedby a straight
line. Thevertexesof eachqualitativeregionareeventswhich
representchangesin thedynamicsof thesystem:theappear-
anceor disappearanceof qualitativeregions,thechangefrom
increaseto decreasein thesizeof a qualitative region andso
on. In this way, it is possibleto achieve entitieswith cogni-
tive meaningdueto theselectionof eventsasprimitive ones
that representthe evolution of the system.The urbantraffic
network is modeledasa setof objects(streets,intersections,
traffic lights, inputs,outputs,etc.) that have associatedpa-
rameters.Theevolution of theseparametersis describedby
uni- or bi-directionalconstraints.This qualitative simulator
is broadlyexplainedin [Morenoet al., 1993].

Figure1: Temporalqualitativerepresentationof aqueuegen-
erationprocessdue to the changefrom red to greenin its
traffic light

The evolution of the urban traffic is achieved by using
thequalitativesimulatoranddatapreprocessedfrom sensors.
They arebothnecessarybecausethecurrenttraffic statuscan-
not be obtainedjust from sensorsmainly for two reasons.
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First, the sensorsusually integratein periods,thereforecur-
rent informationfrom sensorsis not alwaysavailable. Sec-
ondly, thereis a limited numberof sensorsdueto economi-
cal andoperationalrestrictionstherefore,sensorsgiveonly a
smallpartof theinformationnecessaryto reconstructthecur-
renttraffic status.Whensensordataarrives,theactualtraffic
statusis calculatedby reconstructingall theeventsproduced
duringthelasttemporalinterval withoutrealsensordata.The
time overheadof the adjustmentprocessbetweenthe sim-
ulated and the reconstructedtraffic statusis small due to:
(1) the time complexity of the qualitative simulatoris small
(quadraticon the numberof intersections,segmentsandthe
lengthof the simulationinterval in the urbannetwork), i.e.,
the simulatorrunsmuchfasterthanreal time; (2) the length
of thetemporalinterval without realsensordatais alsosmall
(usuallyfiveminutes).

2.2 Application to UTCS Capabilities
Thedeepreasoningmodelpreviouslyexposedcanbeapplied
to severalUTCScapabilities:Preprocessing andMonitoring,
Detection and Diagnosis of Problems, Short Term Prediction
and the Search of Suitable Control Operations, amongoth-
ers. The function for Preprocessing and Monitoring trans-
latesdatafrom sensorsinto thequalitative representationde-
scribed. In this way, a qualitative representationof the sys-
temindependentof thesensorsis obtained,whichallow usto
usedatafrom several typesof sensors.The currentstateof
thesystemis generatedby usingqualitative simulationfrom
thepreviousqualitativestate,insteadof usingdirectanalysis
of sensordata. Thequalitative simulationfrom theprevious
statewill giveawholeimageof thestateof thesystemassum-
ing thatthepreviousstateis correct,thepredictionprocessis
correct,andno unpredictableevents,i.e. urbantraffic inci-
dents,have happenedduring the simulation. Sensordatais
usedto verify thesefactswhenthey areavailable.

Thefunctionfor Detection and Diagnosis of Problems an-
alyzesthe pastand presentqualitative statesof the system
to detectproblems. This taskshouldnot considertransient
problems.On theotherhand,a problembelongingto a zone
must not be detectedas the sum of the problemsover the
spatialcomponentsof thezone.A hierarchicalclassification
of urbantraffic problemsbasedon the General Representa-
tion Formalism [Equator, 1994], an extensionof the event
calculusof Kowalsky with temporalgranularityandcontin-
uouschange,is usedto accomplishthis task. The matching
betweenthetraffic statusreconstructedwith realsensordata
andthetraffic statusprovidedby thequalitativesimulationis
usedto detectincidentsituations[Garćıa,2000].

The function for Prediction predictswhich would be the
qualitative stateof the systemat short and mediumterms.
This task is doneby supposingthat the previous statesare
correct, the predictionprocessis correct,and have not oc-
curredurbantraffic incidentsduringtheprediction.The low
computationalcost of the simulationqualitative processal-
lows this task to be done. The aim is to detectthe future
problemsthatwill ariseif thecurrentcontrolstrategy is kept.
Oncethisoverallstateis computedthenthesystemmustlook
for problems.If thereareenoughdetectedproblemsthenthe
systemshouldsearchfor solutionsfor minimizingthem.This

taskdoesnot needto performa diagnosisof urbanincidents
process,becausefuturedetectedproblemsarecausedby bad
regulationtraffic settings. This behaviour is very important
for anUTCSbecauseit shouldhavethecapacityto anticipate
problems.For example,oneof the mostcommonactionsis
to prevent a primary congestion,which hasarisenas a re-
sult of theexcessof traffic volume,turning into a secondary
blockage.Thisblockagecanbedueto agrowing queueat an
intersectionlocatedafterward,with theconsequentextension
of theblockageoverotherurbannetwork zones.

Thelastfunctionexposedis theSearch of Suitable Control
Operations. If the detectedproblemsaredueto badregula-
tion traffic settings,then the systemtries to computeother
traffic settingsthat minimize theseproblems. The solution
mainly consistsof correctingthe global effectsof thesebad
controlactions,which usuallyis morecomplicatedthansim-
ply to remove the badcontrol actions. This is becausethe
implementationof local solutionswill produceundesirable
effects,for example,that theseproblemswill disappearfrom
a zonebut will appearin otherzonesof the urbannetwork.
The length reachedin a traffic queueis completelydeter-
minedby two conditions: the traffic statuswhen the traffic
light is green,and2) the time allowed for red light. There-
fore, it is necessaryto know which arethepossibleredtimes
for every intersectionin thesystem.Thereareeightpossible
valuesfor the red time of every input link to an intersection.
The split of an intersectionis definedas the set formed by
theactive red time valueof every oneof its input links. The
set formedby the splits of all the intersectionsis known as
a traffic plan. It is impossibleto evaluateexhaustively every
traffic plan,becauseits temporalcomplexity is �����
	�� traffic
plans,wheren is the numberof intersections.The size of
this searchspaceis drasticallyreducedby usingtwo strate-
gies: (1) to sort the setof intersectionsplits in relationwith
the red time allowed to its main direction; and(2) to apply
a branchandboundmethodlimited to a maximumtime for
execution.Themethodconsistsof thequalitative simulation
of theurbantraffic by evaluatingtheprofitsthatit canbeob-
tainedby changingthe splits of the intersectionsin relation
to their qualitative evolution [Garćıa, 2001a]. This method,
with lightly modifications,can also be applied to compute
otherkind of control actions:valuesfor coordinationof in-
tersections,andvaluesfor thelengthof theworkingcyclesin
groupsof intersections[Garćıa,2001b].

3 The MASHGREEN DM Prototype
TheMASHGREEN DM prototypeis a collaborative software
architecturedevelopedfor urbantraffic managementtasks.Its
mainbehaviour featuresarethefollowing: It workswith soft real-timedeadlines.Theexecutionof

its tasksareinterruptedat periodictime (exceptexcep-
tional situations). It is softwarereusable.It canintegratestaskswith dif-
ferentcomputationalcosts. It containsaheterogeneousanddistributedcomputerim-
plementation.

Theprototypeintegratessoftwareagentsto performseveral
tasks:monitorization anddatapreprocessing,short-medium
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term prediction of urbantraffic, bad regulation urban traffic
problems� identification, urban traffic incident detection, con-
tinuoussearchof best urban traffic plans and cycle lengths,
thecoordination of theexecutionof theagents,andafriendly
interface to thehumanoperator. Theactionsallowedfor the
prototypeto urbancontrolare:theautomaticandmanualex-
ecutionof the bestcontrol actionsproposedby the proto-
type and the punctualmodificationof the working features
of whatever controlledelementin the urbannetwork, pro-
posedby thehumanoperatorin any moment.Therefore,the
mainobjectiveof theprototypeis to coordinateskills, knowl-
edge,plansandexperienceamongseveralagentsto monitor-
ize, proposeandexecutecontrol actionsthat could improve
theurbantraffic status.

Fourdesigndecisionsweretakenin thedevelopmentof the
prototype:1) organizationanddistributionof thedataamong
agents,2) integration of taskswith different computational
costs,3) implementationof a uniqueandcommontemporal
referencefor every agentof theprototype,and4) thedefini-
tion of an agentsoftwarearchitectureto be sharedby every
agentof theprototype.

3.1 Data Organizationand Distribution
Therearetwo kindsof data:static(doesnotchangeonexecu-
tion) anddynamic(changeon time). Thereweretwo options
to organizethe dataof the prototype: 1) storeall the data
in the samelocation(e.g. usinga blackboardorganization)
or, 2) assigndifferentdatasubsetsto differentagents,where
every agentis responsibleof the integrity andcorrectnessof
the datathat stores. The first option hasthe advantagethat
every agentcanaccessto staticanddynamicdomaindataat
any time,but it alsoneedsacomplex maintenanceof thedata
coherence.The secondoption overcomesthis problem,but
it introducesa latency in datarequestbetweenagents.How-
ever, thissecondoptionalsoovercomesthestrongcentralized
componentthatis theblackboard.

A deepstudyof the datadependenciesamongthe agents
shows that thereare a few datawhich can be accessedsi-
multaneously. Moreover, in thesecases,the dataaccessis
for readingoperations. Therefore,the option chosenis to
replicatestaticdatain every agent,while dynamicdataare
assignedto theagentsthatmake thebestuseof them.

3.2 ExecutionMode
Currenttrendsin AI distributedprogrammingpointedout the
high interestin the applicationof distributedcontrol meth-
ods. In thesemethodsevery agentknows whenandhow to
performits work. Nevertheless,the choiceof a lightly cen-
tralizedcontrolhasseveraladvantagesin thisapplicationdo-
main: 1) the taskof the agentsmustbe synchronizedevery
time the sensordataarrivesto the system,thereforea coor-
dinationagentcanorganizethesesynchronizations,2) thein-
ner clocksof the agentsmustbe synchronizedto avoid lack
of coherencebetweentherealsystemandthecontrolledsys-
tem implementedin the prototype,so a coordinationagent
canprovidethetemporalrefereefor everyagentof theproto-
type,and3) a coordinationagentcanbeusedto monitor the
prototypeon executionandfor storingthe configurationpa-
rametersof theprototype,sothisfeatureallowsusto integrate

fault tolerantmechanismandto performdynamicaddingand
deletingof agents.Thesebehaviour featurescanbealsoim-
plementedwith a distributedcontrol,but it requiresa deeper
knowledgein theevolutionof theexecutionof theprototype.
Therefore,theoptionchosenis to developafirst prototypeto
be improved in thoseundesirablebehaviours asresultof its
laterevaluation.

3.3 CommonTemporal Reference

TheMASHGREEN DM prototypeimplementsa synchroniza-
tion mechanismto maintaina commontemporalclock value
for every componentof the prototype. This mechanismis
basedon thefollowing characteristics:1) thebasictemporal
unit is the second,2) the interconnectionnetwork transmis-
sion time for a singlemessageof whatever size is lessthan
onesecond,3) thereis anagent,thecoordinationagent,that
containstheright valuefor all otheragentsof theprototype,
and4) thereis possibleto applycommunicationprimitivesto
performbarriersynchronizationandbroadcasting.

Theappliedmethodis thefollowing:

1. Thecoordinationagentsendsat time ��� abroadcastmes-
sageto requestfor timesynchronization.

2. Everyagentreceivestherequestandsendsits agreement
to the coordinationagent. Then, it waits until the re-
ceptionof thetimevaluemessagefrom thecoordination
agent.

3. The coordinationagentsendat time ��� the time value
messagewhen it hasreceived the agreementmessage
from everyagentof theprototype.

Every agentthat is in wait statemustguaranteeresponse
to whatever messagereceived from other agents. The re-
turnedmessagemustnotifiesthat the original receiver agent
is executinga synchronizationbarrier. In this way, it is pre-
venteddeadlocksituationsbetweenagentsof the prototype.
The methodexposedhassomedrawbacks. The final value
storedin every agentis � � or � ����� dueto thelatency in the
receptionof thetime valuemessagesentby thecoordination
agent.But this is not importantdueto theapplicationdomain
features. Another drawback is that there is an unbalanced
wastedtimeon thetimewaitedfor theagentsuntil thelastof
themhadarrivedto thebarrier. Therefore,to avoid theseun-
desirablebehaviour, thesynchronizationmethodis executed
only at thebeginningof theexecutionof thesystemandev-
ery time thereweredynamicagentsbe addedor deletedin
executiontime.

3.4 Agent Ar chitecture

The software architectureof every agent is composedof
four modulesto deal with communications,methods,data
workspaceandcontrol. The communicationmoduleimple-
mentsthe communicationprimitives (broadcasting,barrier
synchronization,isolatedsynchronous/asynchronoussending
and receiving of messages).The methodsmodule imple-
mentstwo kind of methods:primarymethodsandsecondary
methods.Primarymethodsrepresentthespecializationskills
of theagent.Secondarymethodsimplementsadministrative
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work for theagent,whichcanbeinnertasks(coherencemain-
tenance� of its dataworkspace)andoutertasks(knowledgeco-
herencewith thebeliefsof otheragents,synchronizationtasks
amongagentsandanalysisof alerts). Every databelonging
to theknowledgeof theagentis storedin thedataworkspace
modulethat is organizedasa blackboard.Finally, the con-
trol moduletakesthedecisionon theactionto bedoneatany
momentdependingonactualtime,themessagesreceivedand
thespecializationskills of theagent.

Figure2: Moduledecompositionof anagent

The interactionamongthesemodulescan be described
by using the following formal notation: an agent of the
MASHGREEN DM prototypeis a tuple of eight components:�������! #"�$&%('*)
+,).-/+102+1�23*45'6+,�7)8350:9#;< 5+1=>+,�?3�)
+,�7)83A@B #CED
where
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representsthe initialization taskof the agent,0TS2UWVXU
is a function that returnsthe commonvirtual

time of the system,
0Y�Z"�[EDY�\"�]1^

, i.e. the local
"�[

time in an
agentis the

" ] ^
virtual time commonto every agent,

�23*45'
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the setof possibleagentsidentification,
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is the fi-
nitesetof kind of messagesthatanagentcanreceiveor send,=

is thefinite setof communicationprimitivestheagentcan
use,

�?3�)_S`0aVcbedgfihij
is the function that returnsthe ac-

tive agentsat thecommontemporaltime
" ] ^

, and
�7)83�@O LC

is
thefunctionthatselectswhichmessageto analyzeatany mo-
mentgiventheactivesetof receivedmessages.The

�7)k3�@O LC
function definesa total orderamongthe messagesreceived
thatmustfulfill two basicproperties:liveness, i.e. every re-
ceivedmessagemustbeanalyzedor effectively deleted,and
deadlock free, i.e. it mustnotbepossibleto causeadeadlock
situationbetweentwo or moreagents.The definition of the
components

�?3�)
+�02+,�?3A4
'
and

=
mustbecommonto every

agentbelongingto thesamemultiagentsystem.
The formal definition of the best urban traffic plan agent

is givenasanexampleof theapplicationof theaboveformal
definition of the agents. In this agentthe primary method
is calculate traffic plan. The secondarymethodsare: (1)
startup agent

�\) -
which preparesthe agentto be included

in thesetof activecurrentagents,(2) cease agent whichpre-
paretheagentto bedeletedof thesetof currentactiveagents,
(3) external action to dealwith externalcontrol actionsper-
formedby thehumanoperator, (4) chg mode whichsetupthe
waythattheresultsarecommunicatedto otheragents,and(5)

monitor which measuresandcommunicatesto thecoordina-
tion agentthemainbehaviour featuresin theexecutionof this
agent.

Messagesfromotheragentscanbereceivedwhentheagent
is idle or when the agentis executingone of its methods.
The

�7)k3�@O LC
function is definedin bothsituations.Thereis

no mutualdatadependency betweenthis agentandwhatever
otheragent,so this function is deadlockfree. The liveness
property is also fulfilled becausemore importantmessages
relatedwith theevolution andcontrolof thetraffic statusare
analyzedearlier, andasresultof thisanalysis,othermessages
aredeletedfrom theactivesetof messagesreceived.

4 Implementation Issues

The MASHGREEN DM prototypehas beenimplementedin
a Beowuf computernetwork. This kind of computersare
composedby low costhardwarecomponents,commonlyper-
sonalcomputers.They areprogrammingusingdistribution
free software, commonlyLinux and public communication
libraries. The communicationworkload is determinedonly
by theapplicationon execution.A uniquenodeof thecluster
hascommunicationwith the outputnetwork from the clus-
ter, so the nodesof the clusteronly executetasksbelonging
to thecluster. TheBeowulf clusterusedis composedof one
server, a biprocessorpersonalcomputerat 400MHz, and32
workingnodes,whicharepersonalcomputersworkingat300
MHz. Thereare two active interconectionnetworks in the
system,a Fast Ethernet one running at 100 Mbits per sec-
ond, anda High Performance one runningat 1.2 Gbits per
second.Theoperatingsystemrunningin theBeowulf cluster
is Linux and the programminglanguageusedfor program-
ming the agentsis constraint logic programming extended
with linda distributed programmingmodel and tcl/tk script
languageinterfaces.

The Interface agentrunson the server of the clusterbe-
causethis agentmustinteractwith thehumanoperatorof the
prototype. The restof agentsimplementedrun on different
working nodesof the cluster. Anotherworking nodeof the
clusteris usedto maintainthe communicationsin the linda
model.TheFast Ethernet network is usedfor performingthe
communicationsbetweenthe agentsof the prototype. This
network hasenoughcapacitybecausethe urbantraffic do-
mainfeatures,thelower simultaneouslynumberof messages
sent,andtimeneededfor its transmissionis notacritical fea-
turefor theagents.Moreover, theFast Ethernet is a standard
network modelcheaperthantheHigh Performance network.

Every agentof the MASHGREEN DM prototypehasbeen
evaluatedusingisolatedandcollaborativeoff-line executions
in laboratorytests.Their executionsshow a stablebehaviour
working with different input datasetswith andwithout the
interactionwith the humanoperator(in [Garćıa, 2001a] it
is analyzedthe best urban traffic plan agentandin [Garćıa,
2001b] it is analyzedthe best cycle length agent). The co-
ordination agentstoresthemonitoringmessagessentby the
rest of agents. Thesemessagesare storedin disk for later
analysis.Figure3 shows anexampleof how this analysisis
done.
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Figure3: Relationshipbetweenthetimeusedto theexecution
of the primary methodof the most relevant agents(vertical
axis)with regardto thetimeavailablewhendatafrom sensors
arenot available,every 300 seconds(horizontalaxis). The
graphicshows thatthebehaviour of everyagentis stable

5 Conclusions
Multiagentsystemsarea relatively new kind of AI architec-
turesappliedto UTCthathasprovidedasmallnumberof pro-
totypesupto now. TheKITS prototypeis themostreferenced.
In KITS theurbannetwork is dividedin zones.Everyzoneis
associatedwith an agentthat dealswith every featureof its
area. This is an importantdifferencewith theMASHGREEN
DM prototypebecause,in theMASHGREEN DM prototypeev-
ery agenthasa domainthatincludesthecompleteurbannet-
work. Therefore,the resultsprovided by its agentshave a
global view of the urbannetwork. Theseagentsoperateby
using a deepmodel of urbantraffic which hasa very low
temporalcomputationalcost. Besidesthat,theMASHGREEN
DM prototypeprovidesmethodsto integratetaskswith differ-
ent computationalcost. Therefore,it is possibleto integrate
softwarepreviously developed.Every agentof theprototype
hasthesamearchitecture.Thisarchitectureis dividedin four
modules.Thefirst moduledealswith the definitionandim-
plementationof the communicationmechanismcommonto
every agent. The secondmodulestoresthe dataneededto
obtainits operationalobjectives.Thedatadistributionamong
the agentsallows us to incrementthe reliability of the sys-
tem in the presenceof crashedagents. Moreover, this data
distribution doesnot significantlydecreasetheperformances
of thesystem,but it needsthefollowing two conditionsto be
hold: (1) theagentsknow whereeveryinformationis located:
and(2) theagentsknow how the informationis represented,
i.e. they sharethe samedatastructures.The third module
storesthe methodssuitableto be executed. Thesemethods
areprimary, representingthe main operationalobjectivesof
the agent,and secondary, representingadministrative work
for the agent. The last moduledealswith the control of the
agent,i.e. what to do in every moment. The definition of
thesemodulesis simpleto allow us theeasyintegrationand
cooperationbetweenthe agentsof the prototype. The com-

plex mechanismof their acts are settledby an inner way,
dependingon how thesefour modulesareimplementedand
their interactions.

TheMASHGREEN DM prototypehasbeenimplementedin
amultiprocessordistributedcomputerthathasthreemainfea-
tures:(1) it hasanlow economiccost;(2) it hasa goodlevel
of computationalperformances;and(3) therearestablepub-
lic domaintools for programmingthem. The behaviour of
this prototypein executionis stable,i.e. theprototypeworks
well in laboratorytests.
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Abstract
Combinatorial auctions provide a valuable mecha-
nism for the allocation of goods in settings where
buyer valuations exhibit complex structure with re-
spect to substitutabilityand complementarity. Most
algorithms are designed to work with explicit bids
for concrete bundles of goods. However, logical
bidding languages allow the expression of complex
utility functions in a natural and concise way. We
introduce a new, generalized language where bids
are given by propositional formulae whose subfor-
mulae can be annotated with prices. This language
allows bidder utilities to be formulated more nat-
urally and concisely than existing languages. Fur-
thermore, we outline a general algorithmic tech-
nique for winner determination for auctions that use
this bidding language.

1 Introduction
Combinatorialauctions (CAs) have been proposed as a means
of dealing with the allocation of goods to buyers whose pref-
erences exhibit complex structure with respect to complemen-
tarity and substitutability [Rassenti et al., 1982; Rothkopf et
al., 1998; Wellman et al., 2001]. Instead of selling items indi-
vidually, the seller allows bids on bundles of items, allowing
bidders to deal with the entities of direct interest and avoid the
risk of obtaining incomplete bundles. Given a set of combi-
natorial bids, the seller then decides how best to allocate in-
dividual goods to those bundles for which bids were placed,
with the aim of maximizing revenue. Because bundles gen-
erally overlap, this is—conceptually—a straightforward opti-
mization problem, equivalent to weighted set packing. As a
result, optimal winner determination for CAs is NP-complete
[Rothkopf et al., 1998].

By expressing her preferences (prices) directly over bun-
dles, a potential buyer can, in principle, very accurately re-
flect her utility function, regardless of its structure. In prac-
tice, however, specifying explicit bids over all relevant bun-
dles may be difficult: many utility functions will require the
specification of a number of bundle bids that is exponential in
the number of goods of interest to the bidder. This is espe-
cially true for utility functions involving the complementari-
ties and substitutability for which CAs are best-suited. In con-

trast, the logical structure of a complex utility function might
allow such preferences to be expressed relatively concisely in
a suitable language. Several researchers have proposed mech-
anisms for expressing bids logically [Sandholm, 1999; 2000;
Hoos and Boutilier, 2000; Nisan, 2000].

In this paper, we describe a generalized language for ex-
pressing bids that captures the most important elements of ex-
isting bidding languages. In our logical combination of bids
and goods model, one specifies a bid using a logical formula,
but is allowed to associate prices with arbitrary subformulae.
For example, suppose in an auction for shipping capacity a
bidder can send her shipment using two standard containers,
a and b, or one oversized container c. The shipment has an in-
herent value of 50, but the convenience of using an oversize
container is worth 5. We can express a suitable bid for ser-
vices as hha^ b; 0i_ hc; 5i; 50i in our language, capturing the
overall value of 50 for satisfying the requirement a^ b_ c, as
well as the premium of 5 for the oversized container. We will
see examples like this below where our language allows the
logical structure of a utility function to be expressed directly
within a bid. Furthermore, our language allows one to make
the very important distinctionsbetween sharable and consum-
able goods, unlike existing bidding languages. We show that
our language affords complete expressiveness, and that for
certain natural classes of utility functions, it can express bids
exponentially more compactly than existing languages. In ad-
dition, we argue that it provides a natural and concise mecha-
nism for expressing complex bids.

We also propose an algorithmic framework for solving the
winner determination problem for a set of bids expressed in
our generalized logical language. We formulate a stochas-
tic search procedure that works directly with our logical bids,
sidestepping the problem of converting a logical bid into
a (potentially, exponentially) large number of explicit bids.
Though we have yet to study its computational properties, we
expect this approach to offer a significant advance over exist-
ing algorithms.

We briefly review CAs and logical bidding languages in
Section 2. In Section 3 we present our generalized logical bid-
ding language, describing its syntax and semantics, discuss
various properties of this language, and illustrate its ability to
handle certain types of utility functions much more naturally
and concisely than existing logical languages. In Section 4,
we describe a stochastic local search procedure that exploits
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the structure of our logical bids to search through the space
of bid allocations to solve the winner determination problem.
We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of future work.

2 Logical Languages for Schematic Bids
In this section, we briefly review CAs and prior proposals for
logical bidding languages.

2.1 Combinatorial Auctions
We suppose a seller has a set of goodsG = fg1; : : : ; gng to be
auctioned. Potential buyers value different subsets or bundles
of goods, b � G, and offer bids of the form hb; pi where p is
the amount the buyer is willing to pay for bundle b. Given a
collection of bids B = fhbi; piig, the seller must find an allo-
cation of goods to bids that maximizes revenue. We define an
allocation to be anyL = fhbi; piig � B such that the bundles
bi making upL are disjoint. The value of an allocation v(L) is
given by

P
fpi : hbi; pii 2 Lg. An optimal allocation is any

allocationLwith maximal value (taken over the space of allo-
cations). The winner determination problem is that of finding
an optimal allocation given a bid set B. We sometimes con-
sider assignments A : G ! B of goods to bids. Assignment
A induces allocation LA whose bids are those that have been
assigned all goods (i.e., bi � A

�1(hbi; pii)).
The winner determination problem is equivalent to the

weighted set packing problem [Rothkopf et al., 1998] and as
such is NP-complete. Algorithms for weighted set packing
and related combinatorial problems can be used for winner
determination. Search algorithms—both complete methods
[Fujisima et al., 1999; Sandholm, 1999] as well as stochastic
techniques [Hoos and Boutilier, 2000]—have been proposed
in the AI literature and have proven quite successful at solving
medium-sized problems. Though the problem is known not
to be approximable in polynomial time, the afore-mentioned
stochastic approximation technique tends to find optimal so-
lutions very quickly for problems that can be handled by the
complete methods.

2.2 Logical Languages
Most work on combinatorial auctions assumes that a bid is ex-
pressed using a simple bundle of goods associated with a price
for that bundle. Such a bundle naturally captures the comple-
mentarities among the goods within that bundle. However, a
buyer with a complex utility function will often need to ex-
press multiple bundle bids in order to accurately reflect her
utility function.

Logical bidding languages can overcome this by allowing
a bidder to express complex bids in which the logical struc-
ture of the utility function is captured. There are two dis-
tinct classes of logical bidding languages in the literature: lan-
guages that allow logical combinations of goods as formu-
lae, and associate a price with each such formula (we call this
the LG family of languages); and languages that allow logi-
cal combinations of bundle bids as formulae, where the sub-
formulae (or atomic bids) themselves have prices associated
with them (we call this the LB family of languages). We dis-
cuss these briefly in turn in this section, but refer to the cited
papers for further details. In what follows we assume a set of
goods G over which bids are expressed.

An LG language is one in which logical formulae are con-
structed from goods; that is, goods are taken as atomic propo-
sitions and are combined using logical connectives to express
a bid. A price is attached to this formula expressing the
amount the bidder is prepared to offer for the satisfaction of
that formula. Such languages can be used to capture some of
the logical structure of a utility function. The language Lpos

G

proposed by Hoos and Boutilier [2000] is of this type, with
the restriction that only positive formulae (i.e., without nega-
tion) are considered. Formally, if g 2 G then g 2 Lpos

G ; and if
�1; �2 2 Lpos

G , then �1 _ �2 2 Lpos
G and �1 ^ �2 2 Lpos

G . A
logical bid h�; pi is simply a formula � 2 Lpos

G and an associ-
ated price p. Semantically, an assignment of goods to this bid
satisfies the bid if the corresponding logical formula is satis-
fied viewing the assignment as a truth assignment (i.e., those
goods assigned to the bid are “true” and those not are “false”).
As an example, should a bidder desire (for price p) either g1
or h1, and g2 or h2, and g3 or h3, and g4 or h4, she must
formulate sixteen explicit bids of the form fg1; g2; g3; g4g,
fg1; g2; g3; h4g, etc. In contrast,Lpos

G allows such preferences
to be expressed relatively concisely using a logical bid of the
form:

h(g1 _ h1) ^ (g2 _ h2) ^ (g3 _ h3) ^ (g4 _ h4); pi

Variants of this language have been proposed by Hoos and
Boutilier [2000], including the use of k-of clauses, expressing
a desire to have any k goods from a given set, and focusing on
special forms such as CNF. It is important to note that a bid-
der generally must express a number of logical bids in Lpos

G to
capture her utility function: the fact that only one price can be
attached to a formula means that independent preferences are
captured by independent bids (e.g., the same bidder might bid
both ha; 1i and hb; 2i). While perfect substitution is captured
by disjunction inLpos

G , imperfect substitutes must be dealt with
using multiple bids and dummy goods [Fujisima et al., 1999].
For example, if an agent wants only one of a^ b or c^ d, and
slightly prefers a ^ b, she could specify two bids,

ha ^ b ^ g; pi and hc ^ d ^ g; p
0i

with p > p
0. The insertion of dummy good g prevents both

bids from being satisfied. There is an implicit assumption of
free disposal in the semantics of Lpos

G . If a bid ha _ b; pi is of-
fered, the same price is paid if the bid is assigned a alone, b
alone, or both a and b. If this assumption is violated, this bid
must be broken into multiple (exclusive) bids.

A different approach is taken by Sandholm [1999; 2000]
and Nisan [2000], who use LB languages. Intuitively, these
languages take bundle bids as their atomic elements and com-
bine these using various logical connectives. For instance,
Sandholm proposed the use of Lor

B , combining atomic bids us-
ing disjunction, as in hfa; bg; 1i _ hfa; cg; 2i. Semantically,
LB languages are interpreted by assigning goods to the com-
ponent atomic bids (e.g., to fa; bg and fa; cg in the example
above), rather than to the formula as a whole (in contrast with
theLG model). The price paid is determined by the logical re-
lationshipof the component bids. InLor

B , for instance, the sum
of the prices of satisfied atomic bids is paid.

Several interesting varieties of LB languages are studied by
both Sandholm and Nisan, who consider languages using OR,
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XOR (Lxor
B ), and two-level nesting of such connectives (OR-

of-XOR and XOR-of-OR). The use of bundle bids as atomic
elements allows one to express complementarities; OR (as in
Lor

B ) allows one to capture independent preferences; and XOR
allows the expression of substitutability. Nisan also proposes
(and favors) the language Lor*

B , essentially Lor
B with dummy

goods allowed within atomic bids. Lor*
B is fully expressive

and is generally more compact than the other LB languages
for many types of utility functions. We refer to Nisan [2000]
for a discussion of the relative merits of these languages. Be-
cause multiple prices occur within a single formula, a bidder
can express her preferences completely using a single bid (in
contrast with theLG model). However, preferences involving
disjunctionare often expressible much more compactly within
LG than LB. For instance, the preference function above in-
volving multiple clauses of the form gi _ hi requires a bid of
exponential size in any LB language.

3 A Generalized Language for Logical Bids

Both language familiesLG and LB have certain drawbacks. In
LG languages a bidder who wants to offer different prices for
related logical combinations of goods is forced to specify dis-
tinct bids for those combinations. This prevents the bids from
exploiting any logically common substructure. LB languages
are unable to exploit the logical structure of disjunctive com-
binations of goods that exhibit perfect substitutability. Fur-
thermore, LB languages are unable to exploit the fact that a
good may be “sharable,” that is, it may contribute to the sat-
isfaction of multiple atomic bids within a single bidder’s log-
ical bid. This is due to the fact that each good is assigned to
an atomic bid within the LB semantics and cannot be shared.
This can be a severe drawback. Consider an example in which
a bidder desires a single reusable resource, say a machine m,
and some number of consumable resources, say raw materi-
als r1, r2, etc. to be processed on m. The bidder may value
each of the ri independently, but only if the machine is avail-
able on which to process these materials. In such a case, it is
most natural to express preferences for the hm; rii pairs, al-
lowingm to contribute to the satisfaction of each such bid or
subformula.

In this section, we introduce the language LGB of general-
ized logical bids that allows for the logical combination of
both goods and bids within a single formula. Specifically, a
positive propositional formula over goods may have prices as-
sociated with arbitrary subformulae. As such, both goods and
bids can be combined in arbitrary ways. We will see that the
expressive power afforded by this approach offers a number of
advantages, both in terms of the naturalness and conciseness
of the representation of certain classes of utility functions. It
inherits the fundamental advantages of both LG and LB lan-
guages.

Our new language will allow us to formulate logical bids
that reflect such structured utility functions directly and con-
cisely. We first describe the syntax and semantics of our lan-
guage in fairly abstract terms. We then discuss various formal
and informal properties of our language, comparing it to the
languages mentioned above in terms of expressiveness, natu-
ralness, and conciseness.

3.1 Syntax
Let G denote the set of goods, forming the atomic elements of
our language. The language of LGB is defined as follows:

� hg; pi 2 LGB, for any good g 2 G and any non-negative
price p 2 R+

0 .
� If b1; b2 2 LGB, then hb1 ^ b2; pi, hb1 _ b2; pi, and hb1 �
b2; pi are all in LGB for any non-negative price p.

Bids so-defined correspond to arbitrary propositional formu-
lae over the goods, using connectives^ (conjunction),_ (dis-
junction) and� (valuative XOR, the naming of which will be-
come clear below), where each subformula is annotated with
a price. We often don’t mention the price for a subformula
if p = 0, and call such a subformula priceless. A sentence
b 2 LGB is called a generalized logical bid (GLB). Examples
of GLBs include

hha; 1i ^ hb; 2i; 5i and ha _ b; 2i � hc; 3i.

The formula associated with b, denoted �(b), is the logical
formula obtained by removing all prices from subformulae.

3.2 Semantics
The semantics of GLBs defines the price to be paid by a bidder
given a particular assignment of goods to her GLB. Roughly,
the underlying idea is that the value of a GLB b is given by
summing the prices associated with all satisfied subformulae
(with one exception). We first define what it means for an as-
signment to satisfy a (priceless) formula.

Let A be an assignment A : G ! B of goods to
GLBs. Let �(b) be the formula associated with b. We write
�(�(b); A) = 1 to denote that A satisfies b, and �(b; A) = 0
to denote that A does not satisfy b. The satisfaction relation �
is defined as follows:

� If �(b) = g for some g 2 G then
�(�(b); A) = 1 iff A(g) = b.

� If �(b) = �1 _�2 then
�(�(b); A) = max(�(�1; A); �(�2; A))

� If �(b) = �1 ��2 then
�(�(b); A) = max(�(�1; A); �(�2; A))

� If �(b) = �1 ^�2 then
�(�(b); A) = min(�(�1; A); �(�2; A))

Notice that the satisfaction relation is identical for the connec-
tives _ and �. The difference between the connectives will
become evident when we define the value of a bid.

Given a bid b and assignment A of goods to bids, we define
the value of b under A, denoted 	(b; A), recursively. If g is a
good, b1; b2 are bids, and p is a price:

	(hg; pi; A) = p � �(g;A)

	(hb1 ^ b2; pi; A) =

	(b1; A) + 	(b2; A) + p � �(�(b1) ^�(b2); A)

	(hb1 _ b2; pi; A) =

	(b1; A) + 	(b2; A) + p � �(�(b1) _�(b2); A)

	(hb1 � b2; pi; A) =

maxf	(b1; A);	(b2; A)g+ p � �(�(b1) _�(b2); A)
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Intuitively, the value of a bid is the value of its components,
together with the additional price p if certain logical condi-
tions are met. hb1 ^ b2; pi pays price p if the formulae as-
sociated with both b1 and b2 are both satisfied; hb1 _ b2; pi
and hb1 � b2; pi both pay price p if either (or both) of b1 or
b2 are satisfied. The semantics of _ and � differ in how sub-
formula value is used. Specifically, the value of a disjunctive
bid given an assignment is the sum of the values of the sub-
formulae: in this sense, both subformulae are of value to the
bidder. In contrast, a valuative XOR bid, or VXOR bid, allows
only the maximum value of its subformulae to be paid: thus
the subformulae are viewed as substitutes (see below).

Note how, under this definition, zero prices can be used to
represent subformulae to which no price is attached (such as
for the conjunctive bids defined in the previous section). Let
‘�’ denote semantic equivalence (i.e., two GLBs have exactly
the same value under any assignment of goods). We summa-
rize the intuitive semantics of LGB (examples are provided in
the next section):

� Bids b1^b2 and b1_b2 are both valued as the sum of com-
ponent values for b1 and b2 (i.e., their utilities are inde-
pendent). Without prices, conjunction and disjunction,
when they appear at the top-level of a GLB, are seman-
tically equivalent. When such formulae are priced (e.g.,
hb1 ^ b2; pi), or when they appear as subformulae in a
more complex GLB, however, the meaning is quite dif-
ferent.

� Bid hb1^ b2; pi expresses the complementarity of b1 and
b2 (with value p). However, it allows intrinsic value to
be expressed within the subbids (see below).

� Bid hb1 _ b2; pi expresses the partial substitutability of
b1; b2 (with value p). However, it allows intrinsic value
to be expressed within the subbids, so satisfying both
may have greater value than satisfying either one alone.
If b1; b2 are completely priceless, then disjunction repre-
sents full and perfect substitutability.

� Bid (b1 � b2) expresses the complete substitutability of
b1; b2. Only one of the values of b1 or b2 can be paid.
If the values are distinct then they are imperfect substi-
tutes. Perfect substitutes can be captured using � or _
(see above).

� Bid hb1 � b2; pi is much like (b1 � b2), but with price p
paid if either or both b1; b2 are satisfied. No “penalty”
is paid if both are satisfied, so there is an implicit as-
sumption of free disposal. A variation we do not pursue
here would pay p iff one of the subbids held. In what
follows, we assume � formulae have no prices, since
hh�1; p1i�h�2; p2i; pi � (h�1; p1+pi�h�2; p2+pi).

3.3 Properties and Examples

We begin by illustrating the key features of the generalized
language LGB with several examples. We then describe some
of the formal properties of our language.

The ability to associate prices with subformulae gives LGB

the ability to express certain complex preferences much more
concisely and naturally than existing languages in either the
LG of LB families. And complex preferences often exhibit

considerable structure, as studied in multiattribute utility the-
ory [Keeney and Raiffa, 1976], that can be exploited by LGB.
To illustrate, consider the bid

hha; 1i ^ hb; 1i ^ hc; 3i ^ hd; 5i; 50i

Intuitively, this might reflect that a, b, c, and d are comple-
mentary goods with joint value 50, and that the individual
goods have some intrinsic (e.g., salvage) value over and above
that of their role within the group. The use of subformula
prices allows the direct expression of the natural decompo-
sition of the underlying utility function. This bid can be ex-
pressed reasonably concisely in LB (e.g., OR*) and, hence,
LG: the disjunction of five atomic bids—ha; 1i, hb; 1i, hc; 3i,
hd; 4i, habcd; 60i—would suffice. However, this set of bids
disguises the true structure of the utility function. Moreover,
if the atoms were replaced by disjunctive formulae, the re-
quired size of the LB or LG formulae would blow up, since
we would need to distribute the disjunction across each of the
conjuncts to form suitable atomic bids.

A related bid is hha; 1i_hb; 1i_h3; ci_hd; 5i; 50i. Here the
individual goods are substitutes: they provide a basic func-
tionality of value 50, but perhaps do so with differing quality
(or each has different intrinsic value) reflected in the “bonus”
associated with each good. Once again the use of subformula
prices allows one to express this preference naturally. The
most natural way to express this bid in Lor*

B would be as the
disjunctionof all 15 combinations of the four goods (inLG this
would require 15 bids instead of 15 disjuncts). In general, this
would require an exponential blowup of the bid. It turns out
one can express this bid more concisely as the disjunction of
the following 8 bids (where g is a dummy good):1 hag; 51i,
hbg; 51i, hcg; 53i, hdg; 55i, ha; 1i, hb; 1i, hc; 3i, hd; 5i. The
dummy good is needed to ensure that 50 is not paid more than
once. While the blowup is only linear, any natural structure
in the utility function is buried. Furthermore, this conversion
only applies when the disjuncts are goods; if they are arbitrary
GLBs, then the LB (or LG) expression will blow up.

An important feature of the semantics of LGB is that goods
are assigned to logical bids (as in LG) as opposed to compo-
nent subformulae (as in LB). This means that a good assigned
to a logical bid makes all occurrences of that good “true”. This
allows the natural distinction between “sharable” resources
that complement multiple goods, and “consumable” resources
whose utilitycan only be “counted” once. Consider a scenario
in which we have a number of goods fr1; � � � ; rkgwhose util-
ities/prices pi are conditionally dependent on the presence of
another good m but are (conditionally) additive independent
of each other. For instance, think of the ri as raw materials,
and of m as a machine used for processing those raw materi-
als. This situation can be captured using a single GLB of the
form:

hm ^ r1; p1i _ hm ^ r2; p2i _ � � � _ hm ^ rk; pki

To express the same utility function using any LB language
would require a number of bids exponential in k (essen-
tially requiring the enumeration of all subsets of consumable

1Here and in some of the following examples, in order to
enhance readability, we use the notation g1g2 : : : gk instead of
fg1; g2; : : : ; gkg for bundles of goods.
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goods). For example, with one sharable m and four consum-
ables r1; r2; r3; r4 (worth 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively), we’d
need the following bid (in Lor

B or Lor*
B ):

hmr1; 1i _ hmr2; 2i _ hmr3; 3i _ hmr4; 4i

_ hmr1r2; 3i _ hmr1r3; 4i _ hmr1r4; 5i _ hmr2r3; 5i

_ hmr2r4; 6i _ hmr3r4; 7i _ hmr1r2r3; 6i _ hmr1r2r4; 7i

_ hmr1r3r4; 8i _ hmr2r3r4; 9i _ hmr1r2r3r4; 10i

Again we see that LGB allows the natural and concise expres-
sion of certain types of utility functions.

We observe that goods that complement multiple goods in
a nonsharable fashion can be captured either using � or by
using multiple GLBs. For instance, in the example above, if
the machine m is to be treated as consumable, replacing the
disjunction with VXOR:

hm ^ r1; p1i � hm ^ r2; p2i � � � � � hm ^ rk; pki

would ensure that the machine was not shared across the ri (or
at least no value was associated with more than one ri). Sim-
ilarly, we could break up each disjunct into a separate GLB
(all belonging to the same bidder): since goods are assigned
to only one GLB, this approach too prevents m from being
shared.

Since a bidder can offer multiple GLBs, it is important
to note the distinction between the appearance of a good g

in multiple bids and its appearance it multiple subformulae
within a single bid. In the former case, g is treated as non-
sharable, since it can be assigned to only one bid. In the lat-
ter case, each occurrence of g is satisfied by the assignment of
g to that bid, hence g can be viewed as being shared by each
of the component subformulae containing it. This distinction
arises precisely because our notion of satisfaction is defined
with respect to the assignment of goods to bids rather than
bidders. We note that other purely logical means for distin-
guishing sharable and nonsharable resources may be possible,
rather than relying on whether a multiple good occurrences
lie “above the bid level” or below it. For instance, resource-
oriented logics (e.g., linear logic [Girard, 1987]) are designed
primarily to deal with the issue of resource consumption and
sharing. The connections to this work seem worthy of deeper
exploration.2

When a bidder offers multiple GLBs, we must enforce sub-
stitutability constraints by using dummy goods. This is not
necessary when the bid is contained within a single GLB:
VXOR can be used to ensure that only a single good from
some set of (perfect or imperfect) substitutable goods is val-
ued (assuming free disposal).

It is not hard to show that the connectives in LGB are com-
mutative and (in a certain sense) associative.

Proposition 1 Let b1; b2; b3 2 LGB. Then

(a) hb2 ^ b1; pi � hb1 ^ b2; pi (similarly for _, �).

(b) h(b1 ^ b2) ^ b3; pi � hb1 ^ (b2 ^ b3); pi; note
that the inner conjunctionshave no price associated
with them (similarly for _, �).

2We note that existing resource-oriented logics do not seem to
able to handle complementarities.

This justifies the informal use of conjunction (etc.) of a set
of GLBs, with a price paid for the conjunction. Certain distri-
bution laws can be derived as well for price-free subformulae,
and for priced subformulae if we allow manipulation (e.g., ad-
dition and subtraction) of prices. We conjecture that several
useful normal forms for LGB exist.

While there are preferences for which LGB offers much
more concise expression than either LG or LB, the converse
is not true. Any bid expressed in Lor

B , Lor*
B , Lxor

B , or LG can be
expressed equally concisely in LGB. LG bids are simply spe-
cial cases of GLBs. Similarly,LGB can represent each disjunct
in an Lor

B or Lor*
B bid as a separate GLB for the specified bid-

der, resulting in a collection of smaller bids whose total size,
structure, and meaning is the same. As a corollary to the re-
sults of Sandholm and Nisan, that show that Lxor

B and Lor*
B are

both fully expressive, we have:

Proposition 2 LGB can represent any utility function over a
set of goods G.

4 Stochastic Search for GLBs
As we have seen logical languages for bid expression have
been considered by several authors. However, the logical
structure of bids formulated in these languages has not been
directly exploited computationally in winner determination.
For instance, in the the computational study of LG languages
for winner determination undertaken in [Hoos and Boutilier,
2000], compact logical bids were converted into a (large) set
of explicit bids and the behavior of winner determination was
examined. Despite the conversion, the stochastic local search
algorithm, Casanova, proposed in that study proved to work
extremely well. In this section, we formulate a stochastic
search procedure for the winner determination problem for
GLBs that works directly with logical bids, sidestepping the
problem of converting a logical bid into a (potentially expo-
nentially) large number of explicit bids. Though we have yet
to study its computational properties, we expect this approach
to offer a significant advance over existing algorithms.

Given a set B of GLBs, our aim is to find an assignment
A : G ! B of goods to bids that maximizes revenue; that
is, whose value V (A) =

P
b2B

	(b; A�1(b)) is maximal. In
the spirit of the Casanova algorithm for standard combinato-
rial auctions, and motivated by the success of stochastic local
search (SLS) techniques for a broad range of hard combina-
torial problems, we devise an SLS procedure that operates di-
rectly on the space A of assignments and uses the objective
function V (A) to guide the search. In this search space, in-
tuitively, we want to consider two assignments A;A0 2 A
to be neighbors if we can construct A from A

0 by shifting
certain goods from some bids to others. For example, one
could imagine defining the neighborhood relation as follows:
a neighbor of A is reached by moving exactly one good from
its assigned bid b inA to a new bid b0. While this would render
each A 2 A reachable from any other assignment, selecting
good moves based on the objective function V (A) would be
difficult, as many single-good moves are unlikely to cause a
change in V (A), leading to large plateaus in the searchscape.
Alternatively, one could follow the CASLS approach [Hoos
and Boutilier, 2000], and consider assignments A and A

0 to
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be neighbors if A0 can be reached by selecting an unsatisfied
bid b in A and shifting goods from some other bid to b so that
it becomes (maximally) satisfied. We feel, however, that this
approach would not adequately reflect the fact that GLBs have
degrees of satisfaction (i.e., values). Furthermore, revenue
maximizing assignments need not necessarily maximally sat-
isfy any bid; thus this neighborhood relation would not nec-
essarily allow one to reach optimal solutions from arbitrary
points in search space.

The neighborhood relation we propose can be seen as a
compromise between these two extremes; it is based on the
observation that the existence of priced subformulae in GLBs
provides the means to improve the value of a bid in natural in-
crements by moving goods from bid to bid in price-improving
bundles. The value of a GLB under an assignment A is deter-
mined precisely by the priced subformulae that are satisfied
by A. We then define assignment A0 to be a neighbor of A,
if it can be reached from A by selecting an unsatisfied priced
subformula in some bid b and by moving just enough goods
to that bid to satisfy this subformula.

To complete the definition of an SLS procedure, we need
to specify methods for selecting an initial assignment and
for choosing a neighboring assignment at each search step.
Analogous to the CASLS scheme, we propose to start the
search at an empty assignment where all goods are unassigned
and all the bids are fully unsatisfied (i.e., their value is zero).

To formally define the method for selecting neighbors, we
use the notion of a logical bid tree: Each GLB b can be repre-
sented as a logical bid tree whose subtrees correspond to the
priced subformulae of b; this tree is simply the parse tree for
�(b) with prices attached to each node. A subformula with-
out a (top-level) price attached is semantically equivalent to
the same subformula with price zero; we call such subformu-
lae and the corresponding nodes priceless, while all other sub-
formulae (and nodes) are called priced. Since each subtree
of a logical bid tree is itself a GLB, notions of value under a
given assignment and maximal value under any assignment
are well-defined for subtrees; the (maximal) value of a node
is the (maximal) value of the subtree rooted at that node.

Our method for selecting a neighbor of the current assign-
ment in each search step proceeds in two stages: First, choose
from some partially unsatisfied bid b an unsatisfied price node
n whose ancestors do not have maximal value.3 Then, select
a set G0 of goods that, when assigned to bid b, will satisfy
node n. Together, these two choices determine a neighbor-
ing assignment, which is reached by reassigning all goods in
G
0 to bid b. More precisely, we restrict this second selection

to minimal satisfying sets G0, (i.e., to sets that contain only
goods that are necessary to satisfy n). Finding such a minimal
set satisfying n is rather straightforward using the procedure
Satisfy(n), recursively computed as follows:

(a) Let n be a leaf node labeled with good g. Then re-
turn g.

3To implement the search procedure efficiently, for each bid, we
compute the maximum value max(n) for each node n in the logical
bid tree (or for each subformula) prior to commencing the search.
This computation is simple and requires just a single bottom-up
sweep of each logical bid tree.

(b) Let n = ^(n1; n2; � � � ; nk), and w.l.o.g. assume
that n1; � � � ; nj (1 � j � k) are unsatisfied,
and nj+1; � � � ; nk are satisfied. Since n is not satis-
fied, at least one subnode must be unsatisfied. (Sat-
isfaction information is recorded for each node.)
Then return[i�jSatisfy(ni), calling the Satisfy(ni)
in random order.

(c) Let n = _(n1; n2; � � � ; nk). (Note that since n

is not satisfied, each subnode must be unsatisfied.)
Randomly choose one ni, i � k. Then return
Satisfy(ni).

(d) Let n = �(n1; n2; � � � ; nk). (Note that the satisfac-
tion of such a subformula is defined exactly as in the
case of_. Hence, sincen is not satisfied, each subn-
ode must be unsatisfied.) Randomly choose one ni,
i � k. Then return Satisfy(ni).

To obtain minimal assignments, we update the assignment
of goods incrementally as we work recursively through the
tree. This way, once a good is assigned in one part of the tree
this fact will be reflected in the other parts of the tree. Due
to the stochastic choice of subformula to satisfy within ORs
and VXORs, and the random order in which subformulae be-
neath AND nodes are visited, Satisfy(n) can find any minimal
assignment of goods to bid b that will satisfy node n.

The schematic stochastic local search algorithm we pro-
pose initializes the search at an empty assignment and then
iteratively moves from the current assignment to a neighbor-
ing assignment by transferring a set of goods between bids
as described above. After each such search step, the satis-
faction information for all bids (and all subformulae within
bids) is updated based on the new assignment. In practice, to
deal with premature stagnation, this SLS technique will be ex-
tended with standard restart mechanisms such that the search
is reinitialized from an empty assignment after a fixed num-
ber of steps have been performed since the last initialization
(fixed cutoff restart) or whenever no improvement in revenue
has been achieved for a given number of steps (soft restart).

Concrete instantiations of this algorithmic framework are
obtained by specifying mechanisms for the various selections
in each search step: the choice of a subformula to be satis-
fied, and the choice of a minimal assignment (as implemented
by Satisfy(n), possibly extended by an additional selection
from a number of minimal assignments that satisfy n). There
is a broad range of possibly suitable and effective mecha-
nisms for these selections; which of many strategies will work
best will have to be determined based on empirical analyses.
However, it seems clear that the choices should be made in
a biased randomized fashion such that alternatives that lead
to higher direct increases in V (A) are selected with higher
probability, while any possible alternative can be chosen with
some small, lower-bounded probability. The former criterion
is based on analogous results for standard combinatorial auc-
tions [Hoos and Boutilier, 2000] and other well-known com-
binatorial problems such as propositional satisfiability, while
the latter is a sufficient condition to ensure that for arbitrar-
ily long runs, the SLS procedure will find an optimal solution
with probability approaching one (i.e., it ensures probabilistic
approximate completeness, see [Hoos, 1999] for details).
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The general approach we propose here can also be used to
obtain a systematic search algorithm capable of finding opti-
mal solutions and proving their optimality. The overall search
method could be very similar, starting with an empty assign-
ment and selecting subformulae that are satisfied by assign-
ing a set of goods in each step. To guarantee completeness
of the algorithm, all choices would have to be done in a sys-
tematic fashion such that when using a backtracking mecha-
nism, the full search space of a given problem instance will
be explored after a finitely bounded amount of time. Notice
that this is possible even for randomized choices. The practi-
cal efficiency of such an algorithm would depend on suitable
heuristics for ordering the alternatives to be explored at each
choice point, and on sufficiently powerful pruning or bound-
ing techniques. This approach could be very useful for solving
relatively small problem instances provably optimally. How-
ever, considering the NP-hardness of the given problem and
well-known results for other hard combinatorial optimization
problems, such as MAX-SAT, TSP, or standard combinatorial
auctions, we believe that SLS techniques like the one outlined
above will most likely show better absolute performance and
anytime behavior on large and complex problem instances.

5 Concluding Remarks
We have proposed a new logical bidding language for CAs
that exploits structure in utility functions, thereby facilitating
the natural and concise expression of bids. By associating
prices with subformulae and adequately dealing with sharable
resources, LGB can express certain bids exponentially more
compactly than existing languages. We have also sketched
a search procedure for solving CAs that does not require the
conversion of logical bids to atomic bids. Though this proce-
dure has not been tested empirically, we are confident that it
will work well. We are currently developing an implementa-
tion suitable for extensive experimentation.

Apart from empirical work, we are also exploring exten-
sions of LGB to deal with k-of expressions and multiunit CAs.
The distinction between sharable and consumable goods also
deserves further exploration. Clearly an important concept
for CAs, LGB’s ability to make this distinction implicitly is
very desirable for the natural, concise expression of prefer-
ences. Finally, we are currently pursuing the connection to
work in resource-oriented logics (e.g., linear logic [Girard,
1987]), though existing logics do not seem to able to handle
complementarities.
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Abstract

There are now numerous agent applications that
track interests of thousands of users in situations
where changes occur continuously. [Shim et al.,
1994] suggested that such agents can be made effi-
cient by merging commonalities in their activities.
However, past algorithms cannot merge more than
10 or 20 concurrent activities. We develop tech-
niques so that a large number of concurrent activ-
ities (typically over 1000) can be partitioned into
components (groups of activities) of small size (e.g.
10 to 50) so that each component’s activities can be
merged using previouslydeveloped algorithms (e.g.
[Shim et al., 1994]). We first formalize the prob-
lem and show that finding optimal partitions is NP-
hard. We then develop three algorithms - Greedy,
A�-based and BAB (branch and bound). A�-based
and BAB are both guaranteed to compute optimal
solutions. Greedy on the other hand uses heuris-
tics and typically finds suboptimal solutions. We
implemented all three algorithms. We experimen-
tally show that the greedy algorithm finds partitions
whose costs are at most 14% worse than that found
by A�-based and BAB — however, Greedy is able
to handle over thousand concurrent requests very
fast while the other two methods are much slower
and able to handle only 10-20 requests. Hence,
Greedy appears to be the best.

1 Introduction
The number of software agents deployed on the Internet has
grown dramatically over the last few years. Major corpora-
tions have agents that continuously track events — some cor-
porations use such agents to identify and exclude IP addresses
that “scrape” data from their sites. Other corporations use
agents that track some phenomenon (e.g. stock quotes) and
take different actions for different clients who have registered
parameters to be tracked and actions to be taken when certain

�Parts of this research were supported by Army Research
Lab contract DAAL0197K0135, Army Research Office grant
DAAD190010484 and DARPA/Rome Labs grant F306029910552

ySome proofs are omitted due to space limitations

conditions are satisfied. Yet other corporations have agents
that dynamically adjust plans (e.g. airlines) when events oc-
cur that cause those plans to go awry (e.g. a snowstorm).

In this paper, we focus on agents that have a high volume
of activity. Our work is not going to help (very much) agents
that have a relatively low amount of activity. If the agent can
leverage common aspects across its diverse activities so as to
reduce its load, its performance will improve greatly. Much
work has been done on merging activities to minimize load —
such work spans databases [Shim et al., 1994] and planning
[Yang et al., 1992] — however the problem of merging such
activities in an optimal way is known to be NP-complete, and
hence these algorithms tend to perform well when 10 to 20 ac-
tivities or fewer are being merged. However, agents tracking
user interests for major news organizations like CNN have a
huge number of users with registered interests, and an enor-
mous number of changes occurring continuously. The same
is true in the case of stock market agents.

In this paper, we develop partitioning techniques. Such
techniques work as follows: when a large set S of activities
(e.g. 1000) are waiting to be performed, then our methods par-
tition S. Such a partition breaks S into disjoint components
S1; : : : ; Sn where S = S1 [ : : : [ Sn. The activities in a
single component may then be merged by methods for merg-
ing activities, whether they are queries or plans using methods
such as those of [Shim et al., 1994; Yang et al., 1992]. The
cost of executing a component is just the cost of executing the
activities in the component after merging activities. The cost
of a partition is the sum of the costs of the components. The
cost (after merging) of the activities in a partition may be es-
timated using techniques such as those in [Shim et al., 1994;
Yang et al., 1992]. We would like to find a partition with min-
imal (estimated) cost.

Section 2 formalizes this problem and shows that finding
a partition with minimal expected cost is NP-hard. Section
3 develops three algorithms to address this problem. The
first algorithm is based on the A? algorithm — we introduce
a heuristic function and show that it is admissible [Nilsson,
1986]. Hence, this algorithm is guaranteed to find a partition
with minimal cost. The second algorithm is a greedy algo-
rithm which is not guaranteed to find a minimal cost partition.
The third algorithm is a branch and bound algorithm which is
also guaranteed to find an optimal cost solution. We have im-
plemented all the algorithms. Section 4 describes the results
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of detailed experimentation with these algorithms. The exper-
iments show that though the greedy algorithm finds subopti-
mal solutions (typically 14% worse savings are realized when
compared to the optimal savings realizable), it is able to han-
dle 1800 concurrent activities in about 16 seconds, while the
other two algorithms are unable to handle a large number of
activities.

2 Problem Definition

An agent may engage in some space of activities. For exam-
ple, the space of activities associated with a database agent
may be all SQL queries. The space of activities associated
with a planning agent may be the set of all possible planning
problems. The space of activities associated with a CNN-style
news agent may be the set of all interests that could possibly
be associated with users. In the sequel, we use A to denote
some set of activities drawn from such an activity space. A
denotes activities that the agent has to perform, but has not yet
performed.

Definition 1 (Partition) A partitionP of a setA of activities
is a set fA1; A2; : : : ; Ang where each Ai is a non-empty sub-
set of A and

1. A = A1 [A2 [ : : :[An

2. i 6= j ! Ai \Aj = ;.

Each Ai is called a component of the partition P. When
the first condition is replaced by A � A1 [A2 [ : : :[An, P
is called a subpartition.

A partition P of A splits a set of activities (to be done) into
components. The activities in each component Ai can be
separately merged, perhaps using methods for query merging
[Shim et al., 1994] or plan merging [Yang et al., 1992].

Definition 2 (Cost estimation function) A cost estimation
function c takes a set of activities as input and returns a real
number as output. c is required to satisfy at least the following
axioms: (I) c(;) = 0, (II) A1 � A2 ! c(A1) � c(A2).

Intuitively, c(Ai) denotes the estimated cost of executing the
activities in Ai after merging. When Ai = faig is a sin-
gleton set, we will abuse notation and write c(ai) instead of
c(faig). We will also assume that the computation of c takes
polynomial time. This is consistent with algorithms to esti-
mate merged costs of sets of queries such as those of [Shim et
al., 1994] as well as task merging methods [Yang et al., 1992].
In this paper, capitalized A’s denote sets of activities. Lower
case a’s denote individual activities.

Problem 1 (Activity Partitioning Problem(APP)) A set A
of activities, a cost estimation function c, and a partitionP of
A. Is it the case that there is no other partitionP 0 of A such
that
P

Ai2P
0 c(Ai) <

P
Ai2P

c(Ai)?

We will prove below that APP is NP-hard by using the zero-
one multiple knapsack problem (MKP) [Martello and Toth,
1987; Kellerer, 1999]. MKP can be stated as: Given a setN of
n items, a set M of m knapsacks, profit and weight vectors pj
and wj (1 � j � n), and the capacity vector ci (1 � i � m),

max
P

i2M

P
j2N

pjxi;j
subject to

P
j2N

wjxi;j � ci 8i 2M

P
i2M

xi;j � 1 8j 2 N

xi;j 2 f0; 1g 8i 2M; 8j 2 N

The decision problem version of MKP takes in addition to
the above parameters, an assignment of items to knapsacks.
It returns true if the assignment is an optimal solution to the
search problem and false otherwise.

Theorem 1 The activity partitioning problem is NP-hard.

Proof Sketch: We will transform the MKP decision problem
to APP. Let m be the number of components in P. Cre-
ate three tables with the following database schemas:
Rm(knapsackid,capacity), Rn(itemid,
profit, weight) and Rp(knapsackid, itemid).
Insert an entry for each item into Rn, and an entry for each
knapsack into Rm. Create an entry in Rp for each item,
knapsack pair present in the assignment �. Then, for each
item i, we create an SQL query qi given by:

select * from Rn, Rm, Rp

where Rp.itemid = i and Rn.itemid = Rp.itemid
and Rm.knapsackid = Rp.knapsackid and
sum(Rn.weight) < Rm.capacity

Let the cost, c(qi) = �
P

j2qi
pj.

It is easy to see that the tables and queries can be con-
structed in polynomial time. Therefore, when we solve this
instance of APP, we will minimize the total cost of the queries.
As a result, the sum of the profits will be maximized in the so-
lution. Hence, APP is NP-hard. 2

3 Activity Partitioning Algorithms
Although, we can transform the MKP problem into APP,
we cannot immediately use the available approximation algo-
rithms [Martello and Toth, 1987; Kellerer, 1999] for the MKP
problem. This is because in MKP the profits of items are con-
stants, that is they do not vary with different knapsacks. How-
ever, in our case, the cost of a set of activities not only de-
pends on which component it belongs to, but also depends on
which other activities are present in the component. Hence,
we will describe new algorithms based on different heuristics
to solve the query partitioning problem. We will start with an
A�-based algorithm, which is guaranteed to find an optimal
solution.

3.1 A�-based Algorithm
To adapt theA� algorithm [Nilsson, 1986], we first need to de-
fine the state space, the cost function g and the heuristic func-
tion h.

Definition 3 (State) A state s is any subpartition of A. State
s is a goal state if it is a partition of A. Finally, the start state
s0 = ;.

Definition 4 (Functions g(n); h(n) and f(n)) Suppose
node n has state s = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg, and let
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incr(a; s) = minfminfc(a [ Ai) � c(Ai) j 1 � i �

mg; c(a)g. Then, g(n) and h(n) are defined as follows:

g(n) =
P

m

i=1 c(Ai)

h(n) = minfincr(a; s) j a 2 A� (
S
m

i=1Ai)g

f(n) = g(n) + h(n)

where c is the cost estimation function.

Intuitively,g(n) says the cost of noden is the sum of the costs
of the individual components. h(n) underestimates the cost to
a goal state. This is done as follows. Consider each activity a
that is in A but that is not in the subpartition associated with
node n. Such an activity can either be placed in one of the
components of noden or may be in a new component. Evalu-
ate the cost of each of these alternatives and choose the mini-
mal increase incra in cost for adding a to noden. To obtain a
partition, every activity that is not in the current subpartition
must be added to node n eventually, so the cost of a solution
must be at least greater than the current cost by incra for all
such activities a. This provides the rationale for h(n).

OurA�-basedalgorithmis given in Figure 1. The algorithm
makes use of a function, pick(s;A), that chooses an activity
fromAwhich has not been assigned to any of the components
in state s.

If the while loop of the algorithm terminates, this implies
that no goal state was reached and hence there is no solution.
Note that if the heuristic function h used by the A� algorithm
is admissible, then the algorithm is guaranteed to find the op-
timum solution [Nilsson, 1986]. The heuristic h is admissible
iff h(n) � h�(n) where h�(n) is the lowest actual cost of get-
ting to a goal node from node n. The following result shows
that our heuristic is admissible.

Theorem 2 (Admissibility of h) For all nodes n, h(n) �

h�(n). Hence, A�-based algorithm finds an optimal partition
of A.

Theorem 3 The heuristic function h satisfies the monotone
restriction.

The monotone restriction requires that for all n, h(n) �

h(n0) + (g(n0) � g(n)). Since, the h function satisfies the
monotone restriction, the first goal state found by the A�-
based algorithm is guaranteed to be the optimal solution.

3.2 Greedy Algorithm
Our greedy algorithm uses the notion of a cluster graph to
solve the activity partitioning problem. Given a set A of ac-
tivities, a cluster graph is a weighted graph whose vertices are
disjoint sets of activities. Given any set A of activities, we
may associate with it, a canonical cluster graph.

Definition 5 (Canonical Cluster Graph (CCG)) A cluster
graph for a set A of activities is an undirected weighted graph
where:

1. V = ffaig j ai 2 Ag,
2. E = f(faig; fajg) j ai; aj 2 A and c(ai) + c(aj) �

c(fai; ajg) > 0g,
3. w(faig; fajg) = c(ai) + c(aj) � c(fai; ajg)

Intuitively, when we have an edge between activities ai; aj
then this means that there is some savings to be derived by

A�-based(A)
/* Input: A (a set of activities) */
/* Output: P if one exists, NIL otherwise */

OPEN := ;
forall ai 2 A do
ni:state := ffaigg
compute g(ni) and h(ni)
insert ni into OPEN

sort OPEN in increasing order of f(ni)
while (OPEN 6= ;) do
n := OPEN.head
delete n from OPEN
s := n.state
if s is a goal state then Return(s)
else /* expand and generate children */
aj := pick(s, A)
forall Ai 2 s do

/* insert aj into Ai */
s0 := fA1; : : : ; Ai�1; Ai [ fajg; : : : ; Amg

create a new node n0

n0.state = s0

compute g(n0) and h(n0)
insert n0 into OPEN

/* also create a new component with aj */
create a new node n0

n0.state := fA1; : : : ; Am; fajgg
compute g(n0) and h(n0)
insert n0 into OPEN

end(while)
Return (NIL)
End-Algorithm

Figure 1: The A�-based Algorithm

merging the two activities together. The edge label, w(ai; aj)
denotes that saving. (Again, we abuse notation and write
e(ai; aj) instead of e(faig; fajg) and w(ai; aj) instead of
w(faig; fajg). )

The greedy algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Intuitively,
Greedy tries to build a partition iteratively. In each iteration,
it finds an edge with highest weight (savings) in the cluster
graph and deletes it. If more than one such edge exists, one
is arbitrarily picked. It examines the two activities associated
with that edge and checks to see if either of those activities
already occur in a partition. There are four cases to check
depending on whether one, both or neither activities occur in
an existing partition. If both ai; aj occur in existing different
components, then it may be possible to move one of them from
one component into the other. This should be done only if it
yields savings. If one of ai; aj is in an existing component but
not the other, then the other can be placed in the same compo-
nent. It is easy to see that the number of iterations of the loop
of this algorithm is O(card(A)2). Each execution of the loop
may take O(card(P)) time in the worst case to check if ai; aj
occur in a component. It is therefore easy to see that Greedy
is certainly polynomial in the size of the input A as long as
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the cost estimation function c runs in polynomial time.

Greedy(CCG )
/* Input: CCG (canonical cluster graph of A) */
/* Output: P */

P := ;
n := 0

while (9e 2 CCG) do
e := (ai; aj), s.t. w(e) is maximum in CCG
delete e from CCG

if (9Al 2 P s:t: ai 2 Al) then
if (9Ak 6= Al 2 P s:t: aj 2 Ak) then

if (c(Al [fajg)+ c(Ak�fajg) < c(Al)+ c(Ak))
then delete aj from Ak

insert aj into Al

if (c(Ak [faig)+ c(Al � faig) < c(Al) + c(Ak))
then delete ai from Al

insert ai into Ak

else /* 6 9Ak s:t: aj 2 Ak */
insert aj into Al

else /* 6 9Al s:t: ai 2 Al */
if (9Ak 2 P s:t: aj 2 Ak) then

insert ai into Ak

else
n := n+ 1

An := fai; ajg
P := P [ fAng

end(while)
Return (P)
End-Algorithm

Figure 2: The Greedy Algorithm

3.3 Branch and Bound Algorithm

In this section, we describe a branch and bound algorithm,
which is similar to the A�-based algorithm, but uses a dif-
ferent search strategy.

The BAB algorithm maintains nodes n which having the
following fields: state (as defined in Def. 3) , gval and uval
defined below. gval specifies the value g(n) (cf. Def. 4),
while uval contains u(n) which is defined below.

Definition 6 Let node n have state s = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg,
then u(n) =

P
ai2A

0 c(ai). where A0
= A�

S
m

i=1Ai, and c
is the cost estimation function.

Intuitively, g(n)+u(n) overestimates the cost of the minimal
cost solution reachable from node n.1 BAB (Figure 3) also
starts out with an empty partitionand uses the same expansion
strategy as the A�-based algorithm. The OPEN list which is
organized in ascending order of g(n) +u(n) and the BAB al-
gorithm always chooses the first node in OPEN for expansion.
If the g value of this first node exceeds that of the best solution

1Contrast this with h(n) presented earlier that represents an un-
derestimate.

Branch&Bound(A)
/* Input: A(setofactivities))
/* Output: P */

create a new node n
n.state := fg
n:uval :=

P
ai2A

c(ai)
n:gval := 0
insert n into OPEN
bestV alue := n:gval + n:uval
bestPartition := n:state
while (OPEN 6= ;) do
n := OPEN.head
delete n from OPEN
if (n:gval < bestV alue) then

if (n:gval + n:uval < bestV alue) then
bestV alue := n:gval + n:uval
bestPartition := n.state

if (n is not a goal state) then
/* expand and generate children */
aj := pick(s, A)
forall Ai 2 n:state do

/* insert aj into Ai */
s0 := fA1; : : : ; Ai�1; Ai [ fajg; : : : ; Amg

create a new node n0

n0.state = s0

compute n0:gval and n0:uval
insert n0 into OPEN

/* also create a new component with aj */
create a new node n0

n0.state := fA1; : : : ; Am; fajgg
compute n0; gval and n0:uval
insert n0 into OPEN

end(while)
Return(bestPartition)
End-Algorithm

Figure 3: The Branch and Bound Algorithm

found so far, then we do not need to expand this node. If how-
ever, the g-value is less than that of the best solution found so
far, then there is a chance that this node leads to a better so-
lution and hence we expand it (unless it is a solution in which
case we discard it).

Theorem 4 BAB(A) finds an optimal partition of A.

4 Implementation/Experimental Results
We have implemented all three algorithms described in this
paper in C++ on a Sun Ultra1 machine with 320 MB mem-
ory running Solaris 2.6. There is a total of 1600 lines of code
for our implementation and experiments. We ran two sets of
experiments — one to determine which algorithm was fastest,
and how many concurrent activities could be handled, and an-
other to determine how the algorithms performed in terms of
savings generated by them.
Experiment 1: We first fixed an overlap probability. Given
a pair of activities from A, the overlap probability gives the
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Figure 4: Scalability of the Greedy Algorithm

probability that the pair will overlap. We then fixed an over-
lap degree which measures the savings obtained when two ac-
tivities overlap. Suppose we know activities a1; a2 overlap.
The overlap degree in this case is c(a1)+c(a2)�c(fa1;a2g)

min(c(a1);c(a2))
. In-

tuitively, the larger the overlap degree, the greater the savings
obtained by merging two activities.

Once an overlap degree and overlap probability are fixed,
we automatically generated sets of activities that have that
overlap degree (on the average) and that overlap probability.
We then ran all three algorithms on the data. For each number
of activities, we took an average over 10 sets of data. Table
1 shows the results of experiments when overlap probability
varies between 0:4 and 0:6 and when the overlap degree is 0:6
( 1).

No. of activities Greedy BAB A
�-based

5 2.2 81.1 68.3
6 2.75 417.1 328.5
7 2.8 1570.5 1420.7
8 3.3 6752 9941.2
9 4.7 5243.4 18281.9
10 6 10109 44782.6

Table 1: Execution Times (millisecs) (Overlap Degree=0.6)

It turns out that bothA�-basedand BAB ran out of memory
when the number of activities exceeded about 10. The rea-
son for this is that the OPEN list quickly grows overwhelm-
ingly large. Hence, the above table has only 10 activities. In
contrast, Greedy did not run out of space. In order to see how
well Greedy could do, we continued to run experiments by in-
creasing the number of activities. Figure 4 shows that Greedy
scales well and can handle 1800 concurrent activities in about
16 seconds.
Experiment 2: As bothA�-basedand BAB compute optimal
solutions, but Greedy does not always do so, we wanted to
see how much “worse” the solution produced by Greedy was
compared to the optimal solution. When we have a set A of
activities, and a partitionP of A, the savings realized by P is
given by (�a2Ac(a))� (�Ai2Pc(Ai)).

Figure 5 shows that in our experiments, optimal solution
produced by A�-based(whose savings equals that produced
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Figure 5: Cost Reduction Percentage Comparison

by BAB) yielded a saving of 21–34%, while Greedy yields
savings of 17–23%.

Although we could not get the optimal solution after 10 ac-
tivities, we still ran the Greedy algorithm up to 1800 activities
to see the quality of partitions it produced. Figure 6 shows
the results. As seen from the graph, the performance of the
Greedy algorithm did not degrade, and stayed about the same
as we increased the number of activities in the input sets.

Both A�-basedand BAB are unable to perform at all when
there are more than 10-20 concurrent activities. On larger sets
of activities, they both quickly run out of memory — in con-
trast, Greedy scales up very effectively when many activities
occur. In a few seconds, it can partition over a thousand con-
current activities, and produce a solution that is at most 40%
worse than the optimal.

5 Related Work and Conclusions
Over the last few years, there has been tremendous interest in
collaborative information agents. Techniques from this fertile
field have found ample applications in online news sources
that monitor user interests and changing news events and cre-
ate personalized news reports. They have also been used
extensively to make trades in financial markets for different
users as stock conditions change. They have been used to
dynamically bid for a variety of clients in online auctions
[Schwartz and Kraus, 1997]. There are many impressive
agent systems — these include Internet Softbot [Etzioni and
Weld, 1994], Retzina [Decker et al., 1997], Infosleuth [Ba-
yardo et al., 1997], SIMS [Arens et al., 1993] and many oth-
ers.

There have been important efforts to optimize the perfor-
mance of such agents. For instance, [Adali et al., 1996;
Ashish et al., 1999] show how to use intelligentcaching meth-
ods to improve the performance of systems that access differ-
ent data sources.

In both planning and databases, researchers have noticed
that when a server receives numerous requests, then it may
make sense to leverage commonalities across those requests
instead of serially processing the requests. This is accom-
plished by merging (planning requests or query requests). Im-
portant advances in this field were made by [Yang et al., 1992]
and [Shim et al., 1994]. However, in both cases, the problem
of merging plans and merging queries to minimize expected
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Figure 6: Cost Reduction Percentage of the Greedy Algo-
rithm

cost of execution is NP-hard and hence, these methods worked
well when the numbers of activities (planning or querying)
were limited. [Shim et al., 1994] conducted experiments with
10 concurrent queries, while [Yang et al., 1992] handled up to
18 concurrent planning problems.

In this paper, we buildon these important advances. Specif-
ically, we start by assuming the existence of some way of
merging k activities or fewer. Thus, if the activities are
database queries, then k may be set to 10 and the [Shim et al.,
1994] algorithm may be used. Alternatively, if the activities
are planning problems, the perhaps one could set k to 18 and
use the methods of [Yang et al., 1992] to merge plans. Now
consider the situation where such a database or planning agent
has hundreds or thousands of activities it is currently engaged
in. Such a set of activities may be partitioned into components
of size k (or less) so that each component’s activities can be
merged using an aforementioned merging algorithm such as
[Yang et al., 1992; Shim et al., 1994]. If the sum of the costs of
the individual components of the partition is minimized, then
we would have an optimal way of executing such a large set
of activities.

Unfortunately, this problem — which we call the activity
partitioning problem (APP) in this paper — is shown to be
NP-hard. As a consequence, there is no exact algorithm to
solve this problem in polynomial time (unless P = NP which
is widely believed to not be the case). We propose two ex-
act algorithms, A�-basedand BAB, to solve this problem. As
these algorithms compute exact solutions, they are easily seen
to take exponential time. As expected from earlier results of
[Yang et al., 1992; Shim et al., 1994], these algorithms stop
performing well when over 10–20 activities are being merged.
To alleviate this problem, we propose a polynomial algorithm
called Greedy which exhibits the following nice properties.
First, it can (in a matter of seconds) partition a set of thou-
sands of activities which reflects an order of magnitude im-
provement over A�-basedand BAB. Second, the partitions it
computes turn out to have at most 14% worse savings than
those computed byA�-basedand BAB. As a consequence, we
believe that Greedy is superior to bothA�-basedand BAB for
real world problems.
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